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Foreword

One of the more minor consequences of the 2007–2008 global financial
crisis was some serious soul searching among economists and political scientists for having failed to predict these events. Given its “black swan” nature—
low probability and high impact—we might all be forgiven. However, the
European sovereign debt crisis that followed two years later invites no such
sympathy. There is neither ambiguity about its nature nor its timing, only its
final resolution.
The European sovereign debt crisis was in many ways the inevitable consequence of the US financial crisis reaching European shores. But why then, if
it was inevitable, were policymakers so blindsided? The euro crisis has called
into question the long-term viability of Europe’s Economic and Monetary
Union. In order to better understand what has gone wrong, how the
Eurozone could potentially be fixed, and what the future(s) of the euro might
be, including its possible failure, this volume brings together the insights of
a dozen scholars on the political economy of Europe, from both Europe and
the United States.
This volume is organized according to the various contributors’ scholarly
expertise and research interests. While a division of labor is a core characteristic of edited volumes, this volume is unique in two respects. First of all,
the chapters actually agree to a considerable extent on the main features of
the euro and its crisis. Second, they directly engage with and build upon one
another. As a result, the whole of the book is much greater than the sum of its
parts. We hope that you, the reader, agree with this assessment.
There are many people we would like to thank who have been involved
with this project, and we apologize in advance if we omit to mention them
here. First of all, this book would not have been possible without the generous funding made available by the Bernard L. Schwartz Globalization
Initiative at the School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) at Johns
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Foreword

Hopkins University. Its academic co-chair, Pravin Krishna, was enthusiastic
from the start about the project, and the initial December 2012 workshop in
Washington was a success thanks to the research assistance of Ryan Connelly.
We are most grateful for all the logistical, administrative, and managerial
support from the Initiative’s program manager at SAIS, Kelley Kornell. Dean
Vali Nasr and Associate Dean for Academic Affairs John Harrington also
deserve mention for all their encouragement, and for creating an environment of academic excellence at SAIS.
We also want to thank the Watson Institute for International Studies
at Brown University, for sponsoring a conference on the euro crisis in April
2012, where the idea for this edited volume was born. Our conversations with
Alfred Gusenbauer, Romano Prodi, and especially Martin Wolf at Brown
were particularly enlightening.
It goes without saying that this volume is very much a collective effort,
so we owe an immense gratitude to the chapter contributors Kathleen
McNamara, Erik Jones, Nicolas Jabko, Vivien Schmidt, Abraham Newman,
Mark Vail, Jonathan Hopkin, Wade Jacoby, Craig Parsons, and Eric Helleiner.
Furthermore, we want to thank the Council of European Studies for allowing us to build a three-panel symposium around this book project during
their annual International Conference of Europeanists in Washington, D.C.,
in March 2014, as well as Randall Henning, Craig Parsons, and Charles
Kupchan for agreeing to serve as discussants on those panels. Others who
deserve to be mentioned for their encouragement and sound advice include
Jonathan Kirshner, Peter Hall, Dan Drezner, Dan Kelemen, Cornel Ban,
Simon Tilford, and Jerry Cohen.
A special mention goes to Björn Bremer, who provided invaluable research
assistance during the writing and editing stages of this book. He compiled
the bibliography, and proved to be a meticulous editor and proofreader of
all the chapters and endnotes. Brian Fox was instrumental in carefully putting together the index for the book. We also thank David McBride and
Sarah Rosenthal at Oxford University Press for ably steering the manuscript
through the publication process, as well as the very helpful comments from
the two anonymous reviewers.
Finally, together with all our contributors, we decided that we wanted
to dedicate this book to the late Tony Judt. The debate over the euro crisis
was from its inception dominated by financial experts and economic analysts.
Judt’s unique historian’s voice was often very much missed. We think that
Judt would have been sympathetic to the main message of this book—that
any long-term solution to the crisis experienced by the European Union and
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its single currency should begin by addressing the political foundations of
markets. Tony Judt taught all of us a great deal about Europe and its historical development. We owe him a tremendous intellectual debt. He passed
away too soon without leaving us his understanding of what went wrong in
this moment of crisis and where we should go from here. With his voice in
our ears, we have tried to fill that silence. Whether our collective efforts are
worthy of being mentioned in the same breath as Judt’s is, however, something that, once again, we will leave to you, the reader, to decide.
Matthias Matthijs and Mark Blyth
Washington, DC, and South Boston, MA
October 2014
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Introduction
The Future of the Euro and the Politics
of Embedded Currency Areas
Matthias Matthijs and Mark Blyth

The purpose of this book is to move beyond a purely economic understanding of the euro crisis and its likely aftermath by emphasizing the political
foundations of markets. Our goals in doing so are threefold: first, to develop
a holistic understanding of what caused the euro crisis, which incorporates
political, ideational, institutional, as well as economic and financial factors;
second, to determine how the design flaws of the euro can be fixed for the
long term; and third, to define which potential futures lie ahead for Europe’s
single currency and its users.
The book’s core proposition is that one should begin by looking at
the “minimal” political and institutional conditions required to make a
multi-state currency union work. Only then should one ask whether Europe
has those conditions in place or is likely to construct them anytime soon.
This introductory chapter provides the overall frame for the book and pulls
together the main ideas of the chapters. Drawing together the volume’s contributions, we make three interrelated arguments.
First, we maintain that the euro problem—the result of three “forgotten
unions” quite distinct from monetary union—developed over a much longer period than a focus on the European sovereign debt crisis of 2010–2012
would suggest. We create an analytical framework for the book, which argues
that the currency’s lack of “embeddedness” in truly supranational European
financial, fiscal, and governance institutions was a significant omission that
would eventually come to a head. The great crash of 2008 was merely the
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catalyst. Those three “forgotten unions” were a financial (and not just banking) union, coherent institutions of supranational economic government (a
fiscal union that uses a common debt instrument), and a political union holding comparable democratic legitimacy to the European nation-state.
Second, what we term the euro experience shows how the unfinished institutional design of the euro led to overall economic divergence across the Eurozone,
rather than the convergence that EU leaders had anticipated at Maastricht in
the early 1990s. This divergence quietly altered the distribution of economic
and political power within Europe prior to the crisis, with real consequences
for how the EU has since responded to that crisis. This section highlights
how the economies of the Eurozone’s big four states—Germany, France, Italy,
and Spain—have each changed since and because of the introduction of the
euro, and now struggle to live with the commitments that their common currency necessitates. We highlight how the traditional balance of power among
Europe’s major states shifted dramatically during the crisis, with Germany
gaining in clout, the traditional Franco-German engine of European integration sputtering, and the return of the gap between the core “surplus” countries
and peripheral “deficit” countries of the Eurozone. We discuss how existing
institutions were tested during the euro crisis, noting how the relationship
between national and supranational levels of governance underwent a genuine
transformation, including a substantial adjustment in the traditional division
of labor between legislative, executive, and judiciary branches of government.
Third, and finally, we examine the euro future from three different points of
view: first, through the politics of its dominant state but reluctant leader, Germany;
second, through the capacity of the European Union to transcend this moment
of crisis given its past experience; third, through the lens of the broader geopolitics of the crisis, asking whether the rest of the world will assist the Eurozone by
continuing to accept the euro as a global reserve currency. In the concluding
chapter, we focus on the return of national politics in the Eurozone and the
European Union, as well as future battles that loom on the horizon. We will
also propose a typology on how to think about the future of the euro. Following
Nassim Taleb’s metaphor, we will distinguish the three different “euro swans”—
white, grey, and black—that may grace the euro’s future in the years to come.1

From Bright to Blight: A Primer on the History
of the Present
The euro was created in December 1991 when German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl and French President François Mitterrand, together with 10 other
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European heads of state, all under the authoritative stewardship of European
Commission chief Jacques Delors, negotiated a new “Treaty of European
Union” in Maastricht, the Netherlands. At the time, the creation of the
single currency was welcomed as a visionary act of international statesmanship and a courageous step toward European political unity.2 The reasoning
seemed straightforward. Through the economic convergence that a common
currency was presumed to deliver, EU member states would better align their
core national competencies and grow into a more politically integrated region,
thereby forever relegating any potential military conflict between them to
the dustbin of history.3 With the international state system still trembling
from the triple shock of the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the reunification
of Germany in 1990, and the imminent collapse of the Soviet Union at the
end of 1991, Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) was Europe’s imaginative and bold response to the new geopolitical landscape.4
EMU would incorporate a recently reunified Germany into an ever closer
union and tie Berlin’s fate to the rest of Europe through a common currency
and a common monetary policy. It would also reassure France and the rest of
Germany’s neighbors that the long dormant “German problem”—a strong
German state at the heart of Europe that was both too dynamic and too big
for the rest of the continent to keep up with—would never again resurface.
These European elites also shared the view that the forces of globalization,
mostly evident in rapidly rising international trade and capital flows, meant a
substantial hollowing out of the traditional nation-state, and therefore would
require an answer at the supranational level.5 EMU was therefore also seen
as the vehicle that would enable Europe to compete as a unified economic
bloc with a rising Japan, a nascent North American free trade area, and other
emerging giants in Asia and Latin America.6 Even though it was acknowledged at the time that the single currency’s design was incomplete—a monetary union without a fiscal union—Kohl, Mitterrand, and Delors agreed
that this would be addressed at some point in the future.7 That, at least, was
the hope.
During the early 1990s, despite the setbacks of the European Monetary
System (EMS) crises of 1992–1993, Europe’s focus remained firmly on
meeting the “convergence criteria” at the heart of Maastricht’s road toward
EMU: low interest and inflation rates, fiscal deficits under 3 percent of gross
domestic product (GDP), and gross national debt levels below 60 percent
of GDP. By 1997, despite the implementation of austerity measures to meet
these goals, it was clear that only tiny Luxembourg would meet all four criteria. The EU’s leaders therefore made the political decision to focus mainly
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on the applicants’ fiscal deficits, rather than on their overall debt ratios, in
order to avoid having a much smaller and predominantly northern euro core
to start with. This flexible interpretation and canny massaging of the rules
allowed 11 of the then 15 EU members to qualify for EMU membership by
1999. The UK and Denmark opted out, while Sweden decided to wait and
then voted against adopting the euro in a referendum in 2003. Greece first
needed to make significant progress to improve its fiscal situation, but would
join in 2001, just in time for the introduction of euro coins and notes in
January 2002.
While the euro initially weakened vis-à-vis the US dollar—the single
currency was introduced at $1.17 in January 1999, but steadily depreciated to
reach a low of $0.82 during the height of the US “dotcom” boom in October
2000—after January 2002, the euro gradually gained in value, and most
Eurozone economies began to grow, in some cases at an unusually fast pace.
By the autumn of 2007, the dollar had lost 34 percent of its value vis-à-vis
the euro since early 2001. Economists were writing articles and papers about
how the dollar’s decline would foster the euro’s rise.8 Central banks began
to increasingly swap out dollars for euros in their international currency
reserves.9 Supermodels started to insist on contracts denominated in euros
rather than dollars.10 And even the villain in the James Bond movie Quantum
of Solace, released in 2008, demanded euros as ransom, snidely observing, “the
dollar isn’t what it once was.” France’s Gaullist fantasy of a united Europe
from the Atlantic to the Urals, finally exercising its own monetary power to
counterbalance that of the United States, seemed to be coming to pass. But
then, within a very short space of time, the wheels came rather spectacularly
off the wagon, and the very existence of the euro was deemed to be at stake.
At the heart of it all was—and at the time of writing still is—a
pan-European banking crisis. In short, the funding crisis that had laid waste
to Anglo-Saxon “highly leveraged financial institutions” (HLFIs) via the subprime mortgage crisis in the United States only fully hit Europe in mid-2009.
At first the damage seemed contained, but then European policymakers committed a series of self-inflicted wounds that would turn an Anglo-American
problem into a distinctly European one.
First of all, the European Central Bank (ECB) signaled to the markets
in May 2009 that they would singularly not engage in quantitative easing in
the manner conducted by the Anglo-Americans, which made markets nervous about the liquidity of their bond holdings.11 The German government
then doubled down on this error in March 2010, telling financial markets
that neither the ECB nor Germany would act as the lender of last resort
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for the European banking system, since there was no backstop provision in
the EU Treaties, in order to avoid moral hazard. Unsurprisingly, given the
huge volume of euro-denominated government debt collectively held by the
European banking system, yields on such government bonds became more
volatile and began to creep up.
Bond spreads widened over the course of 2010 and 2011 as the market
repriced the risk of sovereigns with no printing presses facing possibly insolvent banks with multiples of GDP on their balance sheets and no lender of
last resort coming to their rescue.12 Iceland’s and Ireland’s fates suddenly
seemed much more than mere isolated incidents. The crisis had become systemic. Widening spreads accelerated to critical levels when private liquidity
to the European banking system effectively dried up in mid-2011 as US money
market funds withdrew from interbank funding markets. As a result, the collateral used for short-term borrowing by European banks, euro-denominated
sovereign bonds, fell further in value.13
HLFIs going bust have the potential to bring down entire economies,
hence the concept of “too big too fail.” But what Europe had done, almost
without noticing, was to build itself a banking system that was “too big to
bail” by any one sovereign, including Germany. Only the massive balance
sheet and full commitment of the ECB to provide unlimited liquidity can
stabilize such a system. Yet, as noted above, then ECB president Jean-Claude
Trichet had expressly disavowed that commitment, passing the buck to the
Germans, who duly passed it back to the ECB. Then it was passed around
the rest of the Eurozone throughout 2010 and 2011 at one crisis summit after
the other, pushing yields up higher and higher.
That basic and indispensable commitment was only given reluctantly
by Trichet’s successor, Mario Draghi. It had three components. First was
Draghi’s announcement of the long term refinancing operations (LTROs) for
the European banking system in December 2011 and again in February 2012,
which pushed 1.5 trillion euro at near zero interest rates into Europe’s banks.
Second was his emphatic and bold promise to do “whatever it takes” (“within
our mandate”) to save the euro in July 2012. Third was his concomitant policy
initiative of “conditional” outright monetary transactions (OMTs), which
promised to buy sovereign bonds in extremis, in early September 2012.
Consequently, between the autumn of 2009 and the summer of 2012,
Europe experienced a “sovereign debt crisis,” which is a rather odd name for
a crisis of systemic over-lending by European banks. And European governments responded with austerity policies that exacerbated rather than limited
the economic slump that followed. At the time of writing, the euro seems to
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have survived intact, but only because the private debts of the banking sector
were socialized and paid for through draconian cuts in government spending
plus, of course, the actions of Mario Draghi at the ECB.14
As we enter 2015, financial analysts are bullish again on the euro, pointing
out that the global share of central bank reserves held as euros is on the rise
again, while sovereign bond yields have fallen to record low levels. The ECB
has announced new so-called Targeted LTRO programs aimed at restoring
lending to the private sector, made its deposit rates negative in order to push
even more money out the door, and launched another bold plan in October
2014 to buy an extra 1 trillion euro in covered bonds and asset-backed securities (ABS) during the last three months of 2014. It seems that the crisis is
over. But are we in fact so lucky? Are we back once again to the euro’s Bright
future after a time of Blight? For even if one believes the banking crisis
sketched above has been triaged through the provision of infinite liquidity,
if we approach the euro crisis from a focus on the political foundations of
markets, we should perhaps not be so sanguine. Perhaps we might conclude
that the banking crisis that still lies at the heart of the euro woes was indeed
catalytic, but that it was merely one part of a deeper and multifaceted crisis of
politics, institutions, and governance that has not at all been resolved.
These interlocking and emergent crises lie in the realm of what the economist Abba Lerner once referred to as “unsolved political problems.” He once
observed that “economics has gained the title Queen of the Social Sciences by
choosing solved political problems as its domain.”15 Economic theories usually start with how the world should be—a model—which presumes that all
the relevant political problems have long been solved. All that is left to do,
then, is to figure out the most efficient means to get to the end the model
prescribes. But such a view of the world assumes away all the politics that in
fact make such a world go around. This confusing of the model for the reality
it purports to describe lies at the heart of Europe’s current condition.

The Political Foundations of Markets: Moving
from Optimum to Minimum
There is an old joke about an economist who finds himself trapped on a desert island with only canned food. He quickly assumes the existence of a can
opener to solve his predicament. The joke really is not all that funny, but it
serves its purpose as a reminder of the limits of economic solutions to what are
essentially political problems. As Lerner cautioned, economic theories always
start with an idealized version of the world, such as a frictionless market, a
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rational investor, a representative agent, or in the case of the euro, an optimal
currency area. Economists then measure how much the world deviates from
this ideal, and the policy solution that logically follows this is to reform the
world to become more like the theory.
Vintage 1999 and more recent economic criticisms of the euro as “not fulfilling the requirements of the theory of optimum currency areas (OCA)”
are a telling example of this genre, as is Europe’s general reform agenda
since the outbreak of its crisis.16 It is undeniable that Europe never met the
requirements of the theory, either in whole or in part. There were never any
complete markets with cross-border flexibility in all factors of production to
absorb asymmetric shocks. Now, after being slammed by banking and debt
crises, the current reform agenda of Europe actually seeks to replicate the
economists’ approach in reality. Through a singular political commitment
to structural reform and improving the region’s cost-competitiveness without institutional or financial compensation, the euro’s reformers in Brussels,
Frankfurt, and Berlin seek to make Europe more like the one portrayed in
the theory of optimal currency areas—one with symmetric shock absorbers,
super-flexible labor markets, and an operative law of one price across financial
markets. In the language of the varieties of capitalism literature, European
policy elites are trying to take multiple sets of differentiated institutional
complementarities, otherwise known as distinct national economies, and
turn them into one set of undifferentiated complementary institutions.17
Yet such a view of “what is to be done” rather carelessly assumes away the
complicated bargains and distributive politics that make integrated markets
and a single currency possible in the first place and assure its sustainability
over the long term. Such a view begins with the premise that politics is some
kind of noise or friction in an otherwise self-equilibrating system that needs
to be eliminated. As a consequence, we need rules, pacts, and treaties to constrain politicians whose policy tools should be delegated to technocrats who
can safely ignore the demos and get us closer to that optimal world. This is
the recent history and the immediate future of the euro—and it has been less
than successful of late.
However, if we shift our focus and start with politics as the fundamental
underpinning of the system itself—as constitutive of the system’s basic institutional design rather than an aberration to be removed by a suitably qualified technocracy—a political account of the euro must start with a theory
of minimums rather than optimums. That is, we need to ask, what are the
various institutional and political minima required to make a single currency,
encompassing a set of integrated markets across distinct national economies,
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work? And what are the politics involved in creating those minimum requirements? These questions bring us to the heart of the book and the contributions of its authors.

The Euro Problem: Embedded Currency Areas
and Multiple Forgotten Unions
The book begins with Kathleen McNamara’s analysis of the politics of
“embedded currency areas” in Chapter 2. McNamara uncovers the minimum
institutional and political prerequisites for a stable currency union from an
examination of past currency unions. She argues that the euro is notably different from every other successful single currency in history in that it has been
fundamentally “disembedded” from the specific social and political institutions that provided a solid and durable foundation for any monetary union in
the past. Markets, she argues, need political authority to create stability. The
lack of governance will hurt the euro going forward more than its objective
shortcomings as an optimum currency area or a set of flexible markets.
The history lessons of previous monetary unions, which McNamara codes
on a continuum from “least embedded” to “most embedded,” have a lot to
say about the Eurozone’s current predicament. They suggest that European
leaders and their publics will need to channel the historical sociology of Karl
Polanyi, rather than the free markets of Friedrich von Hayek, if they want
to fix the euro’s problems. If it is to succeed in the long term, McNamara
believes the Eurozone must be transformed into a truly embedded currency
area (ECA). The next three chapters build upon McNamara’s opening to give
us greater clarity concerning the three “forgotten unions” that either directly
caused the euro crisis or exacerbated its effects: the “forgotten” financial, economic, and political unions that would constitute a real ECA.
In Chapter 3, Erik Jones views the euro crisis not as a crisis of the euro, but
as a crisis of the single market. Jones argues that when Europe’s political leaders pushed for capital market integration and the liberalization of cross-border
banking in the late 1980s and early 1990s, they failed to build common institutions to ensure financial stability. Instead, they held on to national institutions for banking regulation, supervision, resolution, and insurance. These
were too small and too fragmented to guard against the risks generated by
the behemoth pan-European banks and insurance firms that emerged in the
single market’s integrated financial space. Jones explains why this failure to
construct common institutions to safeguard against the risks generated by
integrated pan-European financial markets was a big mistake. His goal is not
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to argue against the view that monetary integration contributed to Europe’s
problems. Rather, his goal is to show that the absence of any financial union
was sufficient, in and of itself, to bring some sort of crisis about. If Europe’s
policymakers refuse to rectify this situation, Jones fears, they will have to
relive the experience.
Nicolas Jabko, in Chapter 4, shows us how the euro crisis is a product
not only of Jones’s forgotten financial union, but also of a forgotten union
of economic governance, parallel to the one lacking in financial markets.
Jabko observes that because monetary policy was unified at the EU level,
while most other economic policy powers remained in the hands of national
governments, an unforeseen conflict between national sovereignty and a
new conception of sovereignty that called for its exercise at the European
level developed below the radar since the euro’s introduction. This conflict
became fully evident only after 2009 with the deepening of the Eurozone
crisis, but in reality it was, like Jones’s forgotten financial union, generated by
long-standing “unsolved political problems.” For Jabko, the Eurozone crisis is
then a crisis of economic governance in a situation of divided sovereignty that
compounds the systemic risks generated by the inability to properly regulate
financial markets, which Jones highlights. The crisis showed us that while the
institutional status quo had become untenable, there was no magic formula
to strengthen economic and fiscal governance without further encroaching
on national sovereignty, which politicians solely accountable to the national
level were simply unwilling to do.
Jabko notes how since the summer of 2011, under the intense pressure of
yield spikes and multiple downgrades, member states have de facto moved
toward shifting more sovereign powers to the EU level. They have adopted
treaty revisions that could ultimately reshape the landscape of economic governance, such as the creation of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and
the “Fiscal Pact” (formally known as the Treaty on Stability, Coordination
and Governance). In late 2013, member states endorsed the principles of a
single banking supervisory and resolution mechanism, a “pact for growth
and jobs,” and a “specific and time-bound road map for achieving a genuine
economic and monetary union.”18 Yet these steps are, we argue, still too conditional, and in the case of the banking union’s single resolution mechanism,
still very much contested. Building upon Jones’s conclusion, Jabko warns that
the crisis will not fully abate as long as the credibility of collective economic
governance is in doubt. The solution to that lack of credibility is a further
deepening and embedding of political institutions as part of a move toward
stronger EU economic governance. But whether that will actually happen is
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once again likely to remain an “unsolved political problem” in the foreseeable
future.
If the forgotten financial and economic governance unions highlighted
by Jones and Jabko were the lagged antecedents of the crisis—the accidents
waiting to happen—as well as the necessary components of an ECA, then for
Vivien Schmidt in Chapter 5, the euro crisis is first and foremost a political
crisis that is a direct consequence of these hidden fragilities. In particular,
she highlights the negative impact on European democracy of the policies
proposed and implemented to solve the crisis. These policies—budgetary
austerity, wage compression, and a drive for exports—have, Schmidt argues,
exacerbated long-standing problems with regard not only to the EU’s democratic legitimacy but also to European solidarity.
Democratic legitimacy has suffered not only because Eurozone policies
have failed to produce good outcomes, but also because EU citizens have less
say than ever over those policies. Indeed, the excessively “intergovernmental”
processes of Eurozone crisis governance, in which the ECB acts, the member
state leaders in the European Council call the shots, the European Parliament
is largely ignored, and the European Commission serves as a secretariat, have
unbalanced the EU’s long-standing “democratic” settlement in which all
three institutions equally pulled their weight. Schmidt further shows us how
European democracy suffers a deep crisis of legitimacy that stems from these
EU crisis resolution policies. That is, they undercut EU institutions’ “output”
legitimacy (because of their harmful effects on economic growth and social
welfare), they undermine those same institutions’ “input” legitimacy (because
of their negative effects on citizen participation and representation), and they
weaken “throughput” legitimacy (because of rule-making and rule-following
that lack efficacy, accountability, transparency, and access).
Taken together, these four chapters demonstrate that the euro crisis is
not subject to a simple and singular crisis narrative. It is simultaneously an
emergent crisis of finance, governance, legitimacy, and an overarching lack
of institutional embeddedness. Overcoming any one crisis is a challenge. The
odds against overcoming these obstacles simultaneously and building a real
ECA is reason enough to keep some doubts about the euro’s future.

The Euro Experience: Mind the Gap
The second section of the book turns from the antecedents and generators of
these crises to the actual agents key to resolving them. These are not, in our
opinion, the supranational institutions in Brussels. Rather, they are the four
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main economic and political players of the Eurozone: Germany, France, Italy,
and Spain. In this section of the book we examine how these states differentially experienced both the introduction of the euro as well as the decade that
followed, which culminated in the euro crisis. Here we investigate whether
the euro game has been worth the candle for these countries, how their economies’ intermeshing through the euro helped catalyze the crisis in each country, and why they experienced the same shocks so differently.
Collectively the chapters of Section II argue that once economic growth
had returned after the 1992–1993 collapse of the EMS and subsequent
recession, northern European capital—in search of higher yields—increasingly flowed into southern European markets in anticipation of the formal
introduction of the euro in 1999. Financial market participants implicitly
assumed that the approaching adoption of the euro in those countries was
a de facto guarantee against any inflation or devaluation, which shaved
off most of the existing national risk premiums that had prevailed on
Mediterranean (and peripheral) country bonds.19 The initial result of these
financial flows was rapid interest rate convergence and a consequent flooding of local bank funding markets, which held as long as economic times
were relatively good, between 1998 and 2008, all of which seemed to vindicate the view that the euro had brought about deeper economic integration
in the Eurozone. But rather than leading toward convergence, as anyone
just focusing on EMU sovereign bond spreads would have discerned, this
process had actually resulted in unsustainably large intra-European balance
of payments disequilibria between Germany and everyone else, already visible by 2005.
Unintentionally but consequentially, EMU helped to bring about in reality pre-existing popular perceptions of a gap between a seemingly financially
more orthodox northern “core” of “surplus countries” that mainly saved,
invested, produced, and exported, and a debt-laden southern “periphery” of
“deficit countries” that predominantly borrowed, consumed, and imported.
This economic divergence, not the expected convergence of the Treaty of
Maastricht, made possible by the same institutional design flaws already
noted, allowed capital to flow ungoverned across EMU borders. When these
capital flows suffered a sudden stop in 2010 as markets grew wary and banking liquidity dried up, the consequence for the periphery was the sudden realization that by joining the euro they had given up their two main national
shock absorbers—devaluation and inflation—for a few points less in interest.
This left them with “deflation” (or internal devaluation) as the only option on
the table, regardless of its effectiveness.20
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In the absence of any solidarity mechanism at the EU level—where the
North would inflate while the South would deflate, or fiscal transfers from
North to South to ease the financial blow—the whole burden of adjustment
would fall onto the periphery countries via austerity, leaving the core countries Scot-free. As Vivien Schmidt has noted already, the sovereign debt crisis
thereby reawakened old political divisions on the European Continent that
the euro was actually introduced to put to rest once and for all.

The Reluctant Leader, the Middle Child,
and the Troubled South
Abraham Newman, in Chapter 6, demonstrates how the euro crisis has
underscored the critical, and unenviable, role that Germany plays in Europe’s
regional architecture. For Newman, the German government has persistently
pushed a policy response that is motivated by a deep concern to avoid moral
hazard by other member states, while at the same time doing what needs to be
done to stop the situation from becoming critical. This has resulted in a reluctance to fund or favor quick and forceful commitments to regional bailouts
or strong interventions by the ECB.
Germany, it should be emphasized, has not been paralyzed in the face
of the crisis. As Newman notes, from a pending Greek sovereign default in
May 2010 to the Spanish banking crisis in the summer of 2012, Germany has
actively engaged on all fronts and has been the most important member of the
resolution team. But in these efforts, Germany has played the role of reluctant
leader—cautious and circumscribed—which is a caution that has not been
without risk, as this halting response has inflated the costs and duration of
the crisis by sowing the seeds of market doubt and sparking wider fears of
contagion. By always stressing what Newman terms the “moral hazard frame
for policy” over other alternative frames that would legitimate a more aggressive response, Germany has managed to both help resolve and help exacerbate
the crisis. Given this, it is important to understand why alternative policy
frames underscoring either the risks to German exports and growth, or the
uncertainties of contagion to Germany (and the rest of Europe), were ultimately rejected by Berlin.
Newman’s historical explanation of Germany’s crisis behavior focuses on
the costs of reunification in the minds of German voters (and as perceived
by German politicians) plus the timing of the German economic recovery
of the mid-2000s relative to the timing of the euro crisis. These factors,
Newman argues, set in motion a set of political dynamics that favored the
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selection of the moral hazard response over other possible alternatives. In
particular, Newman notes how structural reforms enacted in response to the
post-reunification economic malaise, as well as the large fiscal transfers from
West to East resulting from reunification, seriously undermined any solidarity impulses within the German electorate.
In Chapter 7, Mark Vail builds upon Newman’s work by analyzing the
politics of France through the frame of its role as Europe’s “middle child,”
with a particular emphasis on the contradictions of its position as a European
leader and anchor of EMU despite its relative economic weakness. Vail
argues that the competing allures of statism and liberalism in French leaders’ views of governance, France’s vacillating commitments to Keynesianism
and austerity in policy, as well as France’s core but increasingly problematic
partnership with Germany, have generated a deeply fraught and inconsistent
set of trajectories in its financial and economic policy, both domestically and
at the European level.
Vail supports his central claim through a careful analysis of the political debates surrounding EMU in the late 1990s, paired with the debates
surrounding the European financial and sovereign debt crisis after 2007.
In each of these instances, Vail sees French policy guided by commanding
but often contradictory political-economic imperatives: French economic
autonomy and the desire for political leadership within Europe, the preservation of its historic partnership with Germany as an avenue of influence in the European Union, while protecting and preserving its cherished
“statist-liberal” political-economic model. He concludes by suggesting that
this balancing strategy has become even less feasible since the euro crisis,
while France’s growing ineffectiveness at articulating an alternative vision of
European economic policy has reduced the chances of a less austere future
for the Eurozone as a whole.
Jonathan Hopkin brings this section to a close in Chapter 8 by focusing
on the two “troubled” southern European economies whose actions matter
most for the future of the euro: Italy and Spain. Hopkin argues that the fate
of the euro really hangs on the outcome of the crisis in the southern European
democracies, and argues that the social and political dynamics behind the
crisis are ill understood. Hopkin’s chapter moves beyond the standard narrative of debtor and creditor nations, examining the political and distributional
consequences of monetary union within the two largest southern member
states.
Rejecting the conventional wisdom of “insiders” (trade unions) benefiting
from excessive wages driven up by North-South capital flows, Hopkin shows us
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empirically that the euro brought big gains to the “sheltered” sectors of these
economies—construction, retail, and parts of the public sector—while manufacturing workers actually saw their real wages stagnate. But the policies
imposed on the South in response to the debt crisis have come down especially hard on unionized workers and other lower income groups, particularly
the young, while protecting politically powerful and protected sectors that
gained during the boom years and are able to externalize the costs of adjustment onto others.
According to Hopkin, despite these distributional failings, southern
Europeans have shown remarkable resilience in the face of these economic
and political challenges and remain largely committed to euro membership.
However, he fears that the imposition of multi-year programs of “internal
devaluation” constitutes a major natural experiment with very high stakes.
It counts on southern European citizens to maintain an unwavering commitment to the euro to justify years of sacrifice with no seeming end in sight.
Elections held since the euro crisis began have brought major transformations
to what were relatively settled patterns of citizen representation and party
competition. Hopkin points to the sharp decline in pro-European sentiment and the tenuous grip on government power of pro-European political
forces across all southern countries since the crisis, and cautions that Europe’s
southern periphery’s commitment to the euro will be tested to the limit in
the coming years.

The Euro Future: The Return of National
Politics, Muddling Through, or Euro Federalism?
What can our evaluation of the “euro problem” and the “euro experience”
tell us about the “euro future”? The final section of this book grapples with
the critical questions raised earlier: how Europe will deal with its new
“German problem” going forward, whether the missing unions can be built
into a functional ECA, and which international monetary future awaits the
euro—either as a subordinate part of a still dollar-centric global monetary
system, or as an integral and central part of a multi-polar international currency universe.
Wade Jacoby’s Chapter 9 focuses once again on Germany, but from a different angle than Abraham Newman’s analysis in Chapter 6. As Berlin will
arguably call the main shots in the euro’s evolving institutional design, Jacoby
considers both the “timing of politics” and the “politics of timing” behind
Germany’s policy response to the euro crisis. In regard to the “timing of
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politics,” while German policymakers accept the need to intervene in the sovereign bond markets of other Eurozone members and to secure much deeper
integration of governing competencies in general to avoid future crises, they
want to pick the optimal time of intervention to maximize the efforts of private actors and to deter public and private behavior that might require more
bailouts in the future (here, echoing Newman’s moral hazard policy frame).
If their central focus is on moral hazard, then their aim is that their intervention should come at the “right” time.
German leaders, however, also face a second and largely separate concern
about the “politics of timing.” Understandably, German elites feel they cannot launch such very large interventions until they have properly prepared
their voters. Given these considerations, they have tended to propose rescue
packages both later and smaller than needed to stop the dynamics that were
undermining confidence in the euro. Yet each time Germany’s elected officials have sold a bailout of a certain envisioned size to their voters, or have
argued for even more devolved sovereignty to the EU level, the problem
has grown such that the proposed solution is now insufficient to the task.
These two problems combine to form a serious dilemma for German politicians going forward. If one focuses primarily on the timing of politics, then
patience is a virtue, and elites should wait and minimize future moral hazard
concerns. If one focuses primarily on the politics of timing, however, then
patience is a vice, as windows of opportunity for stemming the crisis slam
shut, one after another. The result is therefore often too little, too late, and
too timidly delivered.
In Chapter 10, Craig Parsons and Matthias Matthijs problematize the
commonly held view in Brussels that the crisis is a great opportunity for
reform and therefore a good thing because “European integration always
moves forward through crisis.”21 They aim to expose this view as a persistent
and even dangerous popular myth by answering two sets of questions. First,
is this view historically correct? Have past major advances in European integration actually tended to follow directly from crises? Second, they examine
whether this has been the path actually taken during the Eurozone sovereign
debt crisis and to what extent it makes sense to say that the EU has “moved
forward” as a consequence of the euro crisis.
Parsons and Matthijs review the historical record of European integration since the early 1950s and answer the first question with a negative. While
crisis language has been very common across EU history, no major step in the
EU’s institutional development responded in any clear way to a widely perceived need for policy changes to solve serious and imminent problems. To
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the contrary, they argue, the major steps that led to today’s EU followed from
an ongoing organizational project that advanced despite major contestation
among elites (though not publics) about its necessity or even desirability.
Their answer to the second question also lies in the negative, noting that
while the EU definitely has suffered its first “real” crisis beginning in 2009,
they still see Europe’s response as reactive, slow, ad hoc, and minimalist.
Nonetheless, they do admit that in some ways the EU has perhaps made
itself somewhat better able to respond to similar crises in the future, as per
Nicolas Jabko’s analysis in Chapter 4, but still has not actually addressed the
underlying vulnerabilities noted in the first part of the book in a truly fundamental way. In the view of Parsons and Matthijs, successful projects of reform
in huge political organizations rarely, if ever, arise as technically necessary
responses to already apparent crises. In such moments, bold ideas are needed
since only a positive vision of new European goals will allow the EU to recapture a sense of forward movement. However, in Europe’s austere times, such
big ideas are mainly conspicuous by their absence.
Finally, Eric Helleiner adds the international political economy dimension to this analysis in Chapter 11. He argues that the future of the euro must
be viewed through a lens that focuses not just on intra-European politics but
on the international monetary system as a whole. Helleiner argues that for
many Europeans, part of the political appeal of the euro has long been that
it might serve as a challenge to the dollar-dominated international monetary
system. European frustrations over the trajectory of the dollar’s value and US
policy choices served as a catalyst for strengthening regional monetary cooperation at various moments since the early 1970s. During the 2007–2008
global financial crisis, these European aspirations for the euro’s international
role came to the surface once again, when many analysts predicted that the
US-centered financial upheaval might boost the euro’s international role.
Given this context, Helleiner places the euro crisis, and the euro’s future,
within the ambit of two developments post-2008 that are of great relevance
to charting any potential future of the euro. On the one hand, the dollar has
shown surprising resilience in the face of the global financial crisis, and effortlessly remains the reserve currency of choice globally. On the other hand, the
rise of China’s monetary power, primarily linked to its position as the world’s
creditor, is bound to complicate the dynamics behind the dollar-centric international monetary system.
Helleiner sees these two consequences of the financial crisis as humbling for those Europeans who harbored great aspirations for the euro’s
future global role. Yet at the same time, they may serve to boost the political
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prospects for the euro over the longer term. The desire to challenge US monetary power may bolster European backing for reforms that take regional
monetary cooperation to the next level. And Chinese policymakers may well
help by keeping up their enthusiastic support for the euro, despite the potential for future crises, based on their own geo-strategic goals.

Staying Relevant and Informing Future Policy
Our conclusion to this volume is rather unusual. Rather than simply reiterating all the arguments in short form, we try to tease out the observable implications of each of these sets of arguments for the future of the euro going
forward and try to make predictions on this basis.
To retain any claim to relevance this time around, we feel it is incumbent upon scholars who have made their careers talking about Europe to say
something about this crisis before it is fully over, no matter what current
LTRO-compressed financial markets seem to believe. While there is considerable risk in doing so, we feel that our collective skill set is broad and deep
enough to allow us to say something that can anticipate likely outcomes while
making a contribution to scholarship that is empirically sound, theoretically
informed, and politically relevant. Or that at least is our hope. As usual, time
shall be the judge. But we leave that task for the conclusion.

SEC T ION I

The Euro Problem

2

The Forgotten Problem
of Embeddedness
History Lessons for the Euro
Kathleen R. McNamara

Introduction
When euro coins and bills were introduced at midnight on New Year’s Eve
in 2002, enthusiastic crowds lined up at cash machines on the Boulevard
Saint-Germain, the Kurfürstendamm, and the Gran Vía to be the first in
their neighborhood to hold the new single European currency in their hands.
The feeling of excitement across the Eurozone was heightened by the sense
that Europe had embarked on a path of historic importance. The naysayers
were few and far between, but they included some vocal American economists who viewed the euro as economically ill advised.1 Within a decade,
however, “euro euphoria” had turned to “euro phobia” in many quarters, and
the single currency was blamed for exacerbating the hardships of a cataclysmic global financial crisis, a bursting European credit bubble, and sovereign
debt crises spreading across EU member states. The European Parliament
elections of May 2014 demonstrated the deep political cleavages around the
European project and seemed to usher in a new era of political contestation
around the euro, and the European Union more generally. The skeptics’
gloomy predictions seemed to be coming true, and much of the conventional
wisdom explaining the calamitous path of the Eurozone focused on the differing economic fundamentals of the Eurozone member states. Europe, it was
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argued, is not an “optimum currency area,” making it impossible to sustain a
single currency.
This is the wrong diagnosis, however, for Europe’s current illness. Instead,
the argument in this chapter is that the Eurozone’s biggest challenges lie not
in its economic suboptimality, but instead in a particular political problem.
The design of the Eurozone is notably different from every other successful
single currency in history in that it is “disembedded” from the broader social
and political institutions needed to provide a solid and durable foundation
for monetary union. The euro lacks, quite simply, the political institutions
needed for adjustment when the currency is removed from national control.
Markets need political authority to stabilize them, and it is this lack of governance that will sink the euro, not its shortcomings as an optimum currency
area. In other words, it is the politics—not the economics—that will need to
be fixed.
The future of the euro therefore will depend heavily on the reclamation
of important lessons from history and a much more political and social reading of the fundamental logics of markets. The history lessons of previous
monetary unions have a lot to say about the Eurozone’s current predicament.
They suggest that rather than trying to mimic the classical markets of Adam
Smith, Friedrich von Hayek, and Milton Friedman, European leaders and
their publics will need to channel the historical sociology of anthropologist
Karl Polanyi if they want to fix the euro’s problems. Markets function only
when they are embedded within larger formal and informal institutions of
political authority. Rather than reach for some optimal set of wished-for
attributes, we should understand the minimal conditions that will sustain
governance. The future of the euro will depend on a recognition by political leaders, policymakers, and the publics they govern of the importance of
designing an embedded currency area to stabilize the euro.

What Underpins the Future of the Euro?
The euro is a historical innovation of startling proportions, as it is the only
example in the modern era of a group of states consolidating their currencies into a new, supranational money. Despite its innovations, the euro can
be analyzed with two more general theories of what makes a currency area
hang together. One, optimum currency area (OCA) theory, dominates
how most prominent economic commentators understand the euro today.
I argue, however, that this approach is incomplete, as it is missing an account
of the various political institutions and conditions that allow for a single
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currency to be successful. Instead, I propose a theory of what I call embedded currency areas (ECA), which better captures the necessary foundations
for managing the slings and arrows of macroeconomic fortune in a single
currency zone.

The Market Makes the Currency:
Optimum Currency Area Theory
To recognize the problems of the euro, most analysts start with deductive
economic theories regarding the conditions under which the move to a single
currency is likely to be desirable, that is, the benefits will outweigh the costs,
and will be sustainable. The conventional approach centers on the theory of
optimum currency areas (OCA), also often referred to as optimal currency
area theory.2 Pioneered by Robert Mundell, the approach begins with the
straightforward fact that when you join your currency with others, either as a
single currency or as irrevocably fixed exchange rates, your exchange rate can
only collectively fluctuate against the rest of the world and can no longer be
used for national purposes within that currency zone.3 In effect, you will lose
autonomy in your economic decision-making without exchange rate flexibility. OCA theory then moves to assess the relative costs of adjustment in the
new monetary union versus life with an independent currency.
In OCA theory, certain factors have been identified as critical for a monetary union with a single currency to be a net benefit to its members, despite
this loss of policy autonomy.4 In Mundell’s original framing of the question,
he assumed that the key issue for analysis centered on assessing whether, for
any given geographic area, an asymmetric economic shock would better be
addressed by individual external exchange rate adjustments, or whether internal adjustments would be adequate to stabilize the economy. For example,
what are the policy demands created when Ireland is booming but Germany
is anemic, as was the case in 2002? What about the differential effects of
the global economic crisis on the Eurozone, as Spain’s unemployment soars
while Germany’s falls? Can a single, common monetary policy address the
varied needs of the European states, without the option of using individual
exchange rates to adjust? The notion of asymmetry is important here: the
monetary union is most challenged when an unexpected shock impacts some
parts of the region differently than it does others. If the shock, be it positive or negative, was not asymmetric, then a common external exchange rate
adjustment would fix most problems, and individual adjustment through the
exchange rate could be forfeited. The ideal monetary union is therefore one
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where internal adjustments are effective and less costly than an individual
region’s independent, nominal exchange rate adjustment would be in the face
of asymmetric shocks.
Certain factors make it more likely that the internal adjustments will be
achievable, from this theoretical perspective. Nominal price and wage flexibility in the currency area is considered to be a key factor in those adjustments.5
With such flexibility, the assumption is that unemployment or inflation in
the face of asymmetric economic shocks might be lessened even without the
ability to adjust the economy through the exchange rate. Labor and capital
mobility are presumed to be a key way to achieve such adjustment.6 If both
factors of production can move freely throughout the monetary union, then
adjustments can more easily happen internally. For example, if one area, say
southern Italy, is more severely impacted by an economic shock, and its workers can easily move to another part of the Eurozone that is flourishing, such as
the Netherlands, there will be less need for an external exchange rate adjustment, and membership in the euro will be less costly for Italy. Essentially,
in this view, the greater the ability of all internal factor markets to adjust
through price and wage flexibility to market forces without barriers, the better the single currency will function.
Other economic factors were highlighted in subsequent OCA work as
important in determining the success of monetary unions and single currencies. Ronald McKinnon argued that openness to the international economy
was a good indicator of whether a single currency made sense for any geographic area.7 The more open an economy is to world prices, through trade
and investment flows, the less “money illusion” there is for the domestic economy (i.e., workers would not be “fooled” for very long by nominal changes
in price). This pressure on domestic prices to adjust to competitive levels
internationally would mean that the economic merit of exchange rate flexibility would be reduced, as a devaluation in the currency would not likely
achieve sustainable growth and employment gains, but would be swamped
by the higher costs of tradable goods and increased cost of living. Other elements might also dilute the impact of giving up your currency and make a
monetary union more attractive. Peter Kenen posited that the more diverse
an economy is in production and consumption, the better it would weather
economic shocks.8 If only certain parts of the economy were struck by downturns at any point in time, the loss of the exchange rate as a tool of adjustment
would be less important, according to Kenen, leading him (and others) to
argue that groups of countries whose economies were highly diversified are
likely to make the most robust partners for a single currency.
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Yet this OCA framework, while logical, does not fully capture the entirety
of how markets work and risks missing key factors that help determine the
likelihood of future success and stability in a currency area. These lacunae
produce a striking empirical falsification for OCA theory: no currency union
in history, whether successful or not, has actually met all of the requirements
of optimum currency area theory. In fact, the key determinant of currency
robustness is the existence of political borders, not a currency region drawn
because of high factor mobility, openness to the international economy, or
sector diversity. State boundaries delineated a vast array of national currencies that hang together despite their imperfect economic structures. The
main reason for this can be found in an entirely different view of how markets
work, one that looks to political authority, power, and institutions. While
this view is anathema to a classical economic view of currency and money, it
has both deductive and inductive power in explaining the likely future of the
euro, as we will see next.

Politics Makes the Currency: Embedded Currency
Area Theory
Currency is always and everywhere a political thing.9 Contrasting with the
rational and abstracted cost-benefit analysis outlined above, my alternative
approach seeks to embed market dynamics within a broader set of social and
political interactions. It also is an argument against the notion of an optimal rubric for currencies as a guide to the reality of the euro. The idea of
the fundamental “embeddedness” of markets comes from the seminal work
of Karl Polanyi. In The Great Transformation, Polanyi argued that the rise
of capitalism upended the traditional relationship between markets, power,
and society.10 Familial or communal ties became subordinate to the market
and its seemingly impersonal forces of exchange. But, Polanyi argued, this
was not a natural or inevitable process, and it was one that would spawn a
powerful backlash of citizens suffering from the social dislocations of liberal
market capitalism. This societal counterattack would lead to what Polanyi
termed a “double movement,” as economic liberalism, on one hand, prompts
political demands for social protection by political authorities, on the other.
In other words, markets were fundamentally political in nature and would
soon become subject to political control.
If we take Polanyi’s insight and apply it to the realm of money, currency
unions are likely to succeed only as part of a broader series of institutional
structures that attempt to stabilize economic interactions within a context
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of political agreement and a legitimate process for setting economic goals
and targets.11 These institutional setups are inculcated with political and
social logics as well as with our more familiar rationalist, economic logics.
Economic actors are social beings as well as profit-maximizing creatures,
and their perceptions, goals, and desires are shaded by motivations for status, emotional reactions, and larger worldviews and cultural dynamics. These
economic actors are likewise “embedded” within larger social institutions
that create cultural frames for their actions and onto which those actions
reverberate and feed back.12
Given this approach, rather than rational, stripped-down market reactions to various economic scenarios in the manner of OCA theory, the determinants of a stable, sustainable monetary union with a single currency should
be analyzed in terms of the entire package of elements that are required for
monetary unions to succeed. These elements constitute a minimum, rather
than an optimal, foundation for monetary union. To analyze the future
of the euro, we need to turn from the purely economic understandings of
the costs and benefits to an appreciation of the pathways of adjustment in a
composite polity. In this embedded currency area (or ECA) approach, key
elements bundled together to allow for adjustment include (1) a legitimated
generator of market confidence and liquidity, (2) mechanisms for fiscal
redistribution and economic adjustment, (3) regulation of financial risk and
uncertainty, and (4) political solidarity. Each of these four key elements is
further explained below.
First, understanding how money works from an embedded perspective
suggests that the market does not itself generate authoritative rules and
confidence in compliance with those rules. Instead, there must be some
sort of legitimate, centralized political authority that is viewed as both willing and able to provide the public good of stability within the monetary
system, allowing for the social construction of market confidence critical to that stability. Central banks developed over the last century as the
organizational form in which this sort of authority is vested.13 The central
bank is the tip of the iceberg, the visible expression of the concentration
of legitimate political authority in a political system that—ideally—stabilizes expectations about the future of the currency. One key element in
the provision of such stabilization of expectations is the acknowledgment,
either implicit or explicit, that the central bank will act as a true lender of
last resort when needed to stabilize the currency and the broader monetary
union. Providing liquidity to markets when money dries up overcomes
market failure and demonstrates why markets should be understood as
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functioning smoothly only when embedded within larger social and political structures.
In addition to the authoritative lender of last resort, a second element
important to the stability of monetary unions is a matching fiscal union
or economic government.14 As with the OCA literature, it is instructive to
consider what a political entity is giving up when it merges its currency, that
is, its exchange rate flexibility. The inability of political authorities to rely
on exchange rate depreciation or devaluation to stimulate growth through
exports, as for example the Japanese government did in 2013 to revive its moribund economy, can be an unacceptable cost of monetary union. Likewise,
if growth is too fast, yet the exchange rate cannot appreciate or be revalued,
there is a significant risk of inflation, as in Ireland before the financial crisis of
2008. Rather than look solely to markets for adjustment, the ECA approach
suggests the merging together of the fiscal side of economic policy governance.
With a broader pool of revenue potential that is spread across the entirety of
the currency union, the all but inevitable times when one part of the union is
in recession while another part is booming can be smoothed out by transfers
from the high-growth regions to the suffering areas through the operation of
a system of fiscal federalism. Higher tax revenues from the robust areas will
fund automatic social welfare payouts in the faltering regions without the
need for highly visible bailout funds transferring from one part of the union
to the other. Redistribution in a federal fiscal union can also occur through
more explicit targeted ways as well, through programs such as high-speed rail
infrastructure investments, tax credits for specific manufacturing plants, or
high-tech retraining programs tailored to particular regions.
Another reason that fiscal unions are critical for a monetary union to be
successful lies in the need for centralized debt instruments in the single currency. The operation of financial markets in a monetary union with decentralized fiscal policies can create giant pressures on the subordinate political
units if there is no monetary union-wide debt instrument to mutualize debt
and reduce perceived member state risk. Bond market investors see that monetary union members cannot use the exchange rate to correct the course of the
economy, and begin to see their bonds as riskier, putting upward pressure on
the national rates needed to borrow. As borrowing becomes more expensive, a
vicious circle can be created as higher interest rate charges increase annual deficits and overall public debt levels, further putting stress on the economic performance of the individual currency union member. With a centralized public
debt instrument, members can spread the costs of giving up their exchange rates
over the entirety of the union and potentially weather temporary downturns
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more successfully. The flight to safety out of the troubled member state can
thereby be mitigated, thus avoiding a liquidity crisis. This would not only help
the individual political unit, but also strengthen the unified currency overall.
Fiscal union or economic government is also desirable because of the benefits of balancing monetary and fiscal policy in the macroeconomic “policy
mix.” Monetary policy (the regulation of the money supply through interest
rate changes and open market operations on the part of the central bank)
tends to work better if it is done in tandem with fiscal policy (comprising
the centralized tax and spending policies of a political unit). A union-wide
fiscal policy may be key particularly in a situation where a polity is giving
up the ability to tailor monetary policy directly to their political economic
circumstances, resulting in what Vivien Schmidt calls a “one size fits none”
monetary policy in Chapter 5 of this volume (neither restrictive enough to
keep fast-growing economies from overheating, nor lax enough to stimulate
growth where it is most needed). Fiscal policy can be targeted much more
closely toward specific societal actors and geographic regions, potentially substituting for the shortcomings of a single monetary policy.
The third element needed in the ECA model is authoritative rules regarding banking activities within the union. The combination of monetary and
fiscal union needs to be complemented with authoritative rules to reduce the
systemic risk in the financial sector. A banking union, composed of a common regulatory framework and a set of security guarantees for bank depositors, as well as resolution funds for financially troubled banks, stabilizes
markets by embedding them within larger political structures. If not, the
tightly woven monetary and fiscal union means that lax banking regulations
and failing banks in one area of the currency union will likely spill over into
the broader economy. Risky investment vehicles and undercapitalized banks
mean trouble for the entire union because of the working of financial markets and the pressures they will exert on the fiscal, monetary, and currency
spheres of activity, as we have seen after the crash of 2008, triggered by the
bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. Markets have been proven to be lacking
in the efficient and orderly correction of bad banking activities, making the
ability of the broader political and institutional setting to generate regulatory
regimes critical for successful monetary union.
These three elements, an authoritative lender of last resort, fiscal union,
and banking union, cannot be achieved absent an overarching and robust
political union.15 This fourth part of the bundle that supports currency areas
is critical, as all of the above must be situated within a context of broader
political solidarity and mechanisms of democratic legitimacy. Political union
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Table 2.1 Determinants of Successful Monetary Union
Optimum Currency Area Theory
Embedded Currency Area Theory
(OCA) (Mundell, McKinnon, Kenen) (ECA) (McNamara)
Factor Mobility (K & L) (Mundell)

Wage and Price Flexibility (Mundell)

Openness to Global Markets
(McKinnon)

A Diversified Economy (Kenen)

A “True” Lender of Last Resort function
(LOLR)
(Chapters 3 and 4, Jones & Jabko)
Fiscal Redistribution, Sovereign Debt
Pooling (Fiscal Union)
(Chapter 4, Jabko)
Financial Market Regulation, Bailouts,
Resolution Mechanisms, Deposit
Guarantees (Banking Union)
(Chapter 3, Jones)
Legitimate and Democratic Institutions
of Governance (Political Union)
(Chapter 5, Schmidt)

is necessary to create governance rules over the various markets, but also to
support the political authority needed to govern beyond mere rules, with the
type of discretionary activities of stabilizing and redistributing necessary for
successful monetary union. Political union must also be in concert with the
prevailing modes of legitimacy of the moment. In the modern era, that means
representative democracy. This fourth element pervades the other three and
sets the parameters for how the economy develops, including the integrity of
the single currency. It speaks to the heart of the model of embedded markets,
which assumes that markets will not be able to function without these broader
political bargains, social understandings, and democratically accountable public institutions. It can be thought of as the framework necessary to facilitate a
sense of social solidarity, facilitating the institutional mechanisms needed to
ensure that the losers of economic crisis are compensated in ways adequate to
make them feel that they are not being left behind, while not alienating the
economic winners. In this regard, a political union is the opposite of the ordoliberal union that currently structures the institutions of the euro.
In sum, my theoretical perspective sees markets as embedded in larger
social, political, and cultural institutions, and therefore generates a very different set of criteria from those found in the optimal currency area literature,
as illustrated in Table 2.1. This is no random laundry list of desirable institutions, but rather needs to be understood as deductively generated from an
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entirely different way of understanding the nature of markets. As outlined in
my theoretical discussion above, a model of the economy that sees markets as
constructed with power and social logics side by side with economic motivations predicts that isolating money institutionally will not produce the necessary institutional and social stabilizers to sustain a single currency. Moving
beyond theory, the historical record on currency unions also strongly bears
out the validity of the ECA approach, to which we turn next.

Currency Unions in Practice
Historical cases of monetary integration provide important and instructive
lessons for the future of the euro. The simplest historical lesson that we have is
that currencies conform to national borders, not to optimum currency areas,
and exceptions to this rule have all been relatively short-lived. A sustained
monetary union is empirically associated with a high degree of embeddedness
in authoritative political institutions, not factor mobility, wage and price flexibility, or diversified and open economies. Modern currencies largely arose as
part of state formation processes alongside the rise of the nineteenth-century
nation-state, although there have been some examples of currency unions
outside the nation-state as well. The currencies that have lasted have all been
part of the consolidation of a bundle of activities under a framework of strong
political authority. Below, I provide a typology of monetary unions assessed in
terms of two variables: the centralization of monetary authority and currency,
and the degree of political integration. I use the typology to provide a stylized overview of the historical record on monetary unions, and then parse out
some of the details of the variations across different cases of monetary unions
in each category. The selected historical record allows for the construction of a
comparative qualitative assessment that links the relative sustainability of the
currency to the most embedded cases of monetary union (national currencies)
to the partially embedded (the euro and the krone of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire) and to the least embedded (the Latin Monetary Union and the
Scandinavian Monetary Union). This attention to the degree of embeddedness and the relative durability of the currency union sets up our analysis
about the future of the euro, both here and in the three chapters that follow.

Embedded Currencies: One Money, One Government
Since the nineteenth century, successful modern currencies have had a
one-to-one relationship with modern nation-states, with currency unions
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endogenous to larger projects of state formation and nation building. As
previously autonomous geographic units were brought together, usually
“through iron and blood,” in the words of Prussia’s Otto von Bismarck, a
range of administrative activities were consolidated by the dominant political authorities.16 Power was established and institutionalized through policymaking capacity at the center of a bounded geographical territory and
population, resulting in a sovereign state. For most theorists, components
of modern states generally (but not always) include a unified fiscal system; a
common, often imposed, national language; a unified legal system; and, critical for our purposes here, a single currency.17 Political elites sought to consolidate the levers of control over the economy to the center of a political entity,
and currency has been seen as one of those levers. To revise a familiar phrase
from Charles Tilly, war makes the state, and the state makes the currency.18
National money or currency can be a crucial component of state capacity
in times of war, facilitating the collection of revenues, the payment of federal
expenditures, and the organization of debt. War can also provide a political
opportunity for currency consolidation, as savvy political actors have often
taken advantage of crises to consolidate power, using a frame of the “logic of
no alternative” to create political conditions to transfer both monetary and
fiscal authority to the center.19 Not just currency, but fiscal policy is a crucial
component in this story, as it is the ability to raise revenue and distribute it
efficiently that can make the difference between winning a war and being
subjugated to a competing power.20 In addition to the security benefits, a
single currency can also aid in the development of a single national market,
simplifying transactions and lowering uncertainty across economic actors.21
Finally, currency is a symbol of political community, and in generating practices around the use of that money in a particular, bounded area, may contribute to nation building if it is positively perceived. However, it can also be
a potent symbol for dissolution, as in the case of the Soviet Union and the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, discussed further below.22
The United States
The development of a single currency in the United States allows us to more
closely trace the process of the embedding of currencies, how it happens, and
why it matters for the sustainability of a monetary union. The American case
represents an example of a fully embedded currency, as it possesses all of the
four necessary elements for embedding: a lender of last resort, and overlapping fiscal, banking, and political unions. As the discussion below highlights, however, these political institutions were gradually built up through
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historical crises, including both political and military conflicts, and through
the pressures of an increasingly complex market system and a series of financial calamities. The demands for governance and the political willingness
and coalitional support for the development of a more centralized and powerful political authority over markets as public institutions were pivotal in
pushing forward the necessary degree of embeddedness to support the single
currency.
The early United States did not have a single currency until the second
half of the nineteenth century. The American single currency, the greenback, first replaced a multitude of state currencies and private notes in 1863,
during the US Civil War.23 President Abraham Lincoln’s Republican Party
muscled through legislation giving the federal government exclusive currency
rights once the Southern legislators, opposing more centralization of power,
seceded from the union. The currency was viewed as aiding in the war effort
by allowing for the rationalization of revenue raising and wartime payments.
But it was also a potent symbol of the power of the federal state in the face
of the challenges of a disintegrating union, and the various political institutions that came out of the Civil War framed the vigorous development of the
American state.24 The embeddedness of the currency in a putative political
union was therefore central to the project of a single currency.
However, the other component parts of embeddedness were not immediately constructed. The authoritative lender of last resort function was only
tenuous, as the charter for the US First National Bank was allowed to expire
twice, until a permanent US Federal Reserve was finally set up in 1913, after
a series of severe financial crises created political will for the centralization
of monetary power in a federal reserve board, but only one at the center of a
federal system of regional banks.25 The United States had elements of a fiscal
union early on, as Alexander Hamilton, the young country’s first Secretary of
the Treasury, prioritized the ability to issue and raise debt at the federal level
and build a robust financial system. Randall Henning and Martin Kessler
argue that the uneasy back and forth over federal bailouts of the states finally
resulted in the states passing balanced budget rules in the nineteenth century,
but doing so as part of a bargain over a federal state able and willing to provide countercyclical fiscal relief to states in distress.26 Banking union in the
United States likewise was built over time, and took a series of financial crises
in the Great Depression to come to fruition. It was not until the Banking Act
of 1933 that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) guaranteed
savings up to $2,500, established the Glass-Steagall banking rules, and, in
subsequent legislation, put in force federal oversight of the banking industry.
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The US case demonstrates the hard-won but critical relationship between the
four elements of embeddedness and the outcome of currency system stability.
Federal Germany
Additional historical cases further illustrate the relationship between the
embeddedness of a currency in a broader system of governance and the durability of such a currency. In Europe, the German case highlights the interaction between currency consolidation, war making, and political union, and
the ways in which currencies became embedded historically. Germany began
the nineteenth century as a highly decentralized, fragmented polity made
up of over three hundred independent kingdoms, electorates, duchies, imperial cities, ecclesiastical territories, and estates of imperial kings.27 Slow and
gradual consolidation over the following decades included the Prussians joining with Hesse-Darmstadt in a customs union. This customs union formed
the foundation for what would become the German Zollverein in 1834, a
loose free trade area with some elements of currency consolidation, including
efforts to standardize coins and establish a national central bank.
True monetary union would only occur with the rise of Otto von Bismarck
as Minister-President of Prussia in 1862. Bismarck was able to build on the
foundations of the Zollverein as he set out to create a modern and united
Germany from the various political entities.28 A gold standard mark was created on July 9, 1873, and the Reichsbank, or German central bank, was established in 1876. The monetary consolidation formed a part of a much larger
Gründungszeit, or “foundation time” of German state building. The elements
of embeddedness identified in our discussion of an optimal embedded currency area were gradually built into the German currency union: political
union under Bismarck in 1871, the Reichsbank as a lender of last resort five
years later, and a growing fiscal capacity as the German state was gradually
built. In keeping with the times, a banking union with tight financial regulations was not created until after the economic collapse preceding World War
II, as was true for all of the historical cases. The German mark, however, was
clearly nested in a series of political institutions, however imperfect.
Italy and Switzerland
Several other European cases are also instructive. The case of Italy’s adoption
of a national currency over several years after the Risorgimento in the 1860s
has been studied by James Foreman-Peck, who found that the unification
of the previously sovereign states did not constitute an optimum currency
area, with regional disparities beyond the well-known North-South divide.29
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Instead, it was the larger political framework that stabilized the Italian currency regime, although as we will see further below, Italy soon entered into
a larger currency union with its neighbors. Likewise, the Swiss franc came
into being—after a brief aborted attempt during the early 1800 Helvetic
Republic—with Switzerland’s unification through a treaty among 25 sovereign polities in 1848. As the central government took over foreign and military policy, a single Swiss customs union and single market were created, and
the exclusive right of coinage was given to the Swiss government. But coin
shortages and a desire for standardization in currency matters with a larger
group of countries also soon led the Swiss to join the Latin Monetary Union,
discussed below.

Partial Embeddedness: One Currency,
One Decentralized Polity
There is at least one example of a partially embedded monetary
union: Austria-Hungary in the period before and after the turn of the last
century. Albeit with important historical caveats, it shares some of the
Eurozone’s characteristics and represents a midpoint between the embedded national currencies, such as the US dollar, and the disembedded Latin
and Scandinavian Monetary Unions discussed below. A currency union
between the Austrian Empire and the Kingdom of Hungary ran from
1867 to 1914 as part of the larger Austro-Hungarian Empire or monarchy.
Political elites established a single currency system (the krone, or korona)
with a common central bank, but did not centralize fiscal policy. Instead,
they maintained decentralized fiscal capacity to the two states that made
up the empire, as well as three autonomous regions, Polish Galicia (under
Austria), Croatia (under Hungary), and Bosnia and Herzegovina (administered jointly).
The Austro-Hungarian Empire had an extensive network of political ties
and institutions, even as it also had distinct sovereign powers located separately within Austria and Hungary. The Empire had a common monarch
in Hapsburg Emperor Franz Joseph I, who served as the ultimate political
authority. There was a common army, diplomatic service, and legal system, in
addition to its common currency, and a common Austro-Hungarian Bank,
located in Vienna. There was a customs union, as well as extensive trade and
financial integration across the empire. Yet Austria and Hungary each had
their own national political leaders, parliaments, governments, national budgets, and debts.
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The Austro-Hungarian currency union was stable for much of the
second part of the nineteenth century, with the common central bank
controlling the money supply, accumulating reserves, pegging the krone
to gold, and maintaining significant independence.30 However, the
decentralized fiscal capacity meant that over time, debts began to rise
and markets began to speculate against the solvency of the two states. In
addition, ethnic groups within the union began demanding more independence with the advent of World War I and began to loosen their ties
with the currency union and rack up large debts.31 Czechoslovakia and
the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes left the union, and the
monetary union soon fell apart, followed at the end of World War I by the
collapse of the larger Austro-Hungarian Empire, whose fate was sealed by
the Allied Powers at Versailles in 1919.

Disembedded Money: One Currency, Multiple Polities
Finally, we do have a few cases of disembedded monetary unions, examples of
single currencies that were adopted by several separate polities.32 As predicted
by the ECA argument, however, they all struggled and ultimately fell apart as
members did not pursue policies that privileged the maintenance of the currency union. The particular reasons for the collapse of the currency unions
differed, but they all shared one characteristic: their “disembeddedness”
from the panoply of political and social institutions needed to govern
money—a central bank, fiscal and banking unions, and political union. The
disembedded nature of the currency meant that the legitimate and robust
leadership, institutional flexibility, and political cohesion needed to navigate
the stresses and strains of monetary union were absent, placing the currencies
in peril.
We have two examples of “one currency, multiple polities,” and they both
demonstrate the difficulties that arise when the instruments of and political
support for governance are lacking. They both arose during the pre–World
War I era of historical experimentation in political forms, when the modern nation-state was being invented in the second half of the nineteenth
century.33 As national currencies became consolidated in the administrative
centralization process occurring across Europe, there were also instances
of efforts at creating monetary unions with currencies locked against one
another, in effect acting as a single currency. These pre–World War I historical monetary unions were the Scandinavian Monetary Union and the Latin
Monetary Union.
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Begun in 1866, the Latin Union was composed of France, Italy, Belgium,
Switzerland, and eventually Greece. Members agreed to accept each other’s
coins as legal tender and had a set of standard sizes and fineness for gold and
silver coins within the union, among other things. The underlying motivations for the union were, on the economic side, to ease trade and investment
through a common monetary standard, and on the political side, France’s
ambitions to extend its geopolitical power by increasing the centrality of
the French franc, on which the Latin currency units were based.34 As Barry
Eichengreen has pointed out, however, the particular issues involved in the
Latin Monetary Union involved problems with bimetallism, and the stability
sought by forming the union was not easily achieved. As incentives for defection from the agreement rose over time, they ultimately torpedoed the Union
altogether.35 There was no central bank, no common monetary authority, and
countries attempted to coordinate their policies without pooling authority or
transferring sovereignty to the center, and the union soon devolved into a de
facto gold standard–based regime by 1873. Simply put, the stresses and strains
of keeping the monetary union together were too much absent the legitimate
political authority, institutional and fiscal support, or centralized leadership
needed to make the Latin Monetary Union work.
The Scandinavian Monetary Union is the other nineteenth-century
example of an attempt at a currency union between multiple political authorities. Beginning in the 1870s, Sweden, Denmark, and subsequently Norway
standardized their coinages and allowed for the circulation of national currencies across the Scandinavian borders as their central banks accepted each
other’s notes at par.36 Once again, the lack of a common monetary authority
or central bank made the management of the Scandinavian Union difficult,
as individual states had control over their own monetary policies and there
was little sense on the part of market participants that the currencies were
truly unified, leading to pressures for movement in the values against each
other. Efforts at resisting the market forces were stymied by the disembedded
nature of the union, with its lack of centralized or coordinated fiscal capacity
or common central bank. The Scandinavian Monetary union was not wholly
without political foundations, however, as Sweden and Norway had joined
together in a political union from 1814 to 1905. But indicating the importance of political union for building a common currency, the dissolution of
that union coincided with the end of agreements to accept each other’s financial notes at par. Over the next decade, the Scandinavian Monetary Union
crumbled and finally ended completely in 1920. As with the Latin Monetary
Union, the Scandinavian experiment in disembedding monetary matters
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Table 2.2â•‡ Comparing Historical Cases of Monetary Union: The Role of
Embeddedness
Most Embedded -------------------------------------------- Least Embedded
One Currency, One
Political Authority
(Sustained)

One Currency, Partial
Political Authority
(Tenuous)

One Currency, Multiple
Political Authorities
(Collapsed)

National Currencies (e.g., Euro/European Monetary Krone/Scandinavian
US dollar/United
Union (1999–present)
Monetary Union
States 1863–present)
(1873–1914)
Krone/Austro-Hungarian Interchangeable
Empire (1892–1918)
Currencies/Latin
Monetary Union
(1865–1927)

from the broader framework of governance institutions and understandings
ended in failure.
Our historical survey of all the types of monetary union is captured in
Table 2.2.

Understanding the Euro Crisis Through
History’s Lens
Understood in terms of both theoretical and historical need for economic policy and markets to be embedded in larger frameworks of social and political
relationships and institutions, the problems—and thus the potential future
paths—of the euro are clear. While the euro initially enjoyed almost a decade
of economic good times, the financial crises that developed in late 2008 put
severe stress on the Eurozone. What ended up being the worst global macroeconomic shock since the Great Depression also ended up being the perfect
storm for testing theories of what really makes a monetary union function
smoothly. Troubles had been brewing for a long time, as easy money from
various quarters combined with deregulation in financial markets to create
massive credit bubbles and asset price rises. European banks were not immune
from the litany of financial market “innovations” and the “flip this house”
investment culture in holiday villas on the Spanish Costa del Sol and Irish
West Coast. The banking crisis that began in the United States in 2008 soon
spread to the EU, as European banks’ balance sheets took a nosedive and the
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entire financial machinery in Europe creaked to a halt. Europe was not alone,
of course, in its misery, as the United States suffered from similar woes.
But there was a big difference between the ultimate effects of the financial
crisis in the US case versus the Eurozone, and the difference really stems from
the insufficient embeddedness of the euro in contrast to the dollar. Banking
crises in modern times most often result in a state takeover of ailing banks
in order to stabilize panicking financial markets and restore overall market
confidence. But the result is that a private debt crisis then becomes a sovereign debt crisis.37 In the case of the United States, the Bush administration, after letting Lehman Brothers fail, stepped in to aggressively stabilize
the American banking sector. The 2008 Troubled Assets Relief Program
(TARP) was patched together despite conservative congressional complaints
and eventually helped stabilize the US financial system. In early 2009, newly
elected President Barack Obama enacted a huge stimulus bill, the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which distributed money around the country. Additionally, a bailout of the auto industry secured the largest source of
manufacturing jobs and put the sector back on track, while every family on
the lower end of the income spectrum got a tax refund for several years afterward. The US Federal Reserve has presided over this exercise with the most
aggressive injection of money into the US economy, developing and legitimizing new instruments of bond buying in quantitative easing (QE) when interest rates alone no longer provided the punch needed to revive the American
economy. While the European Central Bank (ECB), as we will discuss, has
also moved beyond its expected mandate, it only started to embrace Fed-style
QE well after the acute phase of the crisis was over, in late 2014, in order to
fight a persistent deflationary spiral in the Eurozone.
It is not the lack of an optimum currency area that has hamstrung the
EU’s efforts to match the rebounding of the US economy.38 Instead, it is the
lack of an embedded currency area that has produced divergent outcomes,
with devastatingly slow growth and high unemployment in much of southern Europe versus growth and recovery in the US. The problem is that the
European Union has only been able to act through one channel, the ECB,
to try to ease the broader societal impacts of the Eurozone’s financial crisis,
the one existing element of an embedded currency on which the EU could
build. Yet even the ECB has been working under substantial institutional
constraints, with little internal taste on the part of the sober central bankers
in Frankfurt for monetizing the debts of its members, overturning the “no
bailout” clause in its charter, or moving too far from their historic commitment to price stability above all other goals.39
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Complicating matters, because it lacks a fiscal union, the EU does not
have any power or policy capacity to provide the fiscal stimulus and the special TARP funding found in the US case, which has arguably been a critical
reason for the continuing bad performance of many of the European economies relative to the United States. The particular circumstances of the countries with the worst balance sheets—either private debt driven by banking
and real estate bubbles, as in Spain or Ireland, or in the case of Greece and
Italy, uniquely bad (among the Eurozone countries) political institutions—
drove waves of bond market pressures on various countries in turn. As suggested in the literature on currency unions, an asymmetric shock tested the
fundamentals of the single currency, and demonstrated the deep shortcomings of the euro. But it is the lack of institutional response at the EU level that
sets the euro apart from the other non-optimum currency areas that make up
many of the world’s dominant national currencies, including, of course, the
United States.
On one hand, this should not be surprising, as the EU does not meet the
standards of the most successful political form that a currency union can
take, that of the modern nation-state. Instead, the EU is a novel hybrid, with
some component parts of a federal state, but where key powers, administrative capacities, and political authority firmly remain with the discrete units,
the member states. For our purposes, unpacking the component parts vis-à-vis
our deductive model helps us evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the
Eurozone. The four component parts identified above as crucial to the overall embeddedness of a currency, that is, a true and authoritative lender of last
resort, a financial and banking union, a fiscal and economic union, and a political union, are only weakly represented in the case of the European Union.
The first element, an authoritative lender of last resort, is the area where
arguably Europe’s monetary union has proven the most sustainable.40
Founded as a hyper-independent central bank and given a narrow mandate to
fight inflation and protect the value of the euro, the European Central Bank
has been playing a dramatically more political role than that initially assigned
to it by its creators at Maastricht in the early 1990s. Most notably, at the end
of 2011, the ECB, under the new leadership of Italian Mario Draghi, issued
hundreds of billions of euros in emergency loans to European banks. The policy to some extent mirrored the US Treasury and Federal Reserve’s decision
in 2008 to bail out American banks in the Troubled Assets Relief Program
(TARP). The ECB’s new long-term refinancing operations (LTROs) constituted a significant departure from the notion that the ECB would not act to
backstop entities in financial distress.
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In addition, two new institutional developments also moved the Eurozone
closer to having a true lender of last resort capacity. The European Financial
Stability Facility (EFSF) was established in May 2010 as a limited liability
company, in order to issue state-guaranteed loans for up to 440 billion euro
as a first response to the financial distress in Greece. A permanent program,
the European Stability Mechanism (ESM), was established in 2012 to provide the funds needed to stabilize financial markets. The ECB’s LTRO interventions initially were relatively successful, as the interest rate charged on
auctioned bonds in the most pressed member states fell starting in early 2012,
allowing for some breathing room. Spain’s 10-year bond yields were at 5.5 percent instead of over 7 percent, as they had been in the fall of 2011, and Italy’s
five-year bonds were selling at yields close to 5 percent, rather than close to
8 percent, as they had earlier. But at various points these interest rates have
spiked up again, and the ECB’s actions have not been universally applauded.
These new policies and programs have been matched by a much more
forceful set of statements from the ECB’s executives. In the summer of 2012,
muscular remarks by ECB head Mario Draghi pledging his institution’s commitment to do “whatever it takes” to save the euro got plenty of attention
across Europe and the United States, but it was only one of such statements
coming from the ECB as the Eurozone crisis dragged on. Both in terms of
its institutional capacity and in terms of its role in the political debate, the
ECB has been playing a critical and unexpected role as an unofficial lender
of last resort. Yet it is debatable whether it is really fulfilling one of the criteria for stable monetary unions generated by the embedded approach. The
ECB’s new program of LTROs, begun in 2011, sought to inject money into
the faltering European economies, but continuing economic collapse drove
the ECB to launch a more aggressive effort, Outright Monetary Transactions
(OMT), in September 2012. While OMT allows the ECB to buy up bonds
from sovereign member states as well as in secondary markets, a surprising
move given the ECB’s cautious history, it is both conditional and untested.
The second element, found in all successful cases of currency consolidation, is fiscal and economic union, and this remains the most out of reach in
the EU case.41 Fiscal union comprises the capacity to extract revenue through
taxes, to redistribute money through public spending, and to raise additional
funds through public debt instruments. The EU currently has none of these
explicit functions, although it does redistribute funds through a variety of
structural fund programs and other mechanisms. A laundry list of proposals
for explicit “Eurobonds” and other ways to mutualize debt in the Eurozone
have proved politically inflammatory in some influential circles. Instead of an
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embedded approach, the EU’s leadership and the heads of state and government have aggressively pursued efforts to impose austerity programs of deficit
and debt reduction on societies already reeling from the fallout of the financial crisis. The effects look much more like the conditional lending programs
and structural adjustment loans of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
than an embedded governance system that could hold together a monetary
union. While Ireland has, as of this writing, made it out of its bailout program and met the required conditions of fiscal stringency, Portugal, Spain,
Italy, and especially Greece are still mired in recession or stagnation. Nicolas
Jabko discusses the missing fiscal union and economic government in greater
detail in Chapter 4 of this volume.
The third area of embeddedness needed to sustain a currency, a European
banking and financial union, has been slowly working its way through the
EU political mill, but effective bargaining on the issue remains elusive. The
European Commission, with support from the ECB, has been successful in getting agreement on a single supervisory mechanism (SSM) for the
Eurozone’s banks, to be spearheaded by the ECB, with a single rulebook
for all banks. A European Banking Authority, created in 2011, now spans
both the Eurozone and non-euro states as part of the European System of
Financial Supervision. However, the regulatory and institutional developments have yet to include elements crucial to the historical cases such as the
US, like common deposit insurance, and a single bank resolution program
(and common fiscal backstop) in the face of future banking crises. French
and especially German political authorities have proven resistant, however,
and have stressed at various times a preference for enhanced cooperation
rather than ceding power to Brussels and Frankfurt. A prime example is the
difficulties surrounding the creation of a single resolution mechanism, which
would create a pool of funds to staunch future banking crises. As explained
more fully in Erik Jones’s Chapter 3 in this volume, the construction of common institutions to safeguard European financial markets is critical for the
euro’s survival.
Finally, the broader political union that has framed all cases of lasting currency consolidation is likewise missing in the EU case. While the
EU has become remarkably institutionalized over the past 50 years, with a
constitutional-like legal framework and a series of politics and practices that
penetrate deeply into the everyday life of all Europeans, it does not have all
of the state-like governance structures of the other examples of currency creation. When, in the midst of the US financial crisis, US Treasury Secretary
Henry Paulson stood up with Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke in front of the
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US Congress to report on the situation, the world paid attention, and the US
polity knew where power lay to make decisions. While the ECB president
(first Jean Claude Trichet and then Mario Draghi) has become relatively well
known in financial circles, that leader and Jean-Claude Juncker, the head of
the Eurogroup at the worst of the crisis, do not have the political profile or
confidence of their US counterparts. Indeed, Juncker’s successor to head the
Eurogroup, Jeroen Dijsselbloem, was an immigration expert with no experience in managing the intricacies of financial crises, which he demonstrated
during the Cyprus banking blowup in the spring of 2013. Instead, as Vivien
Schmidt argues in Chapter 5 of this volume, the EU “governs by the rules,
and rules by the numbers.” It has singularly not created the social solidarity
and the legitimate political institutions to adequately embed the euro in a
larger political framework. With the euro crisis dragging on and on, austerity
giving the EU an increasingly bad name, and the political mechanisms for
stabilizing the European economy still elusive, creating the political union
needed for an embedded currency area will be an uphill battle.

Conclusions
The lessons from history for the future of the euro are clear. Karl Polanyi’s
insight was that markets, disembedded from broader societal relationships
and lacking the political institutions to achieve goals other than market
efficiency, would ultimately fail. The same holds true for currencies disembedded from governance structures and the political institutions and social
solidarity to underpin that governance. Rather than focusing narrowly, as
economists tend to do, on whether the euro is an optimum currency area,
we need to understand the importance of creating an embedded currency
area, if the euro is to have a future. In this approach, rather than focusing on
a wished-for world of economic perfection, we argue for a pragmatic reading
of how the political economy works in practice. The construction of the four
key elements of currency embeddedness—a central bank to serve as a true
lender of last resort, a fiscal and economic union, a financial and banking
union, and a political union to govern it all—will be crucial to whether the
euro ultimately endures or not. The following three chapters of this volume
further flesh out and delineate the dynamics at work in Europe across each of
those individual elements. To some degree, they suggest that a halting process
is at work to nest the euro in new governance structures. But strong forces
continue pushing for austerity and structural reform, emphasizing purely
market answers to the euro’s ills.
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Across the historical cases, there also is a common theme of the wretchedly difficult political battles fought over proposals to move more authority
to a new center of governance within a redrawn political community. From
the ultimately successful embedding of the US dollar in the “second foundation moment” of nation building during the US Civil War, to the only
partial embedding of the Austro-Hungarian krone in a central bank at the
heart of a decentralized empire, to the disembedded Scandinavian and Latin
Monetary Unions of nineteenth-century Europe, currency has always engendered deeply political dynamics. For all its unique features, there is no reason to believe that the European Union would be an exception. Despite the
strong emphasis on the technical issues around the euro, or the rhetoric about
the need for balanced budgets and austerity on the part of all euro member
states, the fact is that the political underpinnings of monetary union cannot
be shortchanged forever.
The European Union has already demonstrated that deeply embedded
governance structures can exist beyond the nation-state. The network of
EU regulations that support the Single Market, the multitude of decisions
by the European Court of Justice that buffer the impact of markets on EU
citizens, and the collaboration across the EU on internal security in a borderless Europe are only a few examples of how the EU has developed capacity
and engaged its citizens in its supranational governance structure. The euro,
arguably one of the most extreme examples of surrendering sovereign power
to the EU level, is in jeopardy because national leaders, rather than embracing the necessity of designing the embedded institutions needed, seem to still
be captured by economic orthodoxy and the private interests that support it.
The future of the euro has seemed very dark at many points in time since
the outbreak of Europe’s sovereign debt crisis in late 2009. At the same time,
astonishing and heroic amounts of money and political capital have been
spent to bail out insolvent member states and their investors. But not enough
has been done to reduce soaring unemployment and the disheartening lack
of prospects for young generations of Europeans, particularly in the EU’s
southern periphery.42 Markets alone, and prescriptions of austerity to make
them run more efficiently, will not fix the euro, nor will they secure Europe’s
future. The hard-won lessons of history, and the insights of Polanyi’s embeddedness, suggest that it will take more robust EU institutions and the willingness to match supranational currency innovations with equal amounts of
imaginative political development to save the euro.

3

The Forgotten Financial Union
How You Can Have a Euro Crisis
Without a Euro
Erik Jones

There are two narratives to explain the economic and financial
crisis that befell Europe. One focuses on the euro as a multinational currency.
European politicians gambled and lost in the late 1990s and early 2000s when
they created an Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) out of diverse countries at different stages of development. The euro managed to survive, but
only at the cost of relentless austerity and massive unemployment. This is the
main gist of Nicolas Jabko’s Chapter 4 in this volume.
The other narrative focuses on the single market. When Europe’s political
leaders pushed for capital market integration and the liberalization of cross-border
banking in the late 1980s and early 1990s, they failed to build common institutions to ensure financial stability. Instead, they held on to national institutions for
regulation, supervision, resolution, and insurance that were too small to safeguard
the banks and insurance firms that emerged in Europe’s integrated financial space.
These narratives are not mutually exclusive. Europe’s leaders can be
faulted on both counts. Nevertheless, criticism of the single currency tends to
garner more attention. People find it easier to blame the monetary union that
exists than the financial union that was never constructed. There was a short
period after the June 2012 European Council summit when Europe’s leaders appeared willing to push for common institutions to stabilize European
financial markets, but the crisis ebbed once European Central Bank (ECB)
President Mario Draghi pledged to do everything necessary to safeguard the
euro, and the urgency to build new institutions was quietly forgotten.1
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The purpose of this chapter is to explain why the failure to construct common institutions to safeguard European financial markets was a mistake. My
goal is not to argue with the claim that the monetary integration contributed
to Europe’s problems. Rather, it is to show how the absence of any financial
union was sufficient to bring some sort of crisis about. If Europe’s policymakers refuse to rectify the situation, they will have to relive the experience.

Other Priorities: The Initial Oversight
The story begins with the completion of the internal market in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. Europe’s heads of state and government had three priorities: to strengthen European market competitiveness both internally and in
relation to the outside world, to preserve national autonomy and institutional
distinctiveness, and to dampen market volatility and so also distributive conflict. The overarching challenge was to reconcile these goals, each of which
represented a source of tension. National distinctiveness was an impediment
to market competitiveness, both within Europe and at the global level, and
any effort to liberalize markets and eliminate national systems of protection
would induce volatility and encourage distributive conflict.
The solution was delicately balanced. The single market program rested
on a mix of shared norms and the acceptance of national differences. For the
trade in manufactures, this was known as “the new approach to technical
harmonization and standardization.”2 The underlying principle is that whatever is good enough to trade in one country should be good enough to circulate across Europe as a whole. This principle fit into a broader ethos of market
liberalization within which norms, standards, rules, and regulations are all
part of market competition. European institutions could provide baselines to
prevent the competition from spiraling below minimum thresholds for quality, safety, awareness, or consumer protection. Meanwhile, firms could arbitrage across regulatory jurisdictions within the wider European marketplace.
The need for some sort of financial union, combining common institutions for financial oversight, resolution, and deposit insurance (known collectively as a “banking union”) with common risk-free assets, collateral rules,
and mechanisms for emergency liquidity provision was not a prominent part
of the conversation. The member states did not want a banking union because
they preferred to maintain autonomy over their national banking systems
and because they did not want to endow the European Commission with this
new competence.3 They did not want to create a common class of risk-free
assets or to standardize collateral rules because they sought to preserve the
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privileged access of sovereign borrowers to credit markets. And they did
not make special provision for emergency liquidity provision because either
national central banks or an eventual monetary union would ensure that
national banking systems remained liquid (even if not solvent).

Gradualism Encourages Blindness—and Leverage
It was easy to live with this oversight. European financial integration was
gradual and not instantaneous. The changes were dramatic over longer periods, but they were less noticeable from one year to the next. The adaptation
started in the early to mid-1990s as banks and other financial institutions
learned to take advantage of the changed market environment. Over time, it
spread to asset markets, corporate balance sheets, and government finances as
non-financial actors became accustomed to higher rates of return on investments and cheaper and more plentiful credit.
The European Central Bank conducted an early stock-taking of financial sector consolidation soon after it opened for operation in 1999.4 The
benchmarks that it used were the year 1985, when the negotiations of the
Single European Act, which led to the completion of the internal market,
were in full swing, and 1997, which was the latest year for which it had data
available for analysis. What it showed was that the total number of credit
institutions in the European Union (EU 15 at the time) fell from 12,526 in
1985 to 9,285 in 1997, with mergers and acquisitions gaining pace over the
same period. Much of this activity initially took place within countries
as banks prepared for cross-border competition; it gradually spread across
countries as well. Meanwhile, the average ratio of banking assets to gross
domestic product (GDP) increased from 177 percent in 1985 to 244 percent in 1997.
The integration of European financial markets also sparked a reaction
among non-financial actors. Households, firms, and governments adapted
to the broader array of financial products and services that were available at
lower costs. The most obvious outcome can be seen in housing markets. As
traditional mortgage lenders gained access to new sources of liquidity from
interbank markets or money market funds, they could translate this liquidity into new mortgage instruments for local borrowers. This did not lead to
a convergence in mortgage rates across countries—which were subject to a
variety of different regulatory constraints and incentives—but it did encourage the growth of mortgage credit. The result was to increase house prices
and, depending upon the regulatory environment, to expand loan-to-value
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ratios. To give an example, Irish house prices increased sevenfold between the
mid-1990s and the start of the crisis; meanwhile, average loan-to-value ratios
rose only belatedly, climbing from just under 60 percent in the early 2000s to
just under 90 percent by the middle of that decade.5
The reaction among other sectors of the economy was less obvious but
can still be seen in the data. Firms that benefited from a reduction of the
cost of capital could afford to invest in new equipment or retain workers.
Hence manufacturing employment in the smaller, peripheral countries of
the EU tended to hold up much better than in the core—whether or not
firms showed an increase in labor productivity. Although the total population of Germany is only about two-thirds the size of the population living
on the periphery of Europe, there were roughly 10.1 million people employed
in German manufacturing in 1992 and an equal number of manufacturing
workers in Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Greece, and Spain (combined). By 1999,
German manufacturing employed 8.3 million; the number of manufacturing workers in the peripheral countries fell to around 10 million. Germany
lost another half million manufacturing workers by 2007, bringing the total
down to 7.8 million; meanwhile, 9.9 million remained in manufacturing
on the periphery.6 Government finances also benefited. The compression of
bond yields put downward pressure on debt servicing requirements. In turn,
this made it easier for governments to meet their fiscal consolidation targets
while at the same time resisting spending reductions for popular services or
entitlements.

The Importance of Being Low
The impact of financial integration over time was to render balance sheets
structurally dependent upon low borrowing costs. Any sudden spike in interest rates would make relatively capital-intensive manufacturing workers
unaffordable and it would throw government finances into deficit. The scale
of this dependence is hard to imagine, not just because it spread across every
relative cost structure, but also because it accumulated in the form of either
public or private sector indebtedness and net foreign liabilities or assets. This
explains how the Italian and Greek governments could sustain public debt
levels worth more than 100 percent of GDP, how the Spanish and Irish economies could employ more than 13 percent of their population in construction, and how Dutch households could take on mortgages that averaged over
120 percent of assessed value while carrying debt worth almost 110 percent
of GDP.7
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The adaptation to European financial market integration was different
from one country to the next. Ireland and Spain experienced booms in commercial real estate; Hungary and Latvia witnessed an explosion of household
borrowing in foreign currency. Meanwhile, the collection of national cases
was bound together by the forces of financial interdependence—forces that
not only spanned Europe but also linked Europe to the outside world. There
is nothing surprising or mysterious about this situation. That was always
the intention. What is mysterious is that Europe’s political leadership never
planned to face a massive common market shock that could cut off their
access to credit and so throw the process of financial integration into reverse.8
That shock came in the late summer of 2007.

Inherent Weaknesses Turn into Fissures
Government regulators became aware of the financial crisis in the United
States by July 2007.9 The crisis moved into public discourse the following August, when the French bank BNP Paribas closed three funds heavily exposed to mortgage-backed securities. The bank’s representatives
complained about the “complete evaporation of liquidity in certain market
segments of the US securitization market.”10 They were not alone. A number
of European banks and funds were exposed to losses on investments in the
United States. The challenge was to figure out which banks were going to
be in trouble as a result. That challenge was not easily met, and so interbank
lending suddenly dried up.
Many banks were unwilling to lend to other banks at any price. Credit
was not only more expensive, it was also less available. The first institutional
victim of this change in financial conditions was the British regional mortgage lender Northern Rock. The problem was not that Northern Rock experienced huge losses in US markets, rather it was that the bank relied heavily
on inter-bank lending to service its assets. When that lending dried up,
Northern Rock had to turn to the Bank of England for emergency liquidity support. As word leaked out that the mortgage lender would have to rely
on emergency liquidity assistance, customers staged a run on the bank’s
deposits—which many regarded as the first bank run in Britain since 1866.11
The Northern Rock debacle illustrates how vulnerable European balance
sheets were to changes in the financial environment and specifically to a disintegration of international financial markets. That vulnerability revealed itself
again in September 2008, after the collapse of Lehman Brothers. The problem was the same: banks were unwilling to lend to other banks. However,
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the magnitude was greater this time. By October, the British government
was forced to bail out the Bank of Scotland, HBOS, and Lloyds TSB. The
explanation given by then newly appointed Financial Services Secretary Paul
Myners was: “BS, HBOS and Lloyds were experiencing a professional bank
run, where the markets were no longer willing to fund the UK banks. That’s
why we stepped in. We will never appreciate how close we came to a collapse
of the banking system.”12
Not every country was as able to shore up its finances as the UK. The Irish
government faced a similar “professional” (as opposed to “retail”) run on its
financial institutions. The response was improvised. Ireland’s Taoiseach Brian
Cowen announced on September 30 that his government would underwrite
the liabilities of six Irish-owned financial institutions and one foreign-owned
bank. Ultimately, this commitment cost Irish taxpayers more than 64 billion
euro. Nevertheless, Cowen saw no alternative: “You see, what was happening
at that time was that billions of euros were leaving the country. So we had to
stop that and get that money back into the country if possible.”13 The situation in Iceland was more dramatic. The country’s three largest banks were
not only dependent upon inter-bank markets, but also active in competing
for retail deposits in the United Kingdom, Luxembourg, Belgium, and the
Netherlands. They were too big for the Icelandic authorities to bail out (or
regulate effectively) as well. As the Icelandic banks collapsed due to the global
liquidity crunch and due to losses on their asset portfolios, other European
governments looked for ways to safeguard deposits that did not leave local
taxpayers with paying the bill.14
The crisis also extended to countries without large domestic banks, like
Latvia and Hungary. In both cases, the main problem was the high level of
foreign currency indebtedness. Firms and households need access to foreign
currency in order to service these debts. If foreign banks are unwilling to
maintain their exposure to domestic markets, foreign currency will become
more expensive in terms of domestic currency and may not even be available.
Hungary suffered the first problem, with the result that household debt burdens increased as the value of the Hungarian forint declined relative to the
euro and Swiss franc. By contrast, Latvia maintained the external value of its
currency with the result that domestic liquidity vanished. The International
Monetary Fund (IMF) had to support both governments. Hungary received
a stand-by agreement on November 6, 2008; Latvia’s agreement followed on
December 19.
The banks in Hungary and Latvia were heavily exposed to non-euro countries, as well as to debt in euros. The exposure in Hungary was to Swiss francs;
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in Latvia, it was to Swedish krona. The explanation in both cases is financial
integration and not monetary integration. Domestic firms and households
took on significant exchange rate risk when contracting debts in foreign currencies, but they did not seem aware of the potential consequences and they
were attracted by the relatively low cost of funding.15 Moreover, when faced
with a choice between more exchange rate risk and more aggressive banking practices, the more aggressive banks won out. Sweden started out as the
most important Nordic player in the Baltic States, with just under 43 percent
of the region’s foreign liabilities in 1999, and it grew its share to more than
70 percent by 2007.16
The Greek situation was different. The exposure for Greece was to foreign
investors in Greek sovereign debt. Many of these investors held Greek debt
because of its status as a “risk-free” asset in the Eurozone. In this sense, they
benefited from the high coupons Greece had to offer, the zero risk weighting
required for capital adequacy, and the liquidity implicit in the eligibility of
Greek sovereign debt as collateral within the Eurozone. The situation was
further complicated, however, by the poor state of Greek fiscal accounting.
Although most market participants discounted the possibility that Greece
would default on its sovereign debt, few knew just how bad the situation
might be with Greek government accounts.
Authorities from Eurostat, the European statistical agency, were working with Greek officials to improve their fiscal accounting throughout 2008.
They first noticed problems in April with the March estimate that the Greek
government had provided for its 2008 fiscal deficit. Eurostat officials visited
Greece in June to make an assessment and expressed even larger concerns
about Greek accounting. Eurostat officials returned in September to prepare a
revision for the government’s deficit estimate. The Greek government needed
to report that revision to the Council of Economics and Finance Ministers
(ECOFIN) in October as part of the procedures for macroeconomic policy
coordination. The impact on the figures for 2007 was small but symbolically important; the Greek government had to revise its deficit upward from
2.85 percent to 3.48 percent, which placed it above the 3 percent threshold for
special consideration within the excessive deficit procedure.17 Moreover, the
representatives of Eurostat made it clear that the Greek authorities had more
work to do in order to clear up their accounts.
In the post–Lehman Brothers context, the market reaction was dramatic. The difference in yields between Greek and German sovereign debt
more than doubled in the immediate aftermath of the October debt revision
announcement. Capital surged out of Greek financial markets.18 Investors
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had become nervous already in April 2008 when the European Commission
first complained publicly about the poor state of Greek fiscal accounting; by
October that nervousness threatened to become a rout.

Halting Responses and Improvisations
The early European response to the financial crisis was piecemeal and tactical rather than structural or strategic. This is an observation, not a criticism.
Strategic action takes time and deliberation. Both elements were in short supply as the crisis unfolded. Hence, the goal was to introduce specific measures
to address specific problems, even when the problems were more symptom
than cause.
The ECB is a good example of this reactive approach. In 2007, the focus
for monetary policy was on liquidity provision to counteract the effects of
tightness in inter-bank lending. ECB President Jean-Claude Trichet called an
exceptional press conference on August 2 to make it clear that the Governing
Council was aware that global financial markets were under stress. Trichet
then issued a statement on August 14 to emphasize that the ECB would provide adequate liquidity. Such actions brought only temporary respite. The
ECB could help bank treasurers hold their balance sheets together; what the
ECB could not do was convince European banks to lend to one another or
make it easier for European banks to access global credit.
The challenge with piecemeal action is to manage unintended consequences and negative externalities. The Irish commitment to underwrite
bank liabilities, including deposits, offers a good illustration. As Taoiseach
Cowen argued, the objective was to stop the hemorrhaging of Irish funds
overseas. The unintended consequence was to trigger a flow of funds from
non-domiciled banks in Ireland into Irish banks. The Irish bankers were well
aware that this would be the effect. Indeed, they joked with one another about
the competitive advantage the Irish deposit guarantee scheme would offer.19
Cowen tried to limit the damage by extending the guarantee to cover foreign
branches. Even that was not enough, however, and so Germany quickly followed suit by offering more comprehensive deposit coverage of its own.
European policymakers were capable of taking strategic action, but that
required time and deliberation. It also required long-term commitment.
British Prime Minister Gordon Brown’s leadership of the G20 in responding to the crisis is one illustration; the high-level working group chaired by
Jacques de Larosière is another. Brown was an early proponent of the view
that governments would have to act decisively to resolve failed or failing
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financial institutions. He pushed to increase the resources available for balance of payments assistance within the IMF, sought agreement on new rules
for banking supervision at the global level, and urged his counterparts to
pledge financial resources to stimulate growth in a coordinated fashion. The
high point of this activity was the London summit held in April 2009. The
“Leaders’ Statement” lists actions across a wide front, and even Brown’s critics hailed it as a historic turning point. Nevertheless, the momentum Brown
generated quickly evaporated, and the G20 failed to emerge as the focal point
for global reform. Brown can be credited with galvanizing immediate action,
but he did not create a new financial world order.
The high-level working group chaired by de Larosière had more lasting
impact. European Commission President José Manuel Barroso commissioned de Larosière to make recommendations to strengthen the European
financial system in the immediate aftermath of the Lehman Brothers collapse. De Larosière’s group reported back to Barroso in February 2009.20 The
group came up with a clear diagnosis for the origins of the crisis, arguing that
the roots can be found in cross-border capital flows and the aggressive “hunt
for yield.” As a result, the group argued in favor of greater macro-prudential
oversight and risk management at the European level. In particular, they
made the case for a more effective European crisis management infrastructure.21 They advocated for the creation of a number of new supervisory agencies, such as a European Systemic Risk Council; they pushed for greater
harmonization in deposit insurance and banking resolution; and they called
for the elaboration of a more transparent regulatory framework.
The results were mixed. European policymakers established many of the
institutions advocated by the de Larosière group (including the rebranded
European Systemic Risk Board), and they threw their support behind a
renegotiation of the international regulatory framework. Nevertheless, they
did not relinquish national controls over banking supervision, and they did
little to harmonize banking resolution or deposit insurance. In other words,
European policymakers left many of the mechanisms that de Larosière identified at the core of the crisis intact.
European policymakers could act strategically, but they could also fail
to respond to problems that appeared far on the horizon. Here the best
illustration is Greece, but the point also applies to the subsequent bailout of Ireland and Portugal. Greek sovereign debt markets first got into
trouble in March 2008, and then again after the Lehman Brothers collapse in October. Conditions continued to worsen in January 2009 when
Standard & Poor’s downgraded Greece, raising the prospect that Greek
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sovereign debt instruments might not qualify as collateral for routine central banking operations. Worse, banks might have to mark Greek sovereign
debt to market values and make appropriate provision for losses. Such an
event would trigger a major sell-off. Hence German Finance Minister Peer
Steinbrück used a February 2009 speech to German business interests to
reassure financial markets that the Eurozone countries would not allow
Greece to default.22
Steinbrück’s reassurance helped to bring down the yield differential
between Greek and German sovereign debt instruments (see Figure 3.1).
For most of 2009, financial market actors worried more about Ireland than
about Greece. When the Greek government restated its fiscal account again
in October, however, financial market participants asked again whether
Germany would bail Greece out. This time they received a different response.
The German position changed with the change in coalition from center-left
to center-right; instead of reassuring markets that Eurozone countries would
prevent Greece from defaulting, the German government insisted that it
would only provide assistance once Greece could no longer access private
capital. Any doubts about Germany’s new position ended with the March
2010 European Council summit, and the Greek government quickly found
itself locked out of private capital markets and had to request assistance.23
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What followed was a sequence of improvisations. The European Council
first sought to provide assistance only for Greece and then had to come back
with a more general formula to bail countries out. Europe’s leaders then turned
to a discussion of private sector involvement, which is a formula for burden
sharing that puts some of the costs on participants in financial markets.
The threat of private sector involvement triggered a sell-off of Irish debt and
a second bailout.24 Meanwhile, the Greek economy performed below expectations and required further financial assistance. Renewed Greek financial
shortfalls raised the prospect of further private sector involvement, which
increased incentives for financial market participants to liquidate their positions in the periphery of the Eurozone. Portugal was the next government to
request help.
The ECB also improvised. When Greece requested its bailout, the
Governing Council of the ECB worried that the subsequent downgrade of
Greek sovereign debt instruments would wipe out the available collateral
for Greek banks. Hence it suspended the ratings requirements for Greek
sovereign debt, making them eligible as collateral so long as Greece did
not default. This action made it easier for many banks in northern Europe
to shed their exposure to Greece and so offload their debt instruments
onto the Greek banks. It also made it attractive for financial institutions
with an appetite for risk to profit from the relatively high yields on Greek
sovereign debt. The two largest banks in Cyprus increased their exposure to Greece both before and after the May 2010 bailout.25 In turn, this
exposure ensured that there would be a further crisis in Cyprus. The ECB
also initiated a securities markets program (SMP) to purchase distressed
sovereign debt instruments in secondary markets. This program was limited in size, and any purchases were sterilized in order to avoid creating
new liquidity. Nevertheless, the result was to shift more of the exposure
to Greece, away from northern Europe and, in this case, onto the balance
sheets of the ECB.
The bailouts of Greece, Ireland, and Portugal were connected by European
financial markets—both to each other and to the rest of Europe. The contagion was everywhere apparent. That is why Europe’s halting responses to the
crisis became so important. The failure of policymakers to deal effectively
with one country implied new risks for others as well. Market participants
based their risk assessments in part at least on how the bailouts were handled. As this process wore on, the European financial crisis evolved into a
full-fledged sovereign debt crisis. Moreover, the problem was not Greece,
Ireland, or Portugal; it was Italy and Spain.
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Fissures Turn into (Big) Breaking Points
The Italian and Spanish cases are revealing for different reasons. Italy highlights the difficulties with reversing the balance sheet adjustments that were
triggered by the long process of financial integration. Spain shows how quickly
national banking systems and sovereign debt markets can become intertwined. What the two countries have in common is that each is too big to
fail. Although European policymakers were able to cobble together sufficient
resources to bail out Greece, Ireland, and Portugal, most observers admitted
that it would be a stretch to cover Spain as well. Italy, home to the world’s third
largest bond market after the United States and Japan, was clearly too large.

Italy
The Italian story starts in earnest in July 2011. Before that point, Italian Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi was able to claim (erroneously but still convincingly) that Italy had escaped much of the crisis; afterward, financial market
dynamics would drive him from office.26 The tipping point was in sovereign
debt markets. Although Italy has a large volume of public debt, with roughly
2 trillion euro in obligations in circulation, it also has a good reputation for
debt management, and its fiscal position showed a primary surplus—which is
an excess of revenues over expenditures net of debt-servicing requirements. In
2007, that surplus was more than 3.5 percent of the country’s gross domestic
product (GDP). That figure dipped slightly into deficit by 2009, but it was
close to zero in 2010 and back in surplus by 2011—in comparative terms, this
was exemplary performance. Moreover, Italy did not suffer from excessive
net foreign indebtedness. Although Italian banks participated in Europe’s
integrated financial markets, Italy’s cumulative current account deficit for
the period from 1999 to 2007 was just 5.5 percent of GDP. This performance
compared favorably to 12.6 percent in Ireland, 51.2 percent in Spain, 85.1 percent in Portugal, and 103 percent in Greece.27 Finally, Italy was a net contributor of liquidity to the euro system, showing a positive balance in its Target2
position for each month from July 2007 to June 2011.
The Italian weakness lay in two areas. One was the addiction of Italian
manufacturers to cheap and available credit. The other was the foreign presence in Italian sovereign debt markets. The credit addiction of Italian manufacturers can be seen in the rapid worsening of the country’s competitive
position as yield spreads opened up with Germany after 2007. The cumulative
current account deficit over the four years from 2008 to 2011 was 13.9 percent
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of GDP—more than double the figure of the eight years before the crisis.28
Meanwhile, Italian unemployment rose as the spread between Italian and
German long-term bond yields increased. Italian manufacturers were profitable while credit was cheap and plentiful; they did not have sufficient productivity to compete when credit was expensive and scarce. By 2011, Italian
unemployment was 8.4 percent. It rose more quickly thereafter.
The loss of Italian competitiveness had deep roots that financial integration
masked and financial disintegration brought back into focus. The problem associated with foreign holdings of Italian sovereign debt was also deep-rooted, but
the manifestation was more sudden. According to data published by the IMF,
foreigners accounted for just 6.4 percent of the Italian sovereign debt market in
January 1992; by December 1998, they accounted for 27.4 percent. Moreover, the
growth of foreign holdings accelerated across the decade.
The turning point came in 2011. Foreign banks became wary of the risk
potential in Italian sovereign debt markets and so began to reallocate their
portfolios to limit exposure.29 Given the size of the market, the sales were
large and the price swings correspondingly significant. The collective impact
of these portfolio reallocation decisions showed up in Italy’s net Target2 position. Italy went from a 6 billion euro surplus in June 2011 to a 16 billion euro
deficit in July; by September the deficit was 103 billion euro. Moreover, the
flood of liquidity pouring out of the Italian economy resulted in a sudden
shortage of credit for small and medium-sized enterprises that rely almost
exclusively on bank financing. Silvio Berlusconi’s government had to prove
that it could stabilize government finances while at the same time shoring up
macroeconomic performance. It was unable to act decisively on either issue;
by November, Berlusconi had to step down from office.
Berlusconi’s departure did not solve the Italian problem. Neither did the
appointment of two-term European Commissioner Mario Monti to head a
technical cabinet with the support of the two largest Italian political parties.
The spread between Italian and German bond yields recovered briefly in early
December 2011 but then shot up again. It was not until mid-January 2012
that financial markets started to relax the selling pressure on Italian sovereign debt obligations. This marked the start of roughly six weeks of relative
stability in Europe. Then the markets turned on Spain.

Spain
Spain’s problems were relatively slow to evolve. In the early years of the financial
crisis, Spain looked robust. The government had a small debt-to-GDP ratio,
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and the country’s largest banks were among Europe’s strongest. Nevertheless,
the Spanish economy had three vulnerabilities: weak regional savings banks
(or cajas), a large share of employment in the construction industry, and a history of excessive growth in both residential and commercial real estate. The
government moved first to tackle the savings banks by forcing the smaller
institutions to consolidate. Meanwhile, the slow pace of construction activity
put upward pressure on unemployment, and the tightening of credit conditions put downward pressure on real estate prices. The result was an explosion
of non-performing loans—particularly among the cajas. In turn, this led to
a self-reinforcing dynamic of more consolidation, tighter credit conditions,
lower levels of construction activity, falling real estate prices, and increasing
non-performing loans.30
The challenge for the Spanish government was not only to address
this vicious cycle but also to manage the impact of economic deterioration on government finances. This impact operated through two channels.
One was the automatic stabilizers that increase expenditures as revenues
decline; the other was the increasing amounts of public money available
to sweeten mergers and acquisitions between the cajas or to finance banking bailouts. The challenge proved too great for the center-left coalition
of José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero—particularly when combined with rising unemployment and persistent European Union calls for increased
austerity measures. Zapatero announced in March 2011 that he would
not stand for re-election, and he decided in July 2011 that he would dissolve Parliament four months early so that his party could confront the
center-right opposition at the polls.
The election of a center-right government led by Mariano Rajoy in
November 2011 brought some respite from the markets. Rajoy came to
power determined to fix both government finances and bank balance sheets.
He was already too late. The consolidated cajas were only larger and more
vulnerable at this point—Bankia (a union of seven cajas and Spain’s third
largest lender) first and foremost. Moreover, efforts by the Rajoy government to bail out the cajas drew unfavorable market attention back to government finances because the more the banks required capital, the deeper
the government had to go into debt.31 The fact that this unfolded against
the backdrop of the second Greek bailout made matters worse. Investors
who lost money on Greece were unwilling to see Spain (or Italy) as any different. Spanish bond yields bottomed out relative to Germany on March 1,
2012; Italian bond yields bottomed out two weeks later. By early April the
yield spreads were back over 350 basis points, or 3.5 percent, which was the
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threshold figure described by Mario Monti as unsustainable (see Figure 3.2).
The Spanish government had to nationalize Bankia in May. The crisis
returned in force soon thereafter.

Emergency Measures
The collapse of the Berlusconi government and the nationalization of Bankia
were catalysts for successive waves of emergency policy action, both at the
ECB and in the Council of the European Union. This action ran alongside
changes in the broader pattern for macroeconomic policy coordination
that had been evolving throughout the crisis. However, whereas those other
changes constituted an evolution in pre-existing institutions and practices,
the emergency measures introduced by the ECB and the Council of the
European Union represented a fundamental departure.

Long-Term Refinancing Operations to the Rescue?
The program of three-year long-term refinancing operations (LTROs),
announced by Mario Draghi soon after he replaced Jean Claude Trichet as
ECB president in November 2011, is a good illustration. Draghi argued that
banks were struggling to access funding over longer time horizons, and this
in turn impaired their ability to provide credit to industry. Hence he created
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a vehicle through which the ECB would offer unlimited amounts of liquidity for three years at a very low cost and with the possibility of early repayment after the first year. The ECB would make this liquidity available in two
tranches—one in December 2011 and the other in February 2012. The only
constraint on the banks would be to come up with the collateral necessary to
secure what they wanted to borrow.32
This point about collateral is important in two senses. First, unsecured
lending to banks had dried up both in short-term interbank markets and in
the issuance of debt securities. Therefore, banks relied heavily on collateralized borrowing to meet their funding requirements. At the same time, the
decline in sovereign bond prices ate away at the volume of collateral that the
banks had available. This explains why banks complained about cost of funding and balance sheet constraints as the explanation for why they did not
issue more loans.33
By looking at the LTROs as a two-stage process, one can see the other
sense in which the collateral rules are important. In the first stage, banks
could borrow liquidity from the ECB to use in purchasing government bonds
and so make a profit from the difference between the low borrowing cost
offered by the ECB and the relatively high yields available on distressed sovereign debt. In the second stage, the same banks could use the sovereign debt
they purchased to collateralize more ECB loans—which they could use to
purchase even more sovereign debt.
The implication here is different from what Draghi announced at the
outset. Instead of channeling liquidity to industry, the banks would be propping up sovereign debt markets. Nevertheless, it was clear to most observers
that this would be the consequence. Moreover, the effect was welcome—
particularly in the Italian context. Italy had an enormous volume of sovereign debt to roll over immediately following the Berlusconi crisis—172 billion euro between December 2011 and April 2012.34 The threat was that
Italy would face an investor strike, particularly in February, when the Italian
Treasury needed to roll over more than 50 billion euro in bonds. By providing Italian banks with sufficient liquidity, the ECB insured that the rollover
happened smoothly. That is why Italian bond yields fell in February 2012 and
the crisis abated. A similar story applies in Spain.
The positive effect of the LTROs was only short-lived. The reason is that
the support they offered was asymmetrical. The LTROs could help banks
finance governments, but they could not work the other way around. When
governments had to finance the banks, the LTROs were not an effective
response. Hence while the LTROs tightened the links between national
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banking systems and sovereign finances, they also made government finances
vulnerable to any weakness on the part of the banks. This is where the Spanish
crisis becomes important.

More Spanish Flies in the Ointment
The nationalization of Bankia put the Spanish government in a three-way
bind. First, Bankia and its holding company, BFA, had held an initial public offering in July 2011, selling almost 60 percent of the newly issued shares
to individuals. The decision by the Rajoy government to take control of the
bank in May 2012 effectively wiped out the value of their equity stake—disillusioning investors and making it harder for other banks to raise capital.35
Second, nationalization meant that the government acquired responsibility
for the bank’s liabilities and performance. Soon after the government took
control, Bankia restated its 2011 results to report a 4.3 billion euro loss instead
of a 309 million euro profit. Bankia’s parent company, BFA, also restated its
accounts for 2011, turning a 41 million euro profit into a 3.3 billion euro loss.
Loan losses also increased. The government had to pump another 23 billion
euro of public money into the bank as a result.36
The third part of the bind was the impact of the nationalization on the
Spanish government’s own cost of capital. Any money that the government borrowed to support Bankia made Spanish sovereign borrowing more
expensive in general. Moreover, the loss of creditworthiness by the Spanish
government weighed heavily on the price of Spanish bonds in secondary
markets—reducing the value of sovereign debt holdings across the Spanish
banking system as a whole. This dynamic threatened to push the Spanish
economy into a “doom loop” or “death spiral” from which it could not
escape. On June 9, 2012, the Spanish government asked the European Union
for a 100 billion euro bailout in the form of new resources that could be
used to recapitalize Spanish banks. While the initial market response was
positive, it took only days to reveal that something more fundamental was
required.37
The promise of fundamental reform came at the European Council and
Euro Area summits held at the end of the month. The initial proposal was
to involve the ECB in a single supervisory mechanism (SSM) for European
banks with the ability to ensure common standards for soundness across different national jurisdictions. Once that was in place, the European Financial
Stability Facility (EFSF) or its successor organization, the European Stability
Mechanism (ESM), would be able to channel funds directly into European
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banks. By implication, national governments would no longer have to borrow
money to bail out their own banks. This should sever the link between sovereign finances and national banking systems because bank bailouts would no
longer undermine the solvency of national governments.38
The single supervisory mechanism and the promise that European funds
could recapitalize banks directly were the leading edge of a wider agenda to
create a banking union in Europe that would include a common regulatory
framework, resolution facilities, and deposit insurance.39 Some of these elements were already in progress. The common regulatory framework is a good
example, as can be seen in de Larosière’s report. Others were more aspirational than real. The common resolution mechanism and deposit insurance
both fall into this category. Although there was talk of establishing a common hierarchy of creditors and some progress on developing common standards for deposit insurance, there was little movement to mutualize funding
to bail out banks or reimburse deposits. Suddenly all parts of this proposal
were gaining traction in the wider policy conversation.
There was a new coherence as well. This was not the first time these supports for financial market integration were discussed; it was the first time
they were brought together in a consistent manner. More important, the
banking union proposals carried the political impetus of the June 2012
European Council summit. Europe’s leaders recognized that they faced an
imminent crisis. What they needed was a specific plan for implementing
this new array of measures and the market confidence to give them time to
make it work.

Doing Whatever It Takes?
Both elements were missing—the plan and the confidence. Of the two, the
confidence was the more pressing. Bond yields for Spain and Italy continued
to increase during the month that followed the June 2012 European Council
summit and Euro Area summit statement. Meanwhile, capital flowed from
the periphery of the Eurozone back to the core, bank balance sheets in Spain
and Italy continued to deteriorate, and the economies of both countries (and
much of peripheral Europe) contracted at an alarming rate. Of these factors,
the capital flows are easiest to demonstrate. Figure 3.3 provides the Target2
positions for six Eurozone member states—Germany, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg, Italy, Spain, and Greece. The first three countries were massive
net recipients of capital; the other three net exporters. The spread between
the two groups is widest during the summer of 2012.
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By the end of July, Draghi had enough. At a speech to the London finance
community, he made a personal commitment “to do whatever it takes to
preserve the euro.” He also reassured his audience: “believe me, it will be
enough.”40 The blunt language Draghi used is confusing. Although he talked
about the euro, he was primarily interested in protecting the integrity of
the single financial market. Put another way, Draghi’s commitment to the
euro was qualified. As he made clear from the outset, he is constrained by
the mandate of his office. Hence, Draghi’s justification for action was to
repair the monetary transmission mechanism—the means through which
changes in monetary policy are communicated to economic actors across the
Eurozone—and to eliminate the premia associated with “convertibility risk”
or the possibility that countries will exit from the Eurozone.
This may seem like hair-splitting, but the distinction is important. Both
the monetary transmission mechanism and the single market should operate
according to the law of one price. Firms need to face the same cost of capital
across the single currency (controlling for firm-specific factors) so that any
change in the cost of capital will have the same influence on economic activity from one place to the next. Draghi pledged to preserve the euro in order to
ensure that there is a single cost of borrowing because well-integrated financial markets are essential to have an effective common monetary policy.
This interpretation of Draghi’s motives comes across more clearly in the
press conferences he gave in August and September than in the speech he
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gave in London. In August, Draghi underscored that “risk premia that are
related to fears of the reversibility of the euro are unacceptable” and “our
greatest concern is financial market fragmentation.”41 The following month,
he emphasized that “we need to be in the position to safeguard the monetary
policy transmission mechanism in all countries of the euro area. We aim to
preserve the singleness of our monetary policy and to ensure the proper transmission of our policy stance to the real economy throughout the area.”42
Draghi’s solution was a departure from previous practice. With the support of the Governing Council, Draghi committed the ECB to purchase
“unlimited” amounts of short-term sovereign debt in secondary markets
with the aim to safeguard “an appropriate monetary policy transmission and
the singleness of the monetary policy.”43 This commitment was not wholly
unprecedented. The ECB has always had the option to purchase sovereign
debt instruments in secondary markets as part of its open market operations.
This option was only exercised once the ECB activated its securities markets
program (SMP) in May 2010. The new program of outright monetary transactions (OMT) replaced that early effort.
OMT is different from SMP for several reasons. Governments have to
apply for support, they have to accept policy conditionality, and they have no
guarantee that the ECB will come to the rescue. Nevertheless, OMT holds
out the prospect that the ECB will move into distressed sovereign debt markets with the full weight of its balance sheet. No market participant could
hold a short position against such an offensive. That is what Draghi meant
when he said “it is pointless to go short on the euro... the euro will stay and it
is irreversible.”44
The new policy was controversial. Bundesbank President Jens Weidmann
opposed the new measure both in the Governing Council and in public. Nevertheless, European leaders accepted OMT as necessary. German
Chancellor Angela Merkel threw her support behind the new policy; so did
German ECB Executive Board member Jörg Asmussen.

Remaining Concerns and New Fissures
The spread between German and Spanish net balances in the Target2 positions peaked in August 2012 and declined thereafter. The spread in German
and Spanish sovereign debt yields followed the same pattern. These are the
two most obvious indicators of the success of OMT. The Spanish government
never had to ask for help officially for the threat of ECB intervention to work.
Financial market participants lacked the will to challenge the ECB, even on
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purely theoretical grounds. In this way, the ECB restored market confidence
and bought time for European policymakers to make progress on constructing a banking union and market-structural reform—as ECB Executive Board
members emphasized repeatedly in speeches and interviews over the course
of the following year and a half.45
Nevertheless, the new policy was not wholly successful. OMT did not
fully reintegrate European financial markets. Draghi complained repeatedly
in monetary press conferences through the first six months of 2013 that the
monetary transmission mechanism remained broken, that the cost of borrowing varied widely from North to South, and that what liquidity did arrive
in Spanish or Italian banks was not finding its way into new private sector
lending. Hence the best that Draghi could claim was that OMT restored sufficient stability to European sovereign debt markets to put fears of a doom
loop or death spiral in Spain and Italy to rest. This was a significant achievement, but it left considerable responsibility for action to the member states.

Setting Sights High and Shooting Low
The initial response of the European Council was ambitious. When the
Council met in October, it called for a comprehensive approach to create “an
integrated financial framework, open to the extent possible to all Member
States wishing to participate.”46 The single supervisory mechanism (SSM)
was a priority, because its establishment was necessary to unlock the direct
recapitalization of distressed banks with funds from the EFSF and ESM.
However, the European Council also pushed the establishment of a “single
rulebook” for banking supervision that would encompass all banks operating
in the internal market (and not just those in the Eurozone). It underscored
the importance of legislative efforts to harmonize rules for banking resolution and deposit insurance. And it announced the intention to propose a
“single resolution mechanism” (SRM) for those countries that participate in
the single supervisory mechanism.47
The challenge was to make consistent progress. By the December 2012
European Council summit, it was already clear that the timetable was slipping.48 Although there was some agreement on the nature of the SSM, there
was much concern to strike a balance between the role of the ECB and the
responsibilities of national supervisory authorities. The interaction between
the ECB’s supervisory responsibilities and its primary role in the conduct
of monetary policy was also controversial. And there was a need to ensure
adequate representation in the SSM for those countries that join and yet do
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not participate in the single currency. The Council of Economic and Finance
Ministers (ECOFIN Council) acknowledged each of these challenges as it
deliberated the proposals during the run-up to the December summit. Soon
thereafter, the European Council promised to deliver legislative action across
a broad front in 2013.49
The political momentum was hard to sustain. In part this was due to the
complexity of the European legislative process. The European Parliament
plays an important role in shaping and approving the necessary institutional reforms. By implication, agreement among the member states is necessary but insufficient. More important, there was no agreement on many
of the major issues. Important countries outside the single currency, like
Great Britain, objected to the single rulebook and expressed concern about
the role of the ECB in shaping financial regulation. Important countries
inside the Eurozone, like Germany, refused to share resources for banking resolution and deposit insurance. The German government was willing to accept the European recapitalization of the three largest Spanish
banks as a one-off measure, but it was skeptical about any further financial
commitment.50

Small States Causing Big Trouble: Why Cyprus Matters
The crisis that erupted in Cyprus failed to break this growing inertia. If anything, it had the opposite effect. The government of Cyprus had long known
it had a problem. The Cypriot banking system was too large for Cypriot
taxpayers to bail out. Worse, it was obviously in need of assistance. The
European Banking Authority (EBA) called for the Cypriot banks to rebuild
their capital buffers already in December 2011. Soon thereafter, the situation
got worse. The country’s two largest banks—Bank of Cyprus and Popular
Bank or Laiki—had bet heavily on Greek sovereign debt, which they accumulated during the crisis in order to benefit from the relatively high yields
that the Greek government had to offer. Moreover, the Cypriot banks relied
on Greek debt for routine treasury operations as well as trading profits; they
used Greek obligations to post as collateral for central bank borrowing and
clearing. When the government of Greece partially defaulted during the second Greek bailout in March 2012, Greek sovereign debt lost its eligibility.
This left the Cypriot banks with huge losses on their sovereign debt portfolios
and little or no collateral to offer in exchange for routine central bank liquidity. Bank of Cyprus and Laiki had to turn to the Central Bank of Cyprus for
emergency support.51
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From April 2012 onward, the Cypriot banks survived on emergency
liquidity assistance (ELA) from the Central Bank of Cyprus, and the ECB’s
Governing Council made increasingly vocal calls for the Cypriot government to do something to restructure and reform its banks. In March 2013,
the ECB Governing Council decided to push the issue by threatening to deny
permission to the Central Bank of Cyprus to extend any further liquidity to
the banks that were in trouble. Had the ECB followed through with that
threat, the result would have been a disorderly default.52
What followed was a near disaster, as both the Cypriot government and
the ECB mishandled the bailout.53 The point here is not to rehearse the
mistakes that were made; rather it is to focus on the implications. The most
important is that the ECB could jeopardize the single currency by acting
within its mandate. The Governing Council’s threat to deny the Central
Bank of Cyprus permission to offer emergency liquidity assistance to the
country’s two largest banks was within the ECB’s mandate—as Mario
Draghi pointed out repeatedly.54 Nevertheless, it forced the government
of Cyprus to choose between restructuring the banks, watching them collapse, or exiting the single currency and so releasing the Central Bank of
Cyprus from the Governing Council’s control. The government of Cyprus
chose to restructure the banks; it could also have chosen to exit the euro.
The government of Cyprus made this choice because exiting the euro would
have made matters worse, not better—not because exiting the euro was
impossible.
The lesson for Cyprus was more about the single market than about the
single currency. The only way that the Cypriot government could stabilize its
banks through the resolution process was to impose controls both on deposits and on the movement of capital across borders. These controls did not take
Cyprus out of the euro; they took Cyprus out of Europe’s integrated capital
markets. Moreover, if the experience of Iceland is any guide, the Cypriot government is unlikely to be able to lift the controls without facing a rapid flight
of deposits.
For the countries of northern Europe, Cyprus underscored the importance of private sector involvement and national responsibility. Eurogroup
president and Dutch Finance Minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem’s comments
immediately following the bailout are indicative of this approach.55 The markets reacted strongly to this position, and Dijsselbloem recanted that Cyprus
was not a model for other bailouts. Nevertheless, the desire to protect taxpayers from banking losses and the resistance to pooling either resolution funds
or deposit insurance have increased.
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The ECB’s read on Cyprus was consistent with this preference on the part
of the northern member states. In his April 2013 press conference, Mario
Draghi made it clear that national banking systems would have to adapt to fit
the capacity of national governments to bail them out. Moreover, he stressed
that this applied outside as well as inside the single currency:
Recent experience shows that countries where the banking sector is
several times larger than the economy are, on average, more vulnerable. Financial shocks hit these countries harder—simply because of
the size of their banking sector—than countries where the banking
sector is a smaller component of the economy. We have seen this everywhere, really, beginning with the United Kingdom. So what to do?
Well, one thing is to downsize, but other things can be done . . . I think
people ought to learn from what we are currently experiencing and follow this advice—namely, run your country and your bank much more
conservatively.56
Beyond that, the positions of politicians like Dijsselbloem and central
bankers like Draghi differ. The politicians want to slow down the progress toward banking union because they worry it will lead to transfers
across countries and from taxpayers to bond holders. The central bankers want to complete the banking union because they worry that neither
politicians nor banks will behave conservatively enough to sustain an
integrated financial market. This is true at the top of the financial cycle,
where banks compete at the European and global levels. It is also true at
the bottom of the cycle, where banks remain dependent for emergency
assistance on sovereign finances and national governments. Hence Draghi
warned in January 2014 about further financial market disintegration if
Europe’s leaders did not complete their legislative agenda: “In light of
recent experience, we must emphasize that the future Single Supervisory
Mechanism and a Single Resolution Mechanism are crucial elements for
moving towards re-integrating the banking system and therefore require
swift implementation.”57

Future Prospects
The progress made in completing the banking union since Draghi’s January
2014 press conference has been only partial. The ECB has emerged as a single
supervisor, and it has worked closely with the European Banking Authority
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to undertake a comprehensive assessment of the balance sheets of systemically important financial institutions. These actions fall on the positive side
of the ledger. The elaboration of a common resolution authority with a fund
sufficient to wind up these institutions has been less impressive. Although
the Council managed to find agreement with the European Parliament in
March 2014 on a framework for taking action to resolve failing financial
institutions, critics charge that the decision-making procedures are too cumbersome and the funding involved is too limited to address a major crisis.
Meanwhile, no progress is likely in terms of harmonizing deposit insurance
or creating the kind of common backstop that would be required to prevent a
commercial bank run like that experienced by the United Kingdom, Ireland,
Iceland, Greece, or Cyprus. As a consequence, some countries will be able to
weather future storms; others will not.
The fact that the ECB had to launch another round of LTROs in June
2014 and unveiled a new plan to purchase an additional 1 trillion euro of covered bonds and asset-backed securities (ABS) in October 2014, underscores
that more work needs to be done. The cause of the current crisis lies in the
pattern of European financial integration. National governments lowered
barriers to capital flows across borders and then encouraged financial institutions to compete across Europe. These policy actions made sense within the
broader project to complete the internal market. Nevertheless, they sparked
long-term adjustments in the balance sheets of households, firms, and governments that became accustomed to the many advantages that an integrated
European financial market had to offer. Then a shock came along that called
these advantages into question by threatening the viability of major European
financial institutions.
The market response made matters worse, not better. Banks not only
called money back across borders but also worried about lending to other
financial institutions. As the situation deteriorated, they called increasingly on governments for support. However, government finances were also
adversely affected, and in many cases the resources available were too small
to support the institutions most at risk. Central bank efforts to prop up the
financial system were inadequate to the challenge and policy action by governments lagged too far behind market responses. Ultimately, bank bailouts
began to undermine sovereign debt markets even as bond market weakness
further undermined the banks. The real economy also suffered from the lack
of credit, in both the housing and manufacturing sectors. Households lost
incomes and borrowers defaulted on their debts.
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This narrative can be told without reference to the euro, even though the
creation of the single currency is important for some countries and to some
parts of the story. Moreover, the solution to the problem lies in strengthening
the internal market and not dismantling the euro. The banking union proposals are part of the agenda. But a comprehensive approach would include other
elements like mutualized sovereign debt obligations, strengthened collateral
rules, central clearing mechanisms, and other improvements to Europe’s
financial architecture.58 The importance of such elements is not immediately
obvious. Mutualized debt instruments—called “Eurobonds”—have been a
subject of particular confusion. Yet it is hard to see how any financial area
can remain integrated when market actors can arbitrage across supposedly
“risk-free” assets or when banks and their sovereigns are inextricably intertwined together. Hence, such measures are not only a good idea in the present context, they would also be helpful to Europe in an alternative universe
where the single currency did not exist. Indeed, many of these institutional
arrangements are being debated in places like Southeast Asia, where EMU
remains only a distant prospect.
The crisis in Cyprus was a warning that the situation in Europe is still
fragile, even if the immediate threat of turmoil has receded. The threat of a
bank run in Bulgaria reveals that countries outside the Eurozone are also vulnerable. Without a financial union, European financial integration remains
at risk. Small countries might be manageable with ad hoc responses, but a
crisis in Italy would be much more dramatic. The ECB places considerable
emphasis on this point.59 The challenge is to make sure that the necessity
to build a financial union for Europe is not forgotten. The architects of the
internal market might be forgiven for overlooking the importance of building a financial union both as they nurtured cross-border financial transactions and as they constructed the single currency. The literature they used did
not pay much attention to finance, and the objectives they had were very different. Politicians who have experienced the most recent crisis have no such
excuse. They can blame the situation on the euro, but they must also recognize the legitimacy of this parallel narrative. Otherwise they risk repeating
past mistakes.

4

The Elusive Economic Government
and the Forgotten Fiscal Union
Nicolas Jabko

Introduction: The Missing Institutions
of a Supranational Currency
The Eurozone’s debt crisis laid bare the shortcomings of its economic governance. Fiscal policies were only imperfectly coordinated, banks that operated largely across borders were regulated primarily at the national level, and
large macroeconomic imbalances had been accumulating without attracting
much attention. As early as October 2010, a taskforce chaired by EU Council
President Herman Van Rompuy advanced a new agenda that received broad
support from the member states: “Strengthening economic governance in
the EU.”1 In view of the magnitude of the crisis, one might have expected
swift progress. By most accounts, however, the buildup of economic capacity and especially fiscal capacity at the EU level has been excruciatingly slow.
The new “fiscal compact” and the “compact for jobs and growth” that were
agreed upon successively in December 2011 and June 2012 by Eurozone member governments call for “stronger policy coordination and governance” and
“a genuine economic and monetary union.”2 Yet the process is still far from
completed, as the difficulties in setting up a banking union and coordinating
economic and fiscal policies illustrate.
Why has it been so hard to build economic governance that appears to be
in the common interest of all? It is tempting to view this as a collective action
problem, that is, as a consequence of the fact that member states tend to pursue their national interests at the expense of the common interest. Although
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there is an element of truth in this characterization—international collective
action is always difficult—it is also the case that member states have been
able to reach unprecedented agreement on the need for stronger economic
governance. France and Germany, the two member states most invested
in the Economic and Monetary Union since its creation, have repeatedly
stated their commitment to collaborate on building stronger governance
for the Eurozone. Of course, words are cheap. But in this case, the survival
of the Eurozone was at stake. The member governments were aware of the
need to overcome their differences in order to avoid the costs of a collapse,
which would have been on a completely different scale than the benefits they
could derive from pursuing their self-interests without taking into account
the interests of their partners. Faced with emergency situations, they were
each repeatedly led to do things that they had sworn they would never do,
while never quite doing enough to stop the crisis once and for all. Thus, the
slow pace of progress tends to indicate that the problem is much deeper than
intergovernmental disagreements based on divergent member states’ national
interests.
As I argue in this chapter, the puzzling gap between the resilient aspiration for and the still embryonic nature of EU economic governance must
be understood against the background of the original motivations for
Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). The aspiration of stronger
economic governance remains both alive and in limbo because of a largely
unforeseen contradiction between the long-standing concern for national
sovereignty and a new conception of sovereignty that called for its exercise
at the European level. The fact that Germany, France, and other EU member governments have different views is no longer the main difficulty. More
important, the introduction of genuinely strong European economic governance may have a considerable impact on core areas of national economic
governance. For example, tax policies, labor laws, or pension financing
schemes may be affected. Yet all member governments are wary of this prospect, especially so at a time of renewed popular skepticism about the EU. The
buildup of an economic union inextricably raises the problem of sovereignty.
Not only are national political leaders instinctively reluctant to see their own
powers diminished, even for the greater good of the European Union at large,
they also cannot easily ignore deeply entrenched conceptions of state sovereignty that resonate with nationally specific ideas about the exercise of power,
freedom, and democracy.
The unresolved contradiction between a full integration of monetary
policy and a weak integration of other economic policies goes to the heart of
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the institutional architecture of Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union.
Fundamentally, EMU is a case in which sovereignty is divided. This results
from the design of the EMU by governmental actors at the time of the
Maastricht Treaty. Since the main actors could not agree on what a putative
“political union” should be about, they agreed to disagree and downplayed
their differences. As a consequence, they built an Economic and Monetary
Union with major structural problems—exactly the kind of “unsolved political problems” that Matthias Matthijs and Mark Blyth highlight in Chapter 1
of this volume. On the one hand, the transfer of sovereignty goes very far.
In the area of monetary policy, sovereignty is fully delegated to the EU
level. Powers are clearly unified at the EU level within the European System
of Central Banks. Although national central bankers sit on the European
Central Bank (ECB) Governing Council and may cast different votes, they
ultimately act as a single decision-making body and their decisions cannot
be overruled. On the other hand, most other economic policy powers—
especially fiscal policy, including the availability of a fiscal backstop for the
banking union, which Erik Jones (Chapter 3 of this volume) argues is necessary—remain for the most part national prerogatives.
Today, European leaders aspire to stronger economic governance, but
they are still not yet ready to contemplate sharply diminished national prerogatives. In other words, the inconclusive EU economic governance debate
should be understood primarily as an expression of “inconsistent preferences.”3 France, Germany, and most other member states—including the
ones that bear the heaviest burden in the current crisis—are now engulfed
in the same contradiction. No member state is well prepared to relinquish
a large swath of its economic policy powers to the EU. In this context, the
member states are above all groping for new objectives and trying to fix the
problem at the margin.
Three main periods can be distinguished in the debate about and reforms
of Eurozone economic government. First, the Maastricht disagreement
between France and Germany on how the Eurozone should be governed
led to a weak and deeply contradictory economic governance framework.
Although the preparation and first decade of the euro were in many ways
successful, things started to go wrong, and the shortcomings of pre-crisis governance became increasingly evident. Second, the global financial crisis reignited interest in economic governance and fostered some learning. There was
also the beginning of a rapprochement between France and Germany, but at
a relatively superficial level. Third, the Eurozone crisis made the matter more
pressing and forced the member states to engage in a series of potentially quite
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significant reforms. These reforms could eventually amount to a considerable
reinforcement of economic governance. Stepping back from this periodization and looking forward, it is possible to highlight the lessons that have been
learned and the stumbling blocks that remain in the path toward stronger
economic governance.

The Shortcomings of Pre-Crisis
Economic Governance
The transfer of monetary decision-making power from the national level to
the EU level was not a straightforward transfer of sovereignty from the member states to the EU. On the contrary, the shortcomings of Eurozone economic governance can be understood as a result of the refusal to choose clearly
between national and EU sovereignty at the time of the Maastricht Treaty.
The Maastricht Treaty was a typical diplomatic compromise that reconciled
conflicting positions without resolving the underlying conflict. It stated that
fiscal policy remained a national prerogative and, at the same time, governments agreed to consider their respective fiscal policies as subject to “budgetary discipline.”4 Nobody seriously wanted to be more precise, as this could
have threatened to undermine the fragile consensus reached at Maastricht.
From a German perspective, the very idea behind a monetary union managed
by an independent central bank was to de-politicize money and to impose fiscal discipline across Europe. Sovereignty concerns were beside the point. The
member states should each put their fiscal house in order and let the independent central bank protect the value of the currency—as Germany had
done in the past. From a French perspective, however, monetary union was
conceived as a way to end a situation in which its national sovereignty was
battered. In the 1980s, French officials increasingly perceived the European
Monetary System as a “Deutsche Mark zone” in which the Bundesbank had
become “the bank that ruled Europe.”5 They were seduced by the notion that
EMU would reinvigorate, rather than dilute, French sovereignty.6 The fact
that EMU might entail a transfer of sovereignty to the EU level—specifically,
to the European Central Bank—was secondary to the desire to escape the
strictures of German dominance.
As it emerged in the course of the following two decades, the institutional
architecture of EMU reflected, but did not resolve, the deep tension between
these two very different conceptions of monetary union. The Stability and
Growth Pact, signed in 1997, and the underlying conception of a rule-based
EMU was as reviled in France as it was worshipped in Germany. After the
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surprise socialist victory in the legislative elections of March 1997, Prime
Minister Lionel Jospin argued in favor of a gouvernement économique—an
idea that had first surfaced in the early 1990s—and demanded a rewriting of
the stability pact in a direction more conducive to growth. As the notion of
gouvernement économique seemed to suggest a more active macroeconomic
management and a greater role for politics, it soon became an easy sound bite
in many French political speeches. Jospin ultimately obtained a relabeling—
with the addition of the word “growth”—but not a rewriting of the pact.
Many in the French political elite expressed their desire for a different
and “more political” kind of economic and monetary union—and for a more
“political” Europe as well. Although nobody was very precise on what gouvernement économique actually involved,7 there was a broad consensus in France
on the general notion that the EMU could not be left on automatic pilot by
relying only on rule-based governance. EU policies should be authoritative,
and they should be pursued boldly. French officials often criticized the excessive legalism of Eurozone governance and its insufficient openness to political
debate. Rules were acknowledged as necessary, but they must leave sufficient
space for discretionary action, especially in difficult or emergency situations.
Policies that are highly reactive to changing economic circumstances should
thus not be overly constrained by pre-existing rules.
In contrast to the French insistence on the importance of discretion in
economic policymaking, German officials stressed the importance of rules
as a necessary framework for any policymaking exercise. They were wary of
grand pronouncements that were not followed by concrete effects. Perhaps
because of their domestic experience with federalism, they favored a system
in which responsibilities are relatively clear and where member states are
not forced to follow centrally decided policies with which they often do not
agree. More prosaically, they also refused to be placed in a position of bearing
the heaviest financial burden of decisions made in Brussels or elsewhere in
the EU. As it turned out, Germany’s principled support for strong rules also
had practical limits, as German officials were not necessarily ready to face the
prospect of rules being used against themselves. This became obvious when
the German government decided—with help from the French—to block the
procedure that the European Commission leveled against Germany’s “excessive deficit” in 2003.8 In the run-up to the 2005 reform of the Stability and
Growth Pact, EU bodies and the small member states were the strongest
advocates of rule-based rather than discretionary economic governance at the
EU level. From the perspective of smaller member states, the independence
of the European Commission and of the ECB, as well as the reliance on a
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rule-based EU economic governance framework, guaranteed against the risk
that big countries would throw their weight around in an intergovernmental
policymaking exercise.
On the eve of the global financial crisis, the Eurozone therefore emerged
from two decades of debate with a weak and deeply contradictory institutional framework. It was not really a strong rule-based regime. Rules had
been reinforced on paper, with the European Council’s decision to reform
the Stability and Growth Pact in 2005.9 The preventive arm of the Pact was
strengthened and made more country-specific, and the reform also mandated consistent trajectories of fiscal consolidation, above and beyond the
pre-existing focus on the 3 percent deficit limit. Yet the example of France
and Germany demonstrated that there were ways to circumvent the rules
without getting caught or suffering the consequences. In effect, the rules
were only stringent if the member governments each accepted their logic.
And they usually did so only as long as it did not interfere with what they
construed as their sovereign prerogatives. The fact that rule-based governance was not a reality was not compensated by a strong discretionary exercise of governance.
To be sure, there was some progress toward more discretionary and
cohesive governance within the Eurogroup, that is, the group of Eurozone
finance ministers established in 1997. An important milestone was the creation of a permanent chair for two and a half years, which became official
in 2007 with the Lisbon Treaty.10 But this did not necessarily mean that
the member states were really governed by anything like a European finance
minister. The chairman of the Eurogroup was nothing more than primus
inter pares, with no real powers or any kind of hierarchical authority over his
or her colleagues, as this would have undermined the principle of national
economic sovereignty. In effect, therefore, power remained firmly at the
national level for all policies other than monetary policy. The question was,
would the Eurozone’s minimalist economic governance be up to the task in
the face of serious challenges?

The Global Financial Crisis as a Spur
for Economic Governance
When the global financial crisis started in 2007, it initially seemed that the
Eurozone was less vulnerable and was reacting more forcefully than the
United States and Great Britain. As the financial crisis suddenly intensified in the fall of 2008, French president Nicolas Sarkozy, acting as rotating
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chair of the European Council, seized the opportunity to push for a bolder
EU agenda. In October, European leaders found themselves under pressure
to prevent a meltdown of the European financial sector in the wake of the
Lehman Brothers bankruptcy. Sarkozy called for a meeting of Eurozone
member states at the level of heads of state and government. EU leaders then
issued a “European Action Plan” to shore up the fledgling European banking
sector.11 It spelled out a total commitment of more than 1.3 trillion euro in
governmental loans and underwriting of bank capital—well above America’s
TARP expenditures, even though only a portion of that money was actually
disbursed. The French president hailed the plan as the first successful exercise
of gouvernement économique.12 By going to the European Parliament to make
that point, Sarkozy also wanted to broaden the support for a beefed-up economic governance framework. The European Parliament’s favorable response
in a resolution passed on November 22, 2008, underscores the fact that its
members now saw stronger Eurozone economic governance in a positive
light, as a further step toward economic and political integration.13
Europe’s October 2008 “action plan” was particularly interesting for what
it revealed about Nicolas Sarkozy’s vision of gouvernement économique. From
then on, the French president repeatedly expressed his view that the core
meaning of economic governance was the coordination and periodic steering
of European economic policies by national political leaders. This vision did
not necessarily involve formal transfers of powers to the EU level, however.
A decision to organize regular Eurozone meetings at the level of heads of
state and government is a simple decision to make. Yet such meetings could
be an important impulse for EU governance, as shown by the precedent of
the European Council—a body that began an informal existence in 1974
and was only formally recognized in December 1991 during the negotiations
of the Maastricht Treaty.14 This vision is also in line with the pre-crisis de
facto evolution of economic governance as a primarily informal coordination
within the Eurogroup and between the Eurogroup and the ECB, with the
Commission bringing mostly technical expertise to the table. Sovereignty
thus remains primarily at the level of the member governments, who are collectively in charge of economic governance at the highest political level.
Sarkozy’s quintessentially French vision of economic governance had
the merit of being more concrete and pragmatic than earlier vague calls for
gouvernement économique. It could work well when economic interests and
policy priorities converged. This is what happened initially, at the outset of
the global financial crisis in 2008. National leaders were on the same wavelength in the face of an emergency situation. In the face of a clear threat,
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European leaders went full steam ahead in favor of international economic
coordination—both among themselves, and vis-à-vis the rest of the world.
Internally, the Europeans managed to cooperate among themselves, even in
the absence of formal treaty provisions for collective decision-making.
As the Stability and Growth Pact was shelved away for better times,
Keynesian ideas were suddenly fashionable again among European policy
circles.15 Likewise, there was a remarkable European willingness to show
a united front vis-à-vis the outside world, especially between France and
Germany. At the G20 meeting in Washington in October 2008, France and
Germany increasingly stood together in opposition to financial deregulation, and in favor of greater international regulatory cooperation.16 European
leaders focused their demands on strengthening international bodies such
as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the G8, as well as relatively
new forums like the Financial Stability Forum (now the Financial Stability
Board) or the G20.
Yet Sarkozy’s conception of European economic governance did not
fundamentally surmount the contradictions of divided sovereignty that
the Maastricht Treaty had planted at the heart of Europe’s Economic and
Monetary Union. Sarkozy’s “European action plan” already signaled a problem that would beset subsequent efforts to achieve a coordinated EU response
to the financial crisis. A week before the successful announcement of the EU
action plan, a meeting of the four EU member governments of the G8 ended
in a complete failure. Only when it became clear that all member states shared
the same immediate interest in preventing a financial panic did Germany and
others come to terms with Sarkozy’s idea of a rescue package. The principles
of action were adopted in common, but individual governments were careful to make separate announcements for the national details and amounts of
funds that they committed to rescuing their national banking systems. The
“action plan” that was decided in common is therefore better described as an
accumulation of national action plans than as a truly European action plan.
The French bank rescue plan, in particular, was quite national in character.17
Despite the existence of a single market for banking services, there was clearly
no banking union even remotely in sight. In this sense, the fact that bank rescue measures were coordinated at the EU level therefore did not at all mean
that a durable European economic governance framework was born.
In fact, divisions quickly surfaced on the desirable scale of the stimulus
package—especially between Germany and France. The French president
initially wanted EU member states to adopt ambitious stimulus plans, so
as to kick the European banking system and economy back onto a normal
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mode. The fact that France held the presidency of the EU in the second half
of 2008 also certainly played a role in the French government’s high ambition, as Sarkozy wanted the French presidency to be a success. German chancellor Angela Merkel was much more weary of the growing financial burden
of public deficits and debts. She initially gave a lukewarm endorsement to
the European action plan, and only announced the details of the German
plan in January 2009—one month after the end of the French presidency.18
Although the German stimulus package was ultimately larger than the
French one, the German government never recognized it as a rather straightforward Keynesian fiscal spending package, as this did not fit with the dominant national economic policy discourse.19 Throughout 2009, European
leaders thus continued to muddle through the financial crisis. Stimulus plans
were implemented, but there was little or no coordination between the different member states.
More generally, the emergence of a durable form of economic governance that would go further than ad hoc coordination in a situation of acute
emergency has been extremely difficult. The problem was not that member governments were pursuing different national interests per se. In each
case, it would have been perfectly possible to define national interests in a
more EU-compatible fashion, without any clear material sacrifice. It is even
possible to argue that member states generally lacked vision and hurt their
national interests by pursuing go-it-alone tactics.20 Yet the member states
were jealous of their sovereign prerogatives and fundamentally unwilling to
put themselves in a position of being told what to do by others. Only when
faced with emergency situations and repeated calls for help coming from the
European Central Bank or embattled member states did Eurozone member
states finally resolve to act in a bold way. Likewise, only when confronted
with immediate deadlines or challenges did the Europeans make a serious
effort to show a united front to the rest of the world. The Europeans first
acted decisively in 2008 to prevent a meltdown of the financial system. But
the difficulty of moving together toward a new and sturdier regime of economic governance became considerably more vivid starting in 2010, when the
Eurozone was hit by a severe crisis.

The Eurozone Crisis as a Turning Point
for Economic Governance
The roots of the European disorder in the face of the crisis are manifold. One
bone of contention was the increasingly obvious divergence in competitiveness
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and external vulnerability among EU member states. Despite a precipitous
drop in its export markets in 2008, Germany emerged stronger from the crisis. Its initially strong budgetary position kept the public deficit under control
in comparison to others, despite its 2009 stimulus (going from 0.1 percent of
GDP in 2008 to a maximum of 4.2 percent in 2010 and back to 0.1 percent
already in 2012).21 Above all, its export competitiveness allowed it to extirpate
itself from the depth of the recession much more quickly than its partners.
While most of Europe suffered from persistently weak domestic consumer
demand, Germany benefited from the quick recovery of emerging economies
in Asia and Latin America, toward which it reoriented its exports.22
The contrast was especially striking between the German economy and
the economies of Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and later Italy. After accumulating severe public or current account deficits during the boom years
of the 1990s and the first decade of the 2000s, these countries were most
severely hit by the crisis. They increasingly experienced soaring interest rates
in sovereign debt markets—the roots of the Eurozone crisis that broke out in
2010 when Greece and then Ireland had to seek assistance from the IMF and
their EU partners. While Germany and (to a lesser extent) other continental European economies weathered the crisis relatively well, the governments
of peripheral economies were forced to undertake painful fiscal austerity
measures when faced with renewed signs of a banking sector meltdown. It
became evident that market actors feared a disorderly movement of sovereign
defaults, a Eurozone exit of the weakest member states, and perhaps even a
disintegration of the euro itself.
As European leaders slowly came to terms with the vulnerability of their
economic governance framework in the face of crisis, they began to take more
drastic action in the second half of 2010. In response to intense market pressure, the member states and the ECB adopted a series of emergency measures.
The member governments adopted rescue packages for their embattled partners and established a common instrument to help defend countries that faced
ever-higher interest rates on their sovereign debts. On May 10, 2010, they
announced—in addition to a first 110 billion euro rescue package for Greece—
the creation of a European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF).23 The EFSF was
established as a limited liability company, in order to issue state-guaranteed
loans for up to 440 billion euro. On May 10, the ECB also decided to start its
securities markets program (SMP), a controversial scheme of sovereign debt
purchases that effectively came in support of the rescue packages.24
When Ireland came under market pressure in the fall of 2010, followed
by Portugal in the spring of 2011 and Greece again in the summer of 2011,
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they all benefited from rescue packages, including EFSF loans—85 billion
euro for Ireland in November 2010, 78 billion euro for Portugal in May 2011,
and 109 billion euro for Greece in July 2011. When Italy and Spain themselves came under pressure in August 2011, the member states decided to
grant the EFSF conditional authority to intervene in secondary debt markets. Before such intervention could become effective, the ECB decided to
buy Italian and Spanish debt securities—another very controversial decision
within the ECB, leading to the resignation of German ECB Executive Board
member Jürgen Stark one month later.25 Last but not least, the ECB under
its new president Mario Draghi decided in December 2011 to offer unlimited
three-year loans to Eurozone banks, known as long-term refinancing operations (LTROs).26 Although Erik Jones rightly points out in Chapter 3 of this
volume that the ECB wanted to “channel liquidity to industry,” it was also
clear when the program was launched that these unlimited ECB loans would
be a welcome source of financing to banks that were massively selling peripheral sovereign debt.
The program would thus indirectly help these countries—without violating the Maastricht Treaty, since the ECB was acting in its assigned role as a
lender of last resort to private-sector banks rather than directly bailing out
member governments.27 In effect, however, it was clear that the ECB subsidized the banks’ holdings of Eurozone member state treasury bonds. To
be sure, the LTRO program did not eliminate borrowing cost differentials
across the Eurozone. Yet it immediately released interest rate pressures on the
debt servicing costs of struggling Eurozone member states, especially Italy
and Spain. Although all these decisions were made reluctantly and under
extreme market pressure, they amounted to a significant departure from the
self-help philosophy of the Economic and Monetary Union as embodied in
the Treaty’s “no bailout” clause (Article 103).
Just as significantly, the EU has also implemented treaty revisions that
could in the long run reshape the landscape of economic governance. At the
European Council on October 29, 2010, EU member governments decided
that a European Stability Mechanism (ESM) would be created as a collectively
underwritten public entity in order to continue the work of the European
Financial Stabilization Facility (EFSF) beyond 2013. In exchange for accepting France’s idea of a permanent crisis resolution mechanism, German officials obtained support from France for a treaty revision that would authorize
economic assistance to other member states only as a tool of “last resort” to
preserve stability. On December 17, 2010, the European Council endorsed
the French-German proposals, proposing a modification of Article 136 of the
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Lisbon Treaty barely a year after it entered into force.28 On March 25, 2011,
the European Council then decided to modify the treaty by introducing a
European Stability Mechanism that would be activated if “indispensable to
preserve the stability of the euro area.” By way of a separate treaty signed on
July 11, 2011, the Eurozone member governments then established the ESM,
authorized to lend up to 500 billion euro as of June 2013. Like the IMF, the
ESM has the status of preferred creditor, thus de facto creating the possibility
of haircuts for other (subordinate) debt.
On December 9, 2011, the Eurozone member states agreed on a “fiscal
compact,” on the early deployment of the ESM in June 2012, and on the establishment of an “emergency procedure” that would enable a qualified majority
of member states to trigger financial assistance programs. The “fiscal compact” was subsequently elaborated into a Treaty on Stability, Coordination
and Governance, signed by 25 EU member states (all except Britain and the
Czech Republic) on March 2, 2012.29 The treaty calls for national budgets
to be “balanced or in surplus” in the medium term (Article 3); the enforcement of this rule is to be guaranteed by stricter EU monitoring and “preferably constitutional” provisions in national legal frameworks; “a correction
mechanism shall be triggered automatically” for countries that engage in “significant observed deviations.” In addition, the member states agreed that “all
major policy reforms that they plan to undertake will be discussed ex ante
and, if appropriate, coordinated among themselves” (Article 11).
After a reprieve of a few months, market pressures started to mount
against Spain and also Italy, as the news broke that Spain was going to seek
financial assistance to recapitalize its troubled banks. This time, investors
feared that Spain’s regular state debt instruments would become “subordinate” to EFSF/ESM loans. This made repayment of normal treasury bonds
potentially less likely, since the senior creditors would be reimbursed first in
the event of sovereign debt default. Interest rates on Spain’s sovereign debt—
and, by contagion, on Italy’s debt—therefore shot up to around 7 percent. At
the Eurozone summit of June 28–29, 2012, Spanish Prime Minister Mariano
Rajoy and Italian Prime Minister Mario Monti therefore united their efforts
to obtain short-term measures against the crisis they faced.30 The member
states decided that the EFSF would be authorized to recapitalize banks
directly, without going through the troubled banks’ home member state and
without gaining seniority status. The EFSF/ESM would also be authorized
to “respond in a flexible and efficient manner in order to stabilize markets for
member states respecting their country specific recommendations and their
other commitments”—read Italy. In order to further “break the vicious circle
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between banks and sovereigns,” the member states also endorsed the principle of a single banking supervisory mechanism, with the ECB at its apex.31
Altogether, these measures were an important first step toward a banking
union, with a single bank regulator and implicitly a form of joint and several
liability for European banks. Finally, EU Council President Herman Van
Rompuy was also given the task of developing a “specific and time-bound
road map for achieving a genuine economic and monetary union,” possibly
leading to further “[t]reaty change.”32
Since the summer of 2012, however, the pace of Eurozone governments’
governance reform initiatives has slowed down. One factor is that the unprecedented and quite unconventional activism of the ECB has paradoxically
made the member governments’ adoption of reforms seem less urgent. ECB
President Mario Draghi announced in July 2012 that he would do “whatever
it takes” to save the euro.33 The ECB announced soon thereafter that it was
starting a new program of outright monetary transactions (OMTs), whereby
it could purchase unprecedented quantities of peripheral countries’ treasury
bonds in case of an emergency. Erik Jones, in Chapter 3, points out that this
program, like the LTRO program and in line with the ECB’s mandate, was
intended to strengthen the monetary transmission mechanism by making
private sector credit more affordable in peripheral countries. Although this
was certainly Mario Draghi’s “justification” for the ECB’s move, the relief
that it would bring to peripheral member states’ borrowing costs was clearly
an expected side effect of the program.34 Precisely for this reason, the program was adopted very late and long remained controversial among ECB
Governing Council members.
Unlike the Bank of England, the ECB did not clarify early on that it
would stand behind peripheral governments’ debts. Paul De Grauwe has
argued that this explains the severity of the confidence crisis that hit these
countries’ debt markets.35 Yet the strident level of internal ECB controversy,
along with many northern European central bankers’ long-standing fear of
unleashing more “moral hazard,” goes a long way toward explaining why the
ECB made this move at such a late stage in the Eurozone crisis. In the summer of 2012, Bundesbank President Jens Weidmann was the only member of
the ECB’s Governing Council who actually voted against the program, but
that was not a foregone conclusion at the outset of the crisis.
In retrospect, the ECB’s OMT program appears as a watershed in the
Eurozone crisis. To be sure, it did not pull the Eurozone decisively out of its
economic stagnation.36 Yet it considerably diminished the market pressure
on the member states that had repeatedly forced Eurozone governments to
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come up with emergency responses since 2010. Not very surprisingly, the governments’ willingness to adopt common institutional or economic measures
declined once the pressure receded. The Eurozone crisis ceased to focus the
minds of government leaders on fundamental economic governance reforms
or on the need for economic coordination in order to put the Eurozone back
on a healthy growth trajectory. The most vulnerable countries no longer felt
so vulnerable, while the core member states no longer felt so obliged to make
immediate concessions to—let alone help—their partners. Until the last
minute, Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy had refused to admit vulnerability by asking for a bailout package.37 At the end of 2012, the French
president declared that the worst of the crisis was “over.”38
As for the banking union project, it was distinctively relegated to the back
burner as the German government’s objections mounted in the run-up to the
general elections of September 2013. The crisis over Cyprus’s impending bank
run provoked another adrenaline rush during the spring of 2013.39 But as it
turned out, the crisis was resolved relatively quickly and does not seem to have
really changed the member governments’ wait-and-see attitude. As France
and Germany celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the Elysée Treaty signed
by Charles de Gaulle and Konrad Audenauer on January 22, 1963, which
sealed their reconciliation, François Hollande and Angela Merkel remained
remarkably cautious on the strengthening of economic governance.40 After
six months of working together toward common proposals in the run-up to
the European Council of June 2013, their most daring institutional proposal
was to appoint a “full-time” president of the Eurogroup of finance ministers
with “reinforced” prerogatives—not exactly a revolutionary step.

Lessons Learned and Stumbling Blocks
If we take a step back, there are two ways to read the member governments’ long-term response to the Eurozone crisis. One reading is that the
core European member states are cautiously buttressing EU powers, while
addressing the problem of moral hazard at the same time. With the help of
the ECB, they are also aiming for a return to long-term fiscal sustainability.
In this narrative, European leaders are truly doing their best to build up their
economic governance and avert both macroeconomic imbalances and the
danger of future sovereign debt crises. They are not only adopting the French
idea of stronger discretionary governance, but also making it more compatible with German concerns for fiscal restraint. Thus, they are moving toward a
regime that combines stronger discretionary governance with stronger rules,
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rather than perpetuating the unproductive opposition of the past between a
rule-based and a discretion-based conception of economic governance.
This positive narrative can be traced back to 2010, when the French and
German governments came to an agreement that they would work together
on new economic governance initiatives—and that gouvernement économique
would henceforth be translated as “economic governance” in joint policy
documents.41 In this sense, the crisis certainly brought France and Germany
much closer together than ever before. After more than a decade of stalemate
and often-sour French-German controversies on Eurozone governance issues,
there has been a considerable rapprochement between French and German
views of the euro. In Germany, France’s idea of gouvernement économique no
longer appears so outlandish. The limits of a rule-based regime have become
obvious in a situation where, for the time being, member governments
retained their sovereignty. As German officials increasingly came to accept
the French view that stronger governance was needed, French officials became
more acutely aware of the problems posed by diverging economic policies and
the potentially devastating effects of public or private indebtedness on the
integrity of the euro area. This was an important turnaround for a country
whose leaders had often minimized the importance of macroeconomic convergence and eschewed firm commitments on deficit reduction. German officials had always been worried about the risk of macro-imbalances within the
euro area—even though they did not always follow the low-deficit principles
that they professed—but the novelty was that French officials now shared
this long-standing German concern. In other words, the French became
more German (so to speak) at the same time that the Germans became more
French.
Yet a more skeptical reading of the situation is that European leaders have
remained mostly in reactive mode. The considerable rapprochement between
Germany and France—especially during the heyday of the “Merkozy” tandem—does not necessarily mean that the implementation of stronger economic governance has become easier. There is still a great deal of confusion
as to the concrete forms that stronger economic governance should take. The
post-crisis consensus on the necessity to introduce fundamental reform must
be understood in this light. It is by no means obvious that member states will
be able to agree on fundamental reforms that would truly address the problem of divided sovereignty. For example, the idea of a European sovereign debt
market for “E-bonds” was floated early on in the crisis.42 It built on a rather
sophisticated economic policy debate involving established Brussels-based
economic policy think tanks.43 Yet it also met important opposition—not
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only in Germany but also in France—as it threatened to reopen the Pandora’s
box of potential limitations on the sovereignty of the member states and
transfers of power toward the EU level. It remains to be seen if Jean-Claude
Juncker’s rise to the presidency of the European Commission in 2014 will
give a second wind to his early proposal of a common Eurozone debt instrument. For now, however, Merkel’s long-standing and vocal opposition to
“Eurobonds” makes even cautious moves in that direction politically tricky.
The same can be said of the banking union project at the current stage of
the discussion, with Germany still dragging its feet on the need for a common fiscal backstop to back up the so-called single resolution mechanism
(SRM). After a meeting of European leaders on December 19, 2013, European
Council President Herman Van Rompuy declared that “everything is falling
into place,” with a banking union that comprises a single supervisor (housed
within the ECB), a common guarantee of deposits, and a debt resolution
mechanism in case of bank runs.44 Yet the banking union as it is currently
envisioned has been essentially watered down: debt resolution will remain a
national responsibility for a long time, and deposit insurance will be phased
in very slowly and will remain limited—with no common fiscal backstop.
The danger, then, is that the advent of the banking union will not change the
situation and that “banking nationalism” will remain a crippling problem.45
The prospect of Eurozone banks looking up to the ECB rather than to their
national regulators is not a foregone conclusion. It is not clear how much
actual clout the single supervisory mechanism (SSM) will be able to muster
in the absence of centralized debt resolution and deposit insurance in the
foreseeable future. As for the idea of reforming the EU treaty so as to comfort
the powers of the EU, French President François Hollande is very reluctant
to engage in such an endeavor.46 His fear is to reopen a painful constitutional debate that sharply divided the country, especially the left, in 2005.
And his Socialist Party’s dismal performance and the resounding victory
of the far-right and Euro-skeptic National Front in France at the European
Parliament elections of May 2014 puts Hollande in an even weaker position
to support a new EU treaty.
The reality then is that, despite the crisis, all member states remain reluctant to envision the dramatic transfer of significant powers to the EU level.
Does the EU need to move squarely toward a form of fiscal federalism?
Would such a move be desirable and above all realistic at this point of the
crisis and in the present development stage of the euro? These remain for the
most part unanswered questions. It is important to realize that they are much
more difficult questions to answer than the questions raised by the financial
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crisis of 2008. At that initial stage of the crisis, member governments could
(and did) answer in a primarily domestic fashion, paying only lip service to
the idea of EU-wide economic governance. In response to a financial crisis and a recession, they implemented well-known recipes for dealing with
recession—a combination of bank bailouts and fiscal stimulus packages at
the national level. These recipes were politically controversial and costly, but
not completely unprecedented.
The Eurozone crisis was much trickier for two main reasons. First, the
Eurozone crisis that started in late 2009 came immediately after the worst
of the financial crisis and while Europe was still in recession; this made it
more difficult for governments to envision new bailout packages—both
from a political and from a financial perspective. Second, the resolution of
the Eurozone crisis would have required large-scale institutional innovations
for which the various actors involved were absolutely not prepared; it took
a long time for everyone to figure out what was required and for unconventional measures and institutional innovations to gather sufficient political
momentum. The continuing debate on economic governance only magnifies
the member states’ dilemma about the consequences of EMU for the locus of
economic powers. For now, the EU remains torn between its federal monetary
institutions and its still mostly decentralized economic policy institutions.
Meanwhile, economic conditions dramatically deteriorated until the
summer of 2012 and remained pretty dismal even after that. Fiscal austerity
was implemented in large part to placate financial markets and to protect
sovereign debt ratings. Although the escalation of sovereign borrowing costs
on financial markets may have been a case of market “mispricing,” it seems
abundantly clear that fiscal austerity in the Eurozone periphery was not really
a freely exercised choice; rather, it was “dictated” by financial markets, in the
absence of a clear ECB backstop behind peripheral government bonds.47 Yet
deficit slashing in Greece and elsewhere also came at the expense of other economic priorities, including growth.48 The controversies that erupted over the
tough conditionality of the Greek and Irish rescue plans are enlightening. In
the absence of direct levers on Greek budget expenditures or Irish corporate
tax rates, core Eurozone member states led by Germany were willing to commit only limited resources. They took a long time to increase the resources
and powers of the EFSF. They certainly did not want the EFSF or its successor, the ESM, to become a permanent “transfer” mechanism.
For the same reason, they also refused to endorse proposals to launch
“Eurobonds” that would establish a form of joint and several liability among
member states. The situation was complicated by the fact that domestic politics
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entered into the calculations of French and German leaders.49 Merkel’s Nein
to Eurobonds served to reassure the right of her party and her FDP coalition
partner when she asked the Bundestag to vote for a modification of EFSF
powers. Meanwhile, Sarkozy’s proposal to adopt a “golden rule” of return
to a balanced budget enabled him to portray the opposition as fiscally irresponsible in the run-up to the 2012 presidential election. Conversely, France’s
newly elected president, François Hollande, had to accept the Fiscal Pact in
order to establish his fiscal credibility and to legitimize his call for a “growth
pact.” Hollande obtained a commitment in June 2012 from his European
partners on this point, but the agreed-upon budget of 120 billion euro was
relatively modest in view of the problems, and moreover it remains largely
untapped to this day. If we also consider the slow post-crisis recovery of the
French economy and the continuing difficulties of France to abide by its fiscal
commitments, it is clear that France is now unable live up to its historical role
of partnering with Germany as the “motor of Europe.”
Will the somewhat clunky governance framework that emerged from the
crisis—including two important treaties that are not regular EU treaties, a
“pact for growth and jobs” without yet a clear implementation pathway, and a
banking union without any immediate prospect of common debt resolution
and deposit insurance—help to steer the Eurozone economy back to a sustainable path for growth and public finances? In order for this to happen, the
new framework must not only put the European debt crisis to rest, but also
tone down the deep-seated tensions between the aspiration for European sovereignty and the desire to maintain national sovereignty over economic policy. It is useful to keep in mind the fact that economic coordination utterly
failed in the 1970s, as member states adopted divergent national responses to
the recession. This time, however, the Europeans have been more inclined to
work together. There is little doubt that the depth of economic integration
today and the fact that Eurozone member states share a single currency are
responsible for this relatively new perception of being all in the same boat.
The main question remains whether this perception will be sufficient to
enable the Europeans to strengthen Eurozone economic governance in such
a way as to avoid such crippling crises in the future.

Conclusion
The main reason that fundamental reforms of economic governance have
proved so difficult, I have argued, is that the Maastricht Treaty was designed
both to centralize the management of a stable currency in the hands of the
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ECB and to keep economic policies decentralized at the level of the member
states. Since they no longer control monetary policy, member governments
have often become extremely protective over their national sovereignty in
the area of economic and especially fiscal policy. The Eurozone crisis has
made clear that the resulting status quo can easily become unsustainable. On
the one hand, the fact that governments are caught in the contradiction of
divided sovereignty helps to account for the excruciatingly slow pace of economic governance reform. On the other hand, it would be rash to declare
Europe’s contradictory status quo as fundamentally unsustainable. Short of
a full-fledged fiscal union, the member states could very well adopt measures
that might be considered second-best but that would nonetheless prevent
the reoccurrence of a crisis like the one from which they are slowly emerging
in 2014.
Clearly, the adoption of a true banking union—complete not just with a
centralized bank supervisor, but at least a clear prospect of bank resolution
and deposit insurance mechanisms—would be such a step in the direction of
radical economic governance reform. Such a banking union would address
some of the Eurozone’s problems, as it would de facto allow member states to
go into default and banks to go bankrupt without provoking a collapse of the
entire European financial system. The kind of contagion fears that fueled the
recent Eurozone crisis would no longer be as salient, and this could at least
put the Eurozone economy on the path of greater stability. In order to completely prevent contagion, a large EU-level backstop that would stand behind
the bank resolution authority would also be necessary—even if the backstop
remains implicit and does not involve the buildup of a common Eurozone
budget in the near future.
A banking union may very well be a more politically realistic objective in
the near future than a full-scale Eurozone fiscal policy with a large common
budget. It can be pursued as a remedy with low political visibility, although
the project runs into trouble when the broader implications, especially the
scale of the potential financial commitment, come into focus. Politicians
arguably did not fully realize the extensive implications of EMU when they
adopted it at Maastricht in December 1991—in particular, the untenable
nature of the no-bailout clause if interpreted in an overly strict sense. It may
be that, for the same reason, banking union is a more credible option in the
short term than fiscal union. The potential financial commitments are no
less important and could necessitate the progressive buildup of common budgetary instruments or backstops, but that may come later in successive steps,
further down the road.
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A banking union would be only a second-best step, however, in the sense
that it would not necessarily involve a strong form of economic policy coordination or the buildup of a centralized countercyclical fiscal policy capacity.
As such, it would not provide protection against large asymmetric shocks, nor
would it ensure an appropriate Eurozone-wide policy mix—something that
arguably can only be achieved with a large measure of fiscal policy discretion,
if not a common EU budget.50 In order for such a common Eurozone budget
to emerge, the member governments would need to go much further toward
surmounting the contradiction between a fully integrated monetary policy and
their desire to retain as much economic sovereignty as possible at the national
level. For this reason, the buildup of an important fiscal capacity at the EU
level remains a relatively distant prospect, even though it would be preferable
in terms of macroeconomic policy effectiveness. At this point, there is probably
not enough trust in Brussels and among the member states to make the buildup
of such fiscal capacity a realistic prospect in the short term, however desirable it
may be. A macroeconomically optimal resolution of the deeper contradiction
underlying Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union is therefore probably still
not in the cards in the foreseeable future, as long as the member states are able
to keep the specter of a Eurozone collapse at bay.
In a sense, such contradictions are inherent to any federal system. As a
political theory, federalism is premised on the existence of multiple levels of
sovereignty.51 The current situation may not be optimal, or even stable in the
long run. But federal systems do evolve over time. In fact, the very purpose
of federalism is to dynamically accommodate competing claims over sovereignty. In this sense, the newly found consensus in favor of stronger economic
governance may only be the beginning of the process. In the long run, there
will certainly be a rebalancing of divided sovereignty within the EU. The
resulting configuration is essentially impossible to predict. Member states
will be tempted to bury their heads in the sand and pretend that the dilemma
of divided sovereignty does not exist. Sooner or later, however, the discursive
consensus in favor of stronger economic governance will be tested again, and
it may not survive under stress. But stress and tensions are also openings for
genuine innovations.52 In the past few years, we have witnessed a modest centralization of economic powers in the form of the ESM, the Fiscal Pact, and
the banking union. It remains to be seen whether the collective puzzling over
economic governance heralds a new period of integration for the EU, or if it
foreshadows the eventual demise of the Eurozone and the renationalization
of economic and possibly monetary powers. It may be that we will have to
wait until the next crisis of the Eurozone to know the answer to this question.

5

The Forgotten Problem
of Democratic Legitimacy
“Governing by the Rules” and “Ruling by
the Numbers”
Vivien A. Schmidt

Introduction
During the euro’s sovereign debt crisis, European leaders have become
obsessed with rules, numbers, and pacts. This has reinforced an approach
that began with the Maastricht Treaty, signed in 1992, which set out numerical targets for inflation, deficits, and debt for member states adopting the single currency; this process was formalized by the Stability and Growth Pact
(SGP) of 1997, but accelerated during the Eurozone crisis beginning in 2010.
In quick succession, EU leaders signed up for the “Six-Pack,” the “Two-Pack,”
and the “Fiscal Compact,” each more stringent on the nature of the rules,
more restrictive with regard to the numbers, and more punitive for member states that failed to meet the requirements. In the absence of any deeper
political integration that could provide greater democratic representation
and control over an ever-expanding supranational governance, the EU has
ended up with “governing by the rules” and “ruling by the numbers” in the
Eurozone.
What has become clear as a result of the crisis of the Eurozone is that the
EU is not just missing an economic union and a fiscal union; it is also missing a political union. During the crisis, the EU abandoned any pretense to
respecting the long-standing “democratic settlement” in which Commission,
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Council, and European Parliament (EP) all contributed in their different
ways to decision-making via the “Community Method.” Instead, Eurozone
governance combined excessive intergovernmentalism—as EU member state
leaders generated the stability-based rules in the European Council while
treating the Commission largely as a secretariat—with increased supranationalism. While the ECB pressed the member states to engage in austerity
and structural reform in a quid pro quo for its own more vigorous monetary
interventions, the Commission gained enhanced budgetary oversight powers to apply the restrictive numerical targets. In all of this, moreover, the
European Parliament was largely sidelined.
The resulting rules-based, numbers-focused governing of the Eurozone
has not only generated problems for the European economy, it has also cast
doubts on the European Union’s democratic legitimacy and its social solidarity. Prior to the euro crisis, the debate remained open as to whether the
EU suffered from a democratic deficit,1 while many touted the success of the
European “social model.”2 This is no longer the case, though diagnoses differ
as to the reasons for the deficit and the failure of solidarity. Some fault the
deleterious consequences of EU policies of austerity and “structural reform,”
in particular for the political economies of peripheral member states.3 Others
decry the lack of citizen political engagement in, let alone impact on, EU
decision-making, and worry about the concomitant rise in citizen disaffection, accompanied by growing political volatility.4 Yet others blame the poor
quality of EU policy processes, with the increase in supranational and intergovernmental rule to the detriment of the “community method” and any significant involvement of the European Parliament.5
These concerns about the impact of the Eurozone crisis on the legitimacy
of EU policies, processes, and politics readily translate into concepts used
by political analysts who explain the EU’s democratic legitimacy in systems
terms.6 Questions about the legitimacy of Eurozone responses include those
raised about the output performance of EU policies, the EU’s input responsiveness to citizen politics, and the throughput quality of EU governance processes. The first two such legitimizing mechanisms are often seen to involve a
trade-off in which more of one can make up for less of the other;7 there is no
such trade-off for the third.
Output legitimacy describes acceptance of the coercive powers of political
authorities governing “ for the people” so long as their exercise is seen to serve
the common good of the polity and is constrained by the norms of the community. Input legitimacy represents the exercise of collective self-governing
“by the people” so as to ensure political authorities’ responsiveness to peoples’
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preferences, as shaped through political debate in a common public space and
political competition in political institutions that ensure officials’ accountability via general elections.8 Another way of conceiving of this distinction
is as the difference between political authorities engaged in “responsible”
as opposed to “responsive” governing.9 Either way, the interrelationship
between the two legitimizing mechanisms can involve a trade-off whereby
more output performance through effective policy outcomes can make up for
less input responsiveness, that is, less government attention to citizens’ immediate concerns, as expressed in public debates and elections, or vice versa.
Throughput legitimacy sits between the input and the output, in the “black
box” of governance.10 It is dependent upon the quality of the policymaking
processes, including the efficacy of the decision-making, the accountability
of those engaged in making the decisions, the transparency of the information, and the processes’ inclusiveness and openness to consultation with the
interest groups of “civil society.”11 The quality of the governance processes,
and not just the effectiveness of the outcomes or the responsiveness to citizen
demands and expectations, has long been among the central ways in which
EU institutional players have sought to counter claims about the poverty of
the EU’s input legitimacy and to reinforce claims to its output legitimacy. In
so doing, they have operated under the assumption that good throughput
may operate as a kind of cordon sanitaire for the EU, ensuring the legitimacy
of EU level output and attention to input. But what they fail to recognize is
that throughput quality does not involve the same kind of trade-off as that
between output and input. Whereas little citizen input may be offset by effective policy output, and a lot of citizen input can legitimate a policy even if it is
ineffective, better quality throughput does not make up for either bad output
or minimal input—however efficacious the rules, accountable the actors, or
transparent, open, and accessible the process. But bad throughput—consisting
of oppressive, incompetent, corrupt, or biased governance practices—is likely
to undermine public perceptions of the legitimacy of EU governance, and it
can even throw input and output into question by seeming to skew representative politics or taint policy solutions.12
Prior to the Eurozone’s sovereign debt crisis, the EU seemed to do comparatively well in terms of Eurozone governance legitimacy. Because the EU
seemed to have effective output and quality throughput, the minimal political input by citizens did not appear unduly problematic. But with the onset
of the sovereign debt crisis in 2009–2010, all of this changed.13 Output legitimacy plummeted as policies pushing austerity and structural reform led to
recession rather than growth. Input legitimacy has been at risk as citizens
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have become increasingly disaffected from the EU, if not “euro-skeptic,” as
well as from their national governments as they perceive that policies made
at the EU level cannot be changed via national politics. And throughput
legitimacy has been compromised by the inefficacy of rescue plans that were
too long delayed and only slowly operationalized, as well as by the fact that
EU institutional actors seemed more focused on reinforcing the restrictive
throughput rules and numbers than on producing better policy output or
increasing their responsiveness to citizen input.
Only relatively recently has the EU responded in any significant way to the
bad output results and the worsening input politics—by reinterpreting the
throughput rules. But although such reinterpretations may indeed ameliorate
the situation, they at the same time engender a further problem of legitimacy.
In a system in which the obsession with “governing by the rules and ruling
by the numbers” has created an increasingly rigid system of packs, pacts, and
compacts, any exercise in political or administrative discretion demands rules
for stretching or breaking the rules—or at the very least, agreement on who
has the authority to make or break those rules.14 This may help explain why
Eurozone institutional actors lately have tended to engage in a discourse that
denies that they are actually altering the rules, even though they are.
But why, one might ask, do EU institutional actors then not just change
the rules? The obstacles come not only from the continuing divergence in
policy preferences, in particular between core and periphery countries, or
from differing philosophical ideas about how to govern the economy, which
pits neo-Keynesians against neoliberals and ordoliberals. The obstacles also
come from the constitutional and legal dimensions of the EU that make
changing the (throughput) rules extremely difficult, not to mention building
a fuller political union in response to the failures of input-responsive politics
and output policy performance. Even where member states’ leaders seem to
be in greater agreement, the rules by which the EU governs the economy are
extremely difficult to change formally, once agreed. Unanimity rules for treaties makes coordinating agreement on what to do, let alone how to do it, very
difficult. Changing the rules, once agreed, is even more difficult as a result of
the EU’s “joint decision trap.”15
Finally, moving toward any deeper form of economic integration or greater
political union has significant implications not only for economic arenas in
which the member states have heretofore retained national sovereignty—
such as in fiscal policy, as discussed by Nicolas Jabko in Chapter 4 of this
volume—but also for political arenas central to the functioning of national
democracy. Any further reinforcement of EU level oversight over national
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macroeconomic policies or budgets, whatever the necessity or appropriateness in light of the Eurozone crisis, reduces even further not only national
governmental and parliamentary responsibility for these central policy functions but also their potential responsiveness to the concerns and demands of
their national constituencies.

The Output Legitimacy of Euro Crisis Policies
Output legitimacy is a performance criterion focused on policy effectiveness.
During the Eurozone crisis, by most economic measures, EU institutional
actors failed the test of output legitimacy. Although there have been institutional innovations, these have come very slowly, and have done the minimal,
with more focus on instilling discipline than on solving the crisis once and
for all. As a result, the economic crisis has gone on and on, while unemployment, poverty, and inequality have been on the rise.

Euro Crisis Policy Content and Rationale
EU institutional actors’ main responses to the euro crisis involved setting up
loan guarantee mechanisms to shield countries under pressure from the markets, underpinned by intergovernmental agreements (inside or outside the
treaties) plus legislative acts that served to reinforce the governance rules first
set by the Maastricht Treaty and the SGP. Although many policy solutions
to the crisis were proposed—for example, Eurobonds to mutualize debt, a
“European Debt Agency” to issue bonds for countries in trouble, a European
Monetary Fund to rescue countries in trouble—Eurozone governments did
the minimum. They agreed to the Greek loan bailout and a temporary loan
guarantee fund, the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), for countries in danger of contagion from the crisis in May 2010; a more permanent
European Stability Mechanism (ESM), first discussed in 2010, which came
into operation in 2013; and a half-baked Banking Union, set up during 2013.
In exchange for the minimal “economic solidarity” embodied by these
rescue mechanisms came ever more stringent rules and restrictive numbers
for all member states. First came an intergovernmental agreement that established the “European Semester,” a framework through which to coordinate
member state budgetary and economic policies, which gave the Commission
increasing oversight and sanctioning powers. The first major legislative act
was the Six-Pack, which provided stronger fiscal and economic surveillance
under a new “macroeconomic imbalance procedure” (MIP) for all 28 member
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states. It more clearly specified how to quantify and operationalize the debt
criterion in the “excessive debt procedure” (EDP) at the same time that it
instituted a kind of reverse qualified majority voting (RQMV), whereby a
Commission decision would be considered adopted unless it was overturned
by a qualified majority of the Council. The “Fiscal Compact” that followed
was an intergovernmental agreement that mandated even stricter budgetary discipline, with member state signatories expected to enshrine balanced
budget rules in national law, preferably constitutional (sometimes called the
“Golden Rule”), to be monitored not only by EU institutions but also “at
the national level by independent institutions.” The subsequent legislative
Two-Pack specified further the modalities of surveillance of national governments’ budgets by the Commission, along with a timetable that amended that
of the European Semester. Moreover, for countries experiencing or threatened with financial difficulties, the Commission would engage in enhanced
and ongoing surveillance.
The principles underlying these agreements were largely based on the
“Brussels-Frankfurt consensus,” which has three basic tenets for Eurozone
economic policy: stable money, to be guaranteed by the ECB’s role in fighting inflation and ensuring price stability; sound finances, to be assured by
the member states, which were to eschew “excessive” deficits and debt; and
efficient local labor markets, to be carried out by the member states, with
each country responsible for making its own labor market and welfare state
“competitive” in whichever way it could.16 This consensus combines an ordoliberal philosophy focused on the need to impose austerity in order to ensure
stable money and sound finance via rules-based governance with a neoliberal
philosophy focused on “structural reform” of labor markets and welfare states
as the answer to problems of growth.17
EU institutional actors’ rationale for instituting the increasingly strict
rules-based governance followed from their interpretation of the crisis from
the very beginning as a failure to follow the rules of the SGP, which had consecrated the Brussels-Frankfurt consensus on Eurozone economic policy.18
Seemingly forgotten were the real reasons for the crisis detailed in some of
this volume’s contributions, including the massive overstretch of the banks
and the accumulation of private debt by households; ECB inflation-targeting,
which produced increasing divergence rather than convergence; the weakness
of euro governance institutions that failed to recognize, let alone warn, member states of the dangers of overheating real estate markets or to exercise sufficient oversight, not just over national finances but also over international
banks.
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It was as if EU institutional actors had caught a major case of collective
amnesia in 2009 and 2010,19 as they painted the crisis as caused by public
profligacy rather than private debt, in what Mark Blyth has called “the greatest ‘bait and switch’ in history.”20 The narrative that stuck, in particular in
Germany, was about the profligacy of the “lazy Greeks” versus “Germans
who save,” which was then generalized to all the countries in trouble.21 The
framing of the crisis as one of public debt in the periphery fueled resistance
to any form of “transfer union,” in which northern Europeans would pay for
debts accrued in the South, and closed off remedies such as Eurobonds or a
European Monetary Fund.22 The reality was, of course, very different, since
although Greece had indeed been profligate in terms of its public spending,
the private sector was the main culprit in all the other countries, whether
in terms of over-leveraged banks or households. This included some of those
hardest hit by the crisis, such as Spain and Ireland, the governments of which
had been scrupulous before the crisis in maintaining low public deficits and
reducing their sovereign debt.

Euro Crisis Policy Performance
With regard to their output performance, the rules-based austerity policies
have appeared at best to be ineffective, at worst to have exacerbated the crisis. Most of the economic indicators of performance dropped significantly
across the Eurozone while unemployment reached record highs (12.2 percent
in 2013), with many countries much higher (e.g., topping 25 percent in Greece
and Spain).23 Moreover, social solidarity has been in increasingly short supply, in particular because conditionality for program countries has for the
most part led to across-the-board cuts in pensions, healthcare, and the social
safety net. Close to a quarter of the EU population was at risk of poverty or
social exclusion in 2012, while on average 10 percent of the population of the
EU was severely materially deprived, with higher numbers in particular in
eastern Europe and in Greece.24
A Council of Europe report in late 2013 concluded that austerity programs in response to the crisis had undermined human rights in key areas,
largely as a result of public social spending cuts, especially in countries
under international bailout programs. The report in particular condemned
increasing homelessness in southern Europe, Ireland, and the United
Kingdom, and failures to provide adequate safeguards to ensure access to
the minimum essential levels of food—as governments limited food subsidies—and even of water in the case of Ireland. The troika demanded that
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public spending in these areas in program countries not exceed 6 percent
of GDP.25
Critics had warned about the likelihood of such outcomes almost from
the very start of the Eurozone response to the crisis. First, economic policies focused on financial stability that assume all countries can tighten their
belts at the same time to become more “competitive” ignore the interdependence of surplus and deficit countries and the moving average problem at
the heart of such efforts.26 Second is the very structure of the Eurozone, as
a non-optimal currency area in which a monetary policy focused on price
stability can only lead to continued divergence rather than convergence,27
and which would logically push southern European member states into a
never-ending downward spiral of wage repression accompanied by the suppression of social and political democracy if they were left without the ability
to devalue or to run deficits.28 Third is what Erik Jones in Chapter 3 calls “the
forgotten financial union,”29 and in particular the incompleteness of the risk
pool and insurance mechanism that was put in place more by default than
design to respond to the pressures of global financial markets and the challenges of global competition.30
Only as the economic output results continued to deteriorate, with
unemployment skyrocketing and growth plummeting, did calls for changes
in policies come to be voiced. Growth finally became a matter of debate
among EU leaders beginning in late 2011, when newly appointed technocratic Italian Prime Minister Mario Monti started talking about the need
to focus on growth, and was quickly followed by the campaign discourse of
French Socialist presidential candidate François Hollande in early 2012. This
had the advantage of revealing that the policies presented as apolitical technocratic solutions that would produce optimum output performance were
actually political, and conservative, and that politics therefore also exists at
the EU level.31 But it has been EU politics at the mercy—and the calendar—
of national politics. And the discourse did nothing to change the ordo- and
neoliberal cast of the policies, which were equally implemented by Monti and
Hollande.
Not until the spring of 2013 was there a clear call to action, in particular
with the need to address youth unemployment. Moreover, a report by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) in June 2013 most significantly admitted that it had made major mistakes in the bailout of Greece, in particular by
assuming that severe austerity would lead in short order to growth, in light
of the failure to restructure Greek debt.32 Although by the summer of 2013
the Commission and EU leaders had all switched to a discourse that focused
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on growth, it remained mostly empty rhetoric. No measures other than a paltry youth employment scheme had been voted, while EU institutional actors
for the most part continued to insist that the way to growth was through
structural reform. The only new initiatives, moreover, continued to focus on
reinforcing the rules.
Most notable was a proposal introduced in the “Four Presidents’ Report”
of December 2012,33 which was reinforced by a joint letter from French and
German leaders in May 2013 calling for “contracts” signed between each
member state and the Commission.34 By December 2013, however, the
European Council rebuffed Merkel’s continued push for such contracts.
Moreover, with the arrival of a new Italian Prime Minister—Matteo Renzi—
in February 2014, a more focused discussion of growth returned, along with
a push for greater flexibility in the application of the rules. Now, in addition
to the earlier arguments for increasing EU level capacity to invest so as to
jump-start growth, came pressure to enable member states to invest, by easing the rules, both in terms of slowing the pace of deficit reduction and of
not counting investment in growth-enhancing areas against the deficit. As
of June 2014, however, nothing had been formally changed, nor was it likely
to, as Merkel in a speech to the Bundestag insisted that there was no need to
change the rules, since the Stability and Growth Pact already contained all
the necessary flexibility. But this at least seemed to open the way to greater
informal reinterpretation of the rules.

Euro Crisis Politics and Input Legitimacy
Input legitimacy is a criterion focused on citizens’ political attitudes and
engagement. Much like output legitimacy during the euro crisis, input legitimacy has deteriorated. As the output performance of Eurozone policies has
worsened while the hierarchical controls of the EU over national economic
governance have tightened, citizens’ attitudes toward both their national governments and EU governance have declined dramatically, in lockstep with
their economies. This has been most evident in the increasing turnover of
incumbent governments, the rise of new parties on the extremes, and a growing loss of trust in the EU as well as in national governments. But while citizens tend to see the EU level as the producer of “responsible” output policies,
to the detriment of “responsive” national-level input politics, EU institutional
actors nonetheless see themselves as having their own EU-level sources of
input legitimacy, along with their trade-offs with output legitimacy. But these,
too, have come in for increasing criticism as a result of the Eurozone crisis.
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Euro Crisis Challenges to EU Input Legitimacy
Of all the EU-level institutional actors, the European Council has claimed
for itself the greatest input legitimacy during the crisis, and has acted accordingly by increasing its intergovernmental decision-making to the detriment
of the Community Method, in which the Commission and the Parliament
would also have had substantial decision-making input. The argument articulated by Council members was that they, as the elected representatives of the
citizens, could best represent their constituencies in the process of intergovernmental decision-making in the Council. German Chancellor Merkel, for
example, explicitly commended this new “Union Method” in 2010,35 as did
French President Sarkozy in 2011, who defined a more democratic Europe as
“a Europe in which its political leaders decide.”36
But what EU member state leaders fail to recognize is that leaving the bulk
of decision-making to the intergovernmentalism of the European Council
and EU Summits—however crucial it may appear in the heat of the crisis—is
actually the least input legitimate of processes. First, indirect input can confer legitimacy only on decisions to which leaders agree for their own citizens,
not those that they would impose on other member states’ citizens. But even
if it were legitimate for member states to agree to legally binding austerity
measures for everyone, delegating to their agent (i.e., the Commission) the
discretionary authority to implement such rules is not similarly legitimate,
given the necessarily ad hoc nature of the specific application of those rules
to any given country.37 Second, the Council is not a representative arena as
such. Rather, it is more like an international treaty body, in which intergovernmental negotiation gives those leaders with the greatest bargaining power
(read Germany) an undemocratic advantage in the closed door negotiating
sessions of the Council, as I will elaborate below.
In contrast, the European Parliament, the most legitimate in theory
because its members are directly elected by the citizens, suffers in practice
from the fact that it remains largely invisible or irrelevant to the majority of
EU citizens. This has been borne out in the increasingly high rates of abstention over time from voting in EP elections (with an all-time low participation
rate in 2009 of 43 percent), which have long been characterized as “second
order” elections in which national political concerns have dominated political debate and voting behavior.38 This has also been demonstrated in focus
group research,39 as well as in Eurobarometer polls over the years.
The EP elections in 2014 did not do much to reverse this trend, but they
did stop the erosion in participation (the turnout rate remained steady at
43.1 percent) and marginally reduced the second-order nature of the election.
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Although national political concerns continued to dominate the vote, the
debate was more centered on European issues. Moreover, there was a clear
politicization of the election campaign—as EP parties ran their separate candidates for Commission president in EU-wide campaigns and held televised
debates, even though the results were mixed in terms of citizen interest or
awareness. While a majority of voters were aware of the Spitzenkandidaten in
core European countries like Germany and France, most in the UK were not.
The fact that the Council finally did choose the Commission President
from among the winning candidates—against major opposition from British
Prime Minister Cameron and initial resistance in other capitals—takes the
EU one small step closer to greater input legitimacy, by helping to generate
left/right political debates that have a greater chance of spurring citizen interest, and thereby may gradually help to politicize the EU.40 The one caveat
is in the line of “be careful what you wish for.” The greatest interest in the
EP elections came from the political extremes, whose voters turned out in
much greater numbers than those of mainstream parties, helping to make
Marine Le Pen’s Front National the party with the largest number of votes
in France and Nigel Farage’s UK Independence Party the winner in the UK.
The question is, how legitimate is a parliament for which 56.9 percent of the
electorate have not voted, and for which, among those voting, close to a third
went for extremist parties that have little chance in national elections, where
citizens see themselves as having a stake in the outcome? The elections have
left the EP with a thinning center, hemmed in by extremists of both right and
left. As a result, the majority will necessarily be made up of a “grand coalition” of center right, center left, and liberals, under the leadership of a former
Luxembourg prime minister who was also one of the longest standing members of the European Council. Under these circumstances, the politicization
of the EU, which was to give citizens a clear choice among parties on the left
and right, is lost. And in the end, therefore, such elections could politicize
only to delegitimize the Commission and the EP.41
But even if input legitimacy is and remains in short supply, so what? A different kind of argument, equally significant in the legitimation of Eurozone
governance, is that the trade-off with output performance, as assured by the
EU’s supranational institutions like the ECB or the Commission, makes
up for any deficiencies in input. As another component of ordo- and neoliberal thought suggests, isolating the institutions carrying out the policies
from input politics is as important for output performance as is instituting
the right kinds of policies.42 But this also assumes that a certain modicum of
input legitimacy is retained for such non-majoritarian institutions because
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they operate in the “shadow of politics,” as the institutional products of political actors who have the capacity not only to create them and appoint their
officials but also to alter them and their decisions if they so choose.43
The problem for the EU is that whereas this may apply to non-majoritarian
institutions at the national level, it does not as readily to ones at the EU
level. Often, such institutions have significant autonomy without any significant or at least sufficient democratic control from the classic “democratic circuit” of parliamentary oversight.44 Moreover, the decision rules of
the EU, and in particular the unanimity rule for treaties, make the policies
of EU non-majoritarian institutions almost impossible to alter once established, given the absence of any kind of political government that could
force the issue.45
The ECB, as the most independent of central banks, is a case in point.
Although the absence of even the shadow of input legitimacy can be seen
to pose little problem when the ECB remains within its charter-based remit
to guide monetary policy, as a trade-off with output legitimacy, it can be
problematic when the ECB goes beyond that remit. The ECB is on thin
ice with regard to input legitimacy—or output, for that matter—when it
pushes more input-legitimate actors like the Council to implement policies
focused on austerity and structural reform, or to join with the IMF and the
Commission as part of the “Troika” to impose conditionality on program
countries.46 Most problematic in this regard was the secret letter that ECB
President Jean-Claude Trichet sent to Spanish Prime Minister Zapatero
in August 2011—which Zapatero denied receiving at the time—in which
Trichet essentially ordered the prime minister of Spain to decentralize the
labor markets, break the monopolies of certain professions, and to institute
cutbacks “whatever the circumstances.” The revelation of the contents of the
letter in the late fall of 2013 unleashed a debate in Spain about how much
the president of the ECB had overstepped his bounds, whether by violating
his own mandate to focus solely on Eurozone monetary policy, by interfering with the democratic control of elected governments, or in taking over
the role of the Commission to make radical recommendations that even the
Commission would not have made.47
The Commission, much like the ECB, does not have any input legitimacy
per se. Commission officials themselves generally see their legitimacy as coming from their accountability to the input legitimate European Parliament,
which vets candidates for Commissioner and confirms the Commission as
“fit for purpose,” but can reject individual candidates and/or impeach the
Commission as a whole.48 Notably, in the course of the Eurozone crisis,
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neither source of input legitimacy has been central to the Commission’s
remit, since the Commission has been granted quasi-independent powers
and discretionary authority to enforce the various oversight functions of the
macroeconomic imbalance and excessive deficit procedures and the European
Semester. Such powers have arguably most affected member states’ national
input legitimacy.
The Commission’s power to vet national budgets before governments
submit them to national parliaments not only challenges national governments’ sovereignty by diminishing their autonomy with regard to budget
development. It also undermines one of the main pillars of national parliaments’ representative power—control over national budgets—and thereby
the principles of representative democracy, in which elected governments are
responsible to those who elected them. The fact that the Commission can
also sanction governments that do not mend their ways only adds insult to
injury. It is therefore not surprising that when Belgium was pressed to further
cut its budget for 2013 or face sanctions, Belgian Minister (and EU democracy scholar) Paul Magnette responded with “Who is Olli Rehn?” referring
to the Finnish Commissioner for Economic and Monetary Affairs. That the
Hungarian PM echoed the thought shows that the spectrum of concern goes
from the left all the way through to the (authoritarian) right.

Euro Crisis Challenges to National Input Legitimacy
The ever-increasing sway the Commission has over member state economic
and budgetary policies, together with the ever-growing number of Eurozone
policies and rules agreed upon by the Council, suggests that the Eurozone
crisis has also significantly affected input legitimacy at the national level.
Most important, as Peter Mair argues, the EU in the midst of the Eurozone
crisis has actually unsettled the balance between the two main functions
of national-level political parties in their relations with their constituents.
The crisis has forced parties to privilege responsibility over representation,
by enhancing their governing role to the detriment of their responsiveness
to national electorates.49 This even includes opposition parties that may have
campaigned against the very policies that they will be expected to implement
when they gain office, even against “the will of the people.”
Citizens have in consequence been left with the sense that they have little
recourse in the face of EU-generated policies of which they may disapprove,
other than to punish national politicians. The fragmented nature of EU
“democracy,” in which policies are decided at the EU level but politics—at
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least in regard to voting for governments—remains at the national level,
has meant that citizens tend to hold their national politicians accountable
for EU policies.50 The result has been the increasing cycling of incumbent
governments, as voters have punished their national politicians with growing frequency and intensity.51 Such political volatility has become the rule
not only in Greece, Spain, or Italy, but also in the core, with France being a
case in point—President Sarkozy was only the second president in the Fifth
Republic not to have won a second term. President Hollande has the lowest
popularity rating of any president of the Fifth Republic (17 percent in late
spring 2014).
Increasing Euro-skepticism or even anti-European—and not just
anti-euro—feeling has been seen in all countries. Notably, this has been the
case not only in the countries hardest hit by the crisis, in southern and eastern Europe, but also in those largely unaffected by the crisis economically,
mainly in northern Europe, as in the case of the True Finns in the 2011 elections in Finland.52 Moreover, Euro-skepticism has been growing not only on
the extremes of the right and the left but also in the center. In a May 2012
Eurobarometer survey, among those saying that membership in the EU was a
bad thing, respondents in the center outdistanced those on the left in France,
Britain, and the Netherlands, and on both the left and the right in Finland.
Rising citizen disaffection from mainstream parties is also part of this,
and can be seen in the growing electoral scores of parties not only on the
extremes of the right and the left—as in Greece, where the neo-Nazi Golden
Dawn polled 7 percent and the far left Syriza 23 percent in the June 2012
elections—but even in the center—as in Italy with the Beppe Grillo Five
Stars phenomenon (with 25 percent of the vote) in the February 2013 election. This in turn makes for greater fragility for governments, with governing
majorities on a knife’s edge, and greater difficulties for winning mainstream
parties to form a government, as in the Italian elections of February 2013—
although Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi’s historical win of 40 percent
in the EP elections and Grillo’s underperformance relative to his predicted
score suggests that Italy, at least for the moment, has managed to reverse the
trend. But worse yet in terms of the rise of extremist parties is the possibility that anti-democratic governments will also emerge, as in Hungary. The
occasional recourse to technocrats, as with Lucas Papademos’s government in
Greece and Mario Monti’s government in Italy in 2011–2012, however legitimate they may be with regard to the (throughput) constitutionality of such
appointments or their potential output results, also raises questions of input
legitimacy, given that they are not the people’s choice.
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Meanwhile, all the unions have been able to do has been to agree to concessions while gaining nothing in return, as in the Spanish pension agreement
and the Irish Croke Park deal; at the same time, the most that social movements like the Spanish indignados have been able to do is mobilize members
for protests and demonstrations that have brought them nothing other than,
sometimes, news coverage.53 Notably, the Council of Europe report in late
2013 condemned governments’ side-stepping of regular channels of participation and social dialogue on the pretext of national financial emergency, as
well as harsh responses against demonstrators and infringements of freedom
of expression and peaceful assembly, as well as reductions in media freedom,
in particular in public outlets, such as the closure of the Greek public broadcaster ERT.54

The Throughput Legitimacy of
Euro Crisis Processes
The challenges arising from the Eurozone crisis not only involve issues
related to the input responsiveness of EU institutional actors, or the output
performance of EU policies. They also relate to questions of “throughput”
legitimacy, which is a procedural criterion focused on the quality of the governance processes by which EU institutional actors formulate and implement
the output policies in response to input politics. These processes have become
increasingly intergovernmental and supranational (or technocratic) in the
course of the Eurozone crisis, leading Jürgen Habermas to warn against the
dangers of “executive federalism,” in which the tremendous shift of economic
and budgetary power to the EU level has occurred without any concomitant
increase in citizens’ input.55

The ECB: From “One Size Fits None” to “Whatever
It Takes”
As a non-majoritarian institution, the ECB’s deliberate insulation from even
the shadow of (input) politics makes it not only more in need to succeed in
its (output) performance but also more likely to focus on the (throughput)
quality of the rules contained in its mandate. The insistence on sticking to the
rules came out most clearly in the first 10 years of the euro, as the first heads
of the ECB—first Wim Duisenberg and then Jean-Claude Trichet—incessantly repeated that to maintain the bank’s credibility for the markets they
needed to follow the ECB’s mandate of inflation-fighting while maintaining
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its total independence from the political pressures of the member states.
When Mario Draghi was appointed head of the ECB in 2011, he reiterated
this commitment and the Brussels-Frankfurt mantra in his first press conference, insisting that “continuity, credibility and consistency are of the essence
in the way we carry out our jobs” and resisting any suggestion that the ECB
could act as lender of last resort on the grounds that “the real answer is actually to count on the countries’ capacity to reform themselves . . . first, put your
public finances in order and, second, undertake structural reforms. In doing
so, competitiveness is enhanced, thereby fostering growth and job creation.”56
The problem for ECB governance of the euro is that following the
throughput rules, at least as they were originally interpreted, was not necessarily good for output. Even during 2001–2005, it was acknowledged that
ECB monetary policy fueled inflation in some countries (Ireland) while producing something close to deflation in others (Germany). But more recently,
the ECB monetary policy has come to be acknowledged—even by the ECB
itself—as a “one size fits none” system, given that inflation targeting for all
member states, rather than leading to the assumed convergence, actually produces increasing divergence in all domains.57 “The Single Currency did not
play by the rules,” as Erik Jones has put it,58 and the ECB as a result decided
to move to a more considered view of how to reinterpret the rules in order to
produce effective output.59
As the Eurozone crisis continued, the ECB incrementally shifted away
from strict adherence to the rules in its charter, or at least the original interpretation of them. Notably, however, the ECB remained true to the ideas
of the Frankfurt-Brussels consensus, and its underlying ordoliberal principles. Thus, even as it seemingly violated the letter of the Maastricht Treaty’s
“no bail-out clause” by buying member state debt beginning in May 2010,
claiming that this was within the bounds of its remit because it was only
buying bonds on the secondary markets, it remained with the spirit of it,
by refusing to do what the Fed and the Bank of England did—act as a real
lender of last resort (LOLR). This is also when it first began pushing the
member states to remedy the problems of the euro’s governance, as well as
to get their own houses in order through structural reforms. Subsequent
unorthodox policy shifts, involving low interest loans to the banks via
long-term refinancing operations (LTROs) in late 2011 and early 2012, all
were legitimated by suggesting that the output benefits justified “unorthodox” policies (bending the rules).
In July 2012, moreover, as the markets had begun massive attacks against
Spanish and Italian sovereign debt, Draghi pledged to go what seemed the
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last mile, stating that the ECB was ready to do “whatever it takes to preserve
the euro,” adding, after pausing for effect, “And believe me, it will be enough.”
To back this up, the bank established the outright monetary transactions
program (OMT), which promised the potentially unlimited purchase of
Eurozone bonds for countries unjustifiably under market attack.60 The markets took this as a pledge to act as lender of last resort, which it essentially
was, with one significant difference from what central banks ordinarily do—
the ECB made clear in September 2012 that it would use the OMT to stop
market attacks on Spanish and Italian bonds only if the Italian and Spanish
governments asked for it, and after they agreed to a conditionality program
in exchange for the ECB’s help. By insisting on conditionality through structural reform, the ECB seemed to be trying to legitimize the break with one
set of rules in the treaties by reinforcing another. This came largely to the
satisfaction of German leaders,61 with the exception of the more orthodox
Bundesbank.
By this time, only the Bundesbank and its head, Jens Weidmann, plus a
large number of German economists, were opposed to the ECB’s reinterpretation of the rules on the grounds that they violated the charter, and risked
long-term inflation. The question of the ECB’s right to institute OMT was
even taken up by the German Constitutional Court. It pitted Weidmann,
who vehemently opposed ECB intervention on the grounds that its remit was
to control inflation, and that only the politicians had the legitimacy to deal
with the rest, against the ECB’s executive board member Jörg Asmussen, who
justified the unorthodox monetary policy measures as a response to unusual
circumstances, insisting that “[w]â•„e are in a situation of one size fits none, that
is why we have extended these non-standard instruments.”62 Significantly, the
Constitutional Court’s decision, which sided with the Bundesbank’s analysis of the illegality of the ECB’s never-instituted OMT program, nonetheless
referred the case to the ECJ. Subsequently, however—and quite amazingly
given its recent stance with regard to the court case—the Bundesbank itself
reversed its position, with Weidmann stating in an interview that, in light
of a strong currency and the dangers of deflation, the ECB could in fact buy
Eurozone member bonds or top-rated private sector assets, thereby opening
the door to quantitative easing.63

The Council’s Governing by “One Size Fits One” Rules
By prioritizing intergovernmental decision-making during the Eurozone crisis, EU member state leaders have shifted the institutional balance increasingly
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toward the intergovernmental level to the detriment of the joint-decision
making process that includes the EP and the Commission. As noted above,
to some member state leaders, this posed little input legitimacy problems
because they touted the Council as the most legitimate body in the EU. But
in so thinking, they fail to acknowledge the fact that rather than being in a
representative forum, they are in a bargaining arena in which one country has
outsize power. Although academic scholarship on the Council has suggested
that even where qualified majority voting occurs, the deliberative mode prevails over hard bargaining because of the focus on consensus,64 the argument
here is that in the Eurozone crisis, where Germany has held all the cards, even
where there is deliberation, it occurs in its shadow, such that the Council has
ended up with “one size fits one” governing by the rules.
Germany’s “power of one” has manifested itself in a range of ways. First
of all, the focus on EU economic governance through rules and numbers in
successive pacts has largely been due to Germany.65 Its insistence on governing not just by legislated rules but by their constitutionalization via treaty
was evident in such cases as the demand that the EFSF be followed by a constitutionalized mechanism with the ESM, and that legislative agreements
such as the Six-Pack (which could be revised through normal EU legislative
procedures) be followed by the treaty on the Fiscal Compact (which it could
not be).66
Second, Germany’s power of one has undermined the traditional balance
in the “power of two” relationship of the Franco-German couple. Although
the relationship between Germany and France went from one of bilateral
leadership to a bilateral directoire between 2009 and mid-2012, as Sergio
Fabbrini has noted, it was a directoire dominated by Germany, with Merkel
the major partner in the “Merkozy” leadership duo.67 This can be seen not
only in the content of the policies, with the German preference for financial
stability having replaced France’s focus on solidarity, but also on the processes, as German ideas came to dominate France’s concept of gouvernement
économique—with Commission-administered rules replacing the euro-group
discretion that the French had wanted.68 This was apparent even in Sarkozy’s
communicative discourse from 2010 to 2012, as he gradually shifted from an
emphasis on the importance of “solidarity” for the bailouts to Merkel’s consistent talk of “stability.”69
Third, German leaders, by way of the German Constitutional Court, have
largely imposed their country’s own rules of input legitimacy on the rest of
the EU. Instances include leaders’ frequent invocation of the Constitutional
Court to delay decisions, most notably with regard to bailing out Greece,
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the German Constitutional Court’s own rulings on democratic oversight
of decisions, and the Constitutional Court’s hearing on the ECB’s various
unorthodox programs to save the euro, despite its lack of jurisdiction. The
point here is not that member states should do away with the national democratic processes they consider necessary to input legitimacy, but that this
can cause serious problems for the efficacy of European decision-making if
these kinds of national democratic exigencies were to be multiplied across
EU member states.70
Finally, Germany has largely imposed its own interests on the rest of the
EU.71 These can be variously understood as the narrow electoral self-interest
of the chancellor and her governing coalition, who calculated that a delay in
any agreement would enable them to win a major subnational electoral contest (in North Rhine-Westphalia) on May 9, 2010; as financial self-interest
with concerns about a “transfer union” and the size of German liability in any
bailout; or even, more generously, as the German conviction that “living by
the rules” was in Europe’s best interest.
To be sure, Germany has also changed its position in response to changing circumstances and pressures from fellow member states and other EU
institutional actors as well as from internal German political actors, in
particular the Social Democrats.72 And naturally, Germany was not the
only member state promoting this set of ideas, or appealing only to its
own electoral constituencies in so doing. Germany’s main cheerleaders in
Council meetings were the Finns and the Dutch, but there were also the
Slovaks and other central Europeans who saw Greece not so much as the
profligate cousin as the richer one. Among other EU institutional actors,
the ECB, as noted earlier, put very strong pressures on the member states
for rules-based solutions, while it is no coincidence that the Commission
has been a strong supporter as well (see below). In the development of many
of the rules, moreover, the Council president has been equally important
in developing a consensus on Eurozone governance by setting up a working group that included the main EU institutional leaders in monetary
and economic policy. Germany’s power of one, in other words, also lies
in the political coalitions constructed with it and around it, to push forward its agenda. And that agenda has changed marginally over time, as the
Council’s discourse shifted from an exclusive focus on maintaining stability and strict adherence to the rules to one that admitted by 2012 that
“growth” was important and, by early summer 2014, that even “flexibility”
was acceptable, but only insofar as this stayed within the pre-established
stability rules.
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The EU Commission’s “One Size Fits All”
As befits a bureaucracy, the EU Commission’s democratic legitimacy rests
less on its Council and EP-derived input legitimacy than on the quality of
its throughput processes of governance. In the Eurozone crisis, however, the
Commission has seemed to eschew the transparency, openness, and accessibility that characterize its general approach to formulation processes, instead
focusing primarily on their efficacy. The euro crisis has largely turned the
Commission into a secretariat charged with the technocratic application of
rules and numbers. The nature of the rules, moreover—consisting of more
and more stringent pacts for “one size fits all” fiscal consolidation—has
straitjacketed the Commission, limiting its flexibility with regard to applying
the rules in a manner adapted to changing economic circumstances and the
often very different needs of the country in question. Ironically, however, it is
the Commission itself that designed the straitjacket, since it has been key in
drafting the Six-Pack and Two-Pack legislation and in preparing the “Fiscal
Compact.” Moreover, while these rules essentially tied its own hands, it also
tied the hands of the Council through the RQMV, and the hands of the
member states through the European Semester. In so doing, at the same time
that the Commission has limited its own room for maneuver, it has massively
increased its own rules-based oversight and enforcement powers.
In the European Semester, for example, the Commission has the responsibility to monitor developments in each member state using a scorecard, with
in-depth country analyses that would enable them to decide whether to place
a Eurozone member in a macroeconomic imbalance or excessive deficit procedure, with detailed recommendations, mandatory reporting requirements,
and even monetary sanctions. The way in which this is carried out is problematic not only with regard to throughput efficacy, given the rigidity with
which the rules are applied, but also with regard to other throughput criteria,
such as openness and accountability. For example, the Commission altered its
own rules of “collegiality” with regard to the euro crisis, when Commission
President Barroso granted autonomy of decision to the Vice President and
Commissioner for Economic and Monetary Affairs, Olli Rehn. This has led
to a process in which DG ECFIN works out the numbers on its own, largely
in secret, makes its decisions, and then informs the Commission, often sending word out to the other members of the Commission on a Monday night for
a Wednesday meeting, with little or no explanation of those decisions. There
is no possibility to overturn them, and sometimes they are made public even
before the other Commissioners have been informed, thereby potentially
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putting them in an embarrassing position vis-à-vis their own member state
governments, which might expect to be forewarned.73
Equally important, the rigidity with which the Commission has interpreted the rules and applied the numbers, in particular with the Troika for
member states under “conditionality,” may stem more from its own ideologically driven choice of strict enforcement, and belief in the ordoliberal output ideas, than Council control or the influence of Germany. We should not
forget that already in 2008, with the loan bailout programs for the central
European countries, it was the Commission that had pushed for the strictest
conditionality, against the wishes of the IMF, making this the “European rescue of the Washington consensus.”74 Thus, even in 2013, when tacit acknowledgement of the failure of fiscal consolidation policies led to agreement to
ease the policy on rapid deficit reduction, the Commission stuck to a discourse that claimed that it was prior success, not failure, which allowed for
a more flexible policy. Rehn, for example, claimed that things were getting
slightly better only because the crisis response offered “a policy mix where
building a stability culture and pursuing structural reforms supportive of
growth and jobs go hand in hand.”75
Notably, belief that structural reform produces growth meant not just
that the Commission had done little to promote such growth in its own initiatives—including violating the Europe 2020 agenda that sought to create
the conditions for growth by promoting employment, improving education,
and reducing poverty and social exclusion. It also entailed keeping an inflexible approach to the remaining rules. Thus, Rehn continued to maintain
that countries in trouble because of high deficits and debt could not increase
their deficits in order to propel growth. Only if they had posted a primary
surplus could they do so. In the case of Spain, however, the Commission
agreed to change the calculation of the “structural deficit” as proposed by
the Spanish government (on the grounds that it underestimated the impact
of unemployment) so that it would also have a primary surplus, and thereby
could escape applying austerity measures for yet another year. But although
the Commission’s “Output Gap Working Group” agreed to make an ad hoc
methodology change for Spain because the normal calculation appeared so
improbable, it did not for others out of “concern in some capitals” about the
implications of using better estimates—which might ease up the pressures on
program countries.76
The most damning criticism of the Commission, however, comes from
the IMF, whose recent evaluation of the Greek bailout found that “the
Commission, with the focus of its reforms more on compliance with EU
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norms than on growth impact, was not able to contribute much to identifying
growth enhancing structural reforms.”77 The Commission’s single-minded
focus on the throughput rules may be explained by its assumption that this
would serve as a cordon sanitaire, ensuring the trustworthiness of the processes and, thereby, their legitimacy. The danger, however, is that the legitimacy of the EU’s input and output will be questioned if the Commission’s
implementation of the rules appears oppressive, as it has to the southern
European countries, in particular Greece; biased, because it seems to benefit export-oriented northern European countries; or to be playing favorites,
by treating countries differently, as in recalculating the structural deficit for
Spain, but not for other countries in similar circumstances.

The European Parliament’s “No Size at All?”
If during the euro crisis the ECB started with “one size fits none” rules and the
Council continues with “one size fits one” governing, while the Commission
remains “one size fits all” ruling by the numbers, then the European
Parliament must be seen as having “no size at all.” The EP has largely been
excluded from most decisions on the euro by EU treaties, as well as in cases
where international institutions have been involved—meaning all the loan
bailouts and guarantees, with governance by the “Troika” of the IMF, EU
Commission, and ECB. The EP’s exclusion has thereby also precluded in
most instances the parliamentary debates that could serve to amend and/or
legitimize policies negotiated behind closed doors by the Council. Moreover,
where the EP did have a say, in the Six-Pack and Two-Pack, it largely voted
to give the Commission exclusive power to apply the rules, denying itself the
ability to oversee the Commission’s decision even as it limited Commission
discretion by specifying numerical targets for intervention. Here, the heightened sense of crisis, together with the discourse of “no alternative,” was such
that most MEPs voted in favor of austerity and fiscal tightening—indeed,
pushed for more stringent measures than were on the table.78
Until the EP gains more say over Eurozone decision-making, it will not
have any robust input into current intergovernmental politics, nor can it
affect output policies. Notably, the Council has no plans to significantly
increase the EP’s role in Eurozone crisis governance. Even in the various documents proposing a future “blueprint” for the EU, or in the Four Presidents’
Report, the EP is afforded only a “monitoring” role, to debate perhaps, and to
provide “accountability,” but little more. The only way in which things may
change for the EP is as a result of the election of the Commission President
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via the EP 2014 elections. Ideally, this alternative would help rebalance the
EU system not only by ensuring the Parliament greater oversight over the
Commission but also by putting the Commission in the shadow of European
politics. For the moment, however, the increased input legitimacy of the
Commission resulting from the designation of the Commission president
via EP elections may not do much to improve the quality of the throughput
processes with regard to governance of the Eurozone. Much depends upon
the extent to which the EP is able to play upon differences in the Council,
say, to push for increased flexibility in Commission oversight of the member states’ budgets. But this assumes that the grand coalition of major parties in the EP will be able to reach agreement on a coherent orientation for
the Commission, and that this would prevail even over and against Council
preferences. Given the EP’s limited mandate in Eurozone governance, this is
unlikely to happen very soon.

Conclusion
Considering the challenges to democratic legitimacy during the crisis of
the euro suggests that the EU needs “output” policies that are more effective, “input” politics that are more responsive to citizens, and “throughput” processes that are more balanced and carried out with greater efficacy
and accountability. The question for the EU is therefore not only whether
it can get the economics right—by generating economic growth and social
solidarity, not endless austerity and destructive structural reform—but also
whether it can get the politics right—by enabling citizens greater say over
decision-making in ways that serve to rebuild trust while countering the rise
of the extremes—and whether it will be able to develop processes that are
less intergovernmental and technocratic, with less slavish attention to rigid
numerical targets. For any of this to happen, much depends on how EU institutional actors respond to the continuing crisis, and whether they alter the
rules and numbers to promote better policy performance as well as to accommodate citizen concerns while opening up decision-making processes to EU
and national parliamentary representation. But what is the likelihood that
such progressive changes in policies, politics, and processes will come to pass?
Is a more balanced political union, in which concerns of all three kinds of
legitimacy mechanisms are addressed, at all possible?
For the moment, although EU institutional actors have themselves
become increasingly aware of the legitimacy problems, and have taken small
steps toward their amelioration, these are by no means enough. As we have
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seen, the ECB has already moved from its initial “one size fits none” rules of
inflation targeting to doing “whatever it takes” for policy results in order to
“save” the euro. In exchange, however, the ECB has demanded greater commitment to austerity and structural reform, which may save the euro, but only
at the expense of peripheral member state economies. The Council has largely
followed the ECB’s demands, mainly because the bargaining of EU member state leaders in the European Council has produced a “one size fits one”
governing mode, in which the most powerful—read Germany and its northern allies—have largely been able to impose their preferences. And yet, even
Germany’s position has changed, as it went from a focus on stability above
all to one that included a discourse concerned with growth—even though
so far little has actually been done to ensure it—and most recently flexibility
as well. As for the European Commission, in response to ECB and Council
requests, it has devised the “one size fits all” numerical targets by which it has
zealously enforced member state compliance to the rules. That said, lately it
has begun to soften the rules in response to negative results. Finally, in all of
this, the European Parliament has had almost “no size at all,” with little role
in Eurozone governance. But the appointment of the winning candidate in
the EP elections as Commission president may confer greater legitimacy—
and therefore potential to exercise discretion—to the Commission. It will
also provide some opening to citizens, even if it has initially only increased
the presence of Euro-skeptics and resulted in a grand coalition in the EP
rather than a more progressive majority.
In the immediate future, therefore, little is likely to change radically, since
we cannot expect EU institutional actors to reverse financial stability rules
and numerical targets that have become embedded in their practice as well as
touted in their discourse—even in the unlikely event that there were to be a
shift in the political orientation of the Council following member state elections. But, in a positive take on the future, this does not rule out the incremental reinterpretation of the rules and recalculation of the numbers over
the medium term by a Commission with the legitimacy to exercise greater
discretion in its economic governance so as to enhance the growth potential
of member states’ political economies. Such incremental change would also
depend upon whether the decision-making system as a whole had reached a
new “democratic settlement” in which the Commission president was elected
via EP elections, the EP was brought into Eurozone governance alongside the
Council, and the ECB was returned to its more limited original responsibility
for monetary and banking policy alone. As for the political economic ideas
embodied in those evolving rules, one can probably not expect a paradigm
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shift back to neo-Keynesian expansionism. However, in place of today’s
“expansionary consolidation” (Schäuble’s term - Financial Times, June 24,
2010) or, more accurately, “expansionary contraction,” given the results of
austerity and structural reforms, why could we not see the emergence of a
new paradigm of “expansionary stability” or “stable expansionism,” in which
the stability rules are made compatible with growth-enhancing policies? If
this were the outcome, then the euro crisis would have done what past crises
have been touted to do: after an initial period of delayed or failed responses,
the EU muddles through to a more positive set of results while deepening its
own integration. But this is not inevitable, as Craig Parsons and Matthias
Matthijs make clear in chapter 10 of this volume. It requires leadership from
the EU’s institutional actors and heads of government, as well as vision. And
currently, at least, these remain in short supply.
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The Reluctant Leader
Germany’s Euro Experience and the Long
Shadow of Reunification
Abraham Newman

Introduction
One of the great puzzles of the euro crisis is the striking disconnect between
the policy position of Germany and much of the rest of Europe and even the
world. Countries ranging from France to crisis-ridden states on the periphery have called on Germany to step up and engage in a broad push for solidarity and growth. The international press from the Financial Times to the
New York Times has condemned German policy, casting the German government, and Angela Merkel in particular, as pursuing a failed strategy of austerity.1 Even the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has criticized the extreme
level of structural adjustment being imposed on the crisis-hit countries,2 and
the US Treasury has publicly shamed Germany’s persistent current account
surplus in the face of regional and global imbalances.3
At the same time, the German government has stood by its policy,
focusing on the risk of moral hazard by profligate member state governments and its call for austerity and structural reform. Facing attack from
all sides, Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble described Germany’s critics as living in a “parallel universe.”4 In Germany, there is near consensus
among the mainstream policy elite supporting the country’s approach,
marked by the relative absence of the euro crisis from the 2013 German
election.5 In fact, with its euro policies as a reference, the German electorate in September 2013 delivered Chancellor Merkel and her Christian
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Democratic Union with the largest electoral success of any party in
decades.
German emphasis on individual member state responsibility and reluctance to take on the role of regional stabilizer is all the more surprising in
light of its past European and euro experience. First and foremost, the
German economy is tightly coupled to the economic future of its neighbors.
Roughly 60 percent of German exports have traditionally gone to other
European countries, tying future German growth prospects to the success
of reform in these markets. Second, Germany has historically played the
role of regional guarantor.6 Many have long argued that German support of
the European project results from its desire to undergird a regional order in
which Germany prospers.7
While some may argue that it is Pollyannaism to think that Germany
could have underwritten a swift regional bailout, one only has to look to the
US Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) as a counterfactual. The US government, along with the Federal Reserve’s swap line program, quickly underwrote counterparties in banking systems across the OECD countries.8 By
the spring and summer of 2010, the German government knew the size and
risk of delay with the Greek sovereign debt crisis and had received repeated
warnings from the US Treasury, the financial press, and market indicators.9
Why, then, has the German government followed a particularistic solution
focused on moral hazard and a narrative of “throwing good money after bad”
rather than a solidaristic response centered on “preventing contagion and
guaranteeing exports”? More specifically, perhaps, what factors incentivize
the moral hazard policy among policy elites and make it electorally successful? More generally, what can be learned about the future of the euro given
Germany’s response?
In order to make sense of this disconnect, Germany’s critics have highlighted a range of factors, including Merkel’s personal leadership style to
German elite beliefs in ordoliberalism. On the one hand, Merkel is cast as
a cautious incrementalist unwilling to risk a grand bargain.10 On the other
hand, German politicians lost in the fog of crisis have turned to deep-seated
beliefs about market stability and economic order.11 While there is no doubt
some truth to both of these arguments, they obscure significant facts on the
ground. Importantly, there is a domestic electoral dynamic that has rewarded
Merkel’s leadership and her substantive policy position, which is hard to understand from arguments about leadership style or belief structures on their own.
How then can one make sense of the near star-like quality of the unassuming
“Schwaebian Hausfrau” as she sweeps up after the crisis-ridden periphery?
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The central argument of this chapter is that Germany’s euro experience
and response to the crisis are deeply tied to its reunification experience. The
timing of these two macro-historical events lock German policymakers into
a set of political incentives that make alternative policies emphasizing solidarity and burden sharing exceptionally difficult. This relationship works
through two primary channels—solidarity exhaustion and structural adjustment misfit. On the one hand, reunification has sapped the willingness of
an already skeptical electorate to devote additional resources to bail out its
neighbors, undermining the basic logic behind hegemonic stability arguments. After decades of subsidizing and restructuring eastern Germany, the
German electorate is wary of committing more money to subsidies they view
as largely ineffective.
At the same time, reunification spurred a set of reforms to respond to the
competitiveness drag of incorporating a former communist country into the
unified German economy. The timing and nature of these reforms relative to
the euro crisis have a number of critical consequences. For many Germans,
they set up a sinner/saint dynamic in which Germans perceive that they have
made painful sacrifices in terms of welfare cuts, wage restraint, and labor
market reforms. This, then, helps the electorate justify similar demands of
other nations that are now experiencing the euro crisis. Thus the call for austerity and structural adjustment is simply the externalization of their own
lived experience. Additionally, these reforms have had real economic effects
that have enhanced Germany’s export position. As the crisis acts as a drag
on the value of the euro in foreign exchange markets, it has had the perverse
effect of boosting the export-led German economy. As a result, the German
economy has been relatively unscathed by the crisis, experiencing modest
growth and record low unemployment rates. In short, the effect of the crisis
has been blunted for the German electorate, and thus it is extremely difficult
for the German government to engage its citizens in a massive crisis response.
The main point of this chapter, then, is to emphasize the way in which
macro political conditions structured the German response to the euro crisis. Rather than focusing on individual leaders or their beliefs, the chapter
focuses on the way in which reunification filters Germany’s euro experience.
Just as the euro crisis is a product of a structural imbalance stimulated in large
part by broader regional dynamics,12 the political decisions of the German
leadership have been shaped and constrained by larger regional and structural changes stemming from reunification.
This chapter, then, makes several important contributions to our understanding of the future of the euro. First, and foremost, it makes sense of the
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radical disconnect between German decision-makers and the rest of the policy community. Given the legacies of reunification, there is little political will
within the electorate to support a solidaristic policy path. Rather than being
incrementalist or irrational, the German government is responding to the
incentives cast by reunification. Second, the approach undermines the fallacy
of composition that run rampant in explanations of the euro crisis. Too often,
explanatory focus looks at national factors such as leadership or beliefs without considering the larger regional and structural context. Scholars have long
cited the relationship between the end of the Cold War and the introduction
of the euro.13 This chapter underscores how the legacies of reunification continue to reverberate through the euro’s future.

Germany in the Crisis: Don’t Throw Good
Money after Bad
The focus of this chapter is to use Germany’s response to the euro crisis as
a window into its own euro experience more generally. In particular, two
things become clear from this latest episode. The first is the public articulation of Germany’s role as regional hegemon.14 For much of the postwar
period, Germany stood constrained by the historical legacy of World War
II both institutionally and politically. Labeled the “semi-sovereign state,”
Germany was bound by its constitution to a limited military role globally and
faced constant suspicion from its neighbors. These constraints have slowly
eroded, however, with reunification and the end of the Cold War.15
But the euro crisis has produced a dramatic change in the public acceptance of this new role, both within Germany and regionally. In a remarkable speech in Berlin in 2011, Radoslaw Sikorski, the foreign minister of
Poland, declared Germany the “indispensable nation.”16 Similarly, as Mark
Vail describes in Chapter 7 of this volume, the twin engines of Europe—
France and Germany—have been replaced by Germany as the sole driver.
From Sarkozy to Hollande, France has seen its ability to shape the euro crisis response largely neutered by German demands. In part, this is the result
of German economic success since 2005, and it is also the reality of its size
within Europe. At the same time, policy paralysis within France and its
stalled economic recovery have weakened the French position as co-equal.
Even Wolfgang Schäuble, finance minister of Germany, reflected in 2010 that
only a “leading nation, a benign hegemon or ‘stabilizer’â•›” could bring economic stability to the region.17
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Second, and equally important, the crisis reveals German caution in playing the role of guarantor in this position as regional hegemon. For much of the
postwar period, German foreign policy was defined by Einbindungspolitik,
the notion that Germany’s interests were served by regional integration.
And repeatedly in the postwar period, Germany made commitments to
regional causes, most notably the European Monetary System and the euro,
which required considerable solidarity and regional support of its neighbors.18 The crisis, by contrast, has found Germany asserting the importance
of self-responsibility among the member states. Wary of taking on the burden that hegemonic stability provision frequently entails, Germany has been
blamed for a failure of leadership.19
These two factors—Germany’s emergence as the indispensable nation in
Europe and its reluctance to guarantee regional collective goods—make its
policy position vis-à-vis the crisis central to the future of the euro. In particular, Germany has emphasized its concern for moral hazard in its response to
the regional crisis. The German characterization of the euro crisis has been
consistent and focused—profligate governments pursued irresponsible policies during the economic boom, and Germany lacked any guarantee that a
bailout would alter their behavior. The central narrative coming out of Berlin
as early as 2009 focused on the potential moral hazard to German taxpayers of throwing good money after bad in the periphery of Europe.20 Finance
Minister Wolfgang Schäuble summarizes the German position in a 2012 editorial in the Wall Street Journal:
Moral hazard is not benign. Setting the wrong incentives would
mean stabbing reformist governments in the back. By suggesting
that uncompetitive economic structures can endure, we would buoy
the populists, scapegoat-seekers and illusion-peddlers who lurk at the
fringes of our political landscapes. By discouraging reform, we would
not solve Europe’s imbalances but make them permanent.
This brings me to another misconception: that the crisis was caused
by a lack of solidarity. Solidarity is a noble idea and among the underlying principles of the European Union. It has been very much on display as euro zone member states have stepped in to support those that
had lost access to markets.
Solidarity always goes hand and hand with solidity. Because solidarity on its own can also be an empty promise. In their generosity,
European welfare systems are unparalleled, both in the world and in
history. If we want to maintain such a level of protection in a rapidly
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changing world, we must ask ourselves where the wealth to sustain it
will come from.
Not from a euro-zone budget, the printing press or eurobonds. All
of our economies, not just a few, will have to generate this wealth, and
they can only do so if they adapt to the rigors of a hyper-competitive
world economy. Prosperity is not a God-granted right—it must be
earned. 21
In addition to a diagnosis of the problem, German officials have offered a
policy agenda for its solution—austerity.22 Countries that supposedly lived
beyond their means are now required to reign in spending and cut entitlement programs. Adjustment is thus cast as a cost born primarily by citizens
in the periphery, who will face declining incomes, real wages, and welfare
state benefits. This policy emphasis rests both on the claim that Germany
cannot afford to play the lender of last resort for the Eurozone, as well as a
claim about fairness in responding to the crisis. Policymakers leverage the
strong role of the German Federal Constitutional Court within the German
constitution, as it has repeatedly signaled its wariness for delegating budgetary authority to the supranational level, as a further institutional constraint
on a solidaristic approach. As Finance Minister Schäuble—again—explains
himself in a 2011 editorial in the Financial Times:
. . . it is an undisputable fact that excessive state spending has led to
unsustainable levels of debt and deficits that now threaten our economic welfare. Piling on more debt now will stunt rather than stimulate growth in the long run. Governments in and beyond the Eurozone
need not just to commit to fiscal consolidation and improved
competitiveness—they need to start delivering on these now.23
And yet, the moral hazard frame has difficulty explaining the problems facing the Eurozone.24 For Ireland and Spain, for example, government deficits were routinely below those of Germany and well within the Eurozone
Maastricht deficit criteria. Deficits in those countries only ballooned as they
were forced, through bank bailouts, to nationalize private debt. A banking
crisis, then, turned into a sovereign debt crisis.25 For still others, such as Italy,
the real crisis is one of liquidity. While maintaining a relatively large debt,
the government has not had difficulty servicing it so long as there is a market
for public debt in Europe.26 As Germany pushed for self-responsibility, this
market quickly evaporated.27 And while the Greek case is often held up as the
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German poster child of the crisis, it seems odd to risk the future of the euro
on an economy that is less than 2 percent of the overall EU economy.
To understand the roots of public and private debt in Europe, it is critical to examine structural features of the monetary union.28 With the introduction of the common currency and pressure by the German Bundesbank
to commit the new central bank to fight inflation, interest rates across the
Eurozone fell to mirror those in Germany. This was an early signal by the
markets (irrationally or not) that there was an implicit bailout commitment
within the currency union. In other words, markets assumed that national
bonds had the backing of the entire Union (an implicit Eurobond). As interest rates fell in peripheral countries, cheap money rushed into these relatively capital poor countries. Germany profited on two fronts. On the one
hand, German banks were among the largest lenders to public and private
borrowers in the periphery, with over 300 billion euro in loans to Greece,
Portugal, Spain, and Ireland.29 Once the loans had been made, consumers,
firms, and governments in those countries used the money to purchase goods
from German exporters. This created current account deficits in the periphery and large current account surpluses in Germany.30 Moreover, the public
assumption of private debt held by governments such as Ireland’s, as well as
government-orchestrated bailouts in Spain, benefited German banks that
had contributed to the unsustainable boom years.31
The above discussion of the crisis highlights the selective interpretation
by the German government of the problem as well as the solution—moral
hazard coupled with austerity. Two alternatives suggest a different set of
possible policy prescriptions. The first concerns the risk of contagion and
was advocated most vigorously by the IMF as well as the US government.
The argument here is that the member state economies are not independent of one another but are linked by market beliefs and fears. Threatening
the belief of an implicit bailout commitment would spread the financing
troubles beyond small economies such as Greece and Ireland to systemically
important countries such as Italy, Spain, and even France.32 The German
government, then, needed to take bold, sweeping action to reassure markets of the ability of the European Union to engage in crisis management.
Without such action, the price of the bailout would escalate exponentially.
Despite the apparent realization of many of these fears, the German government has resisted the contagion frame since the initial months of the Greek
crisis. Citing moral hazard concerns as well as institutional constraints,
Berlin has repeatedly rejected proposals for Eurobonds or a shared bailout
guarantee.33
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A second alternative that could have bolstered a more solidaristic hegemonic response focuses on the European market as vital to the German economy. Once again, the German economy becomes inseparable from those of
its European member states. Rather than focusing on the potential prices of
an escalating bailout, this frame plays on the centrality of the German export
industry to the country. If Europe falls into recession, the German export
sector will suffer as the majority of German exports go to other European
members.34 In particular, this policy alternative undermines support for
deep austerity by Germany’s neighbors. As successive French governments
have argued, the European Union should focus on promoting growth and
use fiscal stimulus if necessary.35 Given Germany’s stable fiscal situation, it
is well positioned to spearhead such an initiative. The German government,
however, has long resisted this export frame.36 With German growth stalling
in 2013 and 2014, however, the German government is starting to re-examine
its long-standing rejection of stimulus and unrelenting commitment to
austerity.37
While German politicians periodically have made reference to both the
risk of contagion or to Germany’s reliance on European export markets, these
played a relatively insignificant role in German foreign economic policy, particularly in the early phases of the crisis. It is always difficult to determine the
exact consequences of counterfactual policy responses. Nevertheless, several
independent researchers have concluded that Germany’s strict moral hazard
approach sparked considerable contagion in the Eurozone crisis.38 In particular, the German policy response to the Greek sovereign debt problem raised
concerns within financial markets that increased interest rates not only
for Greece but for Spain and Italy as well. For example, the markets maintained a relatively benign reaction to the repeated recalculation of Greek
deficits during 2009. By contrast, interest rate spreads spiked in the wake of
official German pronouncements that there was no bailout provision in the
Eurozone and that the German government was constrained from acting by
the Federal Constitutional Court.39 As the private market lost faith in the
German commitment to member state governments, similar demands were
placed on other peripheral economies.
Despite the fact that the moral hazard approach has encouraged contagion across the Continent, it enjoys considerable support within Germany.
In a spring 2013 ARD poll, 70 percent surveyed reported that they were satisfied with Merkel’s handling of the euro crisis.40 A spring 2013 PEW Survey
found that 67 percent of Germans thought that the solution to the crisis
required further cuts to public spending. Similarly, the PEW poll found that
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74 percent supported Merkel’s management of the crisis. All other leaders in
the survey fared considerably worse when evaluated by their national electorates, with David Cameron receiving the second best result at 37 percent.41
These findings seem remarkably consistent over time, with only 28 percent
of Germans responding in a September 2013 Gallup poll that there are better
alternatives to the crisis than austerity (by contrast, 80 percent of Spaniards
thought there were better alternatives).42 Michael Schierack, head of the
CDU in Brandenburg, bluntly concluded, “The Swabian housewife, who
doesn’t spend money without getting something in return, is seen by voters as the right leader for Germany in the crisis.”43 Ultimately, Merkel was
re-elected chancellor in 2013, winning 42 percent of the vote and gaining
nearly 50 percent of the seats in the lower house of parliament, the party’s
best result in decades. Perhaps equally striking for the future of the euro,
the Social Democratic Party in Germany quickly relinquished its call for
Eurobonds during the coalition negotiations with the CDU. While mainstream parties across Europe saw their results slashed during the 2014
European Parliamentary elections, Merkel’s CDU received the largest
vote share on the backs of a campaign based primarily on the chancellor’s
reputation.
Given that the major concerns of the contagion frame and the export
frame have at least in part materialized, both the German government’s commitment to the moral hazard argument and its resonance with the German
electorate seem puzzling. The next section, then, examines a series of mismatches between events unfolding regionally and within Germany that help
to explain Germany’s hegemonic reluctance.

From “Sick Man” to “Export Miracle”
The German response to the euro crisis is integrally tied to the ramifications
of and its responses to reunification, which have redefined German domestic
politics over the last 20 years. This is not simply an argument that reunification has unleashed a “normal” period for German foreign policy, in which
Germany may now assert its national self-interests. The end of the Cold War
and the Soviet threat has tempered security fears that had motivated deep
German commitment to regional integration. Similarly, the peaceful reunification of the country has weakened the long shadow of the past that constrained German foreign policy.44 While these macro structural and cultural
implications of reunification have frequently been employed to explain shifts
in German foreign economic policy, this chapter examines parallel changes
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in the German political economy. In particular, it highlights the economic
challenges posed by reunification and how the response to these challenges
facilitated the adoption of a moral hazard policy to the euro crisis, as opposed
to the more solidaristic contagion or export alternatives. In the end, any of
the three alternatives could be conceived as representing the “self-interest” of
Germany, so the critical question is to examine why one policy dominated
the others and resonated politically.
For the German economy, the real economic crisis started not with the
introduction of the euro but in the post-unification period.45 GDP per capita stagnated in the decade between reunification and the new currency,
from $22,692 in 1991 to $23,019 in 2000, with major economic slowdowns
happening in 1993, 1995, and 1996.46 Similarly, unemployment repeatedly
broke postwar records and was already persistently above 8 percent by 1994.
It was also during this period that Germany’s fiscal position deteriorated
significantly. With a debt-to-GDP ratio of roughly 40 percent in 1992,
the government soon found itself facing a 60 percent debt-to-GDP ratio
in 1998.47 The price tag of big bang reunification, including large regional
transfers and monetary union between east and west, put a considerable
drag on the German economy. Embarrassingly, Germany violated the euro
deficit targets in 2003, which were rules that the German government had
insisted upon during the currency’s creation in order to reign in profligate
spending by other member states.48 With falling productivity and rising
wage costs, the German economy faced stagnant growth well before the
introduction of the euro.
While German politicians had pushed for the creation and introduction
of the euro, the first years of the currency were particularly rough economically. GDP per capita was stagnant between 1999 and 2004, with official
recessions declared in 2001, 2002, and 2004. Unemployment remained consistently over 8 percent, reaching a postwar record of 12 percent, or 5 million
unemployed, in March 2005.49 And even for those with jobs, real net wages
were flat, even declining between 2004 and 2008.50 Additionally, Germany
did not experience many of the benefits associated with the currency’s introduction, such as lower interest rates or inflation. The German government
had long enjoyed lower borrowing privileges, and the strict monetarist policies of the German central bank had kept inflation low. These trends stood in
sharp contrast to many other European neighbors who saw wages rise, borrowing costs fall, and growth pick up. Reports of the Celtic tiger in Ireland or
the boom years in Spain filled German newspapers and magazines with the
implicit contrast to the local economy (see Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1 Economic Mismatch in Euro Area Post-Unification

Annual Growth
Unemployment
Rate

1992

1999

2005

2011

Germany
France
Spain

1.9
1.5
.9

1.9
3.3
4.7

.7
1.8
3.6

3.3
2.0
.1

Germany
France
Spain

6.6
10.2
18.1

8.4
12
15.6

11.1
8.9
9.2

5.9
9.2
21.6

Source: World Development Indicators

Long touted as the postwar economic miracle and considered a rising
economic giant in the late 1980s, Germany could not escape the image of
the “sick man” of Europe during the 1990s and the first years of the 2000s.51
Moreover, average Germans repeatedly cited dissatisfaction with the new currency. Despite the fact that inflation remained at a modest level, individuals
frequently referred to the Milchkaffee-effect—a coffee that used to cost 2 DM
now cost 2 euro. This led to the wide perception that the cost of living rose
with the introduction of the euro.52 Given stagnant or falling real wages, the
cost of living was in fact rising but not due to the new currency or increasing
prices. The overall economic facts were compounded by a slump in consumer
confidence and overall faith in the German economy.
In response to the persistent economic slump, the German government,
led by Gerhard Schröder, introduced a series of major economic reforms
known under the banner of Agenda 2010. These reforms, enacted between
2003 and 2004, cut at the heart of the German welfare state, slashing pension and unemployment benefits. Most controversial, the Hartz IV reform
reduced long-term unemployment benefits to the level of social welfare payments. Credited with introducing flexibility into the labor market and reducing the overall economic burden of social insurance benefits, these reforms
continue to represent a major political controversy in German society.53 The
reforms sparked a series of protests across over 100 cities, including some
100,000 people. In many ways, they ended Schröder’s career as chancellor,
forcing him to resign as party leader in 2004. Seen as a stab in the back to
the social democratic agenda, it motivated an internal split within the Social
Democratic Party (SPD), giving rise to a new far left party, Die Linke. It is
this split and the constant pressure on the left that continue to undermine the
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SPD’s national ambitions. More generally, the reforms symbolize a retrenchment of the German welfare state and the spread of neoliberal policies on the
Continent.54
Whether or not directly connected to these reforms, the German economy entered a new period of growth starting in 2005.55 Real GDP grew at
over 1 percent a year and unemployment fell. While the German economy suffered in the immediate aftermath of the Great Recession starting in 2007, it
saw a remarkable upswing with the onset of the euro crisis. Economic growth
topped 3 percent in 2010 and unemployment fell to 5.5 percent in 2012.56 These
figures are all the more striking when contrasted to depression-level GDP figures in many peripheral countries, with Spain alone experiencing over 25 percent unemployment. Germany was once again heralded as the driving force
behind the region’s economy, reviving talk of a renewed economic miracle.57
The German euro experience is framed by two important macroeconomic
trends. The first is the poor performance of the economy in the wake of the
currency’s introduction. This heightened insecurity about the currency limited any political capital or euphoria associated with it.58 The second macro
trend concerns the mismatch between the German experience with the
currency and that of many of its neighbors. As Germany struggled with
years of stagnation, its neighbors saw their economies blossom. Similarly,
German fortunes improved as other member state economies fell off a cliff.
Unfortunately for Europe, the major economies may finally be falling in
synch, as the German economy contracted in the last quarter of 2012 and
grew at a scant 0.4 percent in 2013.

Reunification Blowback
Reunification, then, resulted in a number of political economy legacies that
have critical consequences for the German response to the euro crisis. On the
one hand, reunification has undermined further German support for solidaristic responses to economic crises. On the other hand, it forced a set of policy
changes that have limited the impact of the crisis, undermining political support for a more aggressive regional response.

Solidarity Exhaustion
There are important parallels between the way Germany has portrayed the
core versus periphery debate in the euro crisis and the consensus narrative
about the economic lessons of reunification. After attempting a massive
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intervention to rebuild competitiveness in eastern Germany, elites, media,
and the public, which were already pessimistic about such policies, have
grown increasingly suspicious of the long-term success of a solidaristic policy.
This disappointment in reunification has in many ways transferred both subconsciously and consciously to the euro crisis assessment and response.
A central tenet of economic reunification focused on the idea of spatial
equality—parity in the standard of living across the federal states, which is
enshrined in the German Basic Law—under the auspices of a program of
reconstruction known as Aufbau Ost.59 In 1991, the government instituted
a supplemental income tax, called the Solidaritätszuschlag (the solidarity
charge), to offset the costs of these efforts. In the 10 years following reunification, over 1 trillion euro flowed from west to east in financial transfers. These
policies have had real on-the-ground consequences, as infrastructure in eastern Germany is often far superior to that in western Germany, ranging from
public facilities such as pools to telecommunications networks and highways.
After an initial public outpouring of support for these policies, however,
the discourse around eastern Germany and the policy of regional solidarity has
grown increasingly negative.60 During the mid-1990s and early 2000s (some
of the hardest days of the German economic slump), a deep solidarity fatigue
emerged in which the results of economic reunification were put in doubt and
at the same time a narrative of moral hazard emerged. Economic transfers were
increasingly labeled as wasteful, as they produced dependence rather than
self-sustainability.61 The Die Welt reporter Uwe Müller summarizes bluntly,
“In spite of many billions, which has long since grown to a sum over a trillion,
the East is still not able to sustain itself—half of a country is dependent on constant infusion of money ‘just like a junkie depends on the needle.’ ”62
More than simply a concern of dependence, elites began to directly connect the East’s experience with the long-standing depiction of economic
problems in southern European countries. Helmut Schmidt, former chancellor of Germany, warned that if the reconstruction effort was not significantly reformed, “we’ll have a toned-down Mezzogiorno without the mafia
in the former GDR. Economically, Germany can perhaps afford that, but
politically?”63 Public debates followed that questioned the continued use of
the Solidaritätszuschlag. In an interview with former Federal President Horst
Köhler, when asked whether people in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern should
just accept its lack of competitiveness, he responded:
There were and are currently large differences in living conditions
throughout the Republic from north to south and from west to east.
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When you want to even them out, you cement in place a state based
on subsidies (Subventionsstaat) and leave the young generation with
an untenable amount of debt. We must move away from the subsidy
state. Instead, we need to give people the freedom to realize their ideas
and initiatives.64
Increasingly, then, a core take-away from reunification for the electorate is
the danger of moral hazard that can occur when governments attempt to support uncompetitive regions and the need for these regions to undergo structural adjustment. In a co-authored piece, the influential German economist
Hans-Werner Sinn concludes
Along the Elbe, a second Mezzogiorno has emerged, because there, as
in Italy, the wage negotiations were handled above the heads of local
employees and employers by a third party. And as in Italy, the solution
is sought in the form of government transfers as compensation for economic disadvantages, instead of addressing the causes of the problem.
Thus a skewed incentive system is created, to which the participants all
too easily become accustomed and which is difficult to correct.65
It is then almost an identical lens that is reapplied to the crisis-hit countries as
is used to describe the policies of reunification—Germany must avoid a cycle
of dependence in which subsides replace structural reform. In other words,
for many Germans, reunification’s solidaristic experiment was deemed a failure, leaving little political appetite for another round.

Structural Adjustment Misfit
At the same time that reunification stoked the fears of moral hazard, it
spurred a set of policy reforms that leave Germany strangely out of sync with
the rest of Europe. As mentioned earlier, domestic economic concerns stemming largely from reunification pressures pushed the Schröder government
to enact a series of reforms to enhance labor market flexibility and reduce
welfare state commitments.66 These reforms have been credited with containing Germany’s fiscal commitments and supporting German export growth.
At the same time, wage-bargaining contracts negotiated between capital
and labor resulted in significant wage restraint.67 Starting in the middle of
the first decade of the 2000s, Germany’s current account position steadily
improved and it returned to modest growth.
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Ironically, as the crisis hit Europe, Germany experienced some of its best
macroeconomic performance since reunification. With growth at roughly
1 percent and unemployment steady at 5 percent, the German public faced
the surreal experience of being bombarded by bad news about Europe when
the domestic economy was relatively strong. In a May 2013 PEW research
poll, for example, 75 percent of Germans surveyed reported that they thought
economic conditions were good, compared with only 9 percent in France
and 4 percent in Spain. Similarly, 77 percent of Germans said their individual finances were good compared to 46 percent in Italy and 15 percent in
Greece.68 Given this disparity in perception, it becomes particularly difficult
to motivate the German electorate regarding the severity of the crisis and the
need for a comprehensive German response.
Moreover, because reunification forced Germany to impose fiscal and
labor market reforms before the euro crisis occurred, the euro crisis, in the
short term at least, paradoxically boosted the German economy.69 As problems started to emerge in 2009 and 2010, a critical consequence of the crisis
was a weakening euro. This in turn spurred international exports of German
goods, particularly to other growing regions in Asia. A study conducted by
Alliance in 2012 estimated that the effect of the euro crisis on the currency’s
value boosted German exports outside the Eurozone by roughly 5 percent,
which would translate into a 1.25 percent boost in German GDP.70 This
largely offset the slowdown in exports from other European countries, insulating Germany from the immediate effects of the crisis.
At the same time, heightened uncertainty over the value of sovereign
debt in other European countries lowered borrowing costs in Germany. At
one point in the crisis, the German government was able to sell bonds at a
negative interest rate. This flight from risk to German bonds further lowered
the cost of borrowing for the export sector, consumers, and the government.
The perverse effects of the euro crisis, then, can be seen on many dimensions.
German business confidence rose unexpectedly with the onset of the crisis,
reaching a post-reunification record in November 2010.71 Carsten Brzeski,
an economist at ING Brussels, concluded, “Amidst new financial market
turmoil and sovereign debt woes in the euro zone, the German economy
seems to be an island of happiness.”72 Even the Finance Ministry noted that
the government would save nearly 42 billion euro between 2010 and 2014,
owing to falling interest rates.73 Politically, the timing of economic expansion
undermined alternative policy frames, as it was difficult to justify the need
for sweeping solidarity in the face of a stable (at times robust) economy. Had
reunification not forced structural adjustment in Germany, it is very likely
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that Germany would have faced the euro crisis in a similar position to other
major economies on the Continent, with the French experience serving as a
powerful counterfactual.74

Statistical versus Real Germany
Finally, the moral hazard frame offers a powerful retelling of the sacrifices
made for unification. Despite Germany’s return to growth in the second half
of the first decade of the 2000s, wages in Germany stagnated.75 This was due
in part to a series of wage bargaining deals struck between business, labor, and
the government in the face of stalled growth in the post-unification period,
as well as many of the Agenda 2010 reforms.76 In the wake of these reforms,
exports boomed, but on the back of falling living standards. In particular, real
wage growth has fallen considerably for lower paid services jobs since 2000.77
This has helped exports to stay competitive, but with real costs to quality of
life. A significant number of Germans thus feel that they have already made
large sacrifices due to reunification, and this sociohistorical context shapes
their attitude toward the euro crisis. Most notably, the number one concern
in Germany in a 2012 PEW survey was not unemployment, the public debt,
or inflation, but rising income inequality.78
This sentiment found an important expression in the rise of the Alternative
für Deutschland party during the 2013 election campaign. Founded in 2013,
the party is led by a group of conservative academics and intellectuals who
oppose the German government’s response to the euro crisis. The party
actively campaigned for Germany to leave the euro and strictly enforce the
no-bailout clause contained in the Maastricht Treaty. And while the party
did not cross the 5 percent threshold necessary to enter the Bundestag (it
received 4.7 percent of the vote), many blame its entry into the race for the
failure of the Free Democratic Party to cross that same 5 percent threshold.
Moreover, the euro crisis allowed the government and German citizens
to justify difficult welfare state cuts and real wage stagnation as part of the
belt-tightening that all countries need to endure to compete in the global
economy.79 During the boom years, German governments cut social programs and introduced labor market reforms so as to enhance export competitiveness. The moral hazard argument is strengthened by Germany portrayed
as the counterfactual, that is, other European governments could have used
the period of economic growth to pass hard reforms, rather than engage in
reckless spending. Finance Minister Schäuble made the contrast explicit in
a series of interviews as he pointed to German structural adjustment in the
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early 2000s as evidence that similar reforms in the euro area would succeed.80
He concluded,
Ten years ago Germany was the “sick man of Europe.” We had to tread
a long and painful path to become today’s engine of growth and anchor
of stability in Europe. We too had extremely high levels of unemployment, even long after we started to adopt urgently necessary reforms.
But without these reforms there can be no sustainable growth.81
At the same time, it allowed German voters to place the responsibility for
reform largely on the backs of the governments that had engaged in reckless
policies.

Conclusion and Implications for the Future
of the Euro
The euro crisis has underscored the critical role that Germany plays in the
currency’s regional architecture. Importantly, the German government has
persistently and often successfully pushed a policy response that is motivated
by a concern for moral hazard by other member states. This has resulted in
a reluctance to engage in quick and forceful commitments to regional bailouts. This is not to say that Germany has been paralyzed in the face of the
crisis, or that it has been absent. From Greek sovereign debt to Spanish banking, Germany has actively engaged the euro crisis and has been an important
member—if not the most important member—of the resolution team. But in
these efforts, Germany has played the role of the reluctant leader—ever cautious and always circumscribed.
This caution has not been without risk. A number of academic and policy
analyses suggest that the halting response inflated the cost of the crisis by
sowing the seeds of market doubt and sparking wider contagion. It is then
important to understand why policy alternatives stressing either German
exports or the risk of contagion were rejected.
The central argument of this chapter is that the timing of reunification
and the German recovery from it relative to the timing of the euro crisis set
in motion a series of political economy dynamics that favored the moral hazard response over the alternatives. In particular, structural reforms enacted
in response to the post-reunification economic malaise, as well as economic
transfers resulting from reunification, undermined solidaristic impulses
within the German electorate and policy elite. German citizens felt that they
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had already engaged in significant sacrifices to improve their own economy’s
competitive position. These adjustments would most certainly have been put
off if not for the burden of reunification. Moreover, reunification undermined the political support for solidarity that had existed prior to reunification. Finally, the timing of reform put the German economic house in order
prior to the crisis. As a result, when the crisis hit, it had the short-term perverse effect of stimulating the German export-based economy.
One of the more general implications of the argument is to refocus attention on the temporal context of regional governance. It is clear that there are
considerable interactions between supranational and national policy within
Europe. The Europeanization literature, for example, has demonstrated convincingly that considerable variation exists in the implementation of policy
across the member states. The argument in this chapter points us in a new
direction by considering the timing of decisions made at the level of member
states relative to regional policy and how that timing shapes regional opportunity structures.
Moreover, the chapter complicates the notion of self-interest within foreign economic policy. In the context of the euro crisis, it is difficult to discern
Germany’s objective self-interest. Rather, there is a set of competing claims
as to what should be driving national policy. The chapter hopes to help sort
out the micro-foundations of support for one “self-interested” agenda over
another and thus clarify the fundamental disconnect between German
decision-makers and Germany’s many international critics.
Finally, the chapter offers a somber assessment of the future of the euro.
Given the history of monetary orders that lack the backing of the largest
economic player, this erosion of support is particularly troubling. Economic
crisis is an inherent part of economic interdependence and integration. In
other words, the European project cannot always be a “feel good” story. For
much of its history, structural constraints—the end of the Cold War and
reunification—worked to bolster German support for an expansive role—
hegemonic stabilizer, engine, or leader—regionally. Perhaps more important, market actors believed that Germany had taken on this burden. New
structural conditions—the burden of reunification and its policy success—
have now created an alternative dynamic, one in which Germany is much
more weary of picking up the tab for others.
Ending the bargain, however, comes with real costs. The most immediate
implication of this shift for the Eurozone is a widening in economic inequality between the core and the periphery. The cost of lending will continue to
diverge as investors price in the risk of default in the periphery and, as a result,
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competitiveness disparities will grow. As citizens in some regions feel the
brunt of these disparities, it risks the political legitimacy of the currency. And
given the fiat nature of the currency, such legitimacy is critical for its continued stability. In the near term, German ambivalence will likely undermine
the strength of the euro as a global reserve currency. Foreign central banks
and investors will face the uncertainty of investing in a currency with a wavering commitment by its largest political power. In the long term, Germany’s
reticence puts the Eurozone in a precarious position vis-à-vis the next economic crisis, as it has eroded the faith of both market actors and member
states in Germany’s commitment to crisis management. This, in turn, raises
the specter of the interwar monetary order in which no hegemonic authority
could stabilize the region.82
The central point of this chapter, however, is to underscore that this shift
in the German position is not irrational or absurd. Rather, it is the logical
result of the incentives created by the interaction between the downstream
consequences of reunification and the evolution of the euro—a currency
union without a fiscal or political union.83 Just as reunification played a core
role in the currency’s birth, it now stands as a significant impediment to its
future success.

7

Europe’s Middle Child
Fr ance’s Statist Liber alism and the
Conflicted Politics of the Euro
Mark I. Vail

Introduction: France’s Conflicted Euro Politics
This chapter analyzes the legacies of France’s “euro experience” and their
implications for both France’s political economy and the future of the euro.
In the midst of the ongoing European debt crisis, the historical ambiguities
of France’s role in the euro and in the European Union have been thrown
into sharp relief. From the immediate postwar period, and in a somewhat
different sense after the Socialist “U-turn” of 1983, the related repudiation of
reflationary Keynesianism, and the subsequent embrace of the franc fort and
“competitive disinflation” as central economic strategies,1 France sought to
achieve on the European level the kind of international pre-eminence that
it could no longer achieve on its own. In Tony Judt’s elegant formulation,
“Unhappy and frustrated at being reduced to the least of the great powers, France had embarked upon a novel vocation as the initiator of a new
Europe.”2 This goal was bound up in the Franco-German alliance at the
heart of the European project, whereby Germany achieved international
legitimacy through its commitment to multilateralism, which in turn served
as an obstacle to any potentially revanchist agenda (and, more importantly,
dampened others’ fears of renewed German nationalism).
France, by contrast, connected its economic destiny to the German social
market economy, the European Community’s largest and most powerful,
in the hopes of securing a set of European arrangements that would both
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enshrine France as the European leader in international affairs and “facilitat[e]
the voluntarist economic policies that, it was believed, would speed France’s
economic modernization.”3 Though the “voluntarist” tendencies of France’s
model of state-led growth abated somewhat after the 1983 abandonment of
the dirigiste model, the French state remained a guiding force of French social
and economic policy, even after the demise of dirigisme.4 The French conception of the EU continued to rest upon a notion that the country could exert
a greater influence in world affairs through its role in the EU while shaping
European policy in a more voluntarist (and less “Anglo-Saxon”) direction.
Simultaneously, however, France was never either entirely content to
live in the shadow of its larger and more economically powerful neighbor
or truly reconciled to the doctrinaire monetarism advanced by the Germans
and indeed sought to preserve its ostensible status, dating from the earliest
days of European integration, as the political leader of the European project.
As German economic pre-eminence became clearer in the 1980s and 1990s,
France worked to achieve a somewhat awkward synthesis between political leadership within the EU and a Franco-German economic partnership
whereby to anchor its strategy of competitive disinflation to the German
“external ally.”5 At the same time, it sought to advance an alternative model
of economic governance, involving greater integration of national economic
policymaking but in the service of a policy agenda both more interventionist
and countercyclical than anything that Germany would be likely to tolerate.
The obvious tensions in this arrangement became more acute after
German reunification in 1990, which, despite the enormous difficulty and
expense involved in integrating nearly 20 million citizens in the former
DDR into the West German social market economy, created a potentially
even more economically powerful country of 80 million people at Europe’s
heart, no longer constrained by the geopolitics of the Cold War. Even
though, as Abraham Newman argues in Chapter 6, Germany was reluctant to take on a role of regional hegemon, this new political and economic
landscape nonetheless presented a stark and unanticipated challenge to
France’s claims to European political leadership, with President François
Mitterrand and others openly fretting about renewed German nationalism
and casting about for a new set of understandings of France and Germany’s
respective roles.6
In the run-up to the advent of the euro in the late 1990s, France’s effort to
reimagine its European role took on added urgency, as the incipient currency
union represented both an opportunity and a challenge. It was an opportunity in the sense that France, Europe’s second largest economy, stood to
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benefit from its role at the heart of what euro enthusiasts, both within and
beyond France, hoped would become a new international reserve currency
with all of the international economic heft that this implied, in the center
of a new and powerful economic bloc capable of rivaling the United States.
But it was also a challenge that highlighted many of the older ambiguities in
France’s European role: could France, as Germany’s junior economic partner, successfully maintain its putative role as Europe’s political leader in the
context of a currency union closely (indeed almost slavishly) modeled on the
German Deutschmark and the anti-inflationary, monetarist assumptions
embedded within it, while also working to use its voice to soften those biases
in favor of greater state involvement in the economy?
Equally important, how was France to reconcile its traditional dirigiste
focus on the state as the engine of national economic development and its
long-standing hopes to use its role in the EU to secure such a policy orientation at the European level, on the one hand, with, on the other, a context in
which monetary policy was entirely removed from national decision-making
processes and fiscal policy was severely constrained (though such constraints
would often be recognized in the breach when it suited national interests) by
the so-called Stability and Growth Pact designed to protect the euro’s value?
These ambiguities reflected a deeper conflict among France’s reflexive statism, its embrace of the competitive-disinflationary strategy for which the
Germans served as an external anchor, and its distrust of the austerity that
lay at the substantive heart of the euro project.
As France struggled to define its new role in the early years of the currency
union, its older (and increasingly implausible) claims to be Europe’s leading
voice—its firstborn son, as it were—in the international arena gave way to
something more ambiguous, a role that one might view as analogous to that of
a family’s middle child. This role entailed two features of middle children in
particular: the role of mediator in family conflicts and the struggle to be heard
above the voices of elder siblings, whose leadership of the European “family”
they contest. On the one hand, France was clearly larger and more powerful than the small European states to her north, such as the Benelux countries, and the less economically mighty ones bordering the Mediterranean,
with respect to which it had long considered itself to be something of a guide
and protector, as well as advocate of a less austere economic model than that
favored by its richer, northern European neighbors. On the other, it still had
to live in the shadow of the larger and more powerful Germany, struggling
to make its voice heard internationally while both remaining loyal to their
shared European project and providing a somewhat different vision of what
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the euro meant and how it should operate. France’s effort to walk this line
was only partially successful, as the growing discrepancy between French
and German economic power both reflected and reinforced a growing imbalance between France’s and Germany’s respective influence in the venerable
Franco-German partnership.
France also became Europe’s middle child in another sense, mediating between the increasingly powerful and self-confident Germans and the
less affluent, largely Mediterranean states for which Germany’s model of
export-led growth and massive trade surpluses were neither possible nor particularly desirable. This mediating role reflects a deeper and more substantive
ambiguity in France’s political-economic outlook. While French elites continue to privilege the state as a key driver and organizing force of the French
model of capitalism, they have also embraced a broad project of economic
liberalization and, though with greater ambivalence than the Germans, the
deflationary and monetarist assumptions at the heart of the euro. Elsewhere,
I have characterized these conflicting ideas at the heart of French capitalism as “statist liberalism,” embracing both the state’s leading role in economic
policymaking and a substantively (but constrained) liberal vision of the content of economic policies.7 Here, I argue that similar ambiguities—between
neo-Keynesian statism and monetarist liberalism, between an embrace of the
international influence attendant to the euro and deep ambivalence about
the monetarist assumptions at its heart—have guided France’s inconsistent
policy preferences, highlighting its diminishing economic payoffs from the
euro and its (often muted but nonetheless real) resistance to the German line
in the ongoing European debt crisis. As in its effort to advance a substantive
alternative to the German vision of a European economic future modeled on
budgetary rigor, export competitiveness, and monetarism, France’s efforts to
mediate between northern and southern Europe have been undermined by
a lackluster economic performance and the resulting tendency of Germany
and other northern European countries to view France as an incipient (albeit
outsized) member of the Eurozone periphery rather than its core.
Below, I examine France’s role as Europe’s “middle child” and the tensions at the heart of its “statist liberal” model during the past 15 years. In
so doing, I develop this volume’s broad focus on the political bargains that
underpin the euro by analyzing France’s evolving role within the single currency and the tensions between its domestic political-economic model and
its long-standing yearning for European influence. I argue that, for whatever
political and economic benefits France derived from the euro in the currency
union’s early days, such benefits have been more recently outweighed by both
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political and economic costs, as German insistence on deflationary monetarism in the teeth of the European debt crisis is increasingly at odds with
France’s “statist liberal” vision. I argue further that the euro crisis since 2009
has confirmed France’s secondary role among Eurozone members, exposing
the implausibility of France’s claims to be a co-equal leader of the European
project. In the 1990s and early 2000s, France fared relatively well, though the
euro’s anti-growth biases and strictures on fiscal policy precluded an aggressive strategy to deal with the stubbornly high unemployment that persisted
during this period. In the aftermath of the post-2007 global financial crisis, such strictures have become more significant, as French authorities have
struggled to reconcile political and economic leadership in the Eurozone with
the desire to use the power of the French state to foster economic recovery.
As a result, France’s long-standing effort to marry its political-economic
fortunes to Germany’s ordoliberal system (which marshals but constrains
market forces, privileges high-end exports, and empowers non-state social and
economic actors), while pursuing at home a statist liberal model of top-down,
technocratic economic management coupled with the expansion of market
forces, has proved unfeasible. Even as the ongoing economic downturn has
prompted France to adopt a more statist version of “statist liberalism,” the
politics of the European debt crisis have placed the country in the awkward
and increasingly untenable position of mediating between German-led monetarism and austerity and its own pressing domestic economic needs. This
dilemma, exacerbated by a recent record of tepid economic growth that has
weakened France’s fiscal balance sheet and therefore undermined its credibility as a counterweight to Germany, has important implications for the
future of the euro, as France’s role as the statist voice of countries that reject
the German-led austerity position and its ability to mediate between those
countries and the Eurozone’s paymaster have been seriously compromised.
In practice, I suggest that the weakening of this alternative voice will reinforce the Eurozone’s tendency toward monetarism and austerity, which may
ultimately have the (presumably unintended) consequence of forcing the exit
from the euro of weaker, peripheral countries such as Greece and Portugal.8
Below, I explore briefly the politics of France’s position on the euro during
the period of the currency’s creation, between the mid-1990s and the early
years of the first decade of the 2000s, when the country made a series of bets
that the euro would both shore up France’s influence in European economic
policymaking and guide the substance of that policy in ways that were consistent with France’s conception of its economic interests, even as it struggled
to adopt labor-market policies that would promote French competitiveness.
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I then turn to the period of the financial and economic crisis since 2008 and
focus more particularly on the impact of the Eurozone crisis on the French
economy, elaborating on France’s responses in fiscal and financial policy and
its efforts to guide European responses to the debt crisis and act as a counterweight to Germany. I then return to France’s “middle-child” dilemma, offer
some observations about the legacies of the “statist liberal” model as they
apply to the contemporary European policy context and revisit developments
over the past 10 years with a view to sketching out likely scenarios for the fate
of the euro and its member states.

France’s “Faustian Bargain”: European
Commitments and National Policy during the
Birth of the Euro
On May 10, 1981, François Mitterrand became the first Socialist French president since the advent of the Fifth Republic in 1958, marking the end of the
nearly unchallenged Gaullist hegemony that had governed France during the
previous two decades. It also embodied hopes for a new economic order in
which the working class would be able to share more equitably in the fruits
of economic growth. Supported by a large socialist majority in Parliament,
Mitterrand and his government embarked upon a program that represented
“the highest stage of dirigisme,” using the powerful executive of the Fifth
Republic to develop stepped-up industrial policies designed thoroughly to
restructure the French economy while pursuing a “rupture with capitalism.”9
This policy of “redistributive Keynesianism”10 aimed to enact the left’s electoral promises to create jobs, support consumption and incomes, and shelter workers from increasingly widespread economic dislocation. The means
by which this new agenda was to be implemented involved reorganizing the
supply side of the economy, stimulating demand, “reconquering the domestic
market,” and relaunching state-funded research and development on a massive scale.11
Due to a combination of political as well as domestic and international
economic pressures, however, this brave new political-economic order collapsed nearly as quickly as it had begun. In 1982–1983, the government made
an abrupt “U-turn,” opting for budget cuts and broad-based liberalization in
an effort to resolve a series of mounting economic problems and to remain
within the European Monetary System (EMS), which it viewed as an essential means of influence over European economic policy and whose limits
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on currency fluctuation were incompatible with reflationary dirigisme. This
abrupt shift did not merely end the experiment with dirigisme, however; it
also initiated a period during which the entire postwar edifice of dirigiste
policymaking would be dismantled. During the remainder of the 1980s,
successive French governments embarked upon an unprecedented project
of market making, involving the abandonment of the system of preferential
credit and industrial policies that had fueled les trente glorieuses, the replacement of bank lending with equity financing for French firms, and the introduction of a competitive financial services sector.12 This process accelerated
under the center-right administration of Jacques Chirac, whose government
entered into an uncomfortable “cohabitation” with President Mitterrand in
1986. In five years, France had moved from the epitome of heavy-handed,
marxisant statism to an acceptance of the market (though still rejecting
Anglo-American conceptions of market hegemony) as the guiding principle
for its economic development.
The outcome of this period of political ferment was a “statist liberal”
model that both preserved the state as the central guide of economic policymaking even as it embraced elements of a more liberal, post-dirigiste
identity with respect to policy substance. This somewhat schizophrenic
political-economic orientation, which led to a series of market-conforming
policy changes in the 1990s, would also color France’s understanding of the
stakes of the nascent single European currency. Even as French elites viewed
the euro as desirable from the perspective of both policy substance (creating a Europeanized anchor for its strategy of “competitive disinflation”) and
process (giving France a prominent seat at the table at which European monetary policy would be made), they (including Jacques Delors himself) were
always somewhat uneasy with the monetarist “orthodoxy” enshrined in the
euro project, without which German approval was impossible.13 France was
willing to adopt a monetary regime that was more deflationary than it would
have preferred for the sake of the political goals of shoring up its influence
within European institutions and promoting a single currency that it hoped
would enhance its international economic power. In a sense, France was thus
making policy from the “outside in,” allowing concerns about its role in the
EU and the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) to shape its own domestic policy regime, importing deflation from EMU and Germany for the sake
of hoped-for future influence over the substance of European economic and
monetary policy.
While this imported monetarism sat awkwardly with the continued
prominent role of the French state in domestic policymaking, it did reinforce
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a pre-existing agenda of marketizing reforms in social and labor-market policy,
which, by the late 1980s, had become the central thrust of French economic
policy.14 The “statist liberal” strategy during the mid-1990s and the first years
of the 2000s privileged labor-market activation and the reduction of France’s
stubbornly high unemployment as its central goals. Though driven in part by
rising French unemployment, itself a product of a combination of accelerating
layoffs in the wake of the abandonment of dirigisme and a Bismarckian welfare state whose reliance upon payroll taxes led to high non-wage labor costs,
the effort to rationalize and activate the labor market was also a product of
mounting French concerns about maintaining competitiveness in an increasingly integrated European marketplace.15 At the same time, French governments in the late 1990s and the first years of the 2000s displayed an increasing
eagerness to rectify a growing fiscal imbalance (the budget deficit had grown
steadily, reaching 4.1 percent of GDP by 2003).16 This was due in large part to
the perceived need (often exaggerated as a way of securing political cover for
unpopular cuts) to meet the criteria of the Maastricht Treaty and, after 1999,
the rules of the Stability and Growth Pact. Although French governments of
both left and right were ambivalent about these criteria, which represented
obstacles to their statist liberal strategy for economic revival, they also felt
that “the painful economic prescription of respecting the Maastricht Treaty
was a necessary evil in order for EMU to happen.”17
In order to reduce unemployment, a goal that had taken on new urgency
with the advent of EMU and its associated fiscal strictures, French authorities embarked on a series of labor-market reforms in the late 1990s and early
2000s. The first element of this strategy was to reduce reliance upon early
retirement programs, which had become a favored (and politically popular)
means of reducing labor supply during the 1980s. These programs offered
something for everyone: workers were able to retire early with a minimal loss
in income, firms were able to externalize the costs of their restructuring onto
the state, and governments could limit the social unrest attendant to economic dislocation.
The second, and more significant, element of France’s labor market strategy during this period was a series of reforms of unemployment insurance,
which exemplified the country’s statist liberal strategy for shoring up competitiveness and reducing fiscal imbalances. In June 2000, French employers and
reformist unions (jointly responsible for the administration of France’s system
of unemployment insurance) struck a bargain that limited access to benefits
and imposed significant new obligations upon job seekers. The resulting Plan
d’Aide et de Retour à l’Emploi (PARE) ended benefit “regressivity” but made
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receipt of benefits contingent upon a signed contract between job seekers and
the ANPE, or national employment office (the Projet d’Action Personalisé, or
PAP), making benefits contingent upon a personalized job-search program.
The best-known and most controversial labor market reforms of this
period, however, involved two laws which reduced the standard work week
from 39 to 35 hours. The first so-called Aubry Law (named after socialist
Labor Minister Martine Aubry), passed in 1998, increased social contribution exemptions to employers but made them conditional upon a firm’s
or sector’s negotiation of a 35-hour weekly work-time limit, accompanied
by proportional job creation. The second law, passed in 2000, introduced
an exemption on social security contributions that rose with salaries up to
1.8 times the minimum wage (fixed above that level) and established annual
limits on work time and overtime for firms or sectors that negotiated new
contracts.18 Aiming to create jobs through a combination of coercion and
incentives, the measures were part of the government’s efforts to appeal to its
constituencies on the left and embodied its self-image as “the counter-current
of ultra-liberalism.”19 While such rhetoric reflected the laws’ partial political
inspiration—an attempt by the new government to shore up support among
its leftist constituencies—authorities realized that the law would have to
limit costs to employers if the measure were to lead to any significant job
creation. Here again, French authorities’ statist liberal strategy involved an
uneasy synthesis of liberalizing labor market measures designed to shore up
French competitiveness and reduce unemployment and a leading role for the
state in both guiding the reform process and imposing constraints on microeconomic decision-making.
France’s statist liberal strategy thus reflected some of the same ambiguities at the heart of its conception of EMU. A combination of geopolitical
aims (e.g., the French desire to constrain German power while preserving a
platform for French influence) and economic considerations (the desire to
anchor France’s “competitive disinflationary” strategy within the EU and
securing influence over European monetary policy) led the country to support the structure of a project whose content made many French elites ill
at ease.20 However one might wish to characterize this alloy of factors, it is
clear that France’s embrace of a highly monetarist, even deflationary set of
rules modeled on the Deutschmark was never complete, nor was it entirely
consistent with a set of policy commitments involving rationalizing the labor
market while preserving some of the Keynesian tenets that had lain at the
heart of the dirigiste model. During the 1990s and early 2000s, given generally supportive conditions in a recovering international economy and the
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absence of any serious crises on the European level, France was able to nuance
these differences, pursuing a national strategy for labor-market competitiveness never sharply at odds with European constraints on fiscal and monetary
policy and indeed reinforced by concerns about sustaining economic growth
and redressing the country’s fiscal imbalance.
Such a policy regime produced mixed results following the formal introduction of the euro in 1999, with banknotes and coins entering circulation
in 2002. Like many of its Continental neighbors, France continued to suffer from chronically high unemployment and sluggish growth, though economic and labor market performance improved somewhat following the
downturn of the early 2000s. At the same time, however, unlike Germany
and even Italy, France’s economic performance declined over the first decade
after the euro’s adoption, suggesting both constraints on growth and an eroding level of economic competitiveness. In 2004, French economic growth was
2.6 percent of GDP (compared to 1.2 percent in Germany and 1.7 percent in
Italy). By 2008 (before the financial crisis and ensuing recession), growth had
declined to a relatively stagnant –0.1 percent (collapsing to –3.1 percent in the
following year).21 Though Italian and German growth during this period was
similarly slow, unemployment remained higher in France (at 9.3 percent in
2004 and 7.8 percent in 2008) than in Germany or Italy. French budget deficits remained higher than those of either Germany or Italy, and its competitive position collapsed, with the current account declining from 0.5 percent
of GDP in 2004 to –1.7 percent in 2008 (see Table 7.1).
France’s declining economic performance both reflected and accelerated a
growing shift in the Franco-German relationship. In the 1980s, France could
plausibly claim to be Germany’s economic equal—a powerful (though differently constituted) country at the economic heart of Europe. After a painful
period of adjustment following German reunification in 1990, however, and
particularly since 2005, Germany’s economic success has both legitimized
its economic model and constrained France’s ability to advance a plausible
alternative to it. This economic divergence has reinforced a growing imbalance in the Franco-German relationship, to Germany’s benefit and France’s
detriment. It is no longer plausible for France to claim the status of an equal
partner to Germany in either economic or geopolitical terms, with the result
that its ability to mediate between Germany and the European periphery has
been compromised.
The costs of France’s sluggish economic performance have not been limited to its relationship with Germany. With the advent of the post-2007
financial crisis, the deep global recession that followed in its wake, and the
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Table 7.1 French Economic Performance in Comparative Perspective,
2004–2008
France
2004
Real GDP
Growth
Unemployment
Rate
Current Account
(BOP)
(% GDP)
Budget Deficit
(% GDP)

Germany

Italy

2008

2004

2008

2004

2008

2.6%

–0.1%

0.7%

0.8%

1.7%

–1.2%

9.3%

7.8%

10.5%

7.6%

8.0%

6.7%

0.5%

–1.7%

4.7%

6.2%

–0.3%

–2.9%

–3.6%

–3.3%

–3.8%

–0.1%

–3.6%

–2.7%

Source: IMF Statistics at http://www.imf.org/external/data.htm. Various tables.

apparently intractable and increasingly severe European debt crisis, France’s
slow economic decline forced authorities there to respond aggressively, rendering the previous statist liberal strategy of labor market liberalization and
marketization unviable in the short term. As the world economy sputtered to
a halt, France was forced to confront the implications of its earlier Faustian
bargain and the inconsistencies within its statist liberal model in a new and
more straightforward way. In the next section, I argue that, as the proverbial
chickens of France’s earlier decision to join EMU on German terms came
home to roost, different elements of the country’s statist liberal model came
to the fore, with the authorities embarking on a strategy of modest Keynesian
reflation.
As the Eurozone crisis worsened in 2010, furthermore, France once again
struggled to square the circle of leadership in the Eurozone with its own
distinctive trajectory of state-led domestic economic recovery. If the 1990s
and pre-2007 period had been dominated by state-led labor-market reform
designed to shore up France’s competitiveness and reduce budget deficits in
the early days of EMU, the post-2007 period has been characterized by somewhat conflicted resistance to the implications of the terms of EMU to which
it had earlier agreed. In the process, France has sought to protect national
French economic interests, temper Germany’s hard-edged monetarism
(though with greater force since the election of socialist François Hollande to
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the French presidency), and mediate between German economic leadership
and doctrinal intransigence vis-à-vis the euro’s smaller and poorer members
and its insistence on an orthodoxy of austerity that promises to leave such
countries to years of economic decline. Doing so has proved increasingly
difficult, however, as France’s continued efforts to offer a counterweight to
Germany, and its related public defense of the broad outlines of Germany’s
austerity-based strategy for dealing with the crisis, have rendered unavailable
the earlier Franco-German strategy of ignoring the Maastricht criteria when
it suited them. As a result, France has continued to struggle with the ambiguities of its statist liberal model and the increasingly glaring contradictions
between distinctive elements of its European strategy and its own domestic
economic priorities.

Statist Liberalism in the Post-2007 Economic
Crisis: France as Frustrated Arbiter and
Alternative in the Eurozone
From the early 1990s, French authorities had favored a somewhat different
understanding of the euro, despite the (somewhat grudging) formal acceptance of monetarist orthodoxy as the apparent price of the project’s inauguration. This alternative approach centered on the conception of gouvernement
économique, meaning a set of democratically elected European institutions
responsible for fiscal and other policies historically reserved to member states
and designed to act “as a counterpart to the independent European Central
Bank.”22 The French hope was that such an arrangement could temper the
influence of the austerity-minded Germans and would provide mechanisms
whereby to stimulate the Eurozone’s economy in the event of economic
downturns, while also providing an embryonic core of a future coordinated
fiscal union.
As in the early days of the European Community, the French goal was
at once procedural and substantive. From a procedural point of view, it
would allow the French government to have a continued voice in European
level debates over economic policy, a voice viewed as all the more important
given the relatively fixed and non-discretionary limits on fiscal policy represented by the so-called Stability and Growth Pact and the monetarist orthodoxy advanced by the highly independent European Central Bank (ECB).
Substantively, France hoped to both defend itself against speculative attacks
in foreign exchange markets and to preserve its leeway to pursue a selectively
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interventionist strategy with respect to domestic economic policy. Though
such hopes remained frustrated during the 1990s and the early years of the
first decade of the 2000s, despite some superficial German overtures in the
direction of fiscal coordination, it remained at the core of the French conception of how the euro should eventually work.
The advent of the so-called European “sovereign debt crisis” (more
accurately described as a bond-market crisis exacerbated by a deflationary
monetary-policy regime)23 in 2010 brought the differences between the
French and German conceptions into sharp relief. This debate was driven
by deepening divisions among EU member states about both the merits
of the French claim that Europe needed deeper fiscal policy coordination
and the intransigence of Germany and her northern European neighbors
over the question of loosening some of the fiscal strictures imposed on countries such as Greece, Portugal, and Spain that were under assault by bond
markets. In the early days of the crisis, French President Nicolas Sarkozy
saw close cooperation with German Chancellor Angela Merkel as the best
way of pressing France’s case. In substantive terms, Sarkozy hoped to pursue
a schizophrenic strategy of what Susan Milner has described as a strategy of
“ri-lance (a mixture of austerity and Keynesian boosterism to finance innovation and R&D, financed by borrowing), which it sought to coordinate at
the European level.”24
Despite French hopes of tempering Germany’s drive to austerity with
elements of France’s alternative vision, however, Germany’s economic might
and her necessarily central role in funding a series of (inadequate but numerous) bailouts of Eurozone countries led this “partnership” quickly to devolve
into a relatively hierarchical relationship, derided as “Merkozy” by observers, in which Germany effectively led and France followed. Though Sarkozy
seemed to view subordination to Merkel as the price of continued relevance
(a reprise of France’s position during the 1990s), he deeply resented this secondary role and continued to seek ways to constrain or dilute German orthodoxy. After one of a series of tense meetings with Merkel in late 2011 and early
2012, Sarkozy was able only to endorse a vague Franco-German commitment
to economic growth, which he claimed “is the priority,” without, however,
ever convincing Merkel to diverge from Germany’s austerity-first strategy,
which was inimical to the very growth that both he and Merkel claimed to
promote.25
Unable to pursue its vision of reflationary gouvernement économique
on the European level, France retreated inward, centering its response to
the crisis on the national level, though operating in the long shadow of the
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Maastricht criteria, ECB monetarist orthodoxy, and the fetishization of austerity by Germany and her northern European allies (notably Finland and
the Netherlands).26 The 1990s and the years 2000–2008 were a period in
which French policy operated from the “outside in,” applying German and
ECB-centered orthodoxy in a series of labor market reforms designed to support France’s competitiveness and restore fiscal balance. The post-2008 era,
however, can be thought of as the converse, with the focus of French policy
reverting to the national level in the hopes of saving France’s capitalist model
and building on the success of the national response to press its case at the
European level.
When the scope and severity of the financial crisis became clear in 2008,
French authorities acted quickly and in ways that seemed to encapsulate the
statist liberal adjustment strategy, even as it was constrained by Sarkozy’s
rhetorical commitment to austerity and fears that the euro-induced bond
market crisis would spread to France. The first element of the government’s
response was a countercyclical stimulus package, representing one of the
first such measures among all advanced economies that were members of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
Patrick Devedjian, one of Sarkozy’s top economic advisors, expressed a sense
of urgency, claiming that “all projects must start in 2009 [. . .] we want rapid
results,” and criticizing the Americans as having “wasted a lot of time.”27 The
package, which amounted to 26 billion euro, or about 1.3 percent of GDP,
prioritized public infrastructure projects, including four new high-speed rail
lines, a new canal, renovations of public buildings, and investment in public
enterprises.28
The core of the French response centered squarely on macroeconomic stimulus in classical Keynesian fashion, though it did so mostly through investment and support for business rather than efforts to boost consumption.29
Sarkozy demanded that public enterprises “accelerate their future investments,” since “events command us to move quickly in order to put the brakes
on the recession.”30 This sense of urgency was echoed by Budget Director Eric
Woerth, for whom the goal was “to spend as quickly as possible.” Laurent
Wauquiez, Secretary of State for Employment, added, “this is exclusively
a policy designed to support job creation.”31 This effort, which was widely
viewed by workers as a sop to business, fueled union-led protests demanding support for purchasing power and public employment. The government
assumed that the generous network of automatic stabilizers (expanded in the
1980s and 1990s), coupled with renewed economic growth, would accomplish
this task.32 Then-Finance Minister Christine Lagarde observed, “The French
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model provides shock absorbers that were already in place. We haven’t had to
reinvent our unemployment, health, or welfare systems.”33
Faced with mounting protests and following a summit with union leaders, however, the government agreed to an additional 3 billion euro aimed
at supporting consumption, in part due to its recognition that the original
package would be unlikely to provide a sufficient boost to domestic demand.
The package included a 200 euro bonus for recipients of the Revenu minimum d’activité (RMA, or France’s minimum income benefit), more generous
unemployment benefits, and a 150 euro subsidy for low-income households.34
It thus echoed the initial package’s liberal orientation by focusing support on
the poor, rather than undertaking a broad attempt to boost incomes across
the economy. Taken together, then, the two packages reflected statist liberalism’s “statist” (through direct spending and a macroeconomic orientation)
and “liberal” (through means-tested income support and support for business) components. Equally important, their modesty relative to the efforts of
other G20 countries reflected an understanding of the limits on fiscal expansion represented by European strictures. This constraint was particularly
acute for France, whose public finances had never recovered from the collapse
of economic growth in the aftermath of the crisis, with its public deficit soaring to 7.5 percent of GDP by the end of 2010.35 Such limitations undermined
Sarkozy’s promise to “reconstruct a revitalized capitalism, better regulated,
more moral and with greater solidarity,”36 even if one assumes for a moment
that such a promise was sincere.
France’s relatively modest stimulus measures were thus focused largely on
direct spending designed to revitalize the macro economy. This fact reflected
the tension between the statist impulse and the limitations of France’s earlier liberalizing turn and the constraints of existing European level strictures
on public debt and deficits, as well as Sarkozy’s rhetorical commitment to
German-led austerity. By 2010, France had spent a total of 38.8 billon euro
on stimulus measures (1.75 percent of GDP), less than half the amount spent
in the US (3.8 percent). Of that amount, only 6.5 percent was composed of
tax cuts (compared to 45.4 percent in Canada and 34.8 percent in the US),
with the rest composed of direct spending.37 About 10 billion euro were
spent on public investment, including infrastructure (€1.4 billon), defense
(€1.4 billion), publicly funded research (€700 million), monument restoration (€600 million), and subsidies to public enterprises (€4 billion).38 The
package was also quite short-term in focus, with 75 percent of the spending taking place in 2009 and only 25 percent (including the time-delimited
income-support measures) in 2010.39
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This tepid response was particularly surprising given France’s relatively
dire economic situation: in 2009, French GDP shrank by 3.1 percent and,
by the end of the year, unemployment had risen to 9.5 percent, compared to
Germany’s 7.8 percent.40 As the Eurozone crisis gathered momentum in early
2010 (developments which I discuss below in more detail), confronting an
alarming budget deficit of 7.1 percent of GDP in 2010 and feeling compelled
to follow the German austerity lead,41 Sarkozy therefore proposed a total of
65 billion euro in combined budget cuts and tax increases in 2011, with only
7.5 billion euro scheduled for 2012, and most requiring implementation after
the 2012 presidential election. These measures generally favored business and
seemed designed to demonstrate commitment to the idea of austerity without enacting serious cuts that might undermine Sarkozy’s weakening political position prior to the elections.
After 2010, as bond yields in a number of countries spiked and policymakers struggled to confront revelations about Greece’s parlous financial state
and the legacies of a decade of serious financial imbalances in the Eurozone,
French authorities responded in ways that continued to reflect the tensions
within its statist liberal model and the ambiguities and weaknesses of the
country’s political position in the Eurozone. The deepening crisis confronted
France with a dilemma that placed the ambiguities of France’s “middle-child”
status in stark relief. Prior to the post-2007 global recession, France could
maintain the illusion that, despite Germany’s greater economic might, the
legacies of the Franco-German partnership and French leadership in shaping European institutions (not to mention the fact that Jean-Claude Trichet,
the head of the ECB, was a Frenchman) provided it with a co-equal voice in
shaping policy within the Eurozone. The sudden realization of the extent of
French and German banks’ exposure to bad debt in the European periphery,42 combined with gathering fears that the survival of the euro itself was
in jeopardy, however, made France’s traditional strategy of generalized public
unity with Germany’s position and sub rosa attempts to soften Germany’s
austerity line both more difficult and crucial to France’s continuing relevance
to Eurozone decision-making.
As the crisis gathered steam in 2010 and 2011, Sarkozy met with Merkel
several times in an effort to work out a common position, but did so in ways
that reflected continued German dominance more than French influence.
Sarkozy’s preferred strategy differed from the Germans’ in several important respects. For Merkel, both the origins of the crisis and the appropriate
response to it had to do with rules about fiscal discipline (insufficiently strict
and enforceable before the crisis, requiring additional force and applicability
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thereafter). In addition, she favored maintaining the ECB’s independence at
all costs and limiting the power of political executives to intervene. Sarkozy,
by contrast, emphasized European solidarity (meaning both support for
weaker countries’ financial systems and the creation of collective debt instruments such as Eurobonds) and a co-equal partnership between political leaders and monetary policymakers at the ECB. The New York Times provided
an apt formulation of this different vision: “In Berlin, it is a common belief
that the euro zone [would] be just fine if it could somehow turn itself into
a large version of Germany: respectful of rules, wary of deficits, cautious of
over expenditure. As for the French, they never love Europe so much as when
they think it is like France: brilliant rhetoric, lots of rules and a capacity to go
around them.”43 Given these divergent understandings of both the appropriate response to the crisis and the broader regime of Eurozone governance that
it implied, Sarkozy faced a choice of how and to what extent to press these
differing priorities, and the extent to which such differences should be aired
privately or in the public arena.
The urgency of bailing out teetering peripheral financial systems,
Germany’s stronger economic position, and Sarkozy’s political weaknesses
militated in favor of a strategy of substantive concessions to the German line
with vague and noisy pronouncements of a “common position” that failed to
reflect France’s alternative vision in any meaningful way. This unequal relationship was not lost on many observers, and the epithet “Merkozy,” ostensibly used to denote a common Franco-German line, really reflected German
dominance rather than parity and was generally understood to involve a pejorative reference to French subordination to German whims.44 As this process played out at a series of summits and other high-level meetings between
Merkel and Sarkozy—first at a Franco-German summit at Deauville in
October 2010, and then most notably the declaration of a (vaguely defined)
“mutual approach” at an October 2011 meeting in Berlin—it became increasingly clear that French relevance to the discussion was preserved only to
the extent that France hewed imperatives of austerity. Speaking of France’s
and Germany’s relative influence in governing the crisis, former European
Commission President Jacques Delors stated bluntly, “The eurozone crisis has evolved in rhythm with the decisions—and lack of decisions—of
Ms. Merkel. It is not nice to say so, but that is how it is.”45
To be fair, Sarkozy could not shoulder all of the blame for his relative ineffectiveness at pressing the French vision, as he was playing a relatively weak
economic hand in a crisis whose urgency and severity lent itself to short-term
palliative measures and rule-based quid pro quos. In a context in which such
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short-term (though ultimately destructive) bargaining dominated, it would
be hard for Sarkozy to secure the implementation of a much grander vision
of gouvernement économique and long-term growth supported by political
initiative.46 On one level, the relative influence of the French and German
position came down to the question of which partner was better able to
finance the series of bailouts that came to dominate the euro crisis response
in 2011. France’s economic weakness relative to Germany during this period
meant that France had few resources with which to bargain. In 2010, French
GDP grew by a modest 1.6 percent, compared to a very healthy 3.6 percent
in Germany. At the same time, France had much further to climb out of
the depths of the recession in 2009; whereas German unemployment had
dropped significantly since the financial crisis’s immediate aftermath, declining to 7.1 percent at the end of 2010, French joblessness continued to rise,
reaching 9.8 percent in the same year.47 Even as French authorities confronted
a weakening labor market and sluggish growth, their poor budgetary position
thus left them with few resources with which to spur growth or job creation
or to put any effective pressure on Germany, by necessity the largest paymaster of bailout funds, to alter its stance on austerity or the conditions imposed
on recipient nations.
Despite such strictures, after Sarkozy’s loss to his socialist rival François
Hollande in May 2012, French authorities once again seemed ready to add
some substance to the long-standing French claims to represent an alternative to the German policy response to the crisis. Proclaiming that “it’s not
for Germany to decide for the rest of Europe,” Hollande campaigned on
promises to reverse Sarkozy’s modest spending cuts and adopt new spending
initiatives designed to restore growth and create jobs.48 These included hiring
60,000 additional teachers and subsidizing 150,000 new youth jobs, rolling
back Sarkozy’s reform that increased the retirement age from 60 to 62, and
boosting the annual back-to-school allowance by 25 percent. More controversially, he promised to finance these measures in part through a 75 percent tax
on households with annual incomes over one million euro and higher taxes
on large firms, while also raising the minimum wage to support consumption. While Sarkozy’s variant of statist liberalism tended to favor finance, big
business, and investment, Hollande’s variant emphasizes universalistic measures to boost consumption and economic equality.
With respect to EU policy, moreover, Hollande’s election represented a
shift in discourse and the apparent possibility for alterations to some aspects
of Europe’s new Fiscal Pact, negotiated in December 2011 under Merkel’s and
Sarkozy’s leadership and ratified by most members of the Eurozone in the
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spring of 2012. Just as France has tried to walk the line between statism and
competitive disinflation at home, the country is once again working to move
European policymaking in a less deflationary direction, even as Hollande and
his government proclaim support for the overall thrust of the fiscal compact.
During his campaign, Hollande promised—if elected—to demand the renegotiation of some elements of the pact, particularly in ways that would offer
greater support for economic growth as a counterbalance to its single-minded
emphasis on austerity. Following his election, Hollande proclaimed that he
intended to give “a new direction to Europe” and that “austerity need not
be Europe’s fate.”49 Such language furnished hope among some leaders in
other countries, particularly on the European periphery and on the left, that
Hollande’s election represented a chance for the revival of a French-style
gouvernement économique, involving both greater coordination of European
fiscal policies and a push to move such policies in a direction more supportive of economic growth. Despite claims by Merkel and German Finance
Minister Wolfgang Schäuble that they would not permit any renegotiation of
the Fiscal Compact (and that “we cannot work like that in Europe”), German
authorities have, largely at French urging, expressed some openness to negotiating additional agreements that might attenuate some of the harsh edges of
the austerity regime.50
That said, Hollande’s promises of a new direction in Europe, away from
grinding austerity toward a new emphasis on investment and growth, have
come up against some significant economic and political obstacles and will
likely prove to be more rhetorical than real. Speaking simultaneously to two
audiences—his leftist supporters at home and German and European authorities abroad—Hollande has felt compelled to walk a line between maintaining fundamental commitments to the European Union’s policymaking
process, on the one hand, and a rejection of much of that regime’s substance,
on the other. In classic middle-child fashion, France under Hollande is once
again trying to reconcile opposing political blocs, a fact that has led to significant inconsistency in both his rhetoric and his policy initiatives. Even as
he proclaimed, prior to his first visit to Greece as president, that he “reject[s]
a Europe that condemns countries to austerity without end,” he sought to
establish credibility with his European counterparts and with policymakers
in Brussels by honoring a commitment made by Sarkozy to cut the country’s
budget deficit to 3 percent of GDP, a level at which the ratio of debt to GDP
should stabilize, by the end of 2015.51
Such promises were unrealistic, given the country’s deficit level of 4.8 percent of GDP at the end of 2012 (in excess of the government’s target of
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4.5 percent), as French authorities were forced to recognize in March, when
they revised the 2013 estimate upward to 4.1 percent of GDP.52 All of these
shifting commitments and rhetorical inconsistencies mask a difficult and
ironic underlying truth: in order to gain the credibility and influence required
to counter the austerity-first regime at the European level, France must first
adopt some elements of that austerity regime at home. Such a dilemma poses
both political and economic risks for Hollande, whose popularity has been
slipping steadily since his election, in part due to frustrations with rising joblessness and sluggish growth, and in part due to perceptions that he has failed
to become the promised counterweight to German dominance of European
economic policy.53 It also likely means that France will prove increasingly
unable to act as a voice for an alternative, less austere, pro-growth future for
the euro, leaving the arrangement predominantly in the hands of northern
European advocates of austerity.
Despite the pressures of France’s budgetary situation and the challenges
of walking the line between credibility and growth, France has come to represent a touchstone for those wishing for the emergence of an anti-austerity
coalition to counterbalance the Germans and their northern European allies,
consisting perhaps of Spain, Portugal, and, since Renzi’s arrival, especially
Italy. Leaders in all of these countries (along with Germany’s opposition
Social Democrats) have increasingly (and with growing sharpness) questioned
Merkel and Schäuble’s recipe for European recovery, using France as an example of the potential for resistance to the German line. They have also pointed
to the economic stagnation of the UK, which has pursued austerity with
almost sado-masochistic zeal under David Cameron’s coalition government,
even though 2013 and 2014 saw the advent of rapid (though distributionally
highly inequitable) growth, driven primarily by the development of a new
housing bubble.54 At the same time, however, as many observers predicted at
the time of his election, Hollande has felt compelled to adopt some modest
austerity measures of his own at home, including 30 billion euro of spending
cuts and tax increases adopted in September 2012, which preserved the promised 75 percent marginal rate on top incomes. In part, such a move represents
Hollande’s wishes to reassure a nervous Germany and bond markets that he
is not an old-style Socialist oblivious to economic reality,55 even though the
cuts that he has proposed are actually quite modest by European standards.
At the same time, however, they represent a somewhat different vision of
the relationship between European and domestic policymaking, reflected in
Hollande’s concomitant promises to increase spending on consumption and
to expand the public sector. Also, and equally important, Hollande prefers to
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use tax increases rather than spending cuts as a significant ingredient in his
recipe for fiscal consolidation, especially during his early years in the Elysée.
Not limited to a pattern of domestic policymaking more comfortable
with spending increases and intervention in the economy than his German
counterparts, Hollande’s policy proposals also differ from Merkel’s with
respect to his vision for EU policy. He has been among the most vocal
advocates of Eurobonds, a greater role for the European Investment Bank,
European investments in infrastructure, and other measures designed both
to increase policy coordination among member states and to stimulate
growth. Hollande is once again trying to reconcile a statist vision of economic development with an austerity-based policy regime in ways that seek
some degree of national economic policy autonomy and to soften some of
the austerity orientation of European policymaking. Ever the middle child,
France is working to establish a clear role among its European siblings in
ways that are both true to its statist liberal tradition and consistent with
continued relevance and influence in the European conversation about how
best to address the most serious crisis of confidence in European institutions
since World War II. The euro crisis has shaken voters’ faith, not only in the
wisdom of particular European policy positions, but rather in the sustainability of the European project as a whole. It remains to be seen how successful Hollande will be in these endeavors, but it is clear that he, unlike
his predecessor, has introduced a new and distinctive voice into European
policy debates and one with which Germany, despite its status as senior partner, will have to contend in the coming years.56

The Middle Child in a Dysfunctional
Family: Implications for the Future of the Euro
This chapter has argued that France’s statist liberal model of economic development, solidified in the early days of EMU, has created a series of tensions
and ambiguities within the country’s trajectory of economic policy and its
position in the European Union in general and the Eurozone in particular. From the earliest days of postwar European integration, France sought
to achieve influence at the European level that it could not achieve on its
own, while cementing a close relationship with Germany that would act
as the fulcrum of that strategy. Always the junior partner in this relationship in economic terms, France nonetheless saw itself as the spiritual core of
European institutions and as the pre-eminent representative of Europe on
the world stage.
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With the advent of the Maastricht Treaty in the early 1990s and
the consolidation of EMU later in that decade, however, this national
self-conception proved increasingly difficult to sustain, as France struggled to reconcile its much-vaunted statist model of economic development with the liberal, monetarist economic-policy regime at the core of
EMU. In the late 1990s, France managed this contradiction by embarking
on an ambitious set of labor market reforms designed to further France’s
“competitive disinflationary” strategy and adapt it to an increasingly challenging international economic environment. But like Germany, France
chose to ignore the strictures of the Stability and Growth Pact when it
suited its interests. In contrast to France’s initial European strategy, this
approach involved an implicit acceptance of the political and economic
pre-eminence of Germany and, at least in the medium term, the German
understanding of the Eurozone as predicated upon fiscal austerity, an
anti-inflationary monetary policy, and a de-emphasis of statist strategies
for achieving economic growth.
All of the above conformed to and served the interests of Germany’s
ordoliberal, export-based economy, rather than France’s statist liberal model,
which relied upon rapid economic growth and significant job creation in
order to make liberalization politically viable while preserving the economic
sustainability of its social model. This choice effectively meant accepting a
relatively stagnant economy and high levels of unemployment, which the
euro’s fiscal and monetary policy regime prevented it from addressing successfully. In this sense, John Driffill and Marcus Miller are right to claim that
the label of the so-called Stability and Growth Pact that served as EMU’s
foundational bargain is a misnomer, since the Pact “increases unemployment
and slows growth.”57 This outcome has both put France in increasingly difficult economic straits and undermined its credibility as an alternative voice
to Germany’s model of “austerity for all.”
These trends were both accelerated and exacerbated after 2009. Though
France was able to reconcile EMU with its statist liberal model in the relatively calm 1990s, this task became much more difficult in the aftermath
of the post-2007 financial crisis and the “Great Recession” that followed in
its wake. As opposed to its approach in the 1990s, when France internalized
the deflationary biases of EMU primarily by liberalizing its labor market, in
the latter period, the country prioritized domestic policy imperatives and
returned to an older, statist pattern of policymaking, enacting a modest
Keynesian stimulus package and then shifting to a more pro-growth strategy
under Socialist President François Hollande.
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The scope of Hollande’s tactical shift, however, was constrained by France’s
earlier embrace of the stringent fiscal criteria for EMU and the strongly felt
imperative of preserving its leadership position within a currency union at
odds with its preferred economic strategy. Having signed on to a deflationary
and anti-growth EMU for largely political reasons, France found itself much
more constrained with respect to economic policy than it would have liked
in the face of an unprecedented and unexpected financial and economic crisis. If the statist liberal model represented a uniquely French response to the
political-economic imperatives of the 1990s, it is clearly less well adapted to
the contemporary context of sluggish growth, high unemployment, and an
intractable European debt crisis. Even as it struggled to preserve its place at
or near the head of the Eurozone policymaking table, then, it did so in ways
that undermined the chances of achieving the substantive outcomes that
such leadership was meant to foster.
As a result, the imbalances in the Franco-German partnership are
unlikely to be resolved. France continues to struggle to define its position in
the Eurozone and to offer a coherent alternative model to that advanced by its
“elder” German sibling. While François Hollande’s election has led to a more
explicit embrace of pro-growth strategies at home and rhetorical contestation
of Germany’s austerity obsession, it seems increasingly unlikely that France
can square these rhetorical and political circles. In practice, this means that
the future of the euro is likely to be an austere one—a fact which, as other
contributors to this volume suggest, might well force the exit of some of its
economically more vulnerable members. Even as the orthodoxy of austerity
becomes more and more entrenched within the Eurozone, France’s ability
to mediate between core and periphery will continue to be constrained by
the Faustian bargain it made in the early 1990s, when it bought political relevance at the cost of a big part of its statist, pro-growth soul.
In this sense, France’s continued calls for some form of gouvernement
économique would seem to reflect weakness as much as strength; having
long ago lost the battle with Germany for lead authorship of Europe’s economic future, it is relegated to the second-best strategy of trying to soften the
edges of an austere currency union. Though France is unlikely to return to
the more liberal market variant of “statist liberalism” that characterized its
policy strategy in the 1990s and the first years of the 2000s, it is also unlikely
that Hollande will be able to successfully implement at the European level
the more pro-growth version that he claims to favor, at least as long as the
European debt crisis and prevailing economic stagnation endure. Indeed,
the endemic political problems surrounding his administration, along with
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intensifying recrimination focused on rising unemployment and declining
competitiveness, will likely undermine Hollande’s capacity to advance an
alternative agenda.58
If it does, then the chances for the euro to survive, at least in its current form, seem slim indeed. From the beginning, the European project
was predicated upon a strong Franco-German partnership, which provided
the Germans with legitimacy and the French with the potential to extend
the scope of its international influence and economic might in the face of
its declining postwar status. It also promised to allow the French to accomplish the kind of economic voluntarism that, at least after 1983, it could no
longer accomplish on its own. Its embrace of liberal monetarism and a single currency that inhered those priorities in the 1980s and 1990s, however,
effectively traded away its potential to shape the euro in a less austere, more
growth-friendly, and more politically and economically sustainable direction. In this sense, Hollande’s criticism of Eurozone austerity and French
talk of gouvernement économique over the past decade is really full of sound
and fury, signifying very little. Such objections are much like closing the barn
door after the horse has escaped.
French weakness and subordination to the German vision of the euro
present European authorities with a stark choice. As many observers have
argued, the single currency both depended upon and was designed to drive
the development of European political union. All but the most starry-eyed
Europhiles recognize that this project has failed.59 In the absence of some
sort of meaningful political union, and the mechanisms of fiscal adjustment and compensation that such would entail, Germany, its rich northern European neighbors, and the ECB must choose between a smaller
Eurozone and a different policy regime. If they keep insisting on endless
austerity that seems to have become the ECB’s orthodoxy, it is hard to envision a Eurozone that retains all of its current members. Such pessimism
seems even more warranted in view of the disturbing results of the May
2014 elections to the European Parliament, in which anti-EU parties on
the far right, including France’s Front National, translated anger at the economic effects of austerity and the remoteness of European policymaking
processes into electoral success.
If the single currency is to survive in its current form, and to enable it
to recover some of its lost legitimacy, European monetary and German economic authorities must be willing to accept greater consumption and inflation in the Eurozone core, some monetization of sovereign debt, and less
stringent conditions for fiscal transfers among member states. Given their
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unwillingness to accept such solutions to date, it seems likely that the euro
can survive only with a smaller and more economically homogenous membership. To paraphrase Adolphe Thiers’s quip in the 1870s about the relationship between the nascent Third French Republic and conservatism, “the euro
will be more accommodating, or it will not exist,” at least not in its current
form. Whatever officials in the ECB and the European core decide, for reasons both economic and geopolitical, it seems unlikely that France will be
able to play a forceful role in bringing about a shift in policy orientation.
With respect to Eurozone economic policy, Europe’s middle child seems to
have become more an obsequious younger sibling than the family mediator
or alternative conscience.

8

The Troubled Southern Periphery
The Euro Experience in Italy and Spain
Jonathan Hopkin

Introduction
Southern Europe has been in the frontline of the Eurozone debt crisis that
developed shortly after the global financial crisis of 2007–2008. Greece
and Portugal have both signed up to formal bailouts, while Spain has taken
European funds to bail out part of its banking system. Italy, which has so
far averted a bailout, poses perhaps the greater existential threat to the euro:
it is the largest crisis economy by some distance, and holds the third largest stock of sovereign debt in the world, after the United States and Japan.
The “Draghi put”—the ECB’s commitment to act as lender of last resort to
European governments after rolling out its controversial program of outright
monetary transactions (OMT) in September 2012—has shored up the southern European bond markets, but their economies remain mired in deep recession and their political leaderships are shedding credibility at an alarming
rate. The fate of the euro hangs on the outcome of the crisis in the southern
European democracies, but the social and political dynamics behind the crisis are ill understood. Perceptions of the South are dominated by an awkward
combination of fatalistic stereotypes and overly optimistic expectations of
deep economic reform.
This chapter argues that current policy toward the South of the Eurozone
is predicated on a set of false premises, and is doomed to failure. Some of
these premises relate to the design failures of the euro itself, and are well
explained elsewhere in this volume.1 The contribution of this chapter is to
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explain the impact of euro membership on the southern European political economy, and to assess the political and institutional parameters of the
response to the crisis. In particular, the following sections seek to move
beyond the standard narrative of debtor and creditor nations, and to examine the political and distributional consequences of monetary union within
the southern member states. Understanding the nature of the crisis requires
an appreciation of the relationship between winners and losers within each
country, and the conflictual and contested politics of how to respond to the
austerity and reform programs imposed from outside. The chapter concludes
that the current approach to resolving the crisis is doomed to failure precisely
because it lacks such an understanding, and as a result risks undermining
southern Europe’s economic future and even the institutional foundations of
its democratic systems. By extension, it threatens the very survival of the euro
in its current form.

Joining the Euro: Mistaking the Starting Gun
for the Finish Line?
European integration played a key role in the establishment of democracy in
southern Europe. The polarized and unstable democracy that emerged out of
the collapse of Fascism in Italy was bolstered by its Christian Democratic leaders’ close involvement in the creation of the European Economic Community
(EEC), which locked the country into the Western bloc and forced the hand
of the powerful Italian Communist Party. In Greece, Portugal, and Spain,
the prospect of EC membership was crucial in persuading business elites
of the virtues of political reform, and the close ties that developed between
European socialist parties ensured cross-party support for Europeanization.
The economic growth and flows of structural funds enjoyed after entering the
Common Market during the 1980s contributed to high levels of popular support for the European project. Joining the euro was therefore seen as a natural
step in a historic trajectory of modernization and convergence with the rich
and stable democracies of northern Europe.
As a result, the likely consequences of joining the Economic and Monetary
Union (EMU) were not the subject of extensive public discussion in southern
European countries until after the euro was created. While countries such
as France, Germany, and of course the United Kingdom engaged in intense
debate on the risks and possible benefits of the single currency, in the southern
democracies euro membership was an unquestioned national objective, with
only peripheral and mostly extremist political forces offering an alternative
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view. The overriding sentiment was that participation in monetary union
would lock in the gains of EC membership, and would spur further modernization and growth. To the extent that the South’s past difficulties with
inflation and fiscal policy were considered, the dominant view was that euro
membership would provide an anchor and vincolo esterno (external constraint) to improve institutions and to facilitate reforms that would otherwise prove impossible.2
The run-up to monetary union provided apparent support for this view.
The southern countries showed a degree of political commitment to the euro
project that discredited critics who had dismissed them as the “Club Med”
countries, unprepared for the rigors of monetary union. Spain’s Socialist government under Felipe González adopted a tough monetary policy through
the 1980s, joining the European Monetary System (EMS), building up currency reserves, and ignoring the protests of González’s union allies at soaring
unemployment. When the crisis of the EMS Exchange Rate Mechanism hit
in 1992, González absorbed the huge political cost in a (failed) attempt to
remain inside the EMS even after Italy and the United Kingdom had opted
for devaluation. In Italy, after the EMS crisis brought down a long-standing
pro-European political elite, a series of technocratic and semi-technocratic
governments adopted tough budgetary measures and extensive administrative reforms to stay on track for monetary union.
The social partners played a key role in this process.3 Trade unions
accepted wage restraint and restrictions on public sector spending growth,
on the understanding that euro membership would secure investment and
employment into the future. The willingness of southern European voters
to bear sacrifices for the sake of the euro held out the prospect of continued
reform and successful integration into the monetary union. Deficits, inflation, and interest rates converged in timely fashion to meet the Maastricht
criteria (the Italian debt-to-GDP ratio of over 100 percent being finessed
away). The smooth switch-over to the new currency, with minimal disruption to financial markets and everyday transactions, allayed many of the fears
of the skeptics. So why did things go so wrong?
A common response to this question is that European governments, once
the key objective of euro membership was in the bag, assumed they could begin
to enjoy the benefits of monetary union without facing the political costs of
further structural reform.4 The cross-national econometric evidence for this
is mixed,5 but the European Commission and various European think tanks
rebuked southern European governments for their slow progress in meeting
reform targets even before the crisis.6 Strategies of wage moderation agreed
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between the social partners in the 1990s were relaxed after euro entry,7 and
after the stringent budgetary measures taken to meet the Maastricht criteria
on debt and deficit levels, fiscal policy tended to loosen after 1999, although
the southern European countries were not the worst offenders (Germany
being the first country to breach the 3 percent deficit limit imposed by the
Stability and Growth Pact).
The narrative of southern European recklessness has been popular in northern Europe and in the European institutions, as it fits with a diagnosis and a
set of remedies to the current crisis that are politically roadworthy in Germany
(for reasons that Abraham Newman explains in Chapter 6) and that avoid
challenging the essential parameters of monetary union. The focus on fiscal
austerity and structural reforms places the onus for resolving the crisis on the
debtor nations, instead of focusing on cross-national fiscal transfers or coordinated stimulus measures that would shift the burden onto Germany and
would require costly institutional changes at the European level. The introduction of conditionality into the various bailout measures—commitments to
specific structural reforms before funds are released—allows European leaders
to establish the principle that financial assistance comes at a price, in the hope
of reducing moral hazard. The southern countries are served notice that they
cannot free ride on the inflationary anchor provided by the euro, and will have
to reform in order to secure their future within the currency area.
Beyond its popularity in Brussels, Frankfurt, and Berlin, this narrative
is in fact surprisingly widely accepted in the southern European countries
themselves.8 Pew research recently revealed that even after several years of
austerity-induced recession, a majority of voters in Italy, Spain, and Portugal
wished to remain in the euro, and most favored spending cuts as the best
policy to deal with their governments’ debt problems.9 Political and business
elites have shown a remarkable degree of commitment not only to the euro
project, but also to the measures demanded of them by the European institutions, even though even the IMF has rejected these measures as entirely
counterproductive.10 Moreover, there has been a surprising lack of interest among the debtor governments in coordinating their efforts within the
European arena to obtain a more favorable policy mix, in part due to the
reluctance of France to play a leadership role, for reasons explained by Mark
Vail in Chapter 7 of this volume. The kinds of loose, proto-Keynesian attitudes attributed to the South in various quarters are in fact hard to detect in
either public opinion or the political debate.
What is more, the southern European countries have actually made
considerable efforts to reform their economic institutions in line with the
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recommendations made by the European leadership and the policy consensus in organizations such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) and the European Commission. Price controls,
restrictions on entry into domestic markets, state ownership of industrial
companies, and labor market protections have all been significantly reduced
across the southern economies, and on many measures of regulation they have
come close to converging with core countries such as France and Germany
(see Figure 8.1). Considering the South’s history of political control over markets and its legacy of legalistic11 economic regulation, this constitutes a major
transformation of its institutions of economic governance.
Badly regulated product and labor markets and inefficient public spending have certainly been a drag on competitiveness and an impediment to
adjustment, making the response to economic shocks difficult. But the southern problem is far from a case of foot-dragging and resistance to reform. If
anything, reform has at times been too hasty and has undermined the case
for market liberalism, as illustrated in the case of Italian privatizations.12 Not
only did the reforms of the 1990s make less of a difference to the sustainability of the euro project than policymakers believed, in some ways euro
entry entrenched some of the most important weaknesses of the southern
European political economy.13 The rest of this chapter will illustrate how the
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euro has changed the political economy of southern Europe, and will assess
how these changes are shaping the political reaction to the crisis.

Mediterranean Workers: From Restraint
to Stagnation
The proximate causes of the crisis in southern Europe are now so well understood that it is difficult to recall how oblivious policymakers were of the risks
that were building up in the early years of the euro. In 2005, at the height
of Spain’s construction boom, the European Commission triumphantly proclaimed that “the story of the Spanish economy in EMU is a dazzling one.”14
Though Italy’s economic performance was far less dazzling, there was surprisingly little pressure on the Italian governments early in the first decade of the
2000s to exploit a favorable interest rate environment to significantly reduce
its stock of public debt. It has since become clear that the rapid financial integration spurred by monetary union, added to the questionable decision by
the European Central Bank to treat all Eurozone government debt as equally
valid for collateral, created bubble-like conditions for sovereign debt in the
South.15
These conditions played out very differently across southern Europe, as
they were refracted through varying domestic institutions and economic
structures. But what the different cases have in common is that monetary
union did not have the desired effects. By smoothing transaction costs, the
euro was supposed to complete the single market for finance, “facilitating the
efficient allocation of savings to the most profitable investment opportunities
and allowing market participants to partly diversify away the risk of asymmetric shocks.”16 The rapid convergence of Eurozone interest rates around
those of the low-inflation economies of northern Europe meant a dramatic
easing of credit conditions in southern Europe. Policymakers assumed that
financial institutions were capable of allocating capital efficiently, and that
flows of money to the southern countries reflected real prospects for growth
through productivity-enhancing investment. This assumption proved to be a
glaring flaw in the euro’s design.
Rather than encouraging economic reform and growth, easy credit in
fact did little to bring about the kinds of investments needed to make real
productivity gains. The large flows of capital from North to South did provide an injection of demand that fueled growth, thus attracting more capital
in a classic bubble cycle, particularly in Greece and Spain. But productivity
growth remained elusive and much investment was directed into traditional
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non-traded sectors such as construction (particularly in Spain), or channeled
by government and private sector borrowing through to consumption, as in
Greece. In Italy falling interest rates facilitated the servicing of its very high
public debt levels despite low growth rates. In short, it has become clear that
the assumptions of allocative efficiency in Eurozone financial markets were
way off the mark. Capital flows instead reflected a “convergence trade,” which
in the short run made money for banks, but created the conditions for ruinous capital flight when conditions changed.
The boom conditions created in parts of the South by the great wave of
money flowing from the North allowed Greece and Spain in particular to
build huge imbalances on their current accounts, pushing up real exchange
rates.17 The main beneficiaries of these new circumstances were not, in fact,
unionized workers in the industrial sector, whose wage demands remained
moderated by market pressures (and the awareness that competitive devaluations were no longer possible), but producers in the non-traded sector of
the economy. Although it has become common to blame unions and labor
market regulation for the breakdown of wage restraint after euro entry, this
ignores the obvious point that employers and governments can also defect
on collective agreements, and that workers’ wage demands are not the only
source of inflation. In fact, the unsustainable conditions of the initial years
of the 2000s did not favor unionized core production workers, but instead
advantaged economic sectors, which were for the most part inimical to the
labor movement.
In Italy, the restraint and reforms of the center-left governments of the
1990s gave way to the election of an uncompromising right-wing government under Silvio Berlusconi in 2001, which dramatically changed the
political climate. The Berlusconi government set out to divide the union
movement, striking deals with the centrist federations UIL and CSIL and
marginalizing the main left-wing union, the CGIL. The employers’ federation Confindustria—long dominated by large industrial firms—also had
a change in leadership in 2001, with the election of a representative of the
small and medium-sized enterprise sector. In consequence, Confindustria
collaborated with the Berlusconi government in an attempt to dismantle
national-level bargaining in favor of firm-level agreements and to reduce
labor protections, leading to a rift with the CGIL.18 Ironically, this had the
effect of relaxing wage moderation, as firms were unable to resist the pressure
to set wages in line with productivity gains, after the period of wage stagnation immediately prior to euro entry. Even so, real wages in Italy declined in
the 1999–2006 period.19
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In Spain, too, social pacts had played an important role in meeting
the convergence criteria, with public sector workers accepting a pay freeze
to meet the Maastricht deficit target and industrial workers signing up to
non-inflationary agreements.20 But boom conditions in the early 2000s,
driven by a doubling of foreign direct investment in the first half of the
decade and easy credit, relaxed the pressure on unions and employers to curb
pay rises, and rapidly falling unemployment increased workers’ bargaining
power. The lead sector driving growth was construction, as a housing bubble drove reckless overinvestment in new builds, with a consequent boom
in demand for low-skilled labor.21 In these heady circumstances, nominal
wage growth outstripped productivity growth, and the ready availability of
low-skilled jobs sparked both an acceleration of immigration and a decline in
demand for further education.22 As in Italy, the sheltered services sector was
able to exploit buoyant demand conditions to hike prices, limiting real wage
growth despite nominal wages rising faster than productivity.23 Spain’s boom
in consumption was financed by cheap credit and the “wealth effect” of rising
house prices, rather than the growth of real incomes.
In both Spain and Italy, unit labor costs ended up rising rapidly relative
to Germany and the Eurozone average, despite workers making relatively
limited gains in living standards. The available econometric analysis of wage
growth in the Eurozone suggests that our understanding of the reasons for
southern Europe’s loss of competitiveness needs to be refined.24 Although
unit labor costs did rise faster in the Eurozone periphery than in the core
countries, these rising costs did not reflect an unsustainable rise in real wages.
Instead, with the exception of Greece, real wage growth in most of the South
was only out of line compared to Germany, and remained in keeping with
the rest of the Eurozone.25 The ECB’s analysis also reveals that nominal compensation in the industrial sector (the most exposed to competitive pressure)
remained stagnant in Spain and barely increased in Italy.26 So the emerging
imbalances cannot be explained in terms of a simple story of union militancy
and government profligacy. Instead, the largely neglected role of business
elites and other conservative interests needs to enter the equation.

Entrenching a Conservative Coalition: The
Unequal Gains of Monetary Union
The experience of economic reform in southern Europe prior to and after
Monetary Union reveals a paradox. The prospect of euro entry galvanized
southern political leaders and social partners to deploy the standard policy
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tools to address their historic problems of high inflation and periodic
devaluations. Euro entry, ironically, implied the dismantling of the institutional arrangements that had secured low inflation in the run-up to the
euro: a national central bank with a credible threat to raise rates if wages
did not behave, and a government committed to a tight public deficit
target. Joining the euro meant that inflationary price hikes or wage rises
would no longer necessarily elicit a policy response from the monetary
authority.27 Given the weak state of the German economy in the late 1990s
and the first years of the 2000s, ECB policy would not act to restrain inflation in the southern periphery, and adopted what amounted to an aggressively pro-cyclical policy. Not only did this expose the South to a violent
downturn after 2007–2008, it also had major distributional consequences
within southern societies.
As we saw in the previous section, core production workers in southern
Europe did not make significant gains in living standards during the period
of the bubble economy prior to 2008. Neither, contrary to the standard narrative, did the public sector go on an unprecedented spending binge. Instead,
the big winners from the resulting boom were to be found in the sheltered
sectors of the economy: construction, the services sector (retail, transport, leisure, and personal services), and of course the banks. These sectors had every
interest in blocking the kind of reforms that were necessary for the southern European economies to function within the single currency. Ironically,
if the requirements laid down in the Maastricht Treaty had positive effects
on the institutional development of the southern countries in the run-up to
Monetary Union, euro entry itself vitiated or even reversed the progress made
by reinforcing a coalition of protected groups whose interests diverged from
those of the competitive sector of the economy.
The standard narrative of the euro crisis in the political debate, and even
in some academic discussion, has blamed southern European governments
for allowing public spending to grow too quickly, leaving them without any
room for maneuver when the economy crashed in 2008.28 The European
Commission and other international organizations have identified the inefficiency and corruption of the public sector as a key source of the southern
European crisis. The most egregious example of such profligacy was allegedly
Greece, whose long-standing tradition of politicians using public money to
buy electoral support and even enrich themselves led to a “bloated public
sector” and spiraling debt.29 There is plenty of evidence that the public sector in southern Europe is traditionally subject to partisan political interference, with clientelistic patterns of recruitment, corrupt allocation of public
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contracts, and weak accountability a characteristic of all the Mediterranean
democracies.30 But there is no evidence that this constitutes a proximate
cause of the crisis.
A look at the data (Figure 8.2) shows that the southern European countries do not have particularly high public spending, nor did they exploit falling bond yields to increase public spending before the crisis. Whatever the
true extent of clientelism and corruption in the Greek public sector, Greece’s
government expenditure as a share of GDP is in fact lower than the Eurozone
average, and did not show any significant increases until the crisis began in
2007. While Portugal did increase the size of the state after euro entry, the
public sector’s share of the economy in Greece and Italy remained broadly
stable, with a trend over time rather similar to Germany, and Spain’s public
sector actually shrank relative to GDP. Before the crisis wrecked the southern European economies, increasing the relative size of their public sectors as
automatic stabilizers kicked in, government spending was on average considerably lower than in the “virtuous” North.
Neither is there any evidence that southern European governments systematically expanded public employment after monetary union. According
to OECD data, Greece did increase the public sector’s share of employment
between 2000 and 2008 (from 19.3 percent to 20.7 percent), but Italy and
Spain both reduced it.31 The public sector workforce is not, contrary to many
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lazily researched newspaper articles, disproportionately large in these countries. Although the Greek public sector has a higher than average share of
the labor force for the OECD, Norway, Denmark, France, Finland, and
the Netherlands all have higher shares. In Italy and Spain, the public sector workforce is smaller than in the United States or Britain.32 The southern
tradition of clientelism, corruption, and inefficiency may well make public
sector spending less effective in delivering services and redistributing income
than in northern Europe, but that is not in itself a cause of the crisis.
In fact, the accusations of “profligacy” are more accurately directed at the
private sector of the southern European economies. Government indebtedness in the Eurozone has a much stronger correlation with government
revenues than with government spending, and the southern sovereign debt
problem is very obviously a result of the collapse of the tax take in the wake
of the crisis, rather than any reckless increase in spending. As Figure 8.3
shows, the southern countries had significantly reduced their budget deficits
over the 1990s and the early 2000s, and the uptick in government borrowing in Greece and Italy after euro entry was the result of falling tax
revenues, not increased spending. If public spending is lower than the
Eurozone average in southern Europe, this owes a great deal to systematic
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and long-standing difficulties in levying sufficient tax revenue to pay for a
modern state.
Part of the reason that tax revenues swiftly fell off after Monetary Union
is that temporary tax hikes had been a key tool for meeting the convergence
criteria.33 For example, in Italy, Romano Prodi’s government established a
one-off “Europe tax” (contributo straordinario per l’Europa) in 1996, which
would in principle be reimbursed at a later time.34 The South’s history of running high deficits reflected a common difficulty in reconciling the interests
of upper and lower income groups, which tended to be resolved by expanding state spending through borrowing rather than dealing with endemic
tax evasion. Although some reforms to the tax regime were made prior to
euro entry, developments afterward show that these long-standing problems
had not been resolved. The reasons for this are partly structural, but also
political, with center-right parties in particular adopting a relaxed attitude
toward the widespread under-reporting of income by small businesses and
the self-employed.
In Italy, the Berlusconi government exploited the easing of fiscal pressures after euro entry to reward its many supporters in those sectors. With
interest rates on Italian public debt dropping sharply, there was some limited
scope to cut taxes, as Berlusconi had promised in his high-profile “contract
with the Italians,” signed on live TV during the 2001 election campaign.
The promise to introduce just two tax rates (23 percent and 33 percent) did
not come to fruition, but the Berlusconi government did completely abolish
inheritance tax in 2001, and tax evasion increased particularly after 2003,
breaking a downward trend established under the Prodi governments of
the late 1990s.35 As a result, Italy’s primary surplus declined steadily after
2000, although the falling cost of debt servicing allowed the headline deficit figure to remain within the European Commission’s 3 percent limit.
Strikingly, the brief return to office of Romano Prodi’s center-left coalition in 2006–2007 sparked a dramatic increase in tax receipts as business
owners and self-employed professionals reported higher incomes in anticipation of a tougher approach by the revenue services. The highly politicized nature of tax collection was revealed in a high-profile spat between
Finance Minister Vincenzo Visco and the head of the tax police (Guardia
di Finanza), Generale Roberto Speciale, who won election to parliament for
Berlusconi’s center-right after being fired by Visco.36 On Visco’s last day in
office in 2008, the Italian revenue service (Agenzia delle Entrate) published
all that year’s tax returns online, an exercise in transparency that lasted less
than 24 hours.37
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The problem of tax evasion is related to industrial structure: southern
Europe has the highest proportion of businesses with less than 10 workers in
the Eurozone, many of which are family concerns operating in the sheltered
sector of the economy (shops, bars, restaurants, transport services, pharmacies, self-employed artisans and tradespeople).38 Monitoring tax compliance
for large numbers of small units is more difficult than in economies with
more large companies, and small businesses are concentrated in the sectors
more prone to operating outside the formal economy (such as construction
and tourism). This diffusion of tax evasion opportunities across broad sectors
of the population creates a solid political constituency against a more rigorous and progressive tax collection regime, both through the electoral weight
of the numerous small business owners and the self-employed, and through
the lobbying of well-organized trade associations.
This anti-tax coalition is oriented toward the center-right and reflects
both social and cultural traditions and deliberate political strategies deployed
by the conservative, and mostly authoritarian, political elites that governed
across southern Europe in the postwar period. In Italy this involved the
hegemonic Christian Democrats acting to develop and preserve an urban
petty bourgeoisie, which could act as a reliable support base as the numbers
of rural smallholders declined.39 Formal and informal fiscal incentives and a
protective system of regulation (for example, restrictions of the size of retail
spaces or the number of pharmacies owned by the same company) nurtured
a growing social class of self-employed workers and owners of small family
businesses. In Spain, the Franco dictatorship’s protectionist policies also
encouraged the development of small businesses.40 This industrial culture of
small, family-based firms mixed with large, historically state-owned enterprises is common across southern Europe, and is closely linked to the reluctance of center-right parties in southern Europe to embrace market reforms
that would expose small firms to greater competition and promote economies
of scale.
The transition to the new currency proved lucrative to many small businesses in the southern European service sector, including the retail sector,
which in some cases was able to exploit citizens’ confusion over the conversion to the euro to trigger dramatic rises in some product markets with limited competition.41 Southern European inflation rates ran ahead of earnings
growth, and the gains for small retail concerns and other small businesses
operating in sheltered and heavily regulated markets had significant redistributive consequences, enhancing rents for key supporters of center-right
parties while reducing purchasing power for salaried workers, who tended
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to vote for the center-left. By enhancing price competition in the industrial
sector, but maintaining much of the protectionism enjoyed by small-scale service sector actors, euro membership shifted the balance of power within the
southern European political economy away from salaried employees and in
favor of small business owners and the self-employed.
One area where the euro bubble produced some spectacular gains was in
construction and real estate. Spain’s housing boom saw prices peak in 2008
at almost twice their 2000 level in real terms, while even in Italy, which did
not enjoy significant economic growth in the 2000s, house prices were up
50 percent at their peak.42 High levels of home ownership in southern Europe
meant that the resulting wealth effect was spread across broad sectors of the
population, which in Spain had a dramatic effect on consumer confidence
and in Italy mitigated the effects of slow economic growth. Politically, the
housing boom empowered the real estate and construction industries and
deepened their (often corrupt) connections to political representatives, particularly local councilors who had control over planning and zoning decisions, and political nominees in regional banks (the Cajas in Spain and the
Fondazioni Bancarie in Italy).43
The political implications of the construction boom demonstrated that
rather than eliminating the traditional practices of clientelism and corruption, the restrictions placed on public spending growth by EMU simply
displaced the corruption to new areas. Opportunities to hire partisan supporters to public positions were reduced (except to some extent in Greece), but
political parties shifted their attention to the corrupt allocation of planning
decisions and building permits and the manipulation of public contracts in
growing areas such as healthcare and care for the elderly to generate financial
resources and political support. In Italy major scandals relating to planning
permissions affected the center-left leadership of the Milan province, while
corruption in the healthcare sector incriminated the center-left leadership in
Abruzzo and the center-right in Lazio. In Spain various scandals relating to
construction and planning decisions affected major regions such as Valencia
and Madrid in particular. Unlike in the case of traditional clientelism and
patronage, these new forms of corruption involved a sharing of rents between
party politicians in the public sector and private sector companies.
New forms of corruption and rent seeking also appeared through the
privatization process and the increasing resort to private provision of public services. Privatized utilities in southern Europe were sufficiently weakly
regulated as to allow energy prices to soar,44 bringing vast profits to favored
investors. The four southern European countries had the highest natural gas
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prices after Sweden and Denmark, while Italy, Spain, and Portugal were all
in the top seven EU countries for electricity prices.45 Regulatory inadequacies
reduced disposable income for consumers while generating outsized profits
for private or semi-private energy companies, which in many cases became
major players in the financial system. Similarly, privatization opened up
opportunities for major private sector investors to take on profitable activities
that were often natural monopolies or were protected by state guarantees, for
example the Benetton group’s acquisition of the Italian Motorway network
on terms that some analysts consider excessively generous.46
In sum, euro membership proved profitable to a broad set of well-connected
and politically mobilized interests that could resist reforms or manipulate the
new situation to their benefit. Contrary to the dominant narrative, unionized workers and public sector employees—the classic labor movement
“insiders”—were not the big winners of southern Europe’s participation in
EMU. Instead, groups associated with conservative political forces, such as
government-regulated industries in the sheltered sector of the economy and,
more broadly, the small business and self-employed sector, were particularly well placed to ride the boom. When boom turned to bust, policy was
refracted through this same power structure.

The Crisis: Guess Who Pays?
In much the same way as the EU response to the crisis in the South has
been macroeconomically pro-cyclical, the ramifications of austerity have
also tended to reinforce the social and political inequalities that emerged in
the euro era. Although there has been a mix of center-left and center-right
political forces in power across southern Europe in the period since the crisis
began, the overriding imperative of deficit reduction through fiscal tightening and the absence of available monetary levers at the national level have
meant that policy has been little affected by the electoral process. However,
EU interventions, by focusing on short-term deficit reduction and shoring up
the financial system, have penalized vulnerable groups, which gained little
from the bubble dynamics of the early euro era, and the social stress resulting from austerity is generating serious threats to the medium-term political
stability of the region.
The choice for austerity, almost by definition, has regressive distributive
consequences. Bailing out investors on the one hand while holding down
government spending on the other will, all else equal, favor the wealthy at
the expense of middle and lower income groups. In southern Europe, these
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expectations are borne out by the emerging data on the effects of austerity policies: between 2008 and 2011, the Eurostat poverty rate grew from
18.3 percent to 20.7 percent in Italy, from 18.5 percent to 22.9 percent in
Greece, and leapt from 15.9 percent to 21 percent in Spain.47 Even more
dramatic is the increase in unemployment (2008–2013), from 6.7 percent
to 12.2 percent in Italy, 8.5 percent to 16.5 percent in Portugal, 7.7 percent
to 27.3 percent in Greece, and 11.3 percent to 26.1 percent in Spain.48 Not
surprisingly, this has driven down wages, one of the stated objectives of the
fiscal adjustment demanded by the Troika: real wages dropped 20 percent in
Greece, 10 percent in Portugal, 6 percent in Spain, and 2.5 percent in Italy
between 2010 and 2012.49 At the same time, EU help has been directed at
shoring up the value of government bonds issued by Greece and Portugal, or
directly aiding insolvent banks in the case of Spain.
The EU’s policy response has therefore piled the burden of Eurozone
adjustment not only on the southern European countries themselves, but it
has also defined in large part how that burden would be distributed internally. By bailing out states and financial institutions and intervening to shore
up bond markets, the European institutions offered massive assistance to the
holders of southern European financial assets, and the majority of the benefits went to wealthy interests in the southern European countries themselves,
as well as the northern European banks that were exposed to southern debt.
At the same time, the policy demands made by the Troika in exchange for
financial assistance have mainly penalized wage earners, public employees,
and welfare recipients. This approach is in turn driven by the preference for
austerity of the German government, the result of Germany’s own particular
trajectory of stagnation and then recovery since reunification (see Chapter 6
of this volume).
The various memoranda outlining necessary measures as conditions
for bailouts paint a picture of the type of economy that EU leaders wish to
emerge in southern Europe. Despite the relatively low share of state spending
as a share of GDP and the restricted scope of the welfare state in southern
Europe, EU conditionality seeks to pare back welfare provision, focusing
particularly on the retrenchment of the most developed dimension of social
spending in the region: pensions. There are good reasons for adjusting pensions arrangements in southern Europe, in particular given the unfavorable
demographics of the southern societies, but the focus on the “sustainability” of the pensions system fails to consider the role that retirees’ incomes
have in supporting the younger generations, who are less well served by welfare arrangements.50 Cutting pensions, often presented as a way of securing
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inter-generational equity, in fact exposes citizens of all ages to increased economic risk,51 particularly since the European leadership has placed far less
emphasis on the expansion of welfare provision for the young, and the deficit
reduction requirement makes any increase in spending impossible.
A second major plank of the EU reform drive is to dismantle collective
bargaining arrangements.52 Despite the success of centralized wage deals in
curbing labor costs in Germany and other northern European countries,
European policymakers insist that decentralization of bargaining to the firm
or individual level is the right approach for southern Europe. This dovetails
with a long-standing policy priority of the political right in the southern
countries, with the abolition of reinstatement rights in Italy (the famous
Articolo 18 of the Labor Code) and the reduction of high dismissal compensation in Spain having been attempted several times before the crisis. Thus the
Monti government in Italy made labor market reform a priority, and passed
a law that, albeit in a rather ambiguous fashion, sought to increase flexibility
in dismissals.53 In Spain the Rajoy government, freed by its large majority of
the need to negotiate with other parties, imposed an apparently more severe
reform, which aimed to facilitate a shift toward company-level bargaining
at the expense of national and regional agreements.54 The common pattern
across southern Europe has been to undermine collective agreements in favor
of a more decentralized, market-driven set of arrangements, under explicit
pressure from the European institutions.55
The choice for internal devaluation and fiscal austerity as the main
response to southern Europe’s crisis has marked political and social consequences for the debtor countries. It imposes quite clearly a more liberal set
of economic and welfare institutions, and uses the financial vulnerability of
the southern countries as a battering ram to force through reforms that have
long been urged upon them, but which have met sustained resistance in the
past. These reforms favor financial and business interests in the South, at the
expense of middle and lower income groups. The so-called “insiders” often
blamed for the crisis—stably employed and unionized industrial and public
sector workers—have been handed the bill for the crisis, provoked almost
entirely by circumstances outside of their control, and from which they did
not noticeably benefit. While European structural reform demands have
included product market as well as labor market reform, the latter has clearly
been the priority, while rent-seeking Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
(SMEs) in the sheltered economy have largely been let off the hook. The
final section of this chapter assesses the political reactions to these policies in
southern European societies.
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The Political Response: Populism
versus Technocracy
Southern Europe’s experience of the crisis amounts to a major social and
political experiment. No member state has faced such a sustained economic
downturn in the history of the European integration process, and the only
comparable case of prolonged economic contraction on the continent is the
unpromising case of the 1930s, which put a brutal end to the first democratic
experiences of Germany and Spain. Adding to the mix is the relative youth
of the democratic regimes established in the 1970s in Greece, Portugal, and
Spain, and the turbulent history of democracy in Italy, which experienced a
sustained wave of political violence from the late 1960s until the mid-1980s.
The choice for austerity constitutes a “crucial case” to test Barry Eichengreen’s
thesis that internal devaluation is incompatible with democratic rule.56
The political consequences of the crisis so far suggest that Eichengreen
is right. Since the crisis began, all the parties of government in southern
Europe have been defeated and non-traditional political movements have
gained new electoral opportunities. If we take the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy as the starting point of the crisis, there have been seven elections
in the four southern European countries, of which five have resulted in
changes of government (and one was a repeat election held in Greece under
a caretaker administration). Table 8.1 shows that incumbents have not only
tended to lose power, but have also suffered major (and at times spectacular)
declines in electoral support, and that in some cases all the mainstream parties have been collectively penalized by frustrated voters, leading to surges
in support for new or previously marginal political parties. The success of
populist and other non-mainstream parties across Europe in the May 2014
elections for a new European Parliament shows that this development is not
just confined to the South.
The main victims of austerity have been the parties of the center-left that
governed in Greece, Portugal, and Spain when the crisis hit. The Portuguese
and Spanish socialist parties (PS and PSOE), both of which were in government through the pre-crisis years, suffered serious defeats: the PS in Portugal
dropped from 45 percent of the vote in 2005 to 28.1 percent in 2011, while
the PSOE in Spain dropped from 43.9 percent in 2008 to just 28.8 percent
in 2011, in the space of only one legislature. The Greek socialists (PASOK),
who returned to power in 2009 with 43.9 percent of the vote, were reduced to
12.3 percent just three years and two elections later. Even the Italian center-left
Democratic Party (PD), in opposition for most of the 2008–2013 parliament,
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Table 8.1 Electoral Change and Government Turnover in
Southern Europe, 2008–2013
Election

Portugal 2009
Greece 2009
Portugal 2011
Spain 2011
Greece May 2012
Greece June 2012
Italy 2013

Government
Turnover

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Change in
Incumbent Vote
Share
–8.4%
–8.4%
–8.5%
–15.1%
–30.7%
–0.9%
–16%

New
Entrants’
Vote
Share
0
0
0
1.8%
13.1%
0
25.5%

managed to lose 8 percent of the vote, while Berlusconi’s People of Freedom
party, the incumbent government until a year earlier, lost 16 percent. In short,
the mainstream political parties that have articulated governing coalitions
for decades have suffered historic defeats, opening up a political vacuum.
Into this vacuum have rushed two entirely contradictory political forces.
On the one hand, the near impossibility for professional politicians of winning elections while approving austerity measures brought recourse to governments of technocrats in Greece and Italy. The Papademos government of
national unity in Greece in 2011–2012, and the Monti government in Italy
in 2011–2013, represented a doomed attempt by the Troika to impose its
preferred policies by legislative fiat, bypassing the normal democratic channel of inter-party competition for power. Both men represented the kind
of pro-market and pro-business mindset preferred by the Troika institutions: Papademos an MIT-trained academic economist and central banker,
Monti a Bocconi-trained academic economist and twice former European
Commissioner. The brief and unstable tenure of these governments, subject
to the maneuverings of political parties concerned over the electoral fallout
from austerity measures, proved technocracy to be little more than an emergency measure to secure short-term objectives.
The failure of both technocratic and partisan governments to end the crisis, and the obvious curtailment of national sovereignty resulting from the
various bailout arrangements, opened up a political space for new political
forces opposed both to the austerity measures and to the existing political
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elites. The established parties’ shared adherence to the austerity program
highlighted the lack of real political competition and exposed the collusive
behavior of the main political leaders.57 In Greece and Italy, the experience of
technocracy coincided with an acute crisis of popularity for the mainstream
parties, and the rapid rise of new political forces, which expressed resentment
toward the “political class” and hostility to the austerity program. The collapse of the PASOK vote corresponded to the remarkable rise of the more
populist left party Syriza, which opposed the austerity measures and expressed
skepticism toward the European institutions, while on the extreme-right the
neo-Nazi party Golden Dawn leapt from almost nothing to 7 percent of
the vote. The current pro-austerity coalition in parliament, comprising the
conservative New Democracy (ND), what is left of PASOK, and one further
minor party, has less than 50 percent of the vote and is only able to sustain a
government because of the 50 bonus seats allocated to ND as the largest party
under Greece’s semi-majoritarian electoral law. The parties of this governing
coalition won only 31 percent of the vote in the 2014 European Parliament
elections, in which Syriza was the largest party with 27 percent, and the
neo-Nazi Golden Dawn came in third—ahead of PASOK—with 9 percent.
The Greek party system, relatively stable until 2009, is increasingly polarized
and unable to generate cohesive governments.
In Italy the Monti government ended with the scheduled election held
in the spring of 2013, which the center-left opposition party, the PD, was
widely tipped to win. Monti himself decided to stand for election at the
head of a centrist coalition led by a small Christian Democratic party with
strong backing from the employers’ federation Confindustria. The result of
the election confirmed how unimpressed Italian voters were with the austerity measures pushed through by the technocrats. Monti’s coalition won
a disappointing 10.5 percent, and the PD, which had enthusiastically supported Monti’s administration, failed to win its expected overall majority,
polling 3.5 million fewer votes than in its defeat to Berlusconi in 2008. The
big winners of the 2013 election were the Five Stars Movement (M5S), led by
comedian Beppe Grillo, standing for the first time in a national election. The
M5S won 8.7 million votes to become the largest single party in the Italian
parliament (more than the PD, although the center-left coalition collectively
emerged as the largest political force). The PD’s disappointing performance
led to an internal coup as Matteo Renzi, the rising star of the party’s more
centrist wing, took over first the leadership and then the prime minister’s
office, subsequently polling an impressive 40 percent of the vote in the May
2014 European elections.
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The M5S and Syriza represent dramatic upheavals in their respective
countries’ party systems. Though the stability of European electoral politics
has declined over the past two decades and new parties have been more and
more successful in many countries, the speed with which these parties have
grown, conquering more than a quarter of the vote in the space of less than
five years, is almost unheard of in recent electoral history. Both parties have
latched onto popular resentment over the way in which the crisis is being
managed and in diverse ways have challenged the pro-euro mainstream consensus. The M5S has played an ambiguous game on austerity and the euro,
but has talked openly about debt restructuring and has promised a referendum on the euro in its 2013 election campaign.58 Syriza, on the other hand,
has remained committed to the euro, but opposed to the austerity measures
imposed by the Troika.59 Both parties express popular frustration at the lack
of open political debate and competition between the established party elites.
The rise of Matteo Renzi, while helping revive one of the mainstream parties, is also a sign of political change. Not only has he introduced a very new
“Americanized” style of leadership to Italy, he has also begun to challenge the
“austerian” approach of the European Union to managing the crisis.
In Spain and Portugal, party system change has been less dramatic, but
the mainstream parties are still shedding support. In the Spanish case, the
most destabilizing development is at the territorial level, with the Catalan
nationalist movement’s shift toward a pro-independence strategy. Catalonia
represents one-fifth of Spanish GDP and is its fourth richest region in per
capita terms. Catalan independence is vehemently opposed by the main
Spanish political parties, and there is at present no constitutional mechanism for secession to take place. However, surveys suggest that the referendum on independence promised by the Catalan governing parties could
possibly deliver a majority for leaving Spain.60 At the same time, the most
successful new party in recent elections, the UPyD, led by former Basque
Socialist Rosa Díez, uses a strong anti-regionalist discourse, suggesting a
radicalization of the sensitive territorial debate in Spain. The 2014 European
elections saw the emergence of an entirely new left party, Podemos, led by
a Madrid university professor and talk-show host, which was formed only
three months before the poll but managed to win 8 percent of the vote.
Alongside the impressive 10 percent won by Spain’s historic left party
Izquierda Unida, this amounts to a major signal of popular impatience with
the performance of the two largest parties, the PP and PSOE, who between
them lost the support of almost a third of the Spanish electorate since the
2009 European vote.
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These developments pose a very obvious threat to the EU leadership’s
strategy for dealing with the southern European crisis. The failure of technocracy to provide a sustainable route to imposing internal devaluation leaves
the electoral route as the only one available. Yet southern European voters are
increasingly reluctant to vote for the reliably pro-European parties that have
dominated their party systems ever since the 1980s, and the socialist parties,
the key to integrating the working class into a neoliberal economic framework, have suffered the most serious declines in support. By forcing established national political elites to implement painful austerity measures, which
have led to further economic collapse, the EU leadership is running the risk
of destroying the political forces that have articulated support for European
integration and liberalizing reforms in southern Europe.61 Moreover, the
austerity measures have undermined support for the European Union in the
South, with only 33 percent of Greeks and 46 percent of Spaniards having a
favorable view of the EU in 2013.62
The depth of the crisis is placing the democratic institutions at the
member-state level, as well as the relations between the member states and
the European Union, under unprecedented strain. Although there have been
wide and varied grassroots protests against austerity, particularly in Greece
and Spain, popular frustration has so far been largely articulated through
formal democratic channels. One safety valve is the opportunity of migration, which enables many younger, and particularly better educated, southern
Europeans to exercise an “exit” option rather than remain and seek to force
change through “voice.”63 This, of course, exacerbates existing demographic
imbalances in southern Europe, subtracting the most productive citizens and
increasing the relative size of the dependent population. But with unemployment hitting two-thirds of Greeks under 25 years of age, opportunities for
migration may prove the best defense against political instability and even
democratic collapse.

Conclusion
The debt crisis in southern Europe is first and foremost a particular regional
manifestation of the broader global economic crisis that began with the
unwinding of an over-leveraged global financial system in 2007, and has been
magnified and intensified by the institutional failings of Europe’s Economic
and Monetary Union. Yet the response to the crisis has focused on the perceived policy errors and historical institutional weaknesses of the southern
European states themselves, with a contractionary fiscal policy prescribed
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as the main remedy. This response has not only decimated the southern
European economies by adding a deliberate squeeze in demand to an exogenous demand shock, it also has eaten away at the principal mechanisms for
channeling popular participation through democratic institutions: the political parties.
This constitutes a major natural experiment with very high stakes. There
is no historical precedent for adjustment on this scale in a democratic context, and the current approach is counting on southern European citizens
maintaining an unwavering commitment to the euro to justify years of sacrifice with no end in sight. Even in the best-case scenario, living standards are
unlikely to recover in the short term, casting doubt over the sustainability of
popular acceptance of the single currency and its institutions. But worse, the
current policy mix appears doomed to failure. Italy, carrying a public debt of
over 130 percent and with very low average growth since euro entry in 1999,
will be unable to sustainably service its debt burden, even with ECB help,
unless growth returns. Yet the austerity policies imposed from Brussels and
Frankfurt make such growth highly improbable, even in the unlikely scenario
of Italy implementing all the recommended structural reforms. In sum, countries such as Italy are being invited to stagnate for the indefinite future, while
implementing unpopular policies imposed upon them by largely unelected
supranational institutions. Not surprisingly, as soon as a credible politician
with popular support has emerged, as in the case of Matteo Renzi in Italy, his
first move has been to question the constraints of the Fiscal Compact.
Europe is engaged in a major gamble, and the elections held since the crisis began have brought major transformations to what were relatively settled
patterns of citizen representation and party competition in southern Europe.
The lack of concern for the electoral process reflects an approach to the political economy in which democratic accountability takes second place to the
nebulous notions of investor confidence and credible policy commitments.
Bypassing the democratic process is presented as a necessary part of the cure
for southern Europe’s economic malaise, so that the verdict of the market and
the policies of the experts can take center stage in the policy process, overriding citizen demands for social protection.
The success of this strategy rides on whether the European Union’s leaders have correctly assessed the southern European electorates’ patience and
endurance. Needless to say, the collapse of political authority that could result
from prolonging the squeeze on the southern European economies threatens
the euro project itself. Greece, Italy, Spain, and Portugal constitute a third
of Eurozone GDP, and their departure would mean the end of the euro as it
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has been imagined until now. Such an outcome remains unlikely, and current Eurozone policy assumes that southern Europeans will do “whatever it
takes” to stay in the Eurozone, as their remarkable resilience in the face of a
catastrophic and abrupt drop in living standards suggests. But the evidence
of a sharp decline in pro-European sentiment, as well as the tenuous grip on
government power of pro-European political forces across the four countries, cautions that this assumption will be tested to the limit in the coming
years. In the absence of a compelling economic rationale for a single currency
covering the entire European Union, the euro has always been an essentially
political project. Yet, the current crisis is not only undermining the euro,
but also the European Union more broadly, encouraging the emergence or
strengthening of anti-EU forces and weakening the commitment to the EU
not only in the struggling periphery, but also in the bailout-fatigued core.
The European project of ever closer union, in which each step toward integration begets further reforms, may have run into the buffers. The founders of
monetary union may come to regret pinning the future of Europe to a now
discredited economic dogma.
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Europe’s New German Problem
The Timing of Politics and the Politics
of Timing
Wade Jacoby
It’s humiliating that, for the last four years, it has seemed
somehow unclear whether the German government’s
stance on Greece differs significantly from the slogans
printed in the tabloid newspaper Bild.
Ullr ich Fichtner

Introduction
This chapter is the first of four in this volume specifically addressing the
future of the euro.1 It uses Germany as a prism for the discussion about what
might be done next to bolster the euro. Researching the future—always a
challenging task—is made harder when multiple state actors contend for
prominence on the basis of shifting coalitions at home, all while interacting at an international level. That said, almost everyone accepts that German
choices will play the central role in the path ultimately chosen. This chapter
thus foregrounds Germany’s role in shaping the way ahead, and it does so
through an explicitly political framework focused primarily on the electoral
implausibility of an alternative German policy course. In so doing, it endorses
the broad themes of the volume: that unsolved political issues leave the euro’s
future “in doubt” and that Germany’s leadership has aimed to prevent a full
meltdown of the common currency while using the crisis as leverage to oblige
structural reforms that it deems essential.
Any discussion about that way ahead presumes some effort to understand
how we got where we are. Much analysis of Germany’s behavior during the
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slow motion unraveling and very partial repair of the Eurozone has dwelled
on the perplexities of Germany’s modest response to a crisis of frightening
proportions. Why has the biggest state so often had the smallest imagination?
When not being charged with economic illiteracy2 or a sadistic streak,3 the
general explanation for Germany’s conservative, cautious, and incrementalist
policies generally have been either ideological—with a heavy emphasis on the
importance of ordoliberal thought4—or institutional—with the emphasis
on ministerial prerogatives, federalist veto points, or active checks from the
Constitutional Court.5
This chapter adds an electoral dimension to Germany’s policy responses.
Indeed, while almost nobody abroad is happy with German policy, almost
nobody at home has been upset with it. Angela Merkel easily won her 2013
re-election bid over an opponent who offered little substantive alternative when it came to policy toward Europe and who is, in any event, now
her coalition partner with an agreement that explicitly rules out debt mutualization. But this chapter goes beyond considering merely “what voters
want.” For here, as so often, they want many things all at once. German voters overwhelmingly wish to stick with the euro (about 2:1 in summer 2013),
but they also support other policies—particularly austerity—that leave the
euro highly vulnerable. Rather than merely stressing the obvious point that
German voters are conflicted and confused, this chapter injects an element
of “time” into what are too often otherwise static considerations of German
policy. A focus on time and timing builds on a robust research agenda but
one that has tended to emphasize day-to-day policymaking—especially at the
EU level—rather than the exceptional and even crisis-driven considerations
affected by timing.6
Yet timing has mattered greatly in these exceptional circumstances
brought on by the euro crisis. Accordingly, this chapter considers both
the “timing of politics” and the “politics of timing” under extraordinary
decision-making pressure. In the former consideration, while German policymakers accept the need for a massive intervention in sovereign bond markets
of other Eurozone members, they want to pick the optimal time of intervention to maximize the efforts of private actors and deter public and private
behavior that might require more bailouts in the future. Their central focus
is on moral hazard,7 and their aim is that their political priority—to save the
euro—comes at the “right” time and not so early that policy mistakes remain
uncorrected. In the latter consideration, a concern about the “politics of
timing” means that German elites also feel they cannot intervene until they
have properly prepared their voters. However, by the time elites have sold to
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voters a bailout of a certain envisioned size, the problem has grown larger,
such that the envisioned remedy is no longer adequate to the job. Here, the
elite focus is centrally on the legitimacy of their policy choices.
Adding to the difficulty, if one focuses primarily on the timing of politics, then patience is a virtue, and elites should wait and minimize future
moral hazard concerns. If one focuses primarily on the politics of timing,
however, then patience is a vice, as windows of opportunity for stemming the
crisis slam shut, one after another. The broad point of the chapter is that the
first concern—to avoid cementing an unwise policy status quo in troubled
Eurozone states—has consistently won out over the second—to stem the crisis of confidence in the euro.8
The argument of this chapter proceeds in three interrelated steps. First,
a fundamental and still very much unsolved problem in the European economy consists of imbalances in both trade flows9 and financial markets.10
Second, while these imbalances contributed to the crisis in the Eurozone,
their resolution—such as it is—has depended primarily on adjustment in
the peripheral countries. Meanwhile, Germany, having benefited once as the
imbalances accumulated, has benefited again from their subsequent consequences, including the “flight to safety.” I call this “Germany’s exorbitant
privilege.”11 Together, these benefits create conflicting pressures. On the
one hand, there is a strong bias toward the status quo that has benefited
Germany so handsomely. On the other hand, there is a clear recognition
that others in Europe are struggling and that the euro, and its benefits to
Germany, are in danger. Germany resolves this dilemma by innovation on
the institutions of euro area governance, flanked with a ferocious defense
of fiscal austerity and structural reforms. An implication of this is that
Germany’s exorbitant privilege has helped prevent the rise of an alternative
discourse and justified policies that suppress growth in other states. Third,
with the taming of the German boom and a 2013 election that strengthened
the status quo on Germany’s European policy, we have reached an impasse.12
Yet this impasse cannot be stable: Germany cannot run a persistent trade
surplus, avoid meaningful fiscal transfers, and still have a monetary policy
with an independent central bank and a “no bailout” policy.13

Do Something!
Germany is beset on all sides by those who would have it “do something!” The
exhortations began with heads of government in Europe’s Mediterranean
periphery, and extended to Hungary’s socialist prime minister in 2009,14
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Poland’s liberal foreign minister in 2011,15 the US president,16 the Italian
prime minister, and the European Central Bank (ECB) president in 2012,17
the European Commissioner for financial matters in 2013,18 and the US
Treasury and European Commissioner (again) in 2014.19 Some of this criticism is also present in the domestic debate. For example, in April 2010, Joschka
Fischer’s Düsseldorf speech lamented Germany’s waiting on International
Monetary Fund (IMF) approval before assisting Greece. Fischer paraphrased
Heine: “Denk ich an [Europa] in der Nacht, bin ich um den Schlaf gebracht.”20
Vaclav Klaus, a very different politician, expressed in Berlin the next day a
similar concern about German dithering. Helmut Schmidt’s 2012 Parteitag
speech blasted the German government for not noticing or not caring that its
policies were tearing Europe apart.21 Thus, there has been concern across the
political spectrum, the European continent, and even the Atlantic.
As they have been in the crosshairs of these complaints, one can forgive the
Germans for feeling wounded and defensive.22 Most obviously, Germany has
done “some things.” Many scholars show Germany has done at least an average amount on the fiscal side compared to the rest of the member countries of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),23
especially when compared to a rhetorically activist but fiscally constrained
France.24 Moreover, essentially non-stop summitry between spring 2010
and summer 2012 left an impression in the minds of many German voters of
well-nigh frenetic German activity.
It is, however, hard to say exactly what Germany has done. Partly, this is
down to the proclivity for European leaders to “repackage” what they had
already pledged in prior discussions. This criticism can certainly be leveled at
the lengthy search for a new set of fiscal rules for the Eurozone states, but it
also applies to the emergency bailout packages negotiated to date. For months
on end, each summit ground out new pledges that, upon closer inspection,
were composed substantially of old pledges.25
Voters are confused. Estimates of the size of German commitments vary
wildly. As an intermediate starting point, one could look at the 190 billion euro
figure cited by the German Constitutional Court in its decision to allow the
European Stability Mechanism.26 On the other hand, by stressing Germany’s
TARGET2 liabilities of around 600 billion euro, Hans-Werner Sinn once
claimed German exposure amounted to 1 trillion euro.27 Subsequent and
regular revisions resulted in a general lowering of these estimates by his
institute, such that they were pegged at 541 billion euro in June 2014.28 Yet
since Germany’s primary tool has been loans rather than grants and since the
loans—apart from bilateral loans to Greece of 53 billion euro in 2010—have
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all been raised on the markets, it is hard to know what Germany’s true exposure has been. In mid-2012, Business Week reported that only about 15 billion
of Greece’s 340 billion euro in loans came from Germany, though other sums
did come from international organizations that Germany is party to, including the EU and the IMF.29 At the extreme, some have argued that none of
the “northern” European states has paid a single euro in aid through 2013.30
With voters understandably anxious and confused, German policy elites
confront European economic problems with several broad and generally
reasonable (though not always explicit) assumptions in place: (1) Germany
must help because it is the indispensable nation in addressing Europe’s
economic woes; (2) Germany’s own economic and leadership capacities are
finite; (3) Germany itself could be damaged by ill-designed rescue efforts;
(4) German voters can be made to understand the first point—Germany is
indispensable for crisis resolution—only if it is reassured that the government
understands the second and third points. In simple terms, the logic—shared
across wide swaths of the German elite—can be encapsulated in these four
ideas: Germany can do some important things. It cannot do everything. The
rescue cannot be allowed to mortally damage the rescuer. Whatever Germany
does must bear public scrutiny. The next section shows how these apparently
sensible parameters have buttressed a reform argument that cannot work.

The Imbalances Problem
Mark Blyth has shown that in both the United States and Europe, a quintessentially private banking crisis has been rhetorically transformed into a crisis
of “public” debt.31 In an analogous but also complementary fashion, Europe
has seen its substantial current account imbalances—again, phenomena that
have their primary roots in private consumption and savings choices—recast
as crises brought about almost exclusively by faulty political choices, whether
of levels of government consumption or improper regulatory coddling of
inefficient private producers. No country has done more than Germany to
promulgate this understanding of the enduring economic misery in Europe.
Debate in the German Bundestag continually invokes the Greek case as
exemplary of all the troubled Eurozone states (see below). This understanding justifies a view that German advice must be followed before German
money can do any good. At the same time, German officials have been eager
to downplay new and more sober limits on financing current account imbalances as an independent source of stagnation.32 This section of the chapter
explores the implications of Germany’s strong and sustained trade surpluses
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for the politics of crisis resolution—implications that are likely to persist in
some fashion going forward. On the “strong and sustained” claim, there can
be little doubt. By “sustained,” I mean primarily that Germany has run a
goods surplus every single year since 1951; by “strong,” I mean that this surplus
was below 2 percent of GDP in only five years since 1950 and has been as high
as 8 percent.33
The basic idea behind this “imbalances problem” is relatively straightforward and, by now, well understood: as global liquidity increased at the beginning of the first decade of the 2000s, a significant amount flowed to Spain,
Ireland, Greece, Portugal, and other states where, despite rapid convergence
in interest rates with Germany and others, somewhat higher yields were
available.34 These capital inflows contributed to strong asset bubbles (Spain,
Ireland), surging demand (Italy, Greece, Bulgaria), or both (Estonia, Latvia,
Portugal).35 They also created permissive space for steady rises in unit labor
costs, even as Germany’s stayed flat.36 As competitiveness eroded in these
states, current accounts went heavily into deficit, which required additional
capital inflow.37 Meanwhile, Germany’s deep strength in high-quality manufacturing goods whose purchase was enabled by such liquidity provision led
to sustained export booms in several manufacturing sectors.38 As loose monetary policy in the US and Europe boosted liquidity, initial German advantages in intra-European competitiveness were magnified, while the fruits of
that competitiveness were recycled back into those countries requiring higher
financing to sustain growing levels of consumption.39
As noted, German officials resolutely deny that the surpluses of German
manufacturing are a cause of the buildup of debt in the European economies.40 There are two important consequences of the German denial that its
permanent surpluses are a problem. The first is that it tends to lead German
officials to overestimate the potential of their alternative solutions in substantive terms. The second is that it leaves Germans deeply uncertain about the
timing of reforms in procedural terms. Again, these problems are quite novel
and do not fit easily into the theoretical discourse shaped by what we might
think of as the “normal” timing challenges associated with the persistent lack
of synchronization among the treaty mandates of the European Commission,
Council, and Parliament.41
In substantive terms, successive German governments have had an interest in maintaining the narrative that the euro crisis is one of public debt
since the alternative interpretation—that it is driven in substantial ways
by underlying trade imbalances—suggests that Germany may have to bear
more of the burden of adjustment.42 Since trade deficits generally have to
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be financed by private debt, the alternative narrative opens Germany to the
charge that it is private debt, not public debt, that most determines the problems in the Eurozone. This is why debates in the German Bundestag contain
constant references to Greece—where the narrative of public profligacy is
easier to substantiate—and few references to Spain, which had low debt-toGDP levels and was running a 4 percent budget surplus at the onset of the
crisis.43 If Greece did not exist, the old CDU-FDP coalition would have had
to invent it, as it plays the essential rhetorical purpose in their joint crisis
narrative. Indeed, in a way, the populist Bild Zeitung has already “invented”
a Greece that consists almost exclusively of corrupt public officials and a
private sector awaiting its early retirement. As German journalist Ullrich
Fichtner wryly notes in this chapter’s epigraph, it sometimes can be hard to
tell in what ways Berlin’s official position differs.
In addition to public debt, the German government also stresses a substantial competitiveness gap between Germany and others. This gap is said
to result from unrealized structural reforms in the weaker countries, and
the German government routinely references prior German reforms as a
positive model. Yet Germany’s own experience with structural reform in
the pre-2008 boom period is likely to be an exceptionally poor guide to
such reform during the post-2008 bust.44 It is far easier to undertake structural reforms at a time when trading partners experience surges of growth
since painful dislocations are quickly compensated by new employment.
Moreover, the major German reforms prior to 2005 were accompanied not
by state austerity but instead were conducted in a period in which Germany
was breaking the Stability and Growth Pact rules, with deficit levels well
above 3 percent. German voters seem to elide both of these facts—first, that
structural reform paid faster dividends when regional growth was strong,
and second, that such reforms were not accompanied by austerity but indeed
by its opposite. Certainly, Germans have limited appetite for cutting government spending at home. In a 2013 Pew poll, German respondents were
second only to Swedish ones in approving current levels of their government’s spending.45 This is good news insofar as Germany is not practicing
even more extreme levels of austerity, but it tends to make Germans appear
hypocritical in the eyes of other Europeans. Statements like CDU Chief
Whip Volker Kauder’s comment that “Europe now speaks German”46 add
to this triumphalist tone while ignoring the fact that Germany’s sinking
debt-to-GDP ratios have come more from strong growth than from austerity, while rising debt-to-GDP ratios in the periphery come despite sharp cuts
in government spending.
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Meanwhile, Germany’s policy prescriptions have powerful unproven
assumptions. Take the assumption that government austerity does no great
harm to general levels of economic activity. There is good evidence, however,
that the effects of state austerity on growth are contingent. In a period of
normal growth, the effects of austerity might be low, between 0.2 percent
and 0.4 percent, as estimated by the IMF. This means that a 1 percent cut
in public spending equates to a 0.2–0.4 percent decline in GDP. And yet
when monetary policy is not playing an active role, the effects of cuts in public spending may be much higher, from 0.9 percent to 1.7 percent, according
to IMF 2012 estimates. The latter figure accords also with historical evidence
from the Great Depression—the last time that monetary policy put interest rates at or near the zero lower bound—and suggests a figure of around
1.6 percent.47
Would an alternative German government behave differently? In the short
term, probably not. It is true that under a “Grand Coalition” that included
an SPD Minister of Finance, the German government in 2008–2009 had its
own “Keynesian moment.”48 However, the fact that German stimulus spending was right at the OECD average should not obscure the clear reluctance
of both parties to talk openly about stimulus. In late 2010, there was a very
short-lived effort by the SPD to propose a version of Eurobonds, but this
quickly died.49 Rhetorically, the SPD acknowledges the imbalances issue. For
example, party chair Sigmar Gabriel stated in December 2012:50
It is not about having more Europe. It is about a different Europe, a
Europe where innovation and competitiveness are actively promoted,
and where one doesn’t simply believe that markets will do it, a Europe
in which Germany does not use low wages and low taxes as a weapon
against the competitiveness of its neighbors . . . Of course the imbalance in Europe, especially our current account surpluses, are one cause
of the problem.
The problem is that the party understands this is an electorally dangerous
message. The 2013 SPD Party Conference virtually ignored the European
issue, which played essentially no role in the 2013 campaign and led to no
bold shifts in the two parties’ coalition agreement of December 2013.
Meanwhile, German officials generally treat the undeniable fact of significant imbalances as an irrelevance, dodging this important debate by
posing ludicrous rhetorical questions about whether Germany is expected
to “produce inferior goods” as a way of “solving” the imbalance issue. Given
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the imbalances noted, the intransigence of the German government, and the
modest alternative agenda developed by the SPD, the scope for policy reform
has been limited. More precisely, whenever Germany has innovated on the
monetary policy side, it flanks this with stubbornly conservative policies on
fiscal and structural issues.

Why Deutschland Dithers: Four Scenarios
Another way to put the “timing of politics” claim is to say that it is too simplistic to charge Germany with pure obstructionism.51 Instead, the German
dilemma in facing the prolonged European financial and economic slump is
that they want to intervene neither too early, nor too late, neither too big, nor
too small. Their reasons are easily understood from within the ordoliberal
paradigm and moral hazard frame.52 If they are too early, German leaders
fear they will exacerbate moral hazard problems. If they are too late, they
increase the odds of contagion. If they are too big, they put German taxpayers
on the hook for costs that others could and should bear. If they are too small,
they run the risk of using up too much of their fiscal room for maneuver—
“keeping one’s powder dry” is also a metaphor in German—in an ineffective
intervention, only to need it later on.53 Thus, throughout the crisis, German
elites have sought to convince German voters that they have a package that
is both timely and appropriate. They have to be “in the right policy place at
the right time.” If they can do so, they will have public support to put Europe
on a better track. To date, however, the government has stayed consistently
behind the curve, another metaphor that German policymakers themselves
have often employed.54
The “timing of politics” dilemma grows from the basic political economy
of these four scenarios. The “too early” fear is that rent-seeking machine politics in the Eurozone periphery will not change their ways if rescue comes
too quickly. High interest rates are the market’s way of delivering the reform
message, and bailouts only blunt or muddle this message. German reluctance
to jump in too early thus increases pressure for reforms. This scenario imagines the German state pitted against supposedly “austerity-weary” peripheral
states in an epic game of fiscal chicken. To blink is to endure another round
of a self-reinforcing dynamic in which peripheral governments resist the hard
reform choices. These themes—modified only slightly for polite public discourse about one’s partners—are a staple of Chancellor Merkel’s periodic
reports to the German Bundestag. She speaks of the need to export Germany’s
basic “stability culture” to the rest of Europe and of the urgency of structural
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reforms that have been too long delayed. Germany, the Chancellor argues,
is prepared to take extraordinary steps to flank these domestic reforms, but
the central reform agenda lies, in her telling, inside the Eurozone states in
trouble.
The “too late” fear is that financial markets will lose confidence in those
peripheral Eurozone governments, which will make the rescue more expensive than it would otherwise be. In the worst case, the rescue would be too
expensive to contemplate, leading to a Eurozone breakup. This scenario posits
that the right policy combination will secure or restore investor confidence.
Germany long betrayed little obvious concern with this problem. Indeed, for
the first two years of the euro crisis, Germany’s obsession with retooling the
Stability and Growth Pact into the so-called Six Pack and other fiscal surveillance measures seemed to sidestep the necessary measures on the monetary
side.55 As predictions of a euro breakup multiplied in the summer of 2012 and
bond rates for Spain and Italy approached 7 percent, however, the “too late”
fear began to take precedence.56 With Merkel’s blessing of the Draghi proposal for outright monetary transactions (OMT) in the summer of 2012, the
fear of “too late” gained the upper hand over concerns about moral hazard, at
least temporarily.57
Germany’s “too big” fear is that frightened Eurozone member states might
agree on a massive intervention when a smaller, more targeted one would be
preferable. Here, the political economy revolves around some of the same
rent-seeking fears from the periphery that were present in the “too early” scenario. But there is an additional worry that certain moves might work to the
benefit of a few large banks but have relatively little beneficial effect for the
rest of the European economy. In the worst case scenario, banks are given
“too big” a boost, and they sit on it such that it still makes no appreciable
difference to the regional economy, though it may make one or another’s balance sheet more healthy.58 In the German context, the Ministry of Finance
experts’ report on “strategies for an exit” of the federal government from
“crisis-induced participation” in banks crystallizes these concerns.59
Finally, the “too small” fear is focused on investor confidence and posits that while large interventions may shock the system back toward a virtuous circle, small and medium interventions only eat up potential rescue
resources without actually fixing the core problems. This became known
as the “bazooka”60 debate, in which various EU-level rescue measures
were judged inferior and inadequate. A second incarnation of the “too
small” fear is that some form of mutualization of new debt—for most
Germans, a worrisome possibility raised in the 2012–2013 discussion
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around banking union—might still be inadequate to relieve states of the
crushing burden of older debts. Thus, while very expensive, some mutualization of future debt might be largely irrelevant to solving the ongoing
Eurozone problems.
Different combinations of these anxieties have surfaced repeatedly in
the German debates. Hans-Werner Sinn has worried that it is possible to go
both “too big” and “too early” and, as a result, reward both rent seekers at
home (mainly the banks) and abroad (mainly peripheral state governments)
at one and the same time.61 “Too big” and “too late,” by contrast, would
likely allow some exposed counterparties to benefit from eleventh-hour
desperation on the part of the government.62 Meanwhile, the logic of “too
small” is not rent seeking, but rather that it is merely symbolic behavior.
This opens the way to different flavors of ineffectiveness, depending on
whether the “too small” is “too early” or “too late.” For example, the important effect of “too small” and “too early” is to raise the number of market participants that hope for a bailout and, by sending confusing signals,
increase the subsequent holdup problems. This has essentially become the
mainstream German view of the May 2010 Greece package, which failed to
include bail-in mechanisms and is seen to have set the wrong signal going
forward that states would bear the full burdens of bank rescues. Germany’s
main challenge is that it does not have the resources to experiment and to
get the rescue wrong in a big way—and still have the capacity to come back
and try again. This was already true during the period in which its growth
and employment performance diverged wildly from other Eurozone members, and it is even more evident in times when its growth is far more modest. Whatever its strengths, it must choose very carefully the time and
modality of its intervention.
Meanwhile, German voters are almost completely ignorant of the imbalance issue in the European economy. German leaders have celebrated export
success for so long that they have no effective vocabulary for problematizing
export success, even if they were inclined to do so.63 In any event, they are
not so inclined; acknowledging imbalances might threaten to shift some of
the burden of adjustment to Germany as a matter of a fundamental course
correction. Instead, German leaders have much preferred to contemplate
various forms of assistance to manage the effects of imbalances but without taking steps to correct the imbalances themselves. To the extent that
Eurozone peripheral countries’ current accounts have come back into balance since 2009, this is due far more to import declines than to export gains
on their part.64
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Thinking Slow and Fast: German Patience
and Its Exorbitant Privilege
To an extent, the claim that German officials have been resistant to fundamental changes in German policy is contradicted by the many Eurozone
policy innovations that have already been tried with German support and
sometimes its leadership. It is certainly not correct to say that Germany gets
whatever it wants at EU summits. In fact, time and again, Germany has
moved from its initial positions—whether that was authorizing and then
expanding the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), making it permanent under the European Stability Mechanism (ESM), later allowing the
ESM to participate in direct bank recapitalization, allowing ECB purchases
of government bonds on the primary and secondary markets (Securities
Market Program, or SMP), or agreeing to Draghi’s line to do “whatever it
takes” and the subsequent OMT instrument that it spawned.65
As a consequence, the outcome to understand is not German rigidity
in any absolute sense. Instead, the pattern has been that the more institutional ground Germany cedes on the monetary side, the more determined
it grows to exact changes on the fiscal and structural side. This is an underdeveloped insight in the literature so far, and it helps explain why we have
the strange combination of frustration and even rage against ordoliberalism
outside Germany and the simultaneous despair of many ordoliberals inside
Germany.66 Every time there is a new concession to troubled Eurozone
states, Merkel doubles down on the calls for fiscal rectitude and structural
reform—calls that cannot all be met in electoral democracies. By flanking
her institutional concessions in this way, Merkel has, so far, kept both the
Constitutional Court and the voters on her side.
The most important caveat to this generalization is the Court’s February
2014 ruling that the ECB’s outright monetary transactions violate German
basic law, which requires Bundestag approval of fiscal and economic policy.
Indeed, while most proponents of OMT argue that the ECB could only fulfill its monetary policy mandate with a new instrument that could fix the
broken interbank lending market in crisis-hit countries, the Court took a different position, namely that OMT lay outside the ECB mandate because it
put the Central Bank in the potential position of incurring losses on bond
purchases that could hit national taxpayers without their direct approval.
Thus, there has been policy innovation, but a hallmark of German policy has been slow and deliberate measures, often punctuated by mild backtracking or even outright reversal.67 This section makes two points about
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this uneven trajectory. First, it notes coherent reasons for German delaying
tactics. Second, it makes the point that Germany began reaping unexpected
benefits of the crisis—its “exorbitant privilege”—that actually made it harder
to embrace a shift away from the status quo, further cementing this politics
of delay.
Citizens of the countries most afflicted by the Eurozone crisis are desperate for relief, but German policy has stressed incremental reforms of the
Eurozone framework and, especially, the deeper constitutionalization of fiscal balances already agreed in earlier periods. Why the slow, painstaking reinvention of fiscal wheels when the problems evidently lie so much deeper? The
German government has had several aims in buying time, such that the slow
pace of reform is overdetermined. To be clear, the German government would
love to solve the euro crisis and has, at times, clearly been desperate to do so.
But it has judged that no available options were superior to the course it has
chosen, and that course, because it required and still requires very extensive
adjustment in the peripheral states, is understood to be a long-term project.
First, German delays ensure that fundamental reform impulses must
come from the states whose financing models are most under threat. German
delays ramp up—or at least fail to relieve—the reform pressure on governments in the Eurozone periphery.68 Second, moving slowly increases pressure
on private counterparties to accept losses or “haircuts.” Merkel’s insistence
that private counterparties accept losses (“adequate participation of private
creditors”) in the second restructuring of Greek debt suggests that this motive
was already operative by the October 2010 Deauville summit, at the latest.69
Third, Germany sought to use delays to provide a window of time in which
its own banks could get healthy after heavy exposure to the bonds of southern
European states.70 Finally, a fourth motive for buying time might have been
the significant mismatch between Germany’s own very static financial regulatory practices and substantial new experiments in the financial sector over
the first decade of the 2000s. Germany has long sought to upload its domestic
practices—in function if not always in form—to the European level. While
this tendency admittedly had tapered off after the end of the Kohl governments, Germany has no appropriate system of financial regulation to upload.71
Instead, it has a badly fragmented financial supervisory system that is essentially a permanent tug of war between the Bundesbank (Germany’s powerful central bank) and the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (or
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority).72
These are coherent reasons that a Germany eager to solve the euro crisis
might still drag its feet on proposed reforms. As a matter of timing, they join
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with the complexities in the first section in which the German government’s
obsession with moral hazard complicated efforts to find a solution. Influenced
by this inclination toward incrementalism, as the crisis has dragged on in
the periphery while Germany enjoyed excellent labor market performance
and strong exports, German officials have become more and more wedded to
their favored narrative: they both celebrated Germany’s excellent record and
grew increasingly bold in prescribing “German-style” reforms for troubled
Eurozone states.73
The final point of this section is that, to all the other reasons for policy conservatism, we have to add that the striking success of the German
economy has reinforced Chancellor Merkel’s conservatism and that of
German voters. Merkel’s policies toward the euro crisis have been clearly
successful in a political sense, as voters have credited her government with
solid management of the German economy and of her European policies. In fact, Pew data (2013) show a massive gap between German attitudes and those in much of the rest of Europe when it comes to the euro
crisis.74 Satisfaction with the economy in Germany was 66 points above
the EU average, while smaller gaps separated Germans from the EU average on personal finances (26 percent), European integration (28 percent),
and German leadership (48 percent). Only in Germany did a majority
(54 percent) still believe that economic integration would strengthen
national economies. Perhaps related, German respondents also were, by
far, the most likely to support further centralization of power in the EU.
Meanwhile, Merkel is Germany’s most popular politician. Her approval
ratings generally ran a whopping 30 percent above her challenger throughout the 2013 electoral season.
If Merkel has benefited politically, Germany itself has benefited economically to an extent. In fact, as the Eurozone periphery countries
began to falter, Germany began to benefit in certain ways from the stress
and strain in other parts of the Eurozone. By far the most important of
these is the bottoming out of interest rates in Germany. Ten-year rates
on German bonds went from above 3 percent to just over 1 percent in the
spring of 2013 as the “flight to safety” produced negative real interest rates
that dramatically reduced German debt service costs. One estimate, by
the Allianz insurance company, calculated German interest savings at
around 67 billion euro over several years.75 Other estimates have been
lower, but no one disputes that these benefits have accrued (indeed, the
government plays them up in public reports, presumably as a way of countering the fear that German generosity has gone too far). Of course, these
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low rates have stimulated private investment in Germany as well, an area
where rates have been strikingly low for a long time. Another very real
benefit has been the influx of skilled labor into Germany from more distressed Eurozone economies. Germany’s net labor inflow was 420,000 in
2012.76 Finally, one could point to the benefits to Germany of the weakness of the euro itself. While the euro has strengthened in the wake of the
OMT/“whatever it takes” announcements, there seems little doubt that if
Germany had a national currency, its booming economy after 2010 would
have led to substantial appreciation. Instead, its export conditions have
remained healthy, an advantage Germany shares with only a few other
(mostly northern European) states in the Eurozone.
To be sure, this German version of “exorbitant privilege” is clearly not of
the same scale or duration as that long enjoyed by the United States.77 But
it has been an unexpected boon that makes the struggles in the Eurozone
periphery beneficial to the German economy. Of course, my argument is not
that Merkel’s government designed these advantages. Instead, the point is
that the flight-to-safety dynamics made policies of restraint that were already
wildly popular in Germany even more popular. With Eurobonds and true fiscal federalism off the table, and with austerity and structural reforms predictably failing to fundamentally alter the crisis dynamics, the search resumed for
another tool.

Can Supranational Banking Union Save
the Eurozone?
The first major section of the chapter stressed the imbalances of the past, and
the second stressed the current predicament. Consistent with the “forgotten
unions” theme of the overall volume, this chapter’s final section looks to the
future and focuses on the plans for a banking union to complement monetary
union. This chapter has been animated by the irresolvable tension between a
Germany that genuinely seeks a solution to the European financial crisis and
a Germany that is determined to minimize the costs of such a solution. The
result has been halting and contradictory policy. The previous section showed
that in addition to German fears of being called on to rescue other Eurozone
states, the crisis in the periphery has actually brought very concrete benefits
to Germany, further undermining the political incentives for policy change.
The chapter’s final section projects this tension forward, looking in particular
at the banking union as emblematic of Germany’s policy timing and substance dilemmas. Once again, we see a Germany that tends to slow walk the
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crisis and emphasize fiscal rectitude and structural reform as the solution to
the euro crisis.
While the intergovernmental route to economic union is likely to continue the pattern of incremental change, the banking union announced in
the summer of 2012 was, at least in principle, due to move much more quickly.
A primary trigger for banking union was the awkward combination of supranational banking activity and national regulation, which, in the post-2008
period, had led to widely diverging credit conditions such that similar firms
in different states had very different access to capital.78 Moreover, banking
union promised to break the “doom loop” between banks and sovereigns
and, as such, promised a way forward without the Eurobonds that Merkel
had ruled permanently out of bounds and whose rejection had been codified
in her party’s coalition agreement with the Social Democrats.
As currently conceived, banking union is to rest on four interrelated pillars: regulation, supervision, deposit insurance, and resolution. These pillars
are, however, at very different stages of construction, and some may not happen at all. The outlines of the supervision dimension are fairly clear. Ultimate
responsibility for supervision rests with a single entity, the European Central
Bank, which has developed a new apparatus to engage in so-called asset
quality reviews of systemically important banks, and has taken over supervision of these banks in November 2014. This handover has created what
Wolfgang Schäuble has referred to as a “timber-framed” banking union.79 If
he has his way, this will be followed, at a later point, by a substantial change
of the European treaties to pave the way for a “steel-framed” banking union.
German support for the single supervisory mechanism (SSM) has been
contingent upon some accommodation of the politically important savings
banks (Sparkassen), whose local structure means they have connections in
every electoral district in the country.
This will be a major undertaking. Nicolas Véron shows that while the
existing treaties can support envisaged legal innovations in both prudential
regulation (Article 114 of TFEU) and SSM (Article 127[6]TFEU)—though
it is likely that smaller-scale treaty adjustments will be undertaken at a later
date—the legal basis for both European-level resolution and deposit insurance mechanisms are lacking and would require a treaty change for a robust
basis.80 My interviews in the German Ministry of Finance and with CDU
and SPD officials confirm that while the EU has been able to engage in constitutional innovation through intergovernmental treaties in cases such as
the ESM and the Fiscal Compact, the legal basis sought for resolution, in
particular, is likely to be more robust and to be sought through the main EU
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architecture and not as separate agreements. Indeed, in July 2013, the Finance
Ministry even obliged formal transposition of an EU provision that had
direct effects.
After German objections led to the imposition of a minimum threshold,
the ECB now supervises all banks with more than 30 billion euro in assets.81
This corresponds to more than 130 banks that hold 80 percent of Eurozone
banking assets.82 Starting in late 2013, a process of “publicly-led triage, recapitalization, and restructuring” commenced, leading to the ECB’s development of a “manual” by March 2014.83 The daunting technical challenges have
been made somewhat easier by the ECB’s better access to clean information
than was true of the earlier European bank “stress tests” run by the European
Banking Authority headquartered in London. A major impediment, however, lies in the fact that as the ECB uncovers banking problems, the member
states will still be responsible for resolving them. This “handover problem” is
critical.84 The ECB has every incentive to ensure that the banks it will take
under its supervision have a healthy basis. But the financial resources that will
likely be required in any vigorous assessment would need to come from member states. Germany’s preference for strictly rules-based regimes for handling
such recapitalization and resolution issues is also unlikely to prevail given the
likely substantial involvement of politically sensitive creditors—including
national pension funds.
German opposition has also prevented the use of the ESM for bank recapitalization, a situation that seems likely to persist until after the handover of
authority to the SSM in late 2014.85 An important consideration will be the
extent to which legacy debts can be identified, legally realized, and nationally
resolved prior to the handover, if at all. The most credible forward-looking
situation would be one in which rigorous European-level reviews and ample
national restructuring and resolution funds take place in advance. These are,
of course, exactly the circumstances most likely to strike hard at the most fiscally exposed Eurozone states and to open the possibility that, for example,
senior unsecured creditors may get far more favorable treatment in fiscally
solid states than in those states with more severe funding pressures. That said,
ESM ought to be available to backstop these states, if not, as noted, the banks
directly. Moreover, Véron argues that markets have, to an extent, priced in
large if necessarily uncertain resolution costs for certain Eurozone members,
and thus resolution costs ought not to lead to a loss of market access.86
On the single resolution mechanism (SRM), we have clear conflict
between the Commission and the ECB on one side and the German government on the other. Part of the problem is that there is little clarity
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on the size of potential bank losses. Financial journalists have estimated
such losses at 1–1.6 trillion euro, though the higher estimates seem to
assume that bad assets will equate automatically to the need for new capital.87 Assuming some asset recovery plus available loss provisioning, others
come up with figures closer to 400 billion euro—still daunting but not as
cataclysmic as 1.6 trillion.88 An additional worry is that any credible asset
quality review and stress test would seem to require frank acknowledgment that holders of bonds of some Eurozone governments face the risk
of at least partial default. This would imply an end to the practice of rating these bonds as zero-risk.89 And yet any such move would raise future
borrowing costs for governments, possibly sparking financing problems
that would hammer both governments and the banks.90 As of the summer of 2014, however, European banks had generally made surprising
progress toward raising capital in advance of the fall stress test scenarios.
The Financial Times reported that European Tier One capital levels were
nearing 12 percent on average, roughly the same proportion as among US
banks.91 Furthermore, the ECB’s announcement in early October 2014 to
buy an additional trillion euro of covered bonds and asset-backed securities directly from Eurozone banks would help them further strengthen
their balance sheets. Averages can hide a lot of variation, and some important banks may fail the tests. Perhaps a more pressing medium-term challenge will be to shore up profitability levels in Europe’s financial sector.92
Such difficulties are emblematic of a host of potential problems for a single
resolution authority. When the European Commission announced its plan for
such a European-level resolution authority in July 2013, two problems immediately surfaced. The first was explicit German opposition to the idea of a European
authority in the first place on the grounds that banking problems were a matter
for sovereign states to regulate. Merkel and Hollande released a paper to this end
just prior to the Commission announcement.93 Second, the Commission failed
to call for the use of the ESM as an initial backstop for such a mechanism.94
One major reason for Germany’s opposition to several facets of the
banking union is the receding of pressure on the Eurozone and the growing
sense that they can muddle through. Berlin has clearly backed away from
any idea of an early intergovernmental conference that would be required
for any major change to the European treaties. Berlin will still seek the
smaller changes that would allow them to have economic union—essentially, Merkel hopes, in the form of a kind of Lisbon Process with teeth. One
can draw up the intergovernmental contracts noted earlier under existing
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treaties, but to either punish or reward (with EU budget funds) contracting states would require treaty change, and there is currently little evidence
that Germany could find many member states willing to sign up for such
contracts. Germany has also dropped the idea of a “super-commissioner”
to enforce budgetary discipline, a Schäuble idea that Merkel never supported. Germany perceives other risks from moving ahead expeditiously.
The European Parliament (EP) might oblige a formal convention—they did
not do so for the ESM—in part because a larger convention might open the
door to greater powers for the EP.95 Meanwhile, other member states have
their own wish list for a treaty change, some uncongenial to Germany, and
this seems, for now, to have convinced the German government to trudge
forward without a treaty change.
Its overall position puts Germany substantially at odds with the
European Central Bank. Jörg Asmussen, who was an economic advisor
to Merkel before joining the ECB Executive Board, had made an explicit
call for a “European backstop” in a speech in London just prior to the
Commission announcement.96 The Commission proposal, though it does
foresee a European agency, would not have resources to help close an ailing bank. Germany’s alternative proposal is for a resolution mechanism
that coordinates those of the member states. On the one hand, this position
perfectly replicates its general orientation against exposing German taxpayers to banking resolution problems in other states. On the other hand, it
does nothing to address the issue that many national programs are woefully
underfinanced and completely incapable of resolving troubled banks in the
states in question. Several academic studies warn that European-level supervision and national-level resolution will lead to misaligned incentives.97 They
mirror the position of the ECB, as articulated by Asmussen, that separate
national resolution funds will invite jurisdictional fights that hamper rapid
responses to banking crises.98
Given the main thrust of this chapter, it is comprehensible why German
politics should be fixated on slowing or preventing the establishment of a
new authority on deposit insurance and resolution. These activities are traditional areas of national discretion and—more relevant to Germany—pooling liabilities might expose Germany to bank losses in other member states.
While this chapter has stressed that German behavior and German rhetoric
are often out of sync with one another, banking union appears to be an area
where apparent German refusal is indeed built upon a foundation of actual
German refusal.
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Conclusion: Why Is It So Hard to Get the Right
Eurozone Policy at the Right Time?
This chapter has tried to make sense of the future of the Eurozone by looking at Germany’s institutional constraints and at the beliefs of ordinary
citizens. If Germans sometimes appear dogmatic today, this is a superficial
phenomenon. To be sure, there is a veneer of populist Bild Zeitung–fueled
patter about the need for all of Europe to follow the German model. But
this patter is as self-deceptive—because conditions for German structural
reforms in the pre-2008 period were far more supportive than today—as it
is self-congratulatory, and many Germans do doubt that their government
has found the key to the euro crisis in a bracing set of structural reforms of
state and market. This uncertainty and tentativeness are sufficient to keep
Germany from enacting policies that might have (and perhaps might still)
refashion the Eurozone in a more sustainable way. And because the ambivalent and uncertain side of Germany dithers, it gives an additional advantage
to those countrymen who defend the untenable status quo, which, in its
crudest form, is simply “prosperity for us; austerity for you.”
This chapter has made this argument by covering three main issues: the
“problem” of trade imbalances, which German leaders and voters do not perceive as a problem at all and around which there has been very little serious
debate; the exorbitant privilege that unexpectedly accrued to Germany during
the euro crisis and that helps prevent a major course correction by Germany;
and the partial banking union now being constructed in a period of relative
calm, which has reduced German incentives for a more far-reaching design.
The chapter has showed that each of these already complex issues was made
more complex by issues of timing. This kind of timing issue goes well beyond
the very useful theoretical literature on what one might call the temporal
inconsistencies of inter-institutional articulation at the EU level.99 Instead,
this chapter has focused on extended nightmares of timing that have arisen
between member states and between constituent parts of the EU in a setting
that is anything but routine.
Going forward, there is every reason to think that the imbalance
problem—deeply anchored in German fascination with exports and
grounded in deep strengths in German manufacturing—will persist in
some form. It seems much less likely that the various aspects of Germany’s
exorbitant privilege will endure. The flight to safety saved Germans tens of
billions in financing costs, but can negative real interest rates for one country and punitive ones for another be a stable outcome? This seems doubtful.
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And the boom in immigration, while helpful to Germany, may also prove
short-lived. An OECD study suggests that most Greek and Spanish immigrants return to their home country within a year of moving to Germany.100
So what if the imbalance stays, the privilege goes, and the banking union—
in any event, a mechanism to deal with future problems but with virtually
nothing to say about the resolution of past problems—never really arrives in
any full-fledged way?
Until new crises emerge, it seems the current muddling is preordained.
German voters have, very recently, heartily approved it and would be
unnerved by any decisive steps by the new German government that broke
from this course. The current path keeps the pressure for adjustment almost
exclusively on other countries, and this is seen as entirely correct in the
German debate, owing to the self-evident vice of the deficit countries and the
self-evident virtue of the surplus countries. While there has been some recent
real wage growth in Germany, public finances remain focused on balance.
Indeed, a recent IMF report on Germany felt compelled to caution that the
country should not be “over performing on consolidation.”101 Additionally,
the December 2013 coalition agreement among the three governing parties
foresees only very modest expansionary measures of about 0.1 percent of
GDP annually.102
Meanwhile, export outlets outside the Eurozone have grown in attraction
while established Eurozone customers may have low purchasing power for
years to come. Germany’s ferocious export boom that started around 2003
eventually led, by 2007, to a more than 100 billion euro external surplus with
the Eurozone at a time that Germany’s surplus with non-EU states was under
40 billion euro. But times have changed. As the Eurozone stagnated, demand
from outside the EU boomed. By 2012, the positions had nearly reversed, with
non-EU 27 states running a nearly 100 billion euro deficit with Germany,
while the Eurozone deficit had shrunk to about 55 billion euro.103 Germany
has very successfully diversified its export portfolio, and this seems to have
eliminated some of their urgency to resolve the Eurozone crisis.104 The only
problem is the specter of trade and currency battles with trading partners
around the globe.
But if the muddling is undeniable, it is not clear that the Eurozone will
really get through. Whether and how Germany should try to fix the Eurozone
also depends on one’s view of the medium run. Even presuming the “imbalances” approach stressed here is correct, it is actually not obvious that this
euro can be repaired. For the most part, the imbalances argument tends to
be used by those who question German sanity. The form it takes argues that
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Germany profited enormously from this euro, and this is why its austerity
mania is hypocritical (because Germany gained all along from others’ indulgent spending), unwise (because it fails to do more to rescue the system that
has made it prosperous), and tactically clumsy (because it synchronizes deflationary impulses).
But one could also accept the imbalances approach and simply say that
while it was good while it lasted, the euro experiment has hit its endpoint
and German leaders have concluded that it cannot be reformed for another
round. To be sure, this position is one where the glass is acknowledged to
be half empty: much of the apparent export success of recent years will have
to be compensated by German taxpayers resolving, recapitalizing, or bailing out the German banks that helped finance it.105 But, according to this
view, German efforts to strengthen and retain the Eurozone would just mean
throwing good money after bad.
The politics of timing started with the “intrusion” of the German voter
into the domain of financial politics, something that has typically been an
elite domain in Germany. Banking bailout politics are now so expensive,
however, that mass politics has forced its way in. But while German voters
are most certainly now paying attention, the dilemma is that by the time
politicians convince them of the need to support a certain financial remedy,
the Eurozone problems have grown to such a size that this remedy no longer
works. A new remedy is required, and the process of explaining the need for
it begins again, only this time with increasing voter skepticism that the elites
know what they are talking about.
The resulting populist discourse, along with the institutional divisions in
German politics, has persistently granted Merkel an important edge in her
negotiations. Typically, at the more than 30 EU summits since 2009, Merkel
bargains hard but often makes some concessions. A breakthrough of some
kind is announced, and a certain collective sigh of relief is registered in Europe.
At that moment, other actors in German politics often begin to counter or
at least delay what Merkel has agreed. Such actors include the Bundesrat, the
Federal Constitutional Court, and, above all, the Bundesbank. These are not
entirely quiet rearguard actions, and if they were, they would lose one of their
most important effects: to calm German voters.
All of this reverses the usual picture of the “semi-sovereign state” in
Germany.106 According to Peter Katzenstein’s formulation, policymaking in
Germany moves slowly and deliberately because a plethora of actors are constitutionally empowered to participate in decision-making. Once the system
produces a decision, however, the general assumption is that the very corporate
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partners who gave their assent in the first place will carry it out. What was
a hindrance in conception becomes a help in execution. What we are seeing
now, however, is a different, in some ways opposite, story. The Chancellor
goes to summits and, however grudgingly, agrees to things, which then get
walked back in succeeding weeks. Take early summer 2012, when many
European leaders thought Merkel had agreed that the ESM could directly
fund ailing banks. In subsequent weeks, the Bundesbank strongly disputed
this, leaving other European partners wondering. Or take the OMT, which
appears to have brought months of relative calm to the financial markets.
The German Constitutional Court—as discussed above—has suggested that
OMT is not compatible with German basic law. Because the Court asked
the European Court of Justice (ECJ) to weigh in, many commentators have
assumed that a more euro-friendly court can bless the OMT. But this is not
really what Karlsruhe’s decision says. Instead, the subtext is far more to call
on the ECJ to adapt the OMT to Germany’s needs.107 If the message is “fix it
or we will nix it,” there may be much more trouble ahead for OMT. Finally,
the apparent breakthroughs on banking union in 2012 now appear much less
secure once one moves beyond the supervision pillar. Thus, German indecision persists, as does the misery in Europe. There is little reason to expect it
to abate any time soon.
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European Integration Past, Present,
and Future
Moving Forward Through Crisis?
Craig Parsons and Matthias Matthijs
As on other occasions in European history, this crisis offers a
chance to progress; we must be ready to act on it. Let us not
waste this opportunity to advance European integration.
Peter Pr a et (Member of ECB Executive Board, 2012)1

Introduction: Moving Forward Through Crisis?
“European integration has progressively moved forward through crisis.”
“Europe always emerges stronger after a crisis.” “Without previous crises, the
European Union would not have reached the advanced stage it is at today.”
Across EU history we have heard such slogans from European heads of state
or government, EU officials, and scholars of European integration as well.
They tend to sing the “Europe moves forward through crisis” refrain almost in
tune whenever the next EU challenge comes along.2 All echo Jean Monnet’s
celebrated words, that “Europe will be forged in crises, and will be the sum of
the solutions adopted in those crises.”3 The chorus swelled to record volumes
with the onset of the euro crisis in the spring of 2010.
The revived prominence of Europe’s crisis rhetoric since 2010 is not difficult to explain. It is a reassuring frame that tells Europeans they have surmounted crises before and that the recent storm clouds have a silver lining.
Yet there is a risk in setting today’s challenges in such a dominant narrative.
What if the prior construction of the EU did not actually arise from comparable crises in the past? What if this time is different? In that case, the
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“forward-through-crisis” narrative may encourage complacency at an especially inopportune moment. Europeans who face their first real crisis may
conclude that long-term solutions to their current problems will arrive in a
functional, even quasi-automatic way. Rather than thinking hard about a
political plan or road map that could lead them forward out of the crisis, they
may continue to wait for real progress to emerge spontaneously out of mere
technocratic tweaks.
This chapter, the second of four in the book’s final section addressing the
future of the euro, argues that this risk is real. If we define political “crises” in
a commonsensical way—as moments characterized by widespread agreement
that something fundamental must change in public policy to avoid disastrous
near-term consequences—then the euro crisis is without any doubt the first
one in the EU’s history. None of the past major steps taken toward today’s
EU featured these elements at all: no especially widespread agreement on
major policy problems, and no pressure for immediate decisions under threat
of imminent cataclysm. All previous steps did include some crisis rhetoric,
certainly, but only in the vague way in which the proponents of almost any
substantial step in public policy link it to a “crisis”—by which they just mean
anything they see as an important public policy problem. Beyond the rhetoric, all previous major steps to the EU resulted when leaders pursued a positive political plan for European integration amid widespread contestation of
whether it was necessary or even desirable at that specific time. The EU was
built around a forward-looking organizational project, never as a quick fix to
pressing problems.
On the basis of these claims about EU history, we then argue that the
European sovereign debt crisis is different from previous episodes in two
principal ways. First, this was a crisis: inaction would have brought disaster.
Second, this was an acutely political crisis: immediate problems forced EU
discussion out of its traditional technocratic sphere, painfully highlighting
both distributional conflicts between countries and party-political ideological conflicts over economic policy. For the first time ever, EU leaders felt that
they had to pull together quickly and make blatantly political decisions.
As we see it, then, “this time is different” in roughly the opposite way
from the phrase evoked by Carmen Reinhart’s and Kenneth Rogoff’s book
on financial crises.4 Their book, aptly titled This Time Is Different, established that the recurring belief among market participants that every new
crisis is somehow “different” from the last one has resulted in eight centuries
of financial folly. Reinhart and Rogoff tell tales of governments headed into
crisis who insist that everything is fine. In European integration, by contrast,
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leaders have regularly evoked crises where none existed. Now in a real crisis,
they face a deep, internalized version of the problem of the boy who cried
wolf. In repeating their mantra, they are in danger of persuading the public
and themselves that crises naturally generate good long-term solutions for
complex institutional reform. Nothing in European history suggests that
they do.5
What kind of bolder, more proactive political plan might a less complacent European leadership provide? That is admittedly hard to say, though we
summarize the ways in which EU leaders’ responses to the crisis so far are
widely seen as falling short of resolving their underlying problems. In any
case, the euro crisis suggests that EU leaders’ work is not done. Experts agree
that the steps taken in recent years mainly help Europe to watch out for crises
and react when they hit, doing less to meet the deeper challenges that make
Europe vulnerable to such crises in the first place. Europeans can ill afford to
adopt the status-quo orientation prevailing in American politics, where any
constitutional reform is almost unthinkable. The young EU rests on far more
fundamental instabilities than does the old US. Without a positive vision for
its future, we fear that the next time will not be so different.
The chapter begins by highlighting the teleologies that have imbued most
thinking on European integration by both scholars and politicians, of which
the “forward-through-crisis” discourse is one result. Then we survey past
steps in the construction of the EU and show that they had little relationship
to real crises. Finally, we dissect how the euro crisis is a real political crisis
and how the responses to it seem not to represent strong forward movement
for the EU overall. Our conclusion is not particularly optimistic, since we
perceive many obstacles to the reinvigoration of a more positive and visionary
European project, but we very much hope that it spurs some brainstorming
in new directions.

The Teleology of Thinking about
European Integration
The pervasiveness of teleology—the belief in quasi-inevitable progress
toward some end goal or final destination—is striking in most scholarly and
active-political thinking about European integration. All scholars of Europe
know that the theoretical literature on European integration began with the
teleological “neofunctionalist” writings of Ernst Haas.6 Building on the early
integration insights of Europe’s “founding fathers” Robert Schuman and Jean
Monnet, Haas hypothesized that both the functional interconnectedness of
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modern economies and powerful positive feedback mechanisms would spread
economic integration from one sector to another. Attempts at integration in
one sector would soon reveal incentives to integrate other sectors, persuading
people that more of their problems were best addressed at the European level.
The institutional bodies set up to coordinate early steps—the Commission
and other supranational EU institutions—would also circle back to promote
further steps by teaming up with interest groups and national officials. Thus
the interconnected nature of modern economies and snowballing institutional delegations of power would gradually propel Europe toward a true
political union.7
Unlike most ivory-tower constructs, Haas’s theory both came from and
fed back into political beliefs among the actors it studied. As Haas once told
one of us as a graduate student, his theory “basically took Jean Monnet’s
beliefs and made them into social-science hypotheses.” Monnet subscribed to
a functionalist school of thought in which the destructiveness of nationalist
war and the interdependence of modern economies were pressing Europeans
to integrate their national political systems. In his view, change would come
as the result of these technical processes of necessary adaptation to an evolving world, not out of ideological appeals. As he put it, “[p]eople only accept
change when they are faced with necessity, and only recognize necessity when
a crisis is upon them.”8 On a practical level, though, he also saw the need to
inform people about these “necessities” through a persuasive effort, and he
became a tireless advocate for the cause. Haas then came along and made a
theoretical prediction that functional interconnectedness and supranational
persuasion would indeed drive integration forward.
Though we have no direct evidence of the penetration of “neofunctionalism” beyond scholarly debates, it seems very likely that his work then provided academic legitimacy to Monnet’s views in European policy circles and
institutions of elite education. Moreover, the political impact of these ideas
extended not only to advocates of a United States of Europe, but to many
opponents as well. For example, teleological beliefs lay behind the extraordinary steps that French President Charles de Gaulle took to block the further
development of the European Economic Community (EEC) institutions
during the “empty chair crisis” in the mid-1960s. He and Monnet agreed that
the European institutions would tend to accumulate more power, but disagreed on whether the telos was desirable or not. The same kind of teleological
views run rampant among British Euro-skeptics today, who are convinced
that Brussels will inevitably extinguish all hope and light on the Continent.9
Similarly, the “bicycle theory” of integration—“it must keep going or it will
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fall over,” often evoked by Jacques Delors and others—is related to Haas’s
teleology and his argument that integration should be conceived as an ongoing process, not an end-state.10
Stepping back from Europe for a moment, it is thus fair to say that the
dominant narrative on the EU is exactly the opposite of the US myth of the
Founding Fathers and their Great Constitution. For Americans, their political system sprang full-formed from the greatest political document ever written. It is stable, and few major improvements are imaginable. For Europeans,
the EU is a fundamentally dynamic, partial, and unsteady construct that
must and will continue to justify itself by delivering new benefits from “ever
closer union.” Some look forward to this ongoing development, others do
not, but few seem to imagine the EU staying as it is.
Today, most scholars have moved on from neofunctionalism in EU studies or have shorn it of its most teleological elements, but teleology nonetheless remains an active part of the academic scene. Haas himself pronounced
neofunctionalism “obsolete” after de Gaulle’s attacks on the EEC.11 This did
not evict teleological thinking from EU studies, however, because an equally
strong teleological logic also animated the main competitor that came to
dominate EU studies in the 1990s. On the surface, Andrew Moravcsik’s
“liberal intergovernmentalism” is an attack on Haasian logic of runaway
institutions, arguing that national governments fully dominate the EU and
carefully constrain the growth of supranational power.12 Yet Moravcsik does
not reject that substantial delegations of power have taken place, and the way
he explains them replaces the neofunctionalist teleology with another that
is even more powerful and widely believed. It is globalization, he suggests,
that encourages interest groups to see rising gains in cross-border movements
and nudges national governments to seek open and coordinated policies with
their neighbors. Moravcsik’s EU, which displays “normal politics in an era of
globalization,” comes across as an even more inevitable product of massive
underlying trends than any image from Monnet or Haas.13 When he explains
the euro deal at Maastricht with this logic, as a largely rational-functional
response to economic imperatives, he seems to imply that Europeans will do
whatever is rationally necessary to fix the euro’s problems as well.
Neither in neofunctionalism nor in liberal intergovernmentalism is the
notion of crisis a central one, but both nonetheless nourish the discourse of
a Europe that moves forward through crisis.14 The two theories share foundations in rational-functional theorizing in which governments ultimately
respond effectively to the demands of interest groups to solve unambiguously
real problems. In both approaches, actors are rational enough that they tend
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to deal with policy problems before they become full-blown crises, leading to
accounts that focus mainly on long-term coalition building and bargaining.
Still, the bottom-line explanation that both theories give for all past steps in
integration is that a large number of interest groups and governments were
persuaded—either by functional and political spillover or by the forces of
globalization—that something had to be done. For Europe to have come so
far, delegating such unprecedented power to supranational institutions, both
theories hint that Europeans’ past challenges must have been very compelling. Surely these past challenges shaded into actual crises at certain points.
But did they? We argue in the next section that until very recently, the
construction of the EU never really displayed a process in which a wide variety of Europeans rallied to new integrative steps as the necessary response to
pressing policy challenges.

Past Crises: Overview and Assessment
If history taught the comforting lesson that the EU always advances in crises,
what would we see when we looked back at the major steps toward today’s
Europe? Interpreting any past development as a response to a “crisis”—
as opposed to, say, the agenda of a certain political movement, or a bargain
between multiple competing agendas, or some other kind of political story—
carries strong observable implications. In the approach to a crisis-driven step,
we would presumably find a spreading consensus that concrete policy failures
called for new solutions at the European level. As policy failures sharpened,
persuading many people that immediate steps were necessary, the consensus
would extend to broad support for fairly specific solutions. Implementation
would follow quickly to prevent the crisis from worsening. Different actors
would likely have distinct priorities within the prevailing sense of crisis, leading to bargaining about precise features and distributional aspects of solutions, but few if any responsible actors would dispute the need for broadly
similar steps. Throughout this process, the most crucial evidence of genuinely
crisis-driven change would be unusual consensus that something needs to be
done: actors who disagreed about policy priorities in “normal” times would be
compelled by crisis to favor a certain collective response.
Unfortunately, EU history does not offer this sort of comfort to
crisis-struck Europeans today. Few of these features can be found in any
step in the construction of the EU. Of course, the EU as we know it today
did arise and evolve to solve some fairly widely perceived problems—a
cycle of war, protectionist temptations, monetary instability, stabilization
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of transitional post-communist polities—but European leaders never confronted a time-pressured sense that failed agreements would be disastrous in
the near term. With the exception of broad acceptance of the eastern enlargement, no major element of their substantive deals ever attracted a notable
rally of unusual consensus. Widely different diagnoses of policy problems
and desirable European-level solutions—including major actors whose first
preference at each point was to do nothing—endured through all major
deals. Differences were resolved in political maneuvering and bargaining
rather than through crisis-compelled convergence.
A book chapter can offer only a brief and impressionistic historical survey to support such broad historical claims. We rapidly touch on
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the failed European
Defense Community (EDC), the European Economic Community (EEC),
the European Monetary System (EMS), the Single European Act (SEA),
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) in the Maastricht Treaty, and
eastern enlargement.15 We focus disproportionately on French evidence, on
which one of us has written extensively, and otherwise note German and
British positions as the other most important players in major EU bargains.
As thin and selective as our historical glance may be, we think it fully lays
to rest the notion that integration has ever advanced through anything like
today’s euro crisis.
Even advocates of crisis-driven integration tend not to interpret its first
step in that light. French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman’s proposal
that eventually led to the ECSC on May 9, 1950, is conventionally (and
rightly) told as the invention of a new organizational model against considerable resistance—a “leap in the dark,” as Schuman put it at his press
conference—not a reactive response to a consensually understood and
pressing problem.16 Certainly many French and other European elites recognized broad policy challenges to which the ECSC was one solution. For
France, the ECSC established a new framework for Franco-German relations that allowed for continued oversight of West Germany (and guaranteed access to its high-quality coal) while meeting American pressures to
wind down the Occupation. Neither in France nor anywhere else, however, did most elites rally to it as necessary to prevent imminent disaster.
All relevant French interest groups opposed the ECSC treaty through its
ratification. Not even a majority of French politicians ever supported it;
Schuman bought the last few votes with a side concession on colonial policies.17 In Germany, Chancellor Adenauer had to overrule hostility from
his powerful Economics Minister, Ludwig Erhard, and only shut down the
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opposition of German industrialists with help from the American occupying authorities.18 Outside the most Euro-federalist circles, which were generally politically irrelevant, most European elites in the early 1950s would
have been perplexed by the suggestion that the ECSC was necessary to
avoid an imminent crisis. To both its champions and its opponents, it was
a deliberately experimental policy that departed from prevailing wisdom.
The EDC, by contrast, did surge onto the European agenda due to an
immediate crisis—but no consensus ever acknowledged it as the right
response. This second French proposal came in the early 1950s in response to
the outbreak of the Korean War. For Europeans the war itself was not the crisis, however, since few of them shared America’s domino fears that it signaled
an imminent Soviet invasion of Western Europe.19 Their crisis took the form
of sudden American demands to shore up Western defenses by rearming West
Germany. With considerable reluctance, a sizable number of policymakers
across Europe agreed to work out a plan that would use the ECSC model
to maintain supranational authority over small German units. Again, most
interest groups in most countries opposed this model relative to less novel
ones—most obviously, simply rearming West Germany within NATO—
and military officers everywhere were divided but mostly skeptical.20
Ratification was achieved in West Germany, Italy, and the Benelux, but in
1952 and 1953 French coalitional politics shifted control of the legislative
agenda away from Schuman and his pro-EDC allies. Supported by less than
a third of the National Assembly, with new leaders uninterested in making
cross-issue payoffs to assemble a majority, the EDC failed. It seemed that the
EDC was not necessary after all.
Perhaps, then, a true crisis set Europeans back on the “community” path
opened by ECSC? Though venerated historian Alan Milward’s economic
analysis suggested that the EEC treaty of 1957 was ultimately necessary to
“rescue the nation-state,” his account largely ignores that few Europeans at
the time perceived either a crisis of the nation-state or the EEC as the functional solution to it.21 After the Messina conference of 1955—now hallowed in
EU lore as the launch of the “Spaak Committee” that morphed into the EEC
negotiations, which led to the Treaty of Rome—the most common reaction
across Europe was disbelief that anyone would consider further talks on the
contested “community” model.22 The British declined to participate, with
snide comments that they could not imagine any sort of successful result.23
Two conditions made a new deal on trade liberalization seem more pie-inthe-sky than unavoidably necessary. First, most French policymakers were
convinced that French business could not survive more open competition.
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France had effectively reneged on all prior commitments to liberalization in the 16-nation Organization for European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC) since 1949.24 Second, despite a byzantine web of protectionism,
intra-European trade was expanding very rapidly in the mid-1950s. Milward
notes this “remarkable” growth, musing that a trade pattern often attributed
to the EEC was clearly developing before it.25 If proponents of European free
trade had plenty to complain about in the mid-1950s, then, they could point
neither to a trade crisis nor to a widespread sense that a new deal was even
possible.
In agriculture it may seem more plausible to see a crisis at the time, especially in France. Export subsidies in Europe’s largest agricultural producer
were reaching budget-breaking levels in the mid-1950s. Successive French governments felt strong pressure to secure international outlets to placate rebellious paysans. Yet if the creation of the EEC’s Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) has entered legend as the lure that drew France into the Common
Market, the fact is that French farmers took a long time even to see a supranational agricultural community as acceptable, let alone as critical to solve
their problems. An agricultural community was viewed as a Dutch idea that
would liberalize farm trade, and almost all French farmers preferred the more
familiar vehicle of bilateral export contracts. As Milward notes, French farmers “remained until almost the last moment suspiciously antagonistic of anything more complicated [than bilateral contracts], especially anything that
would provide a market for other peoples’ surpluses in France.”26 As part of
the EEC negotiations, the French government was pleased to secure a transitional period during which the Germans contracted bilaterally to buy French
farm exports, while any sort of “common policy” would only begin to be discussed within three years. Not until well into those talks in the 1960s did
most French farmers come around to seeing the CAP as likely to be more
beneficial than threatening.27 In sum, no consensus connected a farm crisis
to the EEC solution in the late 1950s.
We must regretfully ask readers to look elsewhere for the tale of how
the EEC plan overcame these obstacles, since our current object is just to
highlight the absence of crisis-driven politics in the EU story.28 Consider,
then, its next substantial step two decades later. The European Monetary
System (EMS) was Europe’s first enduring response to increased exchange
rate volatility in the post–Bretton Woods era. This 1979 commitment to
defend fluctuating bilateral bands between currencies responded directly to a
concrete policy problem. Broadly varying exchange rates made a mockery of
the EEC’s goal of a level playing field for intra-European trade. In particular,
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the Deutschmark (DM) perennially appreciated against other currencies.
This asymmetric relationship was vastly worsened by a depreciating US dollar, from which a steady flow of capital went disproportionately into the DM
and pushed its value upward. Germany’s partners complained that they could
not keep up the relative value of their currencies vis-à-vis the DM. German
exporters complained of weakening competitiveness.
Nonetheless, the eventual EMS deal did not occur under immediate
market pressure, nor did it ever attract especially wide consensus. Instead,
it perpetually evoked the political and distributional fights we might expect
from a deal intended to hold the DM down and other currencies up. Before,
during, and after the EMS agreement, strong-currency advocates applauded
outside Germany and grumbled within it, while weak-currency advocates
did the reverse. Critics of European authority, such as Margaret Thatcher
and the French Gaullists, opposed the deal.29 Moreover, to the extent that
the EMS accomplished its founders’ goals—encouraging a convergence of
inflation rates and monetary policies by the late 1980s—it did so ironically
by nudging Europe toward sharper moments of explicit crisis. That is, the
EMS commitments contributed to the concentration of long-term economic
evolutions into short-term political crises. The DM’s upward drift continued,
but what had previously been a gradual process now sparked periodic conflagrations in defense of the EMS thresholds. Currency speculators jumped in
to elbow currencies past these targets. Similar crises would have occurred in
an EMS-less Europe, certainly, but the EMS rules generated even much more
explicit and sharper pressure on policymakers in weak-currency countries to
imitate German policies.
The next step in EU history, the Single European Act (SEA) of 1986,
probably attracts more crisis-driven rhetoric than any other. All educated
Europeans know the tale of “Euro-sclerosis” in the early 1980s—anemic
growth, high labor costs, mounting unemployment, and a sense of being
surpassed by both the US and Japan—and how it provoked the relance of
the EEC with the SEA’s “Single Market 1992” program and institutional
reforms.30 Also setting the scene for the SEA deal were a series of EEC bargaining impasses over the British budgetary “rebate,” CAP spending, and
Iberian enlargement that gave its meetings a distinct sense of political crisis
at their nadir in 1983. There is no denying that the SEA process featured a
masterful orchestration of crisis language to help sell an important political
initiative; however, it addressed no immediate policy problems at all. To the
contrary, the “1992” program and institutional reforms were long-term shifts
whose consequences are still playing out today. And if a superficial historical
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glance seems to display unusual consensus around the SEA—like the assent
of both British conservative Margaret Thatcher and French socialist François
Mitterrand, or ratification in the French Assembly by a huge majority of 498
to 35—this impression falls apart under closer scrutiny.
Consider these two examples more closely. Thatcher said explicitly
at her press conference after the final deal that she was never persuaded
that EEC treaty reform was necessary. She accepted a hard-driven bargain in late-night talks and soon regretted that she had—complaining
later (according to some sources) that she was “tricked” by Commission
President Jacques Delors on the extent of institutional reforms.31
Meanwhile, Mitterrand remained skeptical about the liberalization focus
of the deal, but reluctantly accepted it in order to obtain the institutional
reforms he sought.32 The SEA’s ratifying majority in the French Assembly
comprised mainly two parties with internal majorities that disliked the
treaty. Mitterrand’s Socialists had little enthusiasm for the “1992” liberalizing plan. Most voted the party line because it was difficult to disavow a
deal identified personally with their president.33 Jacques Chirac’s Gaullists
generally opposed the SEA and took over the government between its signature in March 1986 and its ratification in December. They passed it only
grudgingly due to threats to their coalition from their small pro-European
allies and pressure from Mitterrand’s presidential powers.34 In our view,
these examples are representative of the broader politics of the SEA. Like
previous steps in the EU story, it came together thanks to bargains between
competing agendas and common dynamics in organizational politics. It
featured neither immediate crisis pressures nor unusual consensus around
specific European responses.
And what of the single currency deal in the Maastricht Treaty of 1992?
Behind the EMU negotiations from 1989 to 1991, it is fair to see two sources
of pressure that might qualify as “semi-crisis” conditions. First was the
asymmetric burden of EMS commitments in the late 1980s, which were
exacerbated by the complete liberalization of capital movements as part of
the SEA’s “1992” agenda. The ongoing flow of money into the rock-solid
DM gave Germany’s EMS partners only one way to maintain their EMS
pegs: keeping national interest rates slightly above Germany’s to keep capital from flowing out of their currencies. The full liberalization of capital
movements in 1988 sharpened these pressures, such that any hint that EMS
members’ rates might stray from Germany’s baseline sparked rapid outward financial flows. Though this subordination of other EMS members to
German monetary decisions was not necessarily disastrous economically,
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it was politically difficult to sustain. Second, the fall of the Berlin Wall in
November 1989 and the surprisingly rapid reunification of Germany just a
year later generated political pressure for a gesture to reassure Europeans—
inside Germany and out—that the new Germany would maintain its
European commitments.
But as tempting as it is today to think that European leaders felt compelled to respond to these conditions, EMS asymmetry and German reunification were more policy problems than immediate crises. Nothing in
particular would have happened given inaction on either issue for a few years.
Nor did the concrete proposals that led to EMU ever attract broad consensus. In France some unusually broad agreement emerged that something
should be done to escape the asymmetries of the EMS, with major political
figures across left and right (including Chirac) arguing in this period that
Europe either had to unravel the EMS or move forward to some more balanced arrangement.35 As that “something” became the EMU proposal in the
hands of Jacques Delors and advisors to Mitterrand and German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl, however, support in France and across Europe fragmented in
familiar divisions over economic policies and pro- and anti-Europeanism.
Chirac and other sovereignty-conscious figures on the French right opposed
the single currency.36 Most of the French left despised the orthodox monetarist conditions in the EMU plan—to the point that Mitterrand relied more
on votes from the right to scrape out a petit oui in his referendum on the
Maastricht Treaty in 1992.37
Kohl took steps to ensure that Germany had the kind of non-debate
about integrative steps that had been typical in its politics since the 1950s,
though everyone suspected what Kohl later admitted: that any popular
vote on EMU would have rejected the single currency.38 The British were
certainly not persuaded that any particular new European initiatives were
necessary. And obviously the euro’s recent travails make it ever more difficult to see EMU as a functional response to compelling policy problems.
Many economists warned at the time that the plan suffered from exactly the
vulnerability behind today’s crisis: enduring differences between national
economies would lead to divergent performances over time, especially given
large shocks (like, say, the near-collapse of the global financial system in
2008 and 2009).39
As the last basic step to the framework of today’s EU, consider the
admission of post-communist countries, which profoundly reshaped the
European club. Here, finally, we encounter a decision to which practically all
elites rallied across member states and political divides. Though the prospect
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of eastern enlargement provoked many debates in the early post–Cold
War years, by the mid-1990s it was clear that enlargement would happen.
Disagreements were limited to its timing and modalities. Enthusiasm certainly varied widely—from eager British happy to spread out and hopefully
water down the EU club, to generally positive Germans concerned about
stabilizing their close neighbors, to resigned French or Spaniards worrying about diversion of CAP funds and an EU arena re-centered to the east.
By 1994 or 1995 it was difficult, however, to find a non-extremist politician
who argued openly against letting in the Easterners. In our view, the most
widely shared rationale was stabilization: refusal of the new applicants could
lead them to turn away from the West, free markets, and democratization,
whereas the prospect of EU membership would create tremendous leverage
for reform.40 Still, even if the end of Europe’s division seemed to compel
Europeans to a momentous choice about the breadth of integration, a decision that took almost 15 years to implement is hard to describe as a response
to a “crisis.” Both the motivations and fears surrounding enlargement concerned very long-term trends. At no point did leaders feel major time pressure to act.
In sum, if we assign any real meaning to the word “crisis,” the notion
that European integration has advanced through crisis is not just questionable. It is entirely wrong. No major advance in European integration has
ever occurred under crisis-driven conditions. This short chapter cannot
additionally support a view of how European integration has occurred,
but our selective bits of evidence hint at how we think the main story runs.
It is a supply-side story, driven by champions of a positive organizational
project, not a demand-side process in which Europeans were broadly compelled by unambiguous problems to agree on endorsing integration in this
form. The visionary project of “community-style” Euro-federalism intersected with a variety of other long-term concerns—like keeping Germany
in check, subsidizing farmers, taming currency volatility and inflation,
or advancing neoliberalism—to construct a certain institutional framework for integration.41 The end of the Cold War then effectively imposed
an extension of that framework to post-communist Europe, creating
long-term pressures for enlargement that western Europeans ultimately
felt unable to reject.
It is only in recent years that we have had the opportunity to see what it
looks like for the EU to address a real crisis, to which we turn next. As we
have all seen, it is not pretty.
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The Euro Crisis: Qualitatively Different
and Insufficient Response
The current crisis facing the euro is the biggest test
Europe has faced for decades, even since the Treaty of
Rome was signed in 1957.
A ngela Mer k el (Bundestag, May 18, 2010)

Scholars of international political economy see the euro crisis as the most significant aftershock of the global financial crisis and the Great Recession that
ensued in 2008–2009.42 From the point of view of European integration, we
argue in this section, it is the first real crisis since the origins of the EU project. We first explain why the euro crisis is different. Then we argue that the
EU’s responses, while certainly significant by any stretch of the imagination,
are widely seen as falling short of long-term solutions to avoid similar crises in the future, as discussed in the first section of this volume. While all
previous major steps in European integration did more than many relevant
actors wanted—vigorously pushing forward-looking organizational plans to
the limits of their support—steps taken during the euro crisis have generally
been perceived as minimalist and reactive.43 That should not be surprising: it
is what we might reasonably expect more generally from crisis-driven reform
in complex institutional settings.

Why This Time Is Different
We believe that the euro crisis is qualitatively different from previous “crises”
of European integration. We find that the nature of a supranational sovereign debt crisis, without the legitimate supranational institutions needed to
cope with it, laid bare all the structural, institutional, and ideational contradictions that were inherent in the design of Economic and Monetary Union
(EMU). The irony, of course, is that the euro was meant to solve these contradictions once and for all by fostering economic convergence. The euro crisis struck at the very heart of the tension between the centrifugal logic of
Europe’s domestic politics and the centripetal demands of making a common
multistate currency function smoothly.44 We identify two fundamental differences between the euro crisis and the many previous “crises” of European
integration. One is the existence of imminent market and political pressure,
with the potentially disastrous consequences of inaction. The other is the
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ejection of the EU from its technocratic ambit due to the explicit politicization of European decision-making.
The European sovereign debt crisis is in essence the first “real” EU crisis, given that it required a decisive intervention without which the single
currency, and most likely the EU itself, would not have survived.45 In the
past, whether it was the “empty chair crisis” of the 1960s, or the monetary
crises of the European “snake” in the 1970s, “Euro-sclerosis” in the 1980s,
or the dismemberment of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, the EEC or
the EU could have stood by and done nothing. There would have been no
financial or economic calamity. The euro crisis was the EU institutions’
first time dealing with real-time financial markets, with national governments realizing that they were helpless in responding to the crisis on their
own, and that swift collective action at the EU level would be needed in
order to stave off pending disaster. More than 20 EU summit meetings
were convened in Brussels to find a lasting and “comprehensive” solution
in just the first 30 months of the crisis. Those meetings underscored the
difficulty of getting 17 national finance ministers to agree on a common
approach. The stakes had never been higher, since inaction would have led
to a breakup of the euro, and maybe even the end of the EU as we knew it.
That existential risk to the project of European integration itself had never
existed before.
The euro crisis has also meant a significant encroachment by the European
Union on national decision-making powers, especially in the realm of fiscal
policy. If Harold Lasswell was right, and “politics” is mainly about “who
gets what, when and how,” then the euro crisis was first and foremost a crisis of European politics.46 During the negotiations over the new Treaty on
European Union (TEU) at Maastricht in December 1991, Helmut Kohl and
François Mitterrand had been careful to avoid transferring significant fiscal
powers to Brussels, fearing a popular backlash against EMU. Instead, they
had opted for broad and numerical “convergence criteria” that all member
states would need to follow. With the new “Fiscal Compact,” which was
agreed to in December 2011, Europe took a significant and unpopular step
in directly controlling national member states’ budgets. As Vivien Schmidt
illustrates in Chapter 5 of this volume, the failure of the Commission’s
“one-size-fits-all” approach to fiscal policy underscores the tension inherent
in Europe’s direct interference in what was always believed to be the legitimate preserve of the nation-state. It was one thing to give up sovereignty over
monetary policy in the early 1990s, but quite another step to give up national
autonomy over fiscal policy.47 For most EU member countries, this really is
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one step too far—hence the ambiguity and foot-dragging that characterizes
the debate on fiscal union.
Apart from fiscal policy, the euro crisis also saw a “re-politicization” of
monetary policy in the European Union.48 The conduct of monetary policy
used to be thought of as a largely tedious, dull, and technical policy domain.
It had become widely believed by the late 1980s and early 1990s that one could
not trust politicians with one’s money.49 The old, “embedded liberal,” belief
that monetary policy could be used to achieve domestic economic objectives,
like full employment, had been badly battered during the 1970s and 1980s in
the wake of the Great Inflation. As price stability replaced full employment
as the main objective of economic policymaking, because the short-term
trade-off between unemployment and inflation had seemingly collapsed
along with the oil shocks and the stagflation of the 1970s, governments eager
to convince the markets that they had a credible commitment to long-term
price stability started to move toward tying their own hands, following the
German example.50 With a vertical Phillips Curve, the best governments
could hope for was to maintain price stability by limiting the growth of the
money supply, while using microeconomic “structural” reforms to move back
toward full employment.51 Best practice therefore was to place monetary policy in the supposedly safe hands of unelected technocrats who could run a
truly independent central bank with the sole legal and institutional mandate
of maintaining price stability.
The neoliberal policy consensus, which had reigned over much of the
economics profession since the early 1980s, also helped put to rest the view
that monetary policy, especially during economic downturns, could have significant distributive effects. At Maastricht, it was agreed that the European
Central Bank (ECB) would not monetize any member country’s debt (the
“no bailout” clause). The Stability and Growth Pact—with its limits on
national deficit and debt ratios—was meant to avoid such a scenario in the
first place. During the most acute phases of the euro crisis, it was obvious
that the only institution capable of acting was an unelected body based in
Frankfurt, which would have to break its politically agreed institutional
mandate in order to be successful. While the ECB’s decisions were political
in nature, they were not subject to democratic control.52 Faced with turmoil
in their sovereign bond markets, national leaders found themselves powerless
without the support of a central bank they had no way of influencing.
The euro crisis was the first crisis of EU integration to really uncover the
tensions between the democratic incentives in national politics and the institutional logic and non-democratic demands for quick decisions required to
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successfully run a supranational currency union. With EU leaders primarily
accountable to their own national parliaments, they were most likely to do
just enough to keep the euro alive, rather than aiming for stronger steps that
would forever reassure financial markets that the single currency would function properly.53 The existing democratic deficit in the European Union, where
voters feel far removed from the decisions made in Brussels, would therefore
only widen. Of course, the EU has been an elite project from the start, but
the euro crisis illustrated that, for better or worse, democratic legitimacy still
mainly lies with the nation-state.54 Compared to past crises, national leaders
this time were more reluctant to agree on major steps forward in EU integration, and carefully guarded most of their national decision-making powers.
The main difference between the euro crisis and previous crises is that, in the
past, the decisions to move forward with further integration were taken on
a voluntary basis. This time around, the decisions were thrust upon national
leaders by genuine threats of imminent breakdown.
The sovereign debt crisis hence exposed the European Union as a “political” entity, taking it out of its “technocratic” comfort zone. From 1951 to
2009, European integration had been associated with delivering the goods,
in terms of fast economic growth and growing prosperity for the West during the first 30 years, and in terms of increased economic freedom during the
last 30 years. For the South and the East, European integration meant economic catch-up and convergence, human freedom and dignity, democratic
consolidation, and the chance of belonging to or rejoining the West, and
reaping all the benefits of becoming modern societies. From 2010 onward,
the euro crisis cast the European Commission in the role of “villain” in the
Mediterranean—telling them to cut social spending, increase taxes, and push
through painful structural reforms, which threatened to tear apart their societies’ communitarian social fabric. In Greece and Italy, more directly, the EU
was seen as behind the anointing of unpopular technocrats to political office,
who were then forced to implement highly political decisions, all without
any real say of the people.55 While the European Union in the past had been
associated with greater welfare, it would now be associated with greater pain.
Still lacking the democratic legitimacy to be truly effective, throwing the EU
into the choppy waters of messy left-and-right politics was always going to be
a tough game to play for Brussels’ EU officials.56
Finally, the euro crisis exposed a growing gap between a northern “core”
and a southern “periphery” within the Eurozone. While this gap had been
narrowing since the early 1980s—both in economic and democratic-political
terms—the sovereign debt crisis laid bare the fragile foundations of the
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convergence that the euro had brought about between the mid-1990s and
2009.57 North-South divisions increased after the euro launch in 1999,
with labor costs widening and total factor productivity divergences pricing
Mediterranean goods and services out of the European market. As the economies of southern Europe and Ireland were booming in the early 2000s, wages
tended to grow faster in those countries compared to their trade partners,
especially Germany. The persistence of growth and inflation differentials
across the EMU have therefore led to diverging movements in international competitiveness and large trade imbalances within the euro area.
After Greece announced in late 2009 that its fiscal situation was far worse
than previously reported, the analysis in northern Europe quickly became a
morality tale of profligate and lazy “Southerners” versus hard-working and
frugal “Northerners.” This popular image has never really gone away from the
debate, and has made calls for EU-wide solidarity, which had buttressed EU
integration until then, increasingly ineffective.

The Limits of Crisis-Driven Reform
We are confident that [new measures in the latest euro
rescue operation] will contribute to the swift resolution
of the crisis.
José M a nuel Ba r roso a nd Her m a n Va n Rompu y
(Joint letter to G20 leaders, October 2011)

In September 2013, Commission President Barroso told the European
Parliament that the end of the euro crisis was “within sight.”58 In October
2013, economists at Germany’s ZEW think tank declared the crisis “over for
now” as a variety of economic indicators turned upward.59 In an immediate sense they seemed to be right. Bond spreads had declined steadily since
mid-2012. The euro had enjoyed a modest but sustained rise. Most parts of
the European economy had bottomed out and were showing some signs of
growth. At the time of writing, these signs remain weak and erratic, but even
Greece re-entered the bond markets in April 2014, and bond spreads are
remarkably narrow. By late 2014, the problem was stagnation, not an imminent crisis.
Important things have been done, admittedly, to get to that point. Previous
chapters have carefully dissected the steps of European responses (especially
Chapter 3 by Erik Jones and Chapter 4 by Nicolas Jabko), so we can simply
underscore that collectively they amount to a period of institutional reform
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in which major new powers have certainly been transferred to the European
level. Through the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and its successor, the European Stability Mechanism (ESM), better-off member states
accepted a new mechanism to conditionally support those who fall into debt
crises. In order for Germany to agree that such funds could ever be disbursed,
the Treaty of Stability, Coordination and Governance (the “Fiscal Pact”) augmented the Commission’s role in overseeing national budgets. Most recently,
the member states agreed to launch a single supervisory mechanism (SSM)
for banks in the ECB, giving it direct oversight of the largest 150 banks of “systemic importance” and selective surveillance of the rest. Common standards
were also set by which national authorities will “bail in” shareholders and
bondholders in failing banks before turning to national and European funds
for taxpayer-funded “bailouts” (though these will only go into effect in 2018).
In a set of developments that were more informal but also more important in
directly calming the crisis, the ECB gradually broke out of its original impassive orthodoxy to shore up banks with near-unlimited long-term financing
and teetering governments with large purchases of sovereign bonds.
In broader perspective, perhaps the most significant aspect of these new
delegations of authority is that they have taken place in the full glare of distributional politics. Richer northern nations have agreed, after endless and
agonizing meetings, to front some money for poorer southern ones. True,
they attached so many conditions to this support—in the form of pressure for
austerity—that to date the negative effects of the conditions are more evident
than the positive effects of the support. However misguided the insistence on
austerity conditions has been, though, the bailouts and new infrastructure
for future bailouts have calmed financial markets. These are major developments in a Europe where the possibility of cross-national transfers was previously limited to haggling over regional development funds and agricultural
subsidies that never even approached one percent of the Union’s total economic output.
Yet even were we to take a Germanic view of these steps as generous and
solidaristic (as opposed to a more French-leaning, or Mediterranean, view of
them as an oppressive cure worse than the disease), we would still have to see
them as far more reactive than proactive. As Jones and Jabko both emphasize, echoing most other academic and media commentary, the general perception is that these steps have been slow, reluctant, and focused minimally
on crisis avoidance. They make Europe somewhat better able to handle crises that have begun to erupt, but not more integrated or stronger in general.
This is the most obvious with the ECB’s extraordinary actions. Its “outright
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monetary transactions” (OMTs) have not actually been used. During stable
periods these capacities, like the ESM, will presumably sit in the background
and have little effect on integration. Stronger oversight of national budgets
(the “European Semester”) may offer the possibility of evolving in the direction of fiscal coordination, but for the moment it focuses on preventing the
worst behaviors rather than developing substantively common behaviors.
The banking union deal, while more properly about common policies, has
also emphasized common mechanisms to watch for bad behavior far more
than bulking up common capacities that could correct it. Member states will
now watch banks together in the SSM and treat them more similarly, with
shared rules for resolving failures, but the Germans were largely successful in
insisting that “there [would] be no European backstops, but rather national
backstops” in the single resolution mechanism (SRM).60 Beyond a shared
55-billion euro fund—roughly one-five-hundredth of the assets of European
banks61—each country will be on its own.
Wharton School economist Richard Herring calls this “building banking union on a one-legged stool.” Without the other legs of a more genuinely
“single” SRM and common deposit insurance, he argues, a banking union
will not break the multiple constellations of toxic relationships between weak
banks and weak sovereigns that have driven the crises in the Mediterranean
and Ireland.62 Overall, then, this round of reform has given Europe new
mechanisms for telling banks and governments that they are in trouble and
new instruments to save them in extremis. That matters, but it does not do
much to alter the core incentives, resources, or rules for economic action that
prevailed before 2007. We might expect the increased moral hazard issues of
stronger crisis management capacities to roughly balance out with the shaming power of the Commission’s fiscal oversight.
What else could Europe do? Besides a “three-legged” banking union,
the best-informed economic observers like Jones and Jabko frequently mention some “mutualization” of sovereign debt (the idea, currently moribund,
of “Eurobonds”), significant increases in the EU budget in the direction of
a proper “fiscal union,” improved central clearance mechanisms, plus the
never-ending work to “complete the single market” to increase free-flowing
economic adjustments on the ground. The basic goal of all such ambitious
proposals is to go beyond crisis reaction capabilities to create a Europe in
which national economies and their governments are pushed more toward
convergence and where flows between them are better able to adapt fluidly to
the divergences that remain. In other words, they would be steps to build a
better embedded Europe, not just steps to head off imminent disaster.
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Our point is not that any such steps will be easy. Nor are we unsympathetic to European leaders’ reluctance to look beyond immediate crisis management. To the contrary, we admire anyone who can move the enormous,
complex organization of the EU in any direction at all. Today’s leaders have
fashioned some new tools to calm financial markets and have kept their continent from going over a cliff. (They have simultaneously pushed parts of the
continent over a cliff through austerity conditions, but at least in terms of
financial markets they have averted a widening meltdown.) To use a slightly
different metaphor, perhaps it is not really fair to ask the people at the helm
in the storm of the century to develop plans for a better ship while steering
clear of the reefs.
It is fair, though, to insist that Europeans not mistake passage of the reefs
for construction of a more seaworthy vessel. In particular, they should be
careful not to equate their improvisations during the crisis with the kind of
political action that built the EU or could rebuild it into something substantially better. This is an especially important message for academics to offer to
politicians. Leaders have no reason to know EU history in great detail and
thus no reason to question the comforting and politically useful notion that
the EU has always moved forward through crisis. Our comparative advantage
is that we can step back and see the EU’s progress in both breadth and depth.
In sum, then, today’s leaders must keep in mind that major transfers of
sovereignty that change Europe on the ground—not just bolster it against
crises—have never bubbled up mainly out of technical perceptions of policy
problems or reactive responses to crises. Substantial policy problems have
always existed behind big changes in the EU, certainly.63 In the ECSC, the
EEC, the EMS, the SEA, and the EMU, however, not only did certain leaders tackle substantial policy problems, they advanced very particular (and
quite contested) diagnoses of problems and their solutions that connected
them to proactive goals of changing Europe in the long term. We can disagree
about whether their changes were for the better, of course, but in our view
the empirical record is clear that the key leaders in all of these steps followed
conscious positive political agendas, rather than being compelled by “crisis”
to do anything that was widely perceived as necessary. In each of these cases
the main leaders, especially in France and Germany, stepped well beyond
their normal domestic support, in a context where many policy options were
available, to pursue initiatives that linked policy problems with major new
transfers of sovereignty to the European level.
That is what will need to happen if Europe is to move forward after
this crisis. Leaders will need to play up some technical problems noted
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above—including, probably, with some crisis language!—and insist that EU
institutional reform is crucial to their resolution. They will need to be popular
at home so they can burn political capital to override or pay off the contestation that will arise. And they will also need quite a bit of luck. Unfortunately,
the conditions for this sort of polity-building leadership in Europe have
become much more challenging since Maastricht in the early 1990s.

Conclusion: Is Forward Movement Imaginable
in the EU Today?
We have argued that the common rhetoric that European integration moves
forward through crisis, though comforting, is dangerously wrong. Those who
care about constructing a viable future for the euro, Europe, and Europeans
cannot afford to let historical misrepresentations encourage complacent
views that progress in European integration is quasi-inevitable. Whereas the
first 50 years of European integration were driven by a coherent and proactive
(even aggressive) political project, Europe’s leaders in recent years have acted
in a very different mode. They have reacted rather desperately to cataclysmic
threats with the minimal bargains they could forge between the different
populations and organizations they represent.
Once again, we do not mean to suggest that this new mode is surprising.
There are good reasons for the absence of a forward-leading vision for the
EU today. For one thing, the organization has reached the end of its previous blueprint in monetary union. A single currency was foreseen already in
the 1950s, but not even the most ambitious federalists have ever produced
a coherent organizational plan about next steps thereafter. Eastern enlargement also set that blueprint in a far wider and more diverse framework. As
we have seen, expansion of the club to the East was ultimately the most consensual major reform in the EU’s history, but it was also never part of the
original vision for the club. All previous thinking about why integration was
good for Europeans was premised on bargains among relatively similar West
European countries, and inclusion of much poorer post-communist countries left the unfinished blueprint even more uncertain.
Moreover, the “greatest generation” of postwar West European leaders,
of which many members perceived integration as an existential issue—either
positively or negatively—left active European politics in the first years of the
new millennium. Helmut Kohl and Jacques Chirac were the last major figures who entered politics soon after the war but before the EEC became successful. Without a doubt, subsequent political generations have their pro- and
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anti-Europeans, but they have all grown up in a “community” Europe and
tend to be less likely to expend political capital to advance or oppose it (with
the notable exception of the British Conservatives, who are a living organizational monument to Margaret Thatcher’s hostility to European authority).64
Nor do we mean to suggest that the path is wide open for a return to a
Europe-building mode. Even if pro-European leaders emerged to champion
a new vision that connected policy problems to expanded Euro-authority, we
would not be terribly sanguine for their success. The Franco-German couple
might use the lingering euro crisis to mobilize new proposals for fiscal union,
or might link a new treaty to a common foreign and security policy, but they
would face a post-Lisbon EU arena where ambitious treaty reform for the
entire EU looks next to impossible. With anti-EU forces far more mobilized
than in previous eras, as displayed dramatically in the European Parliament
elections of 2014, it is hard to imagine any treaty surviving through all the
national opportunities for opponents to sabotage ratification. More likely
might be an “enhanced cooperation” framework that could have the additional appeal for core West European members of restoring some separation
from British, Danish, and eastern European doubters. Yet this option would
face its own challenges, forcing Euro-federalists in Brussels and national capitals to endorse a definitive break with hopes for a coherent United States of
Europe.
Europhiles may nonetheless take some heart from another reading of
the story we have told. In arguing that integration has never moved forward
functionally and automatically out of crisis, we have also emphasized that
integration has advanced despite major contestation and uncertainty. This
suggests that Europhiles who champion deeper improvements on the flawed
euro system may actually have an advantage over their predecessors: where
the latter had to frame policy problems in certain ways and invent crises to
justify their political agenda, the former can draw on a real recent crisis to
make their case.65 We still hold that the EU will not address its deeper challenges and vulnerabilities until a coherent organizational vision and bold
leadership return to champion it, but recent experience of a real crisis may
compensate to some degree for the heightened obstacles to treaty reform. If a
new generation of Europeanist leaders steps forward to connect the lessons of
the euro crisis to “ever closer union,” the future of the euro might indeed witness progress toward a more integrated continent. And “crisis” might finally
deserve a bit of the credit for it.
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The Future of the Euro
in a Global Monetary Context
Eric Helleiner

Introduction
The contributors to this volume have focused on a number of intra-European
political sources and implications of the euro crisis that will influence the
currency’s future.1 This chapter turns to place the euro crisis in more of a
global monetary context. For many Europeans, part of the political appeal of
the euro has long been that it might serve to challenge the dollar-dominated
international monetary system. Indeed, European frustrations with the trajectory of the dollar’s value and US policy choices have served as a key catalyst
for strengthening regional monetary cooperation at various moments since
the early 1970s. During the 2007–2008 global financial crisis, these European
aspirations for the euro’s international role came to the surface once again
when many analysts predicted that the US-centered financial upheaval might
boost the euro’s international role.
In the end, however, the impact of the global crisis on the euro’s international role was very different. Both the global financial meltdown, and the
euro crisis that followed, revealed quite starkly the sources of the dollar’s
global dominance and the associated weakness of the euro’s international
standing. Moreover, these events drew attention to a new rising international
monetary power, China, whose influence on the euro’s prospects was felt by
Europeans for the first time in a significant way. These two implications of
the global and Eurozone financial crises humbled those Europeans who harbored aspirations for the euro’s global role.
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At the same time, they may serve to boost the political prospects for
the euro over the longer term. In particular, they may provide both reinvigorated motivation within Europe and new outside support from China
for efforts to address the euro’s “missing” unions—financial, governance,
and legitimacy—that other chapters in this volume have highlighted. If the
efforts were successful and the Eurozone became a more “embedded” currency area, the euro’s capacity to grow as an international currency also
would be bolstered considerably.

Europe’s Global Ambitions
A number of the chapters in this volume have highlighted the limitations of
optimum currency area (OCA) theory as a tool for analyzing the euro’s prospects. As they have noted, the theory ignores the central importance of the
national and regional political and institutional foundations for European
monetary cooperation.2 One further limitation of OCA theory is that it
overlooks the significance of the wider global monetary context within which
currency unions are created and exist.
That wider context has often played a key role in encouraging currency
unions. Its significance has been particularly obvious in colonial contexts,
where territories were often merged monetarily as part of broader projects
to tie currencies to that of an imperial power.3 Currency unions in the nineteenth century, such as the Latin Monetary Union, were also seen by some
of their advocates as a means to bolster the international monetary power
and prestige of member states vis-à-vis outsiders. Key reforms that helped to
consolidate domestic territorial currencies within countries were also driven
by considerations of the larger global monetary environment. For example,
a central motivation for the creation of the Federal Reserve System in the
United States in 1913 was that it would help to boost the dollar’s international role.4
The history of European monetary cooperation has also been deeply influenced by the wider global monetary context. Particularly important has been
the desire of European policymakers to reduce their region’s dependence on
the US dollar and to enhance Europe’s monetary power vis-à-vis the United
States. This goal arose initially in the context of frustrations with US monetary leadership in the late 1960s, the unilateralism of the 1971 Nixon shock,
and the subsequent collapse of the Bretton Woods regime of fixed exchange
rates in 1973 after the unraveling of the Smithsonian Agreement. European
ambitions to bolster their region’s monetary autonomy and power were then
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reinforced by the dollar’s unstable value in the 1970s and 1980s, and perceived
efforts by US policymakers to shift the burdens of adjustment to its payments
imbalances onto foreigners.5
The creation of the euro in 1999 emerged at least partly out of this context.
Many of the advocates of the creation of the euro in 1999 saw it as a tool to
bolster Europe’s power and autonomy within the wider global monetary system. The goal of constraining US influence was often expressed very openly
by European policymakers. In its One Market, One Money report of 1990,
the European Commission praised the way the euro would force the US to
become “more conscious of the limits of independent policy-making” and
bring greater “symmetry” to the international monetary order. To reinforce
the point, it added: “Although the presence of a hegemon may be beneficial
as long as it remains the anchor of the system, it is no longer so when it ceases
to provide stability.”6
At that time, the European Commission argued that the euro would be a
particularly attractive international currency because it would be backed by
an independent central bank that was mandated to pursue price stability. It
also noted that the euro would benefit from the fact that unified European
money markets would be “the largest in the world.” 7 Indeed, Europe’s decision
a few years earlier to construct a common financial space had also been driven
in part by similar international ambitions to challenge US pre-eminence. As
Jacques Delors had put it in 1989, financial liberalization was designed to give
“our financial centres the opportunity to be among the most important in the
world” and “it is this that gives us our say in the world with the Americans
and Japanese on debt, on financial flows.”8

The Euro’s Moment to Shine?
These kinds of global ambitions for the euro were reiterated during the 2007–
2008 global financial crisis. For example, just before the first G20 summit in
November 2008, French President Nicolas Sarkozy made a point of declaring, “I am leaving tomorrow for Washington to explain that the dollar cannot claim to be the only currency in the world.”9 The confidence of Sarkozy
and other European policymakers in the euro’s international prospects at this
time was boosted by the fact that prominent analysts had noted how the currency had become “ever more global” since its creation.10 For example, the
share of the euro in non-industrial countries’ reserves had risen from 19 percent to 30 percent since the euro’s establishment, while the dollar’s share had
fallen from 70 percent to 60 percent.11
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The euro’s prospects as a global currency also seemed to be improved by
the vulnerability of the US dollar. Even before the outbreak of the 2007–
2008 crisis, there had been many predictions of an impending collapse in the
dollar’s value because of the large current account deficits of the US, combined with its growing external debt. Analysts speculated that foreign creditors of the US might soon withdraw their funding, generating a “financial
meltdown in the dollar” that would undermine confidence in the dollar’s
international role.12
This scenario seemed even more possible because many of these foreign
creditors were foreign governments. Approximately half of the US current
account deficit between 2002 and 2007 had been financed by foreign governments through their purchases of US dollar assets, particularly Treasury bills
and the bonds issued by the two US government-sponsored mortgage lending agencies, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (“Fannie and Freddie”).13 Some
of the large official dollar holders were close US allies, such as Japan and the
Gulf states, but others were potential geopolitical rivals such as China, whose
foreign exchange reserves had become the world’s largest at over 1.5 trillion
dollars by the time the crisis began (of which approximately 70–80 percent
were in dollar-denominated assets). Analysts speculated that these governments might be tempted to sell dollars as a weapon to achieve political goals,
as had sometimes been done in the past.14 Others noted that selling might
be provoked simply by the fact that the costs of holding large dollar reserves
were growing in the context of the dollar’s depreciation since 2002. At the
time of the crisis, Chinese policymakers were in fact facing growing domestic
criticism for the poor performance of their US investments.15
Even before the outbreak of the 2007–2008 financial crisis, scholars
had predicted that a major US recession or financial upheaval could act as a
“spark” for a withdrawal from US dollar investments.16 When the US financial crisis then began, many analysts predicted that foreigners would lose confidence in the US currency and US assets. These fears only intensified when
US policymakers responded to the crisis with dramatic interest rate cuts and
larger fiscal deficits. Predictions of a dollar collapse were extremely widespread during the early phase of the crisis. As an editorial in The Economist
put it in December 2007, “a new fear now stalks the markets: that the dollar’s
slide could spin out of control.”17 Prominent investors such as George Soros
also publicly anticipated a flight from the dollar and the end of the dollar’s
dominant role as an international currency.18 Even top policymakers, such as
US Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson, worried about a collapse in the dollar’s
value.19
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In this context, it is not hard to understand why analysts speculated that
the euro’s time as an international currency might have come. At the very
time that investors might lose confidence in the dollar, the euro seemed well
positioned to present a credible and attractive international reserve asset for
international investors. As one financial journalist put it in March 2008,
“Neither the yen nor the D-Mark had a realistic chance of replacing the greenback. But the euro is a real alternative. The Eurozone economy is almost as
large as that of the US and may surpass it as it continues to enlarge. Also, the
Eurozone bond markets are now almost as deep and liquid as their US counterparts.”20 European policymakers joined in the speculation. For example,
in late September 2008, German Finance Minister Peer Steinbrück declared
confidently to the German parliament that “the US will lose its status as the
superpower of the world financial system. This world will become multipolar.” He reiterated the point to journalists later on the same day: “when we
look back 10 years from now, we will see 2008 as a fundamental rupture. I am
not saying the dollar will lose its reserve currency status, but it will become
relative.” 21

The Private Demand for Dollars
In the end, however, this European optimism was short-lived. At the very
moment that Steinbrück was predicting the dollar’s demise as the world’s
dominant currency, it was becoming clear that a dollar crisis was unlikely to
unfold. Far from collapsing, the dollar’s value in fact rose in the second half
of 2008 as quickly as at any point since the early 1970s.22 The dollar’s strength
revealed clearly some of the sources of its dominance, as well as the weakness
of the euro.
To begin with, as during previous international financial crises, private
demand for dollars grew because investors plowed into US Treasury bills as a
kind of safe haven in the storm.23 Although the global financial crisis was centered in the United States, US Treasury securities were still perceived as the
safest financial assets. Their market was one of the few that remained liquid
throughout the crisis, and they were issued by the world’s dominant geostrategic and economic power.24 Euro assets failed to inspire the same confidence.
In the absence of a single European fiscal authority, there was no equivalent
to the uniquely liquid and deep US Treasury bill market. Italian government
securities formed the largest category of outstanding euro-denominated government securities ($1.8 trillion) at the height of the crisis in September 2008,
but they did not inspire much market confidence at the time. The second
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largest were securities issued by the German government ($1.4 trillion), but
they were much smaller in size than their US counterparts (which totaled
$7.3 trillion) and much less liquid because of its less well developed secondary
market.25
Since the early 2000s, international political economy scholars such as
Benjamin Cohen had noted that the euro’s international use had also been
held back by concerns about its governance, and thus the broader political
credibility of the whole initiative.26 Those concerns quickly grew during the
crisis, which highlighted dramatically that the Maastricht Treaty, signed in
1992, had failed to outline clear procedures for the prevention and resolution
of Eurozone financial crises. In the absence of clear rules, Eurozone member
governments responded in unilateral ways to the distress facing individual
financial institutions in their territories. Seeing the lack of coordination,
financial analysts quickly wondered whether European financial integration
could unravel and whether Eurozone unity itself might be threatened.27 Even
before the outbreak of the European sovereign debt crisis in 2010–2011, questions were being raised about the broader political credibility of the euro in
ways that undermined the euro’s ability to compete with the dollar for investor confidence. Those debt crises and their handling then only reinforced
these concerns, and also reduced the liquidity and depth of euro reserve assets
as investors shied away from purchasing the government debt of the afflicted
countries.
The dollar’s value was also boosted by several other developments in
private markets that revealed the enduring global importance of the currency. Because of their large dollar borrowing to fund the accumulation of
dollar assets since 2000, many foreign banks required dollars to fund their
positions at the height of the crisis. When interbank and other wholesale
short-term financial markets froze, the intense demand for dollars in this
context of shortage contributed to the currency’s appreciation. Also important was the fact that non-US banks and institutional investors had to purchase dollars to square their books and to meet collateral needs as the value
of their dollar assets suddenly deteriorated rapidly with the collapse of the
price of stocks and other financial assets during the crisis. In addition, the
dollar’s value was boosted by the unwinding of “carry trades” in which investors had borrowed dollars to invest in higher-yielding instruments in foreign
currencies.28
The deep involvement of European banks and investors in dollar-based
markets was particularly striking. Since 2000, many European banks
had been drawn into the US financial bubble and accumulated large
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dollar-denominated assets such as mortgage-backed securities in US markets.
They had purchased those assets by borrowing dollars cheaply in short-term
markets (or by borrowing short-term funds domestically and converting
them to dollars via foreign exchange swaps). When sources of short-term dollar funding dried up as the US financial crisis intensified, these European
financial institutions were suddenly in trouble, scrambling to secure the necessary dollars to fund their positions.29 Their demand for dollars not only
put upward pressure on the US currency but also left these firms and the
European Central Bank dependent on the US authorities as a supplier of
emergency dollar liquidity.
They were lucky that US authorities were willing to come to their rescue.
Some European institutions received support from the US government’s
Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).30 The Fed also allowed European
financial institutions with branches or subsidiaries in the US to borrow
very extensively from its discount window and various emergency facilities.31 Most important, however, was the fact that the Fed provided dollars to the European Central Bank (ECB) via bilateral swap arrangements,
enabling European officials to supply dollar liquidity to local firms and
markets.32 Interestingly, when the Fed first raised the idea of a swap with
the ECB in August 2007, the latter rejected the proposal because, in
David Wessel’s words, “the plan ran up against a strong effort to pin the
Great Panic on the United States” at the time.33 As the crisis worsened,
however, the ECB recognized Europe’s vulnerability and its need for US
help. It accepted a Fed swap in December 2007, and its borrowing from
the Fed then grew enormously as the crisis intensified, reaching as high
as 310 billion dollars (a figure that was much higher than total borrowing by all countries from the International Monetary Fund [IMF] during
2008–2009).34
The dependence of European firms and the ECB on US financial authorities was a striking sign of the euro’s subordinate status to the dollar in international financial markets.35 In the panic, it was dollars—not euros—that
were in highest demand. To be sure, the ECB created swap facilities for
Poland, Hungary, Sweden, and Denmark that faced potential shortages of
euros, but these swaps added up to only 35 billion dollars in total, and actual
drawings were small.36 The Fed also accepted a swap arrangement from the
ECB in April 2009, allowing it to access euros, but the swap was never drawn
upon.37 Because of the international role of the dollar, it was US authorities,
not European ones, that were called upon to play the role of international
lender of last resort.
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Foreign Official Support for the Dollar
The dollar’s strength during the crisis resulted from the decisions of not just
private investors but also foreign governments that refrained from dumping their large dollar holdings. Because of the scale of its reserves, China’s
role was particularly important. At the height of the crisis in mid-September
2008, US officials received assurances from the top Chinese leadership that
they were preventing their own officials and financial institutions from selling US investments.38 The Chinese government in fact accumulated considerably more dollar reserves during the crisis; its stash of overall reserves grew
from 1.5 trillion dollars at the start of the crisis to 2.4 trillion dollars by the
end of 2009.39
Why did China and other foreign governments continue to support the US
dollar during the financial upheaval? Many of them pursued export-oriented
economic strategies and had accumulated large dollar reserves before the crisis as a way of stemming upward pressure on their country’s exchange rates,
thus assisting national exporters. This motivation was strengthened during
the crisis, as governments were more concerned than ever to preserve the
competitiveness of their export sectors. Chinese authorities, for example,
stopped the gradual appreciation of the renminbi (RMB) in July 2008 and
kept the currency pegged to the dollar until mid-2010 because of concerns
about social unrest stemming from unemployment in their export factories.40 This Chinese move encouraged other countries whose firms competed
directly with Chinese companies to follow suit.
Governments had also accumulated reserves before the crisis for precautionary reasons, as a way of protecting their countries against the kind of crisis
that East Asian countries had experienced in 1997–1998.41 This “self-insurance”
rationale for reserve holdings was reinforced by the global financial meltdown
in which the war chest of reserves was finally proving its worth as a bulwark
against external instability. Rather than dumping reserves, many governments
thus sought to preserve and even increase them.42 The appeal of self-insurance
as an economic strategy was also greatly enhanced by the fact that it became
clear that developing countries and emerging markets that had accumulated
large reserves fared much better than those that had not.
But why were reserves kept in dollars? One reason was that dollars were
the dominant currency used in international financial markets and international trade, and thus they were key for intervention purposes. Like private
investors, foreign governments were also attracted to hold reserves in dollars
because of the unique depth, liquidity, and security of US financial markets,
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especially the market for US Treasury securities. One Chinese official, Luo
Ping, put it as follows in early 2009, when explaining why China continued to
buy US Treasury bills during the crisis: “Except for US Treasuries, what can
you hold? . . . US Treasuries are the safe haven. For everyone, including China,
it is the only option . . . Once you start issuing $1 trillion—$2 trillion . . .
we know the dollar is going to depreciate, so we hate you guys but there is
nothing much we can do.”43
The shallowness of European financial markets was a particular problem
for foreign authorities with large reserve holdings. As one Chinese official
explained, even a small scale shift of Chinese reserves into European markets
“would send European government debt yields to the floor and bond prices to
the roof, while the consequent appreciation of the euro would seriously damage the European export industry and trigger diplomatic tensions.” The central bank governor of the United Arab Emirates made a similar point: “Can
the Euro Area absorb large amounts of investment funds from GCC [Gulf
Cooperation Council] countries in a short period of time? . . . The answer
is . . . obviously, no.”44 The Eurozone’s financial and debt problems also eroded
confidence in the euro as a reserve asset among policymakers managing
reserve holdings in places such a China, Brazil, and the GCC. Indeed, by the
end of 2012, the share of the reserves of developing countries held in euro had
fallen from 30 percent at the start of the crisis to 24 percent, its lowest level
since 2002 (while that of the dollar remained at around 60 percent).45
Before the crisis, governments had also sometimes held reserves in dollars because of broader political and economic relationships with the US. In
the case of close US allies such as Japan and the Gulf States, support for the
dollar was often linked to these countries’ security dependence on the US.46
Otero-Iglesias and Steinberg even report that US officials directly pressured
GCC to curtail their desire to diversify their reserves into euros after the
euro’s creation.47 In cases such as these, the prospect of a massive dumping of
dollars during the global financial crisis was minimal.
In the all important case of China, scholars have also speculated that
the accumulation of dollar reserves was part of an implicit bargain with the
US under which the latter accepted underpriced Chinese exports in return
for the recycling of Chinese export earnings into dollar assets. Analysts
drew a parallel with the pattern of US relations with western European
countries and Japan during the 1960s when these US allies built up dollar holdings in the 1960s as part of export-led growth strategies under the
Bretton Woods exchange rate system.48 If the US had undermined this
“Bretton Woods II” bargain by closing off its markets to foreign exports,
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as Nixon did in 1971, Chinese authorities might have reconsidered their
support for the dollar during the global financial crisis.49 But no such
move was made by the US.
Indeed, US officials went out of their way to avoid antagonizing their
country’s major creditor by supporting the burying of an IMF report criticizing Chinese exchange rate policy at the height of the crisis in September
2008.50 US officials also made efforts throughout the crisis to keep in touch
with China and other foreign official creditors, encouraging their investments in US troubled financial institutions and welcoming support for the
dollar.51 Chinese authorities and other foreign governments were also appreciative of the US government’s rescue of the various US institutions in which
foreigners often had a direct or indirect interest. Particularly important was
the support for Fannie and Freddie, whose bonds were held in large numbers
by China and other foreign governments.52
The risk that China might generate a run on the dollar through unilateral
dumping was also minimized by the fact that it had already invested so much
in dollar assets. With the size of Chinese claims on the US approximately
one-third of Chinese GDP near the start of the crisis, China found itself in
a rather dramatic version of what Jonathan Kirshner calls “entrapment” arising from monetary dependence.53 Chinese authorities now had a very strong
interest in the stability of the value of the US currency in which so much of
their wealth was held. As Chinese Premier Wen put it in March 2009, “we
have lent a huge amount of money to the US. Of course we are concerned
about the safety of our assets.”54

Enduring European International Ambitions
During the global financial crisis of 2007–2008, foreign investors—both
official and private—thus chose to support the dollar for a variety of reasons: the unique attractiveness of US financial markets, the centrality of the
dollar in private international financial markets, the importance of the US as
a destination for foreign exports, its geopolitical dominance, and foreign governments’ “entrapment” in the dollar order. Instead of challenging the dollar’s international role, the crisis ended up demonstrating what Susan Strange
called the wider “structural power” of the US that helped to sustain its currency’s dominant global position.55
For Europeans, the crisis also starkly highlighted the limitations of the
euro’s ability to challenge the dollar’s international role. For the euro to
become a more prominent global currency, it was now clear that European
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financial markets would need to become more integrated and attractive to
foreigners (and even to Europeans, as the European banks’ extensive involvement in US securities markets revealed). Particularly important was the
need for an equivalent to the uniquely deep and liquid US Treasury bill market. Indeed, investors have been very blunt in declaring that only a federal
European bond market will be able to match the attractiveness of the US
market.56
If the euro were to assume a larger global role, the governance of the
Eurozone would also need to be strengthened in broader ways that would
inspire greater foreign confidence in the currency’s future as a reliable asset.
As the ECB pointed out in mid-2013 in discussing barriers to the euro’s
internationalization, “further efforts are needed both at the euro area and
the national level to tackle the fundamental causes of the financial fragmentation in the euro area, and a strengthening of the institutional framework
of Economic and Monetary Union will also make a positive contribution to
this end.”57 It was also apparent that the euro’s international role would be
strengthened if European authorities played a more active role in promoting
it, including through diplomatic means (as their Chinese counterparts have
done vis-à-vis the renminbi since 2009). Since the euro’s creation, ECB officials have done very little of this. They studiously declared their neutrality on
the issue of the euro’s internationalization and stated that the process should
be a “market-driven process,” rather than something promoted actively by
European authorities.58
Since the outbreak of the Eurozone crisis, European policymakers have
been understandably preoccupied with addressing their internal problems.
But in debates about European monetary and financial reform, the issue of
the euro’s international role has continued to surface. In the past, those advocating stronger European monetary and financial cooperation were able to
invoke European frustrations with the dollar’s enduring global dominance to
support their cause. The same dynamic has emerged in current debates about
issues such as the banking union, fiscal union, the creation of a common
European public debt instrument, and the broader importance of the euro’s
future. Top European officials have also discussed the need for the ECB to
take a more active role in promoting the internationalization of the euro as
part of encouraging a “transition towards a multipolar currency system.”59
European frustrations with the dollar’s enduring dominance have also
been expressed in international forums. In August 2010, President Sarkozy
called on the G20 to “consider the suitability of an international monetary
system dominated by a single currency in a now-multipolar world.”60 When
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the French government assumed the presidency of the G20 later that year, he
was even more direct:
We must reflect on the appropriateness of a model based on the
accumulation of reserves in dollars. I ask you this: doesn’t this system render a portion of the world dependent on US monetary policy? Shouldn’t we think about the role of SDR [the Special Drawing
Rights, the IMF’s supra-national reserve asset] and the internationalization of other currencies? Let me be clear. I do not wish in any way to
discredit the role of the dollar, which in any event will be prominent.
But prominent does not mean exclusive . . . 61
Of course, Sarkozy’s position was in keeping with long-standing French complaints about the dominant role of the dollar in the international monetary
system, dating back to the press conferences of Charles de Gaulle during the
1960s. But the experience of the 2007–2008 global financial crisis seemed to
intensify the French desire—and that of many other Europeans—to reduce
dependency on the dollar and to promote a less unipolar global monetary
order. The fact that many scholars assigned part of the blame for the crisis
itself to the dollar-dominated international monetary system only seemed to
strengthen the European interest in pursuing this goal.62

China as a New Player in the Euro’s Future
At this time, Europeans found they had a powerful new potential ally in
this cause: the Chinese government. In his speech to the first G20 summit
in November 2008 in Washington, D.C., Chinese president Hu Jintao had
called for “steadily promoting the diversity of the international monetary system.”63 In March 2009 just before the second G20 summit in London, the
Chinese central bank governor Zhou Xiaochuan had attracted worldwide
attention by calling for an international monetary system centered around
a “supra-sovereign” reserve currency, a proposal that was widely perceived as
a critique of the dollar and a challenge to US monetary dominance.64 A few
months later, Chinese Secretary of State Dai Bingguo reiterated that China
hoped to “promote a diversified and rational international reserve currency
system.”65
Even before the global financial crisis, Chinese officials had already
been calling for international monetary reform and expressing frustration
with dollar fluctuations and unilateral US monetary policy choices.66 Like
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many Europeans, Chinese concerns about their vulnerability to US policy
choices and the dollar’s instability were reinforced by the experience of the
2007–2008 global financial crisis. From a Chinese standpoint, the financial
upheaval demonstrated how the dollar’s international role enabled the US to
live recklessly beyond its means and then to deflect the costs of adjustment
onto others with adverse systemic consequences.67 The dramatic US monetary easing in response to the crisis strengthened concerns about the risk of
China’s exposure to dollar depreciation among both Chinese policymakers
and the general public. While their country’s vulnerability to exchange rate
risks left Chinese officials with strong incentives in the short term to defend
the dollar, it also encouraged them to explore ways of reducing their dependence on the dollar over the longer term.68
Because of these views, Sarkozy reached out to the Chinese leadership
in 2010–2011 to support his efforts to reform the international monetary
system. Much attention was given to the issue that Zhou had raised: the
strengthening of the IMF’s supranational reserve asset, the special drawing
rights (SDRs).69 The SDR had been created in 1969 to supplement the dollar’s
international reserve role, but it made up less than 1 percent of the world’s
non-gold official reserves by 2008, and its utility was inhibited by limits on
its allocation and use. At their second summit meeting, the G20 leaders
endorsed a new allocation of SDRs—the first in almost three decades—but
the SDR’s overall significance in the international monetary system remained
very limited. Chinese policymakers initially appeared quite receptive to the
French overtures to work together on this issue, but then backed off when
French officials joined international calls for Chinese exchange rate policy
reform.70 In the face of wider resistance from the US and others, the initiative
to strengthen the SDR quickly ran out of steam.71
China’s significance to European goals came instead through another
more direct channel: support for the euro itself. When the euro had first
been created in 1999, Chinese policymakers had welcomed it because of
their frustrations with dollar dependence. As China’s Foreign Minister Tang
Jiaxuan remarked at the time, the euro would “establish a more balanced
international financial and monetary system.”72 When the Eurozone crisis
broke out in 2010, China’s support took a much more active form. Chinese
authorities helped boost confidence in the euro through public statements
of support and declarations that China was maintaining its reserves in euros
in mid-2010 and afterward. More concretely, the Chinese also purchased
considerable sums of government bonds of troubled Eurozone countries
when the Eurozone’s future seemed in jeopardy in early 2011 and at other
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moments.73 The scale of the purchases was secret, but it was large enough to
provoke financial journalists to note at moments such as early 2011 that “it is
no longer just the ECB standing behind the euro. The Chinese are backstopping it, too.”74
A key Chinese government motivation for supporting the euro was
its ongoing interest in a more diversified international monetary order.
A strong and stable euro presented Chinese officials with an international asset in which to diversify their reserves. Indeed, they have seen it
as the main alternative for diversification, placing as much as 25 percent
of their reserves by 2012 in euro assets such as German, French, Spanish,
Hungarian, and Greek government debt.75 Based on interviews in China
on this issue, Otero-Iglesias and Steinberg also note the broader value
that Chinese officials and analysts place on having a counterweight to the
dollar: “Most participants interviewed in China would like to see a move
from a unipolar dollar-dominated IMS to a multipolar system, and in this
regard they want the euro and Europe to be a strong pole that can function as a counter-weight to the increasingly dysfunctional US dollar-centric
system.” 76
China’s backing of the euro also reflects some concrete interests. The
value of China’s existing euro reserves needed to be defended, and the
EU was also a major trading partner of China. Chinese initiatives may
also have been designed to gain political influence.77 Jiang notes that
countries whose debt has been purchased have supported China on issues
within the EU (e.g., the lifting of the arms embargo against China). She
also observes that Chinese officials pressed the EU to change some policies toward China (e.g., the arms embargo, recognition of China’s market economy status, China’s voting share in the IMF) around the time
that they purchased bonds of the European Financial Stability Facility
(EFSF).78
As China’s influence has grown, it has become increasingly embroiled
in the intra-European politics of the Eurozone. Otero-Iglesias notes that
China’s active buying of troubled governments’ debts in 2011 sometimes frustrated German officials who saw these purchases as undermining the market
discipline it was trying to impose on these governments. He reports that the
Chinese government increasingly worked more closely with Germany, scaling back its euro buying in order to support German efforts to force poorer
members of the Eurozone to accept closer integration.79 In these ways, it is
not just the US monetary power, but also that of China, that has begun to
help shape the future of the euro.
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Conclusion: What International Future
for the Euro?
From its very origins, the project of building a common European currency
has been conceptualized as one that would transform the wider global monetary system. If these global ambitions helped to drive the creation of the euro,
they deserve some consideration in any analysis of the future of the euro. In
other words, the future of European monetary cooperation must be viewed
through a lens that focuses not just on intra-European politics but also on the
global monetary system as a whole.
In the post-2008 period, two developments in the international monetary
system have been particularly significant. The first is the surprisingly enduring global dominance of the US dollar, a dominance whose sources were
starkly revealed by the global financial crisis. This development dashed the
hopes of Europeans who predicted overconfidently in 2008 that the global
financial crisis might boost the euro’s international role. The second is the
rising international monetary power of China, a power linked primarily—at
least so far—to its enormous creditor position. The Eurozone’s growing reliance on China’s financial support provided yet another reminder of its unanticipated weakness in the post-2008 period.
While these two developments highlighted the limitations of the euro’s
global ambitions, they may also over the longer term have the effect of
strengthening the euro. As in the past, the desire to challenge US monetary
power may bolster European backing for reforms that take regional monetary cooperation to the next level. Particularly important would be the
creation of a stronger fiscal union that issued common Eurobonds, which
could be traded in highly liquid markets whose attractiveness could rival
those for US Treasury bills. Also significant would be reforms that address
the governance and legitimacy unions highlighted in other chapters in this
volume. Even these reforms to strengthen the euro’s “embeddedness” as a currency area might not be enough, however, to enable the euro to challenge the
dollar’s global pre-eminence. As we have seen, the US dollar’s international
position is also sustained by the broader global role of the US, including its
military dominance and its geostrategic and trade relationships with other
countries. In other words, the euro’s ability to challenge the dollar is closely
related to larger issues concerning Europe’s strategic and economic position
in the world, as well as the willingness and capacity of European policymakers to promote the euro’s internationalization more actively and assertively in
the future.
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Although challenging the dollar’s global role is no small task, Europeans
with these ambitions may find that they have a new supporter in China.
Chinese policymakers share the aspiration of many Europeans to bring
greater “symmetry” to the international monetary order and to force the
US to become, in the words of the European Commission in 1990, “more
conscious of the limits of independent policy-making.” Chinese support
for the euro was already apparent during Europe’s sovereign debt crisis of
2010–2012. If Europe experiences further crises in the context of slow and
uneven movement toward closer monetary integration, Chinese support may
become important once more in keeping the euro show on the road. Chinese
policymakers may even become entangled in intra-Eurozone politics in a
more active way as a proponent of reforms that boost the euro’s international
standing. In these ways, it is clear that the future of the euro depends on politics in the broader global monetary system, as well as those within and among
its members.

12

Conclusion: The Future of the Euro
Possible Futures, Risks, and Uncertainties
Matthias Matthijs and Mark Blyth

European Political Economy and the Importance
of Embedded Institutions
In December 2001, on the eve of euro notes and coins going into circulation,
Romano Prodi, then president of the European Commission, reflected on
Europe’s historic leap toward monetary unification in an interview with the
Financial Times: “I am sure the euro will oblige us to introduce a new set of
economic policy instruments. It is politically impossible to propose that now.
But some day there will be a crisis and new instruments will be created.”1 The
crisis came just under a decade later; a myriad of new economic policy instruments were introduced; and Europe’s single currency was pulled back from
the brink of collapse in the summer of 2012. The euro survived its first serious
crisis. What is more, the Eurozone continued to expand, adding new member
states both during and after its debt crisis. Estonia joined in 2011, Latvia in
2014, and Lithuania in 2015. Many observers concluded that Europe’s political elites, once again, had gambled and won: the euro was here to stay.2
Nevertheless, despite all this exoneration and apparent success, by the
summer of 2014 the Eurozone’s member states seemed trapped in a rather
unhappy marriage. Europeans’ trust in their supranational institutions was at
an all time low,3 and Euro-skeptic parties across the Continent recorded their
best ever results in the elections for the European Parliament in May 2014.4
The northern member states found the periphery bailouts hard to swallow,
while the southern member states openly resented the uneven imposition
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of austerity and external demands for structural reform. North and South
seemed to be living together despite “irreconcilable differences” as recession
made way to stagnation and, in some cases, depression.
Yet the prospect of an amicable divorce, even in the case of depressionbattered Greece, was not that appealing. Unlike hard currency pegs, where
the original currency remains in circulation, the euro physically replaced all
the prior currencies in circulation. Whereas pegs can be broken, unilaterally
replacing the euro with a national currency means printing anew. Not only
will capital flee as it anticipates this process, import inflation would quickly
skyrocket if redenomination occurred. Furthermore, as Greece found out
to its despair, when you do not have much of value to sell to the rest of the
world, the boost to exports that redenomination should achieve in theory
may well fail to materialize in practice. In such a world, once you are in, you
stay married.

American Lessons for a European Polity?
There were prior political reasons for such precommitments. One of the main
attractions of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) during the 1990s—
especially for Paris-based elites—was not only the importation of Germany’s
policy credibility and culture of stability, but also the notion that the euro
would soon earn Europe the privileges that come with being an international
reserve currency. The euro could, in principle, challenge the dollar’s monetary
hegemony, and Europe’s economy would be the main beneficiary.
Ever since the abandonment of the Bretton Woods system of fixed
exchange rates, Europe’s economies had seen significant currency fluctuations among them during the 1970s and 1980s, more often than not caused
by changes in the US Federal Reserve’s monetary policy. A common currency, the reasoning went, would remove intra-European exchange rate
risk once and for all, and would end the perennial instability of its currency markets. Indeed, as the Prodi quote above suggests, European elites
saw EMU as the beginning of a larger process that would eventually lead
to a genuine European Constitution—not unlike America’s Constitution
drafted in 1787 in Philadelphia—that would result in a truly federal
European polity. The Europeans, however, could have learned a thing or
two from the American experience, if they had paid closer attention to the
actual sequence of events in that prior case. Perhaps even more important,
and as the analysis of this book makes plain, they should also pay more
attention to the concepts of “institutional embeddedness” and “embedded
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currency areas” developed by Kathleen McNamara in Chapter 2 of this
volume.
McNamara drew our attention to the political bargains, cultural norms,
and institutional interdependencies that made prior currency unions work,
distilling for us the minimum requirements of what she termed an “embedded currency area” (ECA). Those were “(1) a legitimated generator of market confidence and liquidity, (2) mechanisms for fiscal redistribution and
economic adjustment, (3) regulation of financial risk and uncertainty, and
(4) political solidarity.”5 As McNamara shows us, such embedded institutions tend to evolve over time, preceding and making possible the establishment of later, more obviously economic institutions. The United States serves
as a case in point. While the US started out as a political union, the European
Union hoped to end as one. In the US, political integration preceded economic union, while in Europe, economic integration was the means to arrive
at political union.
As Randall Henning and Martin Kessler noted in an essay for the
Brussels-based economics think tank Bruegel, rather than ending with one,
the US actually started with a limited fiscal union and a common debt instrument.6 In order to further tie together the nascent federal union politically
in 1790, Alexander Hamilton, America’s first Treasury Secretary, insisted
that the federal government assume 25 million dollars in state debt incurred
by the 13 colonies to finance the revolutionary war, and then added it to the
existing federal debt owed to France ($11.7 million) and to domestic investors
($42.1 million). Twenty-five million dollars was not a trivial amount at that
time, since US nominal GDP was estimated to be around 187 million dollars.7 Later, the “no-bailout” norm among states in the union was established
in the 1840s, once the US was firmly established as a political entity. The US
single currency (the “greenback”) was introduced another two decades later
by President Abraham Lincoln during the US Civil War in 1863 as a means
to eventually bind the South closer to the North. A common central bank—
the Federal Reserve Board—followed much later, in 1913, while the American
banking and financial union, including federal deposit insurance and joint
and several liability, was only completed in the 1930s, under the New Deal
legislation of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt.8
In short, the Americans started with a political union and a federal economic government, complete with a federal debt instrument as well as limited tax levying capacity at the political center. Only much later did they
introduce a common currency, a single central bank with the sole right to
issue new money, and the equivalent of a banking and financial union. In
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terms of McNamara’s criteria for a successfully embedded currency area, the
US got there with the sequence (4), (1), (3), and (2).
The European Union so far has followed a rather different sequence of
institution building and political development. The European Economic
Community (EEC) started with a customs union of six countries in the late
1950s, agreed on a Common Agricultural Policy in the 1960s, and expanded
by adding a few more states in the 1970s and again in the 1980s. The customs union was significantly deepened, becoming a common market with
free movement of capital and labor through the Single European Act (SEA)
signed in the mid-1980s. With the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, it established a
European Central Bank (ECB) in the mid-1990s, followed by the introduction of the single currency, the euro, in 1999 together with a common monetary policy. It was only after two full years of euro crisis, in June 2012, that the
idea of a banking union was introduced. A single supervisory mechanism for
Europe’s systemically important banks was agreed to in late 2013, and went
into effect in the autumn of 2014.9
Yet, despite these new institutional innovations, Europe today remains
without anything resembling a true fiscal union or an economic government,
the rules of the “Fiscal Compact” notwithstanding. It lacks a common debt
instrument—the so-called Eurobond—and is still far away from a political
union that would have the same democratic legitimacy among the citizens of
the European Union as the US federal government has with Americans. In
other words, the euro as a currency remains fundamentally dis-embedded,
in McNamara’s terms, from its broader social and political realities, which
for the most part in Europe are still based at the level of the individual
nation-state.
As no prior currency union composed of multiple large countries seems
to have survived without some sort of political union, the importance of
McNamara’s checklist of what we term “institutional minima” is something
European policymakers would do well to keep in mind. Multistate economic
projects need to be more fully embedded in existing social and political institutions if they want to be successful in the long term. This is something that
America’s Founding Fathers seemed to have known instinctively from the
very beginning. To date, it does not seem to have penetrated the top echelons
of Eurozone policymaking.
Does it then follow that in the absence of such embedded institutions the
euro is doomed? Not necessarily, at least not in the short to medium term.
Europe and the single currency can continue to muddle through as they have
done over the past half decade. The longer-term future of the euro, however,
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will depend on whether the European Union is able to build the social and
political institutions necessary to provide those minima. The chapters in this
book suggest both what those minima are and, if built, what possible futures
those institutions will face over the next five to ten years.

The Euro’s Problem, Experience, and
Future: What Have We Learned?
In the first section of the book we explained the euro problem as the result of
a series of “forgotten unions” that built deep fragilities into the currency’s
overall architecture. The three forgotten unions of the euro—elaborated
on in Jones’s Chapter 3, Jabko’s Chapter 4, and Schmidt’s Chapter 5—are
a financial as well as a banking union, institutions of economic governance
including supranational fiscal tools, and more effective institutional mechanisms that promote political legitimacy and social solidarity. The main euro
problem therefore is, and remains, one of missing “systemic” institutional
embeddedness, rather than a lack of “national” competitiveness, labor mobility, wage flexibility, or fiscal restraint.
Erik Jones defines the euro’s forgotten financial union as the lack of institutions to manage and regulate cross-border financial flows in a single capital
market, which includes a central bank that can act as a true lender of last
resort for both Europe’s sovereigns and its pan-European banks, as well as a
common debt instrument or Eurobond. For Jones, the absence of this financial union was always enough to bring some kind of crisis about, with or without the euro.
Nicolas Jabko added the missing institutions of economic governance to
the mix, highlighting the largely unanticipated contradiction between the
concern for traditional sovereignty at the national level and a new conception
of supranational sovereignty at the European level. He concludes that as long
as national elites remain reluctant to see their own powers diminished, the
euro’s design will remain unfinished and fragile. At the same time, however,
those elites cannot easily ignore deeply entrenched notions of sovereignty
that resonate with nationally specific ideas about power, liberty, and popular
legitimacy.
This latter point is exactly what Vivien Schmidt sees as the final and crucial forgotten union—the political and democratic one that binds all the others together: fiscal, economic, financial, and monetary. For Schmidt, Europe’s
monetary union lacks legitimate political support mechanisms—at all three
levels of democratic input, throughput, and output—as well as long-standing
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institutions and ideas of intra-European solidarity. The euro’s sustainability hence
depends on whether it can attract similar democratic support and levels of legitimacy in the future in comparison to what the nation-state enjoys in Europe today.
In Section II of the book, we looked at the euro experience from the perspective of its four key member states: Germany, France, Italy, and Spain.
Those four economies combined constituted more than 75 percent of the
whole Eurozone’s GDP in 2013, making them the euro system’s principal
players.10 All four experienced both the decade that followed the introduction of the euro and the Eurozone crisis itself very differently. Germany
started the 2000s as the “sick man of Europe.” France began the decade as
the accepted political leader of the Eurozone, while Italy recorded very modest growth rates, but saw its high debt-to-GDP ratio gradually decline. Spain
basked in its newfound role as star pupil of the euro growth class. A decade
later, after 2010, they all saw their respective roles transformed.
Having benefited from the downward pressure on wages caused by the
influx of labor following reunification, and from the export of parts suppliers for their engineering complex to lower cost Eastern European producers,
Germany led the euro pack in 2010. (The Hartz reforms had in fact little effect
on growth since they primarily produced low wage sheltered service sector
employment.) Over the same period France slipped from being top dog to
being a middle-ranking euro power, or “middle child,” as Mark Vail puts it in
Chapter 7, trying to reconcile itself to its new position as a core member state
with periphery characteristics. Italy, through euro crisis contagion and the
invention of unflattering acronyms linking all crisis-hit Eurozone countries,
found itself thrown into the periphery camp, while Spain suddenly went from
wunderkind to problem child.
Abraham Newman, in Chapter 6, develops an historical explanation for
Germany’s actions during the euro crisis. Newman argues that Germany’s
disheartening experience with reunification, plus its ordoliberal tradition and
stability culture, combined with the coincidence of its own labor market and
welfare reform programs and subsequent economic recovery to determine
Berlin’s actions. Reluctant to embrace a crisis narrative of contagion risk or a
lack of demand in export markets that would have facilitated a more activist
or interventionist role, Angela Merkel’s various governments played the role
of “reluctant leader,” adopting a narrative of moral hazard, as well as the need
to abide by the rules and implement structural reforms as the only road out
of the crisis. This resulted in Germany’s preferred policies of austerity and
structural reform as the only politically viable solution to the Eurozone’s debt
crisis, regardless of its dubious macroeconomic merits.
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Mark Vail, in Chapter 7, compares France’s fall from joint leader of
Europe to having to play the role of any family’s “middle child”—trying to
play the mediator between the northern core and southern periphery member
states. But in doing so, France embraces an internal contradiction—binding
her economic fate and political prestige to following the preferred policies
of Germany and the rest of the North while trying to remain committed, at
least rhetorically, to its much-vaunted statist socioeconomic model prevalent
in the South. Like most contradictory positions, and standard procedure for
being a middle child, no one really cares, and you end up being ignored.
Jonathan Hopkin, in Chapter 8, rejects the standard narrative in both
Italy and Spain that explains both countries’ woes since 2010 as the inevitable
result of greedy unions pricing themselves out of jobs during the boom years.
Hopkin, by contrast, shows how the introduction of the euro led to wage
stagnation in the Mediterranean countries’ manufacturing sectors, which are
those most heavily exposed to international competition. The introduction of
the euro, however, did bring large gains to the more sheltered sectors such as
construction and retail, as well as large parts of the public sector and of course
banking. In highlighting this facet of the crisis, Hopkin views the policies of
austerity and structural reform in the South as political experiments in how
far democracies are willing to go in terms of unemployment to return their
economies to fiscal rectitude, since they are targeting the wrong constituencies. Hopkin concludes that the jury is still out, but that the euro’s future
hangs in the balance. Its future will be determined by how southern Europe
will continue to cope with the devastating effects of fiscal consolidation and
jobless reform over a decade-long time frame.
In the third and final section of the book, we analyzed the euro future
from three different points of view. First, how is Europe going to deal with its
new German problem? If it is true that Germany’s relative power in Europe
increased substantially since the first decade of the 2000s, and if its policies
have been part of the euro problem rather than the solution, what does that
tell us about the single currency’s future? Second, is it fair to say, as is often
said, that Europe has always moved forward through crisis? And if that is the
case, has the euro crisis led to the necessary institutional innovations that will
make it possible for the Eurozone to both survive the present and weather
future crises? Third, moving beyond Europe’s internal dynamics and national
political economies, what does the future of the euro look like from an international perspective? What is the euro’s place on the world’s geopolitical
chessboard, which includes, among others, a supposedly declining United
States and a fast growing but fragile China?11
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Wade Jacoby, in Chapter 9, explains how Berlin is torn between what he
calls the “timing of politics” and the “politics of timing.” On the one hand,
Germany accepts its responsibilities as the Eurozone’s most powerful member, but it still wants to make sure that bailouts only happen in extremis, and
that the timing is such that any risk of moral hazard, where the delinquent is
encouraged by the bailout to default in the future, is minimized. Time here is
a virtue, as the longer one waits, the more the risk of moral hazard is reduced.
Yet, at the same time, German politicians feel the pressure of their voters and
therefore can only take significant steps in the direction of further integration if they feel that they have sufficiently prepared those voters. Time here is
a vice, as any future intervention may be too late. The future of the euro thus
depends on how Germany resolves this dilemma. Jacoby argues that this will
determine whether we can expect to see any major systemic institution building in the near future, or whether the main governance structures of the euro
will remain split between the supranational and national levels.
Craig Parsons and Matthias Matthijs, in Chapter 10, see the euro’s future
in a rather pessimistic light. They call into question the much-touted view
that Europe always moves forward through crisis.12 While they note that this
popular notion of European integration is a reassuring frame for EU policymakers and statesmen, it is actually not borne out by the historical evidence.
The European project has in fact almost always moved forward when key
players’ positive visions of its future institutional development happened to
collide, not as a technocratic response to widely perceived problems. Parsons
and Matthijs see the euro crisis as Europe’s first real crisis, and while the EU
has made significant strides toward more integration, especially in the realm
of the banking union, they conclude that it falls well short of addressing the
single currency’s core problem of absent institutional embeddedness.
In contrast, Eric Helleiner, in Chapter 11, paints a more optimistic picture
of the euro’s future by focusing on the international monetary system. He
believes that the euro’s future depends upon how long international financial markets will maintain their ostensibly voracious appetite for the US dollar, and what role China will play in the international monetary system as it
gradually liberalizes the renminbi (RMB). While for now, the dollar reigns
supreme, Helleiner sees a future of relative dollar decline, combined with a
gradual rise of the RMB, which could be a positive development for the euro,
ending in a perhaps more stable and multipolar currency system.13
One thread that all of these chapters have in common is an emphasis on
the politics and political economy of the euro and of European integration.
The irony of the euro crisis, of course, is that—from Greece and Spain to
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Germany and Finland—the crisis brought national politics back into the
process of European integration: exactly the outcome the entire post-national
project was designed to avoid. Those changing political dynamics, and how
national politics will interact with EU level policies, will be crucial in determining which scenario will play out in the euro’s future.

The Return of Politics and Possible Futures for the Euro
Four Crisis-Generated Changes That Matter for
Europe’s Future
Four significant developments in EU politics since 2010 were either
the direct result of the euro crisis, or were cultivated and augmented by the
policy responses to it, and all four are bound to have consequences for the
euro’s future. First are the rapidly changing dynamics between Germany
and France. Traditionally, the Franco-German couple had functioned as
the indispensable motor of European integration. To use former European
Commission President Romani Prodi’s metaphor, “each one was an equal
cylinder in the engine, pushing when the other pulled.”14 That relationship
has changed dramatically since the euro crisis. Prior to German reunification, the countries were of relatively equal size, and while Germany could
boast a stronger and more dynamic economy, France could lay claim to the
EU’s political leadership given the catastrophic legacy of World War II for
Germany. Yet while they constituted the “twin cylinders,” Berlin and Paris
always represented two fundamentally different visions of Economic and
Monetary Union. While ordoliberal and social market Germany emphasized
the supply side and the need for stability, rules, and fiscal restraint, dirigiste
and neo-Keynesian France stressed the demand side and the importance of
full employment, policy flexibility, and solidarity.
The euro crisis saw a noticeable shift in the balance of power away from
Paris toward Berlin, which signals a more ordoliberal Europe going forward.
While the Social Democratic government of Gerhard Schröder fundamentally reformed the German labor market in the first years of the 2000s,
France saw few such reforms under both Gaullist Presidents Jacques Chirac
and Nicolas Sarkozy. The latter had pledged a rupture for the French economy during his 2007 presidential election campaign, but found it much
harder to deliver on that promise once in power. Already by 2006, Germany
was beginning to experience faster growth and lower unemployment, and the
German government was eager to link this directly to the fruits of its Hartz
reforms.15 France, by contrast, saw continuing anemic growth and much
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higher unemployment, which the Germans then attributed to their lack of
reforming zeal.
Once the euro crisis hit, both the media and financial markets scrutinized Angela Merkel’s statements much more closely than the comments of
either Nicolas Sarkozy or his successor François Hollande. The outcome of
the seemingly never-ending series of EU crisis summits of that period largely
depended on the stance of Berlin, not Paris. More often than not, the French
and German governments would find themselves at odds with one another
when it came to crisis responses, but Sarkozy would feel compelled to follow
Merkel in her quest for fiscal consolidation and reform to remain relevant.
Since 2012, French socialist President Hollande’s efforts to shift EU policy
away from austerity toward growth and fiscal stimulus proved to be largely
irrelevant to actual policy. Again in Romano Prodi’s words: “The Germans
decide, and the French get to announce it during their joint press conference.”16 There is no doubt that the EU since the euro crisis has moved much
more decisively in a “Germanic” direction.
The second big change, one that is particularly disturbing for the goals
of the European project, was the return of the North-South gap in the EU.
The euro crisis and the implementation of austerity and structural reforms
reversed the progress made over the course of the 1990s and the first years of
the 2000s in reducing the substantial differences in national income between
EU members of the well-off North and the poorer South. Admission to the
single currency was supposed to bring the younger (and poorer) democracies of Greece, Spain, and Portugal up to the levels experienced in the rest
of Europe. Yet exactly the opposite happened. While the ratio of per capita income (in constant prices) of poor Greece vis-à-vis much more affluent
Germany had been steadily improving since the early 1990s to a high of
0.65 in 2007, it worsened again to 0.47 by 2013, a number much lower than
the prevailing ratio in the early 1990s. And this was not just a Greek tragedy: the corresponding ratios for Italy’s and Spain’s per capita income vis-à-vis
Germany’s were at a high of 0.87 and 0.83 in 2007, and fell to 0.74 and 0.72
in 2013, respectively.17
Furthermore, the EU countries of the Mediterranean also experienced
a conspicuous erosion of the strength of their democratic institutions and
the effectiveness of their governments compared to those in the North since
2010.18 This adverse evolution has brought new doubts to bear over the old EU
mantra of an “ever closer union” and threatened not just the real economic
gains that were made prior to the crisis, but also the quality of democracy
experienced throughout the union. After all, if Brussels can veto a national
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parliament’s budget, what is the point of electing that parliament in the first
place?
Third, the euro crisis has displaced the traditional “community method”
of decision-making in the EU in favor of what German Chancellor Merkel
referred to as the “union method” in a speech in Bruges in the autumn of
2010.19 With hundreds of billions of euros in bailout funds needed that
were only available directly from the member states’ budgets, it should perhaps have been no surprise that neither the European Commission nor the
European Parliament on their own could have cobbled together a comprehensive solution. The commitment of those large amounts of taxpayers’ money to
the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and the European Stability
Mechanism (ESM) naturally required oversight by national governments.
Nevertheless, this meant that existing “community” institutions were largely
sidelined in the decision-making process, with intergovernmental summits
putting the European Council firmly in charge of crisis management.
Ironically, however, these supranational institutions may prove to be
the long-term winners of the euro crisis. Between 2010 and 2014, the
Commission gained sizable future powers in monitoring member states’ fiscal policies through the so-called European Semester. The European Central
Bank won large discretionary powers not just over monetary policy, but also
over banking supervision and resolution. The European Parliament managed to stage a major coup against the European Council by launching a
system of Spitzenkandidaten during the European elections in May 2014, in
which Jean-Claude Juncker as the candidate to lead the Commission of the
European People’s Party (EPP) was de facto forced on Europe’s heads of state
and government in June 2014, despite UK Prime Minister David Cameron’s
desperate efforts to reverse the process and stop Juncker in his tracks. Yet,
whether all of this activity adds up to McNamara’s minimal conditions of an
ECA remains very much in doubt.
Fourth, and finally, the euro crisis reintroduced political and legal tensions
between nation-states and the supranational institutions of the European
Union, constantly testing the limits of the integration process. As intimated
in Section I, the Fiscal Compact, for example, was concluded as an intergovernmental treaty outside the EU Treaties, since Britain and the Czech
Republic refused to sign it in December 2011. Once the 25 signatories adopted
the treaty in March 2012, they were required to incorporate a balanced budget or “golden” rule into their constitutions, challenging the nature and legitimacy of national constitutions. But the national judicial limits of European
integration clashed with the need for system-wide Eurozone solutions most
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openly in Germany itself. The strongly independent Federal Constitutional
Court (FCC or Bundesverfassungsgericht) in Karlsruhe had already called
into question the democratic legitimacy of the 2009 Lisbon Treaty prior to
the euro crisis. In the end, while there were no explicit constitutional objections against the Lisbon Treaty, Karlsruhe did impose limitations to future
integration by identifying a number of state functions that were not amenable to integration and which were to be retained at the national level, especially in the realm of fiscal policy.
During the euro crisis, the FCC would rule over the legality of the ESM,
the bond buying programs of the ECB, and at the time of writing, is still
in the midst of a legal battle with the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in
Luxembourg over the legality of the ECB’s potential tool of outright monetary transactions (OMT). This legal aspect of the euro crisis added yet
another layer of complexity to EU decision-making, periodically fueling
uncertainty in financial markets. Given all of this, if Europe wants to build
the “missing unions” to make the euro work for the long term, Germany will
need to overcome some formidable political obstacles and change its constitution. Everyone else will have to reconcile fiscal centralization and effective
national-level democracy, which is not an easy trick to pull off.

Competing Visions of Where Europe Goes from Here
There is no shortage of thinking when it comes to the future of the Eurozone.
Both EU institutions and various think tanks around Europe have been looking at how to complete the euro’s unfinished institutional framework going
forward, detailing the steps necessary to avoid another systemic crisis. All of
those competing visions touch upon this book’s central concerns, but mostly
in an ad hoc and unsystematic manner, often mistaking what is economically
and financially desirable for what is politically possible. Indeed, what all such
proposals seem to have in common is a rather willful neglect of the role of
politics in achieving a more complete EMU.
For example, both the European Council and the European Commission
published blueprints for the Eurozone’s future in late 2012. Herman Van
Rompuy, president of the European Council, in close cooperation with
José Manuel Barroso, Jean-Claude Juncker, and Mario Draghi, published a
first draft of their blueprint “Towards a Genuine Economic and Monetary
Union” in June 2012, in advance of the crucial EU summit that allowed the
ESM to directly recapitalize Spain’s banking system.20 What became known
as the “Four Presidents’ Report” had the advantage of being concise (the June
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draft was only 7 pages, while the December version was 18 pages), but falls
well short of our minimum criteria for an embedded currency area.
While the “Four Presidents’ Report” did call for a comprehensive banking
union that comprised all European banks, including an effective resolution
mechanism, it omitted common deposit insurance from its final draft, and
only tentatively called for Eurobonds. The report defined fiscal union mainly
as greater centralized budgetary controls and stricter rules—a necessary condition for Eurobonds—and only saw the need for a very limited Eurozone
budget in the distant future. It paid lip service to the need for greater democratic legitimacy, mentioning the need for closer cooperation with national
parliaments only in passing, omitting the need for any direct democratic
choice over policy. The Commission’s own “blueprint for a deep and genuine
economic and monetary union,” released in late November 2012, added very
little to the “Four Presidents’ Report.”21 They referred to “Stability Bonds”
rather than the politically more sensitive term “Eurobonds,” but also only
after more centralized fiscal controls were in place. It remained vague on the
need for a Eurozone budget to absorb asymmetric shocks and mentioned the
eventual need for a political union, but without any real specifics on how to
get there.22
Unburdened by the need to govern, think tank blueprints are more
ambitious in scope. Notre Europe, the Paris think tank chaired by former Commission President Jacques Delors, commissioned a report on
“Completing the Euro” by the Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa Group, coordinated by Henrik Enderlein of the Hertie School in Berlin, which included
EMU experts André Sapir, Paul De Grauwe, and Jean Pisany-Ferry. 23 The
report, released in June 2012, goes much further than the blueprints of
the Council and the Commission. The Padoa-Schioppa Group calls for a
US-style Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and an independent resolution agency to complement the banking union. They made a strong case
for Eurobonds and a European Debt Agency to partially finance national
budgets, though they also want stricter budgetary controls and stress the
right of the Commission to limit the sovereignty of governments that break
the rules and accrue too much debt. The report also wants a “cyclical adjustment insurance fund” to serve as the Eurozone budget and protect the
currency union against asymmetric shocks, as well as a mechanism for sovereign debt restructuring. This report is obviously much closer to our own
analysis. Yet as welcome as such suggestions are, they ignore the institutional, democratic, and electoral problems of getting there, as highlighted
in this volume by Jabko, Schmidt, Jacoby, and Hopkin. Unfortunately, you
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cannot assume away the politics you have in the hope to arrive at the economics you want.
Three more blueprints emerged from German, French, and British initiatives: the Glienicker Group, the Eiffel Group, and the Centre for European
Reform (CER).24 They all also go much further than the Council and
Commission blueprints, in that they envision the need for a fiscal union,
a Eurozone budget, and a more democratically legitimate political union,
but they also stay close to their national traditions.25 While the Glienicker
group—which includes 11 German economists, political scientists, and
jurists—makes no mention of common deposit insurance or Eurobonds,
they do foresee the need for a limited economic government with a membership fee of 0.5 percent of GDP that could serve to provide unemployment
insurance and public goods. They also emphasize the EU’s right to limit the
sovereignty of governments that borrow too much, but provide no mechanism for sovereign debt restructuring. Glienicker argues that to achieve their
political agenda, “the euro area needs a new contractual basis of its own,” a
“Euro-treaty to replace previous piecemeal reforms.”26
Hewing to the ideas that Mark Vail indentified in Chapter 7 as being
quintessentially French, the Eiffel Group’s report—signed by 12 French
economists, political scientists, and legal scholars—proposes a Eurozone
budget with full tax-raising and borrowing powers, Eurobonds, and a mechanism for sovereign debt restructuring. Eiffel wants “to construct a political
Community which is democratic and based around the euro.”27 Their blueprint has an entire section called “method” that discusses the treaty changes
and formal democratic procedures that will need to be implemented. But
once again, whether those procedures are politically feasible is a question left
unanswered.28
Finally, Philippe Legrain’s report for the London-based Centre for
European Reform, “How to Finish the Euro House,” is probably the most
ambitious and well thought out proposal, in terms of what needs to be
done, that we have encountered.29 It is also the most realistic when it comes
to outlining what will actually happen, as opposed to outlining the future
one would like to see. To work well, Legrain argues, the Eurozone needs to
do four things: (1) try to prevent problems from emerging; (2) limit problems when they arise; (3) resolve problems “promptly, fairly, and safely”; and
(4) be democratically legitimate. That is, the Eurozone needs to be properly
accountable insofar as it embodies real democratic choices.30
This assessment comes closest to what we have defined as the outcomes
of an embedded currency area in this volume. The CER report, however, is
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realistic enough politically to see that this will not happen overnight, if at all.
Legrain suggests four possible futures for the Eurozone: a Germanic one, a
technocratic one, a fiscally federal one, and a flexible (or de-centralized) one.
Ideally, the Eurozone would move toward a fiscally federal Eurozone, but
that is also politically the least likely option. Legrain fears that the current
political trajectory of Europe has the Eurozone on a path toward a combination of a Germanic and a technocratic union, which falls far short of his ideal
blueprint, and ours too, since it still treats politics as an error to be eliminated rather than a foundation from which to build. Legrain concludes that
the current path Europe is on may ultimately lead the euro to disintegrate.
However, though he is not hopeful, Legrain does allow for the possibility
that a new crisis may “provide the political momentum to create a fiscally
federal eurozone.”31

From Blueprints to Black Swans: Europe’s
Possible Futures
Blueprints for the future of Europe are not like the blueprints for a building.
The latter tend to correspond quite closely to what is actually built. The former usually end up quite far away from the future they purport to produce.
The more complex the blueprint, and the further into the future it projects,
the greater the risks and uncertainties that multiply within the structure. In
order to make further sense of the future of the Eurozone given the many
concerns raised in this book, we elaborate here on the future of the euro using
the “black swan” metaphor originally developed by Nassim Nicholas Taleb.32
Rather than chart still further paths, in part because we largely agree with
Legrain’s analysis, we use an extension of Taleb’s metaphor in this final part
of our concluding chapter to chart the likely economic, financial, and political threats facing the euro going forward. We envision three kinds of “euro
swans”—white swans, grey swans, and black swans.33
First, white swans are events that present us with a potentially knowable
economic or financial risk. There is a definable probability of them occurring,
along with a reasonable estimate of their impact. Economic policymakers
and individual market participants can hedge themselves against the impact
of such white swans because insurance, to some degree, is possible. White
swans are what former US Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld referred to
as “known knowns.”
Second, grey swans shade from risk toward uncertainty, but constantly
wander between the two states. The future gets more complicated—and much
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more unpredictable—with grey swans. Grey swans happen when (mainly)
political events—like a referendum, a national election, or an important
parliamentary vote—about which we may know the actual timing but not
the magnitude of their impact, upset other more knowable variables. Grey
swans may be less likely to happen than white swans, or at least the probability that they could be estimated accurately is lower, but they could potentially
bring a much bigger shock to the system. They are both Rumsfeld’s “known
unknowns” and his “unknown knowns.”
Third, black swans are those extraordinary events that have a completely
unknown probability. These are Rumsfeld’s “unknown unknowns,” and are
uncertain in the deepest sense of the word. We cannot know what they are in
advance, but we do know that their impact will be devastating.34 Black swans
are particularly pernicious because they have no determinately related historical precedents, no set date, and elaboration from past data usually makes
one more blind as to what is actually coming.
In sum, white swans are what we expect to see. They lie in the middle of
the distribution of possible risks. Grey swans take us outside these parameters, out beyond our one or two sigma comfort zone. Black swans lie hidden
deep in the tails of the distribution of possible futures.

Europe’s White Swans
White swan events are a dime a dozen: a fall in Purchasing Managers Indices
(PMIs), an upturn in consumer confidence, or a rise in the euro-dollar
exchange rate despite ECB actions. They are trivial, in the sense that they
are everyday occurrences, but that does not mean that they are unimportant.
One example comes from Helleiner’s focus in Chapter 11 on the international
role of the euro. The fact that central banks outside Europe loaded up on
euros prior to the crisis acted as a positive white swan for Europe insofar as it
meant that during the crisis the euro-dollar exchange rate held up much better than a lot of currency traders expected. This adding of euros to everyone’s
reserves created a prisoner’s dilemma situation among central banks. If any of
them tried to move out of euros, it would have triggered a run on the euro,
which would have hurt them all. As such, it became in everyone’s interest not
to sell euros despite the currency’s systemic crisis, and stability was unexpectedly assured.
Another example of a possibly positive white swan is the ECB’s ongoing
(at the time of writing) Asset Quality Review (AQR) of Europe’s troubled
banking system. Europe faces what might be called a “Goldilocks dilemma”
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in its attempt to reform its banking system.35 As noted in this book by several
of the authors, the European sovereign debt crisis was only triaged when ECB
President Mario Draghi poured nearly one trillion euro of public money
(LTROs) into the European banking system in December 2011 and March
2012. The result of all this cash hitting the banking system was to incentivize
periphery banks to buy local sovereign bonds. Because of the yield compression this causes, if austerity policies are loosened and growth accelerates, then
interest rates will have to rise. As that happens, the periphery banks holding
all these bonds will see their asset base shrink in value as yields go up, bond
prices go down, and their balance sheets become impaired. So growth cannot
get “too hot.” Given this, the ECB needs low rates, more LTROs, and a host
of monetary tricks such as the introduction of negative deposit rates in June
2014 and the direct purchasing of covered bonds and asset-backed securities
(ABS) as announced in October 2014 to allow the banks to clean up their
balance sheets, one non-performing loan at a time, in an environment of relatively slow growth.
However, not only is such a process painfully slow, if growth is “too cold”
these policies cannot work since only higher rates of growth will allow the
banks to repair their balance sheets as new “performing” loans replace their
“non-performing” loans. Given this constraint, where growth can be neither
too hot nor too cold, the AQR provides the ECB with a way to triage the worst
offenses of the banking system without setting off a general panic. Bad bank
solutions, such as Ireland’s National Asset Management Agency (NAMA),
may become more palatable to other states in the wake of the AQR. This
could have a positive effect on the needed downsizing and recapitalization of
the European financial sector, despite the Goldilocks constraint. Such white
swans, should they occur, will be good for the euro’s long-term future.

Europe’s Grey Swans
Grey swans are more serious, in terms of magnitude, and tend to be more
negative. We know something is coming, we just do not know when or what
its magnitude will be. At a most general level, the politics of building embedded institutions is a grey swan. This is seen in Erik Jones’s admonishment
that without a full financial union, given the realities of cross-border banking by multinational banks that all effectively borrow their currency (since
none of them prints the euro), some kind of accident waiting to happen is
still there, despite recent reforms. We just do not know what it is yet, or how
it will play out.
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Jonathan Hopkin’s Chapter 8 on Italy and Spain hints at another grey
swan. Turning around Italy’s debt position and cleaning up Spain’s banks are
arduous projects that could take a decade to complete. If the policy menu to
achieve these ends is unending fiscal austerity, then quite apart from deflationary risks or GDP shrinkage, the sheer political sustainability of such
policies comes into question. Asking people to vote once for austerity—even
twice—is plausible if there is light at the end of the tunnel. If, however, all
that seems possible is the lengthening of the tunnel, then either democracy
refuses the policy menu or the enforcers of the policy menu ignore democracy. The replacement of the democratically elected Greek and Italian leadership by veteran EU technocrats at the height of the crisis in November 2011
was no aberration. It was an inevitable product of this tension. If it breaks
out again, which is likely, and democracy wins, which is also likely, all that
remains in doubt is the magnitude of the shock it sends to the euro itself.
Wade Jacoby’s insights on the timing of politics and the politics of timing
in Germany also have great bearing here. While it is easy to blame Germany’s
austerity-fetishism for making the crisis a lot worse—and indeed there is
merit in such a claim—the “democracy versus markets” problem highlighted
by Hopkin in the South bites hard in Germany, too. Germany may be the
Eurozone’s biggest economy, but at a shade under 3.5 trillion dollars in GDP,
it is only 29 percent of Eurozone GDP and a mere 8.75 percent of the value of
the total asset footprint of the European banking sector.36 As such, Germany
can only be expected to swallow so much of everyone else’s problems.37 It is
in this context that the timing of politics—the desire to minimize one’s own
risk of exposure to someone else’s moral hazard—combines with the politics
of timing—the “right” moment to sell a policy to the public—to create leadership that is likely always going to be insufficient to fully resolve the crisis
and safeguard the euro’s future.
Other grey swan–type events include popular referendums. Scotland
voted on its independence on September 18, 2014 with 55 percent of Scots
deciding to stay in the union. If it had decided to break away from the rest
of the United Kingdom, the knock-on effects to European markets could
have potentially been very large. It could have created a shadow bond market for Scottish debt (amusingly called “kilt-edged securities”) separate from
British debt that would have weakened the British fiscal position. What was
left of the UK could then have voted to leave the EU, just as Scotland would
have been petitioning to get back in, all while using the Bank of England’s
money. The union seems safe for now, but Catalonia in Spain and Flanders
in Belgium may well follow Scotland’s example by announcing referendums
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of their own, bringing greater instability and enormous uncertainty over the
status of their respective countries’ large sovereign debt stocks.

Europe’s Black Swans
By definition, black swans cannot be predicted, and past data, such as the
analysis of this book, can make one less prepared for their arrival, rather than
more. But having said that, there are a few imaginable “unknown unknowns”
out there worth mentioning that are extremely underpriced and could yet
generate huge risks.
The first is the “Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance,” also
known as the “Fiscal Compact.”38 This treaty came into effect in March 2012,
mandating that national budgets be “balanced or in surplus”39 with enforcement guaranteed by “preferably constitutional”40 provisions embedded in
national legal frameworks. In other words, parliaments are to vote away their
last set of fiscal powers. Countries that produce “significant observed deviations”41 from the numbers enshrined in the treaty will be fined. Furthermore,
the so-called Six-Pack, consisting of five regulations and one directive, which
entered into force in December 2011, includes a “Macroeconomic Imbalance
Procedure.”42 This procedure allows member countries to have a maximum
current account deficit of 4 percent or a surplus of 6 percent of their respective GDPs. Given that imports and exports sum to zero, that surplus of
+2 percent must be offset somehow. Either surplus countries reduce their
surpluses, which they are not going to do voluntarily, or deficit countries have
to run permanently tight policies to offset the surpluses, given the common
currency. If this is the case, the Fiscal Compact and the Six-Pack themselves
are risk generators of unknown value for the euro since they will more than
likely produce macroeconomic outcomes in non-surplus countries that will
add to the political instability that Hopkin highlights in Chapter 8.
A second black swan that lies hidden in the tail would be the unexpected
return of a 1930s-style authoritarian regime to one of the Eurozone member states. A future and sudden rise of extremist parties—Golden Dawn in
Greece and Marine Le Pen’s Front National in France come to mind—could
force those countries to withdraw from the Eurozone or the EU altogether.
A significant anti-democratic turn by a non-euro member state, like Hungary,
is also not unthinkable, and would have a profound impact on the future of
the EU. Meanwhile, even further out in the tail, the Middle East may blow
up and start a nuclear arms race if Iran gets an atomic bomb. Putin’s Russia
may invade the Baltics (which are all three euro members) under the ruse
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of “protecting Russian minorities,” and the American economic recovery
may falter, triggered by a new financial meltdown, impacting the economies
of China, India, and Brazil, and ultimately the northern European export
machine. However, if the deflationary trends in the eurozone itself continue
beyond 2014, we may not need such exotic birds to do the damage at all.
Existing policy continuing on autopilot may be all that is required.

What Does All This Mean for the Future of the Euro?
Such events could have huge consequences, or they may never come to pass.
A seemingly minor white swan may cause serious damage to the currency’s
long-term future. Black swans may never take flight or, at the risk of stretching the metaphor, a whole flock may settle over Europe. We simply do not
know. But what we can say on the basis of this book is the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Without developing a political process to legitimately embed its economic
and financial institutions, the future of the euro will be fragile at best.
We know which institutions need to be built in finance, governance, and
politics to make it work. They are detailed in the first section of the book.
What Europe has built to date falls far short of these minima.
There are no sustainable technocratic solutions to the euro problem, which
is an inherently political one, and will need political solutions. Democracy
is not a mere error term in the non-linear regression of governance.
The major current risks to the euro stem from the attempt to make
national-level austerity and structural reform superior objectives to restoring Eurozone growth and championing EU political reform.
The future of the euro will be decided in Germany, Spain, and Italy.
France has lost its leadership position in Europe, and has yet to find a role.
The timing of politics outside Germany will eventually dominate the timing of German politics and the future of the euro.
The Eurozone will gradually take over the EU in institutional importance,
which will have significant consequences for the “euro-outs” like the UK,
Sweden, and Denmark. The outs may at some point face a painful choice
between joining the euro and leaving the European Union altogether.
The euro’s international position may help it at the margin, but it is
European domestic politics that will determine its future in the end.

What we know for sure is that the Eurozone, assuming we still have a euro
a decade from now, which is far from certain, will look very different from
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how it looks today. More countries will likely have joined by 2025, including Denmark, Poland, and possibly Hungary, while some other countries,
like Greece, Cyprus, and Portugal, may well have opted to leave. Some of
the missing unions—maybe common deposit insurance or some version of
a Eurobond—may have been introduced, with others still lagging far behind
or remaining politically unthinkable. The global economy will continue to
develop, and the individual national varieties of capitalism that constitute the
European economy will continue to evolve in divergent as well as convergent
ways.43 Germany may well be struggling by 2025, while France could see an
economic revival—it has happened before—and its demographics are much
better. Britain may have left the European Union altogether. Belgium may no
longer exist.
In closing, we are reminded of the observation made by the Greek philosopher Heraclitus (535–475 BC) that “no man ever steps into the same river
twice, for it is not the same river and he is not the same man.” Like Heraclitus’s
river, the Eurozone is a dynamic system that continues to advance and flow.
The men and women in Europe’s corridors of power also change, as does the
nature of Europe’s democracies and peoples’ expectations of their national
governments and of the European Union. As the next generation of leaders takes office, they will likely have very different ideas from those of Kohl,
Mitterrand, and Delors, or Merkel, Hollande, and Barroso.
Heraclitus tells us that the man was different the second time around,
precisely because he had already waded into the river once before. The experience of the euro crisis should therefore have taught current and future leaders
to put the euro on a more solid footing. In order to do so, all we can hope is
that Europe’s future leaders will approach the question of the single currency
by beginning with the political foundations of markets. We dare even dream
that they may have internalized the main lesson of this book, that a common currency is not a technocratic endeavor but a political choice: it needs
to be fully embedded in democratic institutions to keep earning its legitimacy every day. The economist Abba Lerner, who we cited at the beginning
of Chapter 1, once observed that economic transactions constitute “solved
political problems.” The euro is not there yet: Europe still has a long way to
travel in order to solve its single currency’s intrinsically political flaws. Only
then will the Eurozone be able to fundamentally resolve its economic ones.
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